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Introduction
Any new air pollutant source must meet emissions standards set by the federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and meet the requirements of the Washington State Clean Air Act. The
Washington State Department of Ecology’s (Ecology) Air Quality Program (AQP) manages air
pollution within the state and is responsible for ensuring that those federal and state standards
are met. The AQP does this by writing permits to regulate emissions from various sources. The
AQP’s goal is to safeguard public health and the environment by preventing and reducing air
pollution.

Before construction can begin on a new or changed air source pollution project, the applicant
must apply to Ecology for an air quality permit. This permit is called a Notice of Construction
approval order (NOC). The application for the NOC requires the applicant describe all air
contaminant emissions from the project, identify the federal air regulations that apply, describe
the project’s emission control technology, and prove that air quality standards won’t be violated.
If emissions of toxic air pollutants exceed levels set in state regulations, a Health Impact
Assessment must also be conducted to prove that there is minimal health risk to the community.
Ecology reviews applications for projects and develops conditions of approval to ensure that the
project will comply with the Washington Clean Air Act, Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 70-94
and the Washington Administrative Codes (WAC) developed to implement RCW 70-94.

If the project meets these requirements, Ecology must approve the Notice of Construction
application.

This Response to Comments is prepared for:

Proposed permit: Vantage Data Centers
Quincy, Grant County, WA

First Comment period: July 30, 2012 —Sept. 10, 2012

Public hearing date: September 6, 2012

Second Comment period December 10, 2012—January 11,2013

Date final permit issued: March 18, 2013

This document can be viewed online at:
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/SummaryPages/1302001.html. To view other
documents related to Ecology’s final action on this draft permit please visit our website:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/guincydatacenter/.

To see more information related to air quality in Washington, please visit the air program’s
website: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/airhome.html.



Reasons for ~ssuing the Permit
Vantage has applied to the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) for a permit called a
Notice of Construction approval order (NOC). The purpose of a NOC is to protect air quality and it
is required before a new source of air contaminants can be built or modified. The NOC is needed
because data centers use large, diesel-powered backup generators to supply electricity to the
servers during power failures. Some data centers contain cooling towers or other pollution
sources as well. The primary air contaminant sources at the facility are 17 electric generators
powered by diesel engines. Each generator has a power capacity of 3 megawatts. Four of the
proposed center’s five buildings will house generators and will be phased in over several years.

Ecology requires the applicant, Vantage in this case, to apply for a permit to comply with federal
and state air quality standards. These standards are intended to limit the amount of emissions
released into the air and maintain air quality at or below the health based standards. The
applicant must use “Best Available Control Technology” (BACT) to ensure that their emissions are
controlled to the best degree they can be, in a cost-effective manner.

Vantage’s proposed data center facility is to be located at the intersection of Road 0 NW and 11
Road NW. Data centers house the servers that provide e-mail, manage instant messages, and run
applications for our computers.
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Public Involvement Actions

Ecology Air Quality Program encouraged comment on the Vantage Data Centers draft air quality
permit and supporting documents during a public hearing and two 30-day comment periods.
Below are the public involvement actions for each comment period. The first comment period
was held July 30, 2012 through September 10, 2012. The public hearing was held September 6,
2012. The second comment period was held December 10, 2012 through January 11, 2013. See
Appendix A for copies of public involvement documents mentioned below and Appendix C for the
transcripts and agenda from the public hearing.

First Public Comment Period: July 30. 2012 — September 10. 2012
1. Several public notice legal classified advertisements were placed in the Columbia Basin

Herald. A legal notice was run accidentally on June 27, 2012 advertising the public
hearing date as July 31, 2012. This date was incorrect and the notice was withdrawn on
July 16, 2012. The correct and final public notice was run on July 30, 2012 advertising
the correct public hearing date on September 6, 2012. The ad stated the following
information: where the project documents were available for review; the date, time and
location of the public hearing; information on how to submit public comment and
beginning and end dates of the comment period.

2. Information about the public hearing and public comment period was submitted
incorrectly to Ecology’s Public Involvement Calendar at:
http://apps.ecy.wa.gov/pubcalendar/calendar.asp. The hearing and public comment
period did not show up online as intended.

3. On July 30, 2012 two emails were sent to 70 individuals on the Quincy interested parties
distribution list (interested parties) notifying them of the details for the public hearing
and public comment period.

4. On July 30, 2012, Ecology issued a press release to all news media — radio, TV, and
newspapers — in Grant Adams, Kittitas, and Douglas counties.

5. Display ads inviting the public to the hearing were published in the following
publications:

a. Quincy Valley Post Register on August 16th, 23rd, and 30th, 2012
b. Wenatchee World on August 24th, 29th, 31st and September 3rd, 2012
c. Columbia Basin Herald on August 24th, 29th, 31st, and September 3rd, 2012

6. Spanish display ads advertising the public hearing were placed in the following
publications:

a. Quincy Valley Post Register Shopper on August 28th and September 4th,
2012

b. El Mundo on August 30th, 2012

7. English and Spanish Flyers advertising the September 6, 2012 public hearing for the
Vantage draft air quality permit and copies of Ecology’s publication “Focus on Exhaust
Health Risks” (publication number: 11-02-005) were distributed at the following
locations on August 21, 2012 in Quincy, WA:
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a. St. Pius X Catholic Church
b. First Baptist Church
c. Citizens at the Lazy Acres Trailer Park
d. El Mercado de Quincy Supermarket
e. Harrington’s Drive-In
f. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
g. Quincy Community Health Center and Dental Offices
h. Central Market
i. Quincy Valley Medical Center
j. Tijuana Mexican Restaurant
k. Casa Jalisco Mexican Restaurant
I. Tacos Jalisco
m. Thrifty Villa Shopping Center
n. La Michoacana Paleteria
o. Tacos Mi Pueblo
p. Andaluz Night Club
q. Quincy School District
r. Migrant Headstart
s. Habitat for Humanity
t. The Grape Quincy Wine Cellar
u. Quincy Library

8. A Notice of Public Hearing (publication 12-02-015) was distributed to the Quincy
Community Health Center and Dental Offices on August 21, 2012.

9. On August 29, 2012 an email reminder of the hearing and comment period was sent to
the listserv of interested parties for this project — approximately 70 people.

10. The July 30, 2012 press release is known to have generated at least three articles: one
on the Columbia Basin Herald website on August 10, 2012, and articles in the Quincy
Valley Post Register on August 2, 2012 and August 20, 2012.

11. A Spanish language PSA was sent to Adelante Media Group on September 4, 2012 for
play on radio station 95.9 which has coverage in the Quincy area.

Second Public Comment Period: December 10. 2012— January11, 2013
Ecology set an additional 30-day public comment period for the Vantage Data Centers draft air
quality permit. The public comment period was extended because Vantage notified Ecology that
Vantage needed to make changes to the draft air quality permit.This information was learned just
before the public hearing on September 6, 2012. Vantage announced this at the public hearing
and Ecology responded that once changes had been submitted, reviewed, and made available for
the public, a second comment period would be held.

1. On October11, 2012 an email was sent to the interested parties notifying them that the
dates for the additional public comment period had not yet been set and the process
that needed to happen before they could be set.
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2. Information about the second public comment period was submitted to Ecology’s Public
lnvolvment Calendar: http://ecyapps3/pubcalendar/calendar.asp.

3. On December11, 2012 an email was sent to the interested parties notifying them of the
extended public comment period.

4. On December 11, 2012 Ecology issued a press release to news media — radio, TV, and
newspapers — in Grant, Adams, Kittitas, and Douglas counties.

5. On December 17, 2012 a Spanish translation of the press release was sent out to the
following Spanish media outlets whose coverage extends over the Quincy area:

a. El Mundo
b. KBSN/ KDRM Radio
c. KWWX and Sunbrook Affiliates
d. Washington State Commission on Hispanic Affairs

6. Display ads inviting the public to the hearing were published in the following
publications:

a. Quincy Valley Post Register on December 13, 2012 and January 3, 2013
b. Quincy Valley Post Register Shopper on December 18, 2012
c. Wenatchee World on December 16 and 28, 2012
d. Columbia Basin Herald on December 16 and 26, 2012, and January 6, 2013

7. Spanish display ads advertising the public comment period were placed in the following
publications:

a. Quincy Valley Post Register Shopper on December 18,2012 and January 1,
2013 and January 8, 2013

b. El Mundo on December 20, 2012 and January 3, 2013

8. The December 11, 2012 press release is known to have generated at least two articles:
one in the Quincy Valley Post Register on December 13, 2012 and one in The Royal
Register on December 18, 2012.

9. A Spanish language PSA and Spanish version of the press release was sent to Adelante
Media Group on December 31, 2012 for play on radio station 95.9 which has coverage in
the Quincy area.

10. On January 2, 2013 a Spanish translation of the press release was sent out to the
Mexican radio station Juan at KWWX AM 1370, which covers the Quincy area.

11. On January 9, 2013 an email reminder of the comment period was sent to the listserv of
interested parties for this project — approximately 70 people.

Note: Ecology received two requests to hold a second public hearing in conjunction with the
second comment period. Ecology determined that the changes to the application and permit
were not significant and a second hearing was not scheduled.

The public information repositories located at Quincy City Hall in Quincy, WA and Spokane, WA
Department of Ecology Office, received the following:

• Legal public notice
• Application materials
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• Preliminary Determination (Draft Permit)
• Second Tier Risk Analysis Technical Support Document, Revised Final
• Second Tier Review Recommendation
• Second Tier Petition

The following announcements for both comment periods are in Appendix A of this document:

1. Public notices
2. Display advertisements
3. Notices sent to the Interested Parties email list
4. Spanish and English versions of Ecology’s publication “Focus on Exhaust Health Risks”

(publication number: 11-02-005)
5. Notice of Public Hearing (publication 12-02-015)
6. Event posted on Public Involvement Calendar page:

http://ecyapps3/pubcalendar/calendar.asp
7. Press release for public hearing and first comment period
8. English and Spanish version of the press release for second comment period



Response to Comments
Ecology accepted comments between July 30, 2012, and January 11, 2013. In this section, Ecology
staff responds to questions received. Some of what was received was provided as a statement on
the topic and did not generate a response. You can see the original content of the written
comments we received (either by mail or email) in Appendix B and the transcription of testimony
from the September 6, 2012 public hearing in Appendix C. Any documents or additional
information provided by commenters is available in Appendix D. Ecology’s responses follow each
comment.

Five persons submitted a total of 46 comments on the draft permit. Table 1 below lists each
commenter, the reference number(s) for each person’s comments, and the pages where those
comments can be found. All comments along with Ecology’s responses follow Table 1. The text in
the comments responded to in this section is exactly as it was submitted to Ecology.

Thank you to everyone who provided comment for the public record on this topic.

Table 1. Comment Identifier Table
COMMENT PAGE

COMMENTER ORGANIZATION
NUMBER NUMBER

Leonard Bauhs Citizen 1-4 8-9

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 5-7 9-10

Debbie Koehmen Citizen 8-10 10-12

Patty Martin MYTAPN 11-16 12-14

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 17-18 15-16

Kris Miller Citizen 19 17

Patty Martin MYTAPN 20-32 18-26

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 33-46 26-34
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Comments and Responses

Leonard Bauhs, comments 1-4, sent by email. The original email is provided in Appendix B.

Comment 1, Leonard Baubs:
I am surprised that diesel generators remain the standard backup power source. Are other
options considered and encouraged by DOE?

Ecology Response:
The Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP or Ecology) appreciates your concern and is aware of other
options for backup power. However, Ecology cannot dictate how a project is proposed or require
an applicant to use specific equipment. We can only approve, condition an approval, or deny
projects or equipment, see Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 70.94.152. Our authority is
limited to making sure that the air contaminant emissions from a project or equipment meets
state and federal air quality requirements. Best Available Control Technology (BACT) is defined as
an emission limit and we can require an applicant to submit technical information on how they
plan to meet a specific emission limit, RCW 70.94.030(6). Ecology has not asked the applicants to
consider other options for providing back up electrical power because we do not have that
authority.

Comment 2, Leonard Bauhs:
Hydrogen fuel cell technology has been around for more than a decade. Is the difference in cost
so significant that it easily outweighs the difference in impact on the environment?

Ecology Response:
As noted above, we appreciate your concern. However, because we cannot dictate the
technology used in a project, we have neither requested nor seen any information on the
difference in cost for alternative sources of back up emergency power at the data centers.

Comment 3. Leonard Bauhs:
By themselves, seventeen diesel engines don’t seem all that many, but will the thorough
evaluation mentioned in the attached story* take into account that these are added to 141
others? Chances are a power outage for one facility will mean there is a power outage at others
in the area at the same time. [*The attachment sent with this email was the July 30, 2012 Ecology
Press Release which is included in Appendix A.]

Ecology response:
Yes. Ecology conducted cumulative modeling of diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from data centers and other known sources in Quincy.
Cumulative modeling was conducted to determine the chronic and acute risk posed by multiple
existing and proposed sources of diesel engine emissions in Quincy. The models and results were
updated when new projects were proposed, and when new information was available. The
results of these modeling efforts were used to inform permit decisions as well as to provide
information to the local government and interested citizens.
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Ecology evaluated the long-term health risk associated with exposure to DEEP from all known
sources in the Quincy area. The analysis showed that exposure to the highest levels of DEEP is
most likely to occur near Quincy’s transportation corridors, but is also possible near the borders
of Quincy’s data centers. The cumulative risk from DEEP emissions in Quincy is less than the
cumulative maximum risk threshold established by Ecology for permitting data centers in Quincy.

Ecology also determined that Vantage adequately demonstrated compliance with the fine
particulate matter (PM25) National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The 24-hr PM2.5
NAAQS was set by EPA to protect people from short-term exposure to small particles (which
include DEEP). Vantage’s emissions added to background levels of PM2.5 did not exceed the
NAAQS, therefore, short-term impacts from DEEP exposure were considered and found to be
protective of health.

To evaluate possible short-term health effects from a system-wide outage in which all Quincy
data center emergency engines operate at the same time. Ecology considered both the
probability of a system-wide power outage and the probability of unfavorable air dispersion
conditions. Ecology’s analysis concluded that coincidental worst-case meteorological and system-
wide power outage conditions are extremely unlikely to occur. Although extremely improbable,
we cannot completely rule out the possibility of having such a scenario. If such an event were to
occur, people with asthma who might be cumulatively exposed to NO2 and DEEP from emergency
engines and other sources may experience respiratory symptoms such as wheezing, shortness of
breath, and reduced pulmonary function with airway constriction.

Comment 4, Leonard Bauhs:
Will there come a time and diesel engine count that prompts DOE to say “no” to yet another
[data center application]?

Ecology Response:
Ecology cannot anticipate whether there will be any additional proposed projects in Quincy that
will include diesel engines for power or back up emergency generation. If we do receive any such
projects, we will evaluate the project as required in our laws and regulations. There are
enforceable state and federal ambient air quality standards that limit the amount of air pollutants
in any area. The Air Quality Program could not approve any project that would cause a violation
of any ambient air quality standard as stated in the Revised Code of Washington (RCW)
70.94.152(3), and the Washington State Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-113(3).

Danna Dal Porto, comments 5-7, are from her testimony given at the September 6, 2012 public
hearing. The transcription of the hearing in full is provided in Appendix C.

Comment 5, Danna DaI Porto:
I would like to encourage and explain the necessity for the public to be able to see the operations
log of these data centers. I was told by a high level Ecology employee that the operating permit is
only as good as the operator, so if we are to say that there is going to only beS hours per year of
emergency operation, the only way we can determine if that in fact is followed, is to be able to
look at the operational log. That’s a need for that.
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Ecology Response:
Ecology can include reasonably necessary conditions in a Notice of Construction (NOC) approval

order to assure compliance with applicable air quality rules and regulations, RCW 70.94.152(3).
The Air Quality Program places both recordkeeping and reporting requirements into each NOC
approval order. The requirement to both record and report specific operational conditions is
included in each one of the data center permits. The Vantage order, for example, requires
Vantage to report annual hours of operation to Ecology. See requirement 9.2 on page 14 in the
Preliminary Determination (availabl in Appendix D). The operational information submitted by
the facility, or collected by Ecology during the course of conducting compliance assurance
activities, is available for review upon request by the public.

Comment 6. Danna Dal Porto:
I will continue to complain about Ecology using Moses Lake’s weather representing Quincy. It is
not the same. It is not the same place geographically. It has not got the same issues. We have
continued inversions during the spring and summer. Moses Lake does not have that because
they do not have the surrounding and elevated areas of the Monument/Beasley Hills which
contain the emissions in our valley, because it really is a valley.

Ecology Response:
The similarity of meteorological observations from Moses Lake and Ephrata and the lack of any
significantly different topographical features near Quincy are sufficient to conclude that the
meteorology from either location is representative of the Quincy area.

Comment 7, Danna Dal Porto:
And the other thing I would like to speak to right now, is 8 hours per year of emergency operation
is, in my opinion, woefully inadequate. I have compiled a very long list of outages in our county.
We’ve had navy jets strike voltage lines and put them out of service. We’ve had very large wind
storms putting 6500 people in Quincy out of power. Last fall REC Silicon was out for 13 hours due
to material on electrical equipment. I just don’t see that this 8 hours per year is adequate to
protect our community.

Ecology Response:
Currently, BACT for these data centers includes emission controls on the engines and reducing
hours of operation to only those necessary. The PUD and these applicants have evaluated the
history of outages for PUD customers and have determined that 8 hours per year on a 3 year
average will be adequate to cover potential outages.

Debbie Koehmen, comments 8-10, are from her testimony given at the September 6, 2012
public hearing. The transcription of the hearing in full is provided in Appendix C.

Comment 8, Debbie Koehmen:
We still don’t know what it is doing to the soil. They approached my family, cuz I am really right
there, and said, “Can we buy our land?” And I said, “Are you kidding? This is agricultural land”.
We don’t want to pave it over and put up computer closets. Put it someplace where you know, if
I had known about the diesel generators, I would have fought harder. I was just fighting for the
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agricultural land. Now I’m kind of suspicious about the agricultural land. We still don’t have a
soil test; what’s it doing to the soil? When that wind blows, it’s not staying inside those little
fences. It’s going everywhere and we have wind problems here.

Ecology Response:
Although some diesel exhaust particles will deposit on the surfaces of objects, soils, etc., near the
data center, the evidence available indicates that most will not. A literature search yielded very
little information relevant to the fate of diesel exhaust particles deposited in terrestrial and
aquatic environmental compartments. Because of this, Ecology doesn’t have enough information
to fully assess the possibility the diesel generator exhausts could significantly contaminate the
land and crops near the data center. However, the limited evidence that’s available suggests such
contamination will not be a problem: Groups of scientists have studied polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH5) contamination of soil and plants. PAHs are the main toxic chemical
contaminant in diesel exhaust particles that are capable of settling on surfaces. Scientists have
studied how diesel PAHs settle near roadways that have heavy diesel traffic. One group of
scientists tested PAH contamination near a high traffic roadway and found that PAH
contamination of leaf litter, soil, and vegetation declined exponentially (rapidly decreased) with
the distance from the roadway, as well as with soil depth, and with vegetation height.’ Another
group of scientists found higher PAH concentrations in soil samples taken ito 8 meters from a
highway, but found that soil i2 to 24 meters further from this road contained only background
levels of PAH5.2 These scientists concluded there is a potential for some of the more toxic PAH5 to
increase in soil near roads overtime, but this is likely to be of low biological significance because
the PAHs are tightly stuck to soil particles. It is possible people will swallow dust and plants
contaminated with diesel exhaust particles but there is no published reference dose for diesel
exhaust particles to compare to the amounts swallowed. Ecology believes inhalation (i.e.,
breathing) is the main way people will be exposed to engine exhaust from the data centers, and
we have assessed the potential for resulting health risks.

i Pathirana, et al. Ecotoxicol Environ Saf. i994 Aug;28(3):256-69

2 Johnsen, et al. Environ Sci Technol. 2006 May i5;40(10):3293-8

A similar question was asked during the Sabey public comment period and answered in the
Responsiveness Summary document (now called a Response to Comments document). The
Responsiveness Summary for Sabey can be viewed online at:
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/publications/i102033.pdf.

Comment 9. Debbie Koehmen:
Here’s my questions: I’m very worried about the data. Finding about it while 3 years ago, well ya
know it’s not as good as we thought it was, to me, that is not in this day and age, really good. I
really wonder why we can’t get more accurate data, especially when we know how many hours
the inter-modal is running. Seems like if we have computer system, stick it in and it will be able
to tell us.

Ecology Response:
The comment relates to Ecology’s use of on-road and railway emissions estimates to evaluate
cumulative exposures to diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP). The commenter perceives
these data to be outdated or not current. Ecology prepares a comprehensive emissions inventory
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every three years. This is only required every three years because EPA acknowledges that
developing and updating the inventory is time-consuming. While the data used to estimate
emissions from Quincy’s roadways and railroads in the cumulative air dispersion model are from
2008, they reflect the most recent inventory that was available at the time the analysis was
completed. Ecology recently compiled the 2011 comprehensive emissions inventory and
submitted it to EPA for their review.

Comment 10. Debbie Koehmen:
The weather, when I called and asked about all this and they said, “oh it is the buildings and this
and we do air flow and it depends. And it is just an estimate”, but our weather here is completely
different than what’s being used for the data, so why aren’t we using this updated stuff.

Ecology Response:
The similarity of meteorological observations from Moses Lake and Ephrata and the lack of any
significantly different topographical features near Quincy are sufficient to conclude that the
meteorology from either location is representative of the Quincy area.

Patty Martin, comments 11-16. are from her testimony given at the September 6. 2012 public
hearing. The transcription of the hearing in full is provided in Appendix C.

Comment 11, Patty Martin:
I do have to add concerns because we do have appeals before the Pollution Control Hearings
Board and some of the information that Ecology is not bringing to the table in the formation of
PM2.5 which is required under the law and the consideration of precursors to ozone formation,
which is also required by the law, is a necessary part to know whether Quincy, the valley, the
area that surrounds our community is in compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. Unless somebody factors that in and looks at that, there is no way that Ecology can
make a statement of safety with any of these data centers.

I brought an article regarding what’s recently being found out about the danger of ozone; on
heart and cardio vascular and cerebral disease. I also brought the federal registers that talk
about the need for minor new source review to include the secondary formation of PM2,5. The
state is aware of this. EPA has advised them in their rule making that they need to assure EPA
that they are considering secondary formation of PM25. Additionally, I have, I think it’s the same
federal register, talking about for any pollutant for which there is a NAAQS, a National Ambient
Air Quality Standard, you have to also consider any precursor to it. So this one is dealing with the
issue of ozone. [See Appendix Dfor documents submitted by Patty Martin]

Ecology Response:
Ecology did consider both the precursors to ozone and the secondary formation of PM2.5. The
precursors to ozone are NO~ and VOCs. Ecology determined that Vantage’s potential emissions
of these pollutants are so small (5.83 tons per year for NO~ and 0.25 tons per year for VOC5) that
they would not produce appreciable ozone levels. Ecology also determined that the levels of
PM2.5 in Quincy are not high enough to require further analysis of the formation of secondary
PM2,5. Furthermore, emissions from local sources in Quincy would travel far outside the Quincy
urban growth area before secondary PM and ozone could form. Because the nearest PM2.5 non
attainment area (Tacoma) and ozone maintenance area (Puget Sound) are sufficiently distant
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from Quincy, there is no regulatory or scientific requirement for considering the “secondary
formation of PM2.5 or the precursors to ozone formation”.

Comment 12, Patty Martin:
So I’m also questioning Ecology’s claim that the PM2.5 annual level here in the Basin is 0.056
micrograms per meter cubed [pg/rn3]. That’s inconsistent with the modeling, the monitoring
excuse me, the monitoring the actual hands on ground modeling that they did in January through
April, of this year. Those levels were much higher for the PM2,5 on an average daily basis.

Ecology Response:
The commenter is confusing the monitored PM2.5 levels in Quincy with the modeled DEEP
background concentrations. PM2,5 is made up of many different kinds of fine particles such as
those that come from wood smoke and other sources. DEEP is expected to make up only a small
portion of the measured levels of PM2,5 in Quincy. The monitoring picked up all PM2,5 without
separating out the DEEP. The modeling, on the other hand, included only DEEP.

Comment 13, Patty Martin:
The one hour NO2 would change in this technical support document because of the chemical
transformation when PM2.5 or excuse me, when the precursor to ozone is considered.

Ecology Response:
The commenter is correct. The one-hour NO2 concentration would be reduced by any chemical
reaction that converted NO2 to PM2.5, e.g., ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3). The reactions involved
in ozone production are complicated, anddepend on the mix of organic compounds, nitrogen
oxides, and oxidizing compounds available.Calculating the resulting NO2 concentration is time
and resource intensive, and was not warranted for this project.

Comment 14. Patty Martin:
I’m inserting Clint Bowman’s testimony supporting the fact that AERMOD and we talked about
this, but just to put this into the record, AERMOD does not consider secondary formation of PM2.5
and it is an inappropriate model to have been used. I took the liberty of having contacted
Vantage’s engineer in advance of the release of their permit to advise them that secondary
formation of PM2.5 was considered and had not been done and AERMOD was not the appropriate
model.

Ecology Response:
AERMOD is the appropriate model for calculating NO2 and PM2.5 concentrations. It contains a
method to account for the conversion of NO emissions to NO2 but does not compute any
secondary production of PM2.5. The commenter is correct that AERMOD would not be the
appropriate model to calculate the secondary production of PM2.5. However, the secondary
formation of PM2,5 from pollutants emitted by local sources is not an issue in the Quincy area
(see Ecology’s response to Comment 11). The nearest PM2,5 non-attainment area (Tacoma) is
sufficiently distant from Quincy that there is no regulatory or scientific requirement for
considering the “secondary formation of PM2,5.
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Comment 15, Patty Martin:
I would like to add a little complaint: I noticed coming up, as I was running late to this meeting,
that the hearing time had been changed to 5:15. I was not aware of that and I don’t believe that
anyone else in the community would have known until they got to the base of the stairs that the
hearing time had been changed.

Ecology Response:
The hearing time was not changed. 5:15pm was the time of the meet and greet and this was
consistent with the advertisements in papers and flyers posted in Quincy (see Appendix A for
copies of display ads posted in newspapers and posted around town in Quincy). A hand written
sign stated “Public Hearing 5:15pm” placed outside the Quincy City Hall the evening of the
hearing was intended to direct people to the upstairs meeting room where the hearing was
located. The agenda for the public hearing followed closely to what was advertised. The start
times were a bit later to accommodate for presenters and questions from the audience. Formal
hearing also started later — at 6:4Opm.The transcripts and agenda for the public hearing are
included in Appendix C.

Comment 16, Patty Martin:
And finally at least at one church in town, all of Ecology’s fliers and for the people who took the
time to put them out, I am sad to tell you that someone walked off with all of them and that they
were replaced and they disappeared for a second time. I was the recipient of these. They sent
them with a very nasty note to me. Because Ecology is distributing something that is dated
February of 2011, has nothing about the upcoming hearing on it. And in the case of the flier that
references Maria Peeler, who by the way was a neighbor of mine growing up. There is no phone
number for her. So for a Hispanic, non-English speaking member of our community, have had
any contact without a computer, it would have been an impossibility.

Ecology Response:
The document described (see Appendix D for documents submitted by Patty Martin) is the
Spanish translation of the 2011 “Focus on Diesel Exhaust Health Risks” Ecology publication,
number 11-02-005. Both English and Spanish versions of this were distributed in Quincy, WA
along with display ads in English and Spanish. Although the display ads and the focus sheet were
distributed to locations together they were not attached to each other.

The Spanish version of the focus sheet (11-02-005), had a typo on the contact number for Maria
Peeler as can be seen in Patty’s submitted version. The last four digits of the number are missing.
Below this number, however, is a second number for Richelle Perez who is also part of the
translation team and this phone number is complete. Although this does not excuse the typo, a
Hispanic, non-English speaking member of the community could have gotten in contact with an
appropriate member of Ecology. This typo was corrected as soon as we learned about it and
posted on the web with an updated 2012 date. The corrected versions were also brought to the
public hearing. See corrected version in Appendix A.
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Comment 17, Danna Dal Porto (sent by email October 11, 2012):
Beth,
I am requesting new (second) public meeting regarding the Vantage Data Center permit in order
to question both Ecology and Vantage. Vantage has taken their permit back in order to make
changes. Since this is, in effect, a revision of their earlier permit application, I believe that the
letter of the law must be followed and that the public have an opportunity to ask questions from
both parties to this revision. Apparently the revision is significant because of the time Vantage
has taken to revise the document (incomplete) that was inappropriately presented to the public
in September. The data center developments in Quincy have become a focus even as far away as
the New York Times. Quincy Citizens deserve a complete document (accurate)to review because,
in effect, this is a totally new application.

I want the time necessary to compare both permit applications, focus on the changes and ask
questions of Ecology and Vantage as to the nature and reasons for their adjustments. These are
large and complex documents and I want to do my review carefully and then ask my questions in
a public forum.

I am sure that another public meeting will be an annoying addition to everyone’s time and to the
Ecology budget. However, the focus of Ecology (the state agency charged to protect me) must be
to present to the public, in a legal and fair manner, the proposal to add, yet another, dangerous
diesel source to our already filthy air shed. To deny this request for another public meeting could
be seen as an effort to skirt the Washington State regulations regarding air quality permit
applications. I trust that Ecology leadership will make every effort, in a public forum, to inform
Quincy citizens about the revised Vantage permit.

I look forward to seeing the notification of the Vantage public meeting in the Quincy newspaper.
I will be looking for the advertisements of the public meeting that will be posted in Spanish.

Sincerely,
Danna Dal Porto
Qu i ncy

Ecology Response:
Dear Danna,

Thank you for contacting me. I have received your request for a public hearing and shared it with
Karen Wood and Greg Flibbert. Your request will be used to help determine if another public
hearing will be held.

Please remember that regardless of the public hearing, you will have the same thirty-day public
comment period to review the new information and make comparisons to the previous draft. Any
comments you submit will goon record. The current draft permit and supporting documents are
still available at Quincy City Hall or at our website HERE if you would like to continue to review
them.

When the new information is submitted for review, we will notify the public that it is available,
notify whether or not a public hearing will be held, and provide the dates of the public comment
period.

Thank you and please look for my updates as we get information.

Sincerely,
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Beth Mon I Community Outreach & Environmental Education
Air Quality Program I Dept of Ecology Eastern Office
beth.mort@ecy.wa.gov I 509.329.3502
Office Hours: M-Th 7am-4pm
For smoke info: http://wasmoke.blopspot.com/

Comment 18. Danna Dal Porto (sent by email January 2. 2013):
Beth,
I would like clarification on the closing time and date of the Vantage public comments. I need you
to send me the specific time and date for my comments to be accepted for the Vantage permit.
I have attached a listing of the various communications I have seen from your desk. I am sure this
is easy to explain but I think you can see how I have become confused.

I am requesting another public hearing to have Ecology and Vantage clarify the documents that
are on file in the Quincy City Hall. Your Pubic Notice of December 10, 2012, references Vantage
changes to the NOC application on October 19, 2012 and November 28, 2012. My confusion is
that the Quincy set of documents contains a document headed TSD, December amendment to
May, 2012 TSD. This document has specific comments I need clarified. For example, what
document is the final determination for Vantage? The various documents have a series of
references to the BACT decision. Which one is the actual approval order? How can I identify the
finish product? This is just one of the clarifying points I need answered and the basis for my
public hearing request. I can continue to email questions if that is what Ecology prefers. I do
have a concern however. I have emailed Ecology this past Holiday week and I have had no
answers. Is everyone on vacation?

I look forward to your answers.
Danna Dal Porto
Quincy, WA

Ecology Response:
Hello Danna,

Thank you again for your message. We are accepting public comments on the draft air permit for
Vantage Data Centers until midnight January 11, 2013. I felt that extending public comment past
the 30 days required by law would be appropriate, due to the fact that the comment period
included holidays.

Your email and the list of various communications you attached will be submitted in our
Response to Comments document. Ecology’s response and a detailed list of outreach actions will
be included in the Response to Comments as well.

Regarding your questions about the documents available for review:

Vantage submitted revised NOC applications on 10/19/12 and 11/28/12. The Technical Support
Document (TSD) contains Ecology’s analysis based on the NOC applications. The revised TSD is
identified on the last line of the title on the first page. The last line states “December
Amendment to May 2012 TSD”. This revised TSD was available for public review during the
comment period that began December 10, 2012.



There has been no final determination or approval order issued for the Vantage project. The
revised Preliminary Determination (PD) available for public review during the comment period
that began December 10, 2012, contains the permit conditions that resulted from the review of
the revised NOC applications. BACT for the project is contained in the revised PD and in more
detail in the revised TSD. The PD is not the “finished product”. The final approval order cannot be
issued before the end of the public comment period, and Ecology’s review and consideration of
all comments received.

I am forwarding your request to Ecology management for a second public hearing on the Vantage
project.

Ecology has no preference on how you decide to submit your comments. Email comments are
treated the same as comments received through the mail. Some Ecology staff were on leave
during the holiday season. Ecology coordinated leave times to make sure that staff familiar with
the Vantage project were available through the holidays.

Beth
509.329.3502

Comment 19, Kris Miller (sent by email on December 13, 2013):
Thinking about the emissions from the Vantage Data Center. We have so many data centers here
in Quincy now. Does anyone look at the total emissions from ALL the centers as to adverse
effects on the citizens of Quincy? Looking at each data center individually does not really capture
the whole picture.

Ecology Response:
This question was answered in response to Comment 3, Leonard Bauhs above. Yes. Ecology
conducted cumulative modeling of diesel engine exhaust particulate and nitrogen dioxide
emissions from data centers and other known sources in Quincy. Cumulative modeling was
conducted to determine the chronic and acute risk posed by multiple existing and proposed
sources of diesel engine emissions in Quincy. The models and results were updated when new
projects were proposed, and when new information was available . The results of these modeling
efforts were used to inform permit decisions as well as to provide information to the local
government and interested citizens.

Ecology evaluated the long-term health risk associated with exposure to DEEP from all known
sources in the Quincy area. The analysis showed that exposure to the highest levels of DEEP is
most likely to occur near Quincy’s transportation corridors, but is also possible near the borders
of Quincy’s data centers. The cumulative risk from diesel engine exhaust particulate emissions in
Quincy is less than the cumulative maximum risk threshold established by Ecology for permitting
data centers in Quincy.

Ecology also determined that Vantage adequately demonstrated compliance with the PM2.5
NAAQS. The 24-hr PM2.5 NAAQS was set by EPA to protect people from short-term exposure to
small particles (which include DEEP). Vantage’s emissions added to background levels of PM2.5
did not exceed the NAAQS, therefore, short-term impacts from DEEP exposure were considered
and found to be protective of health.
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To evaluate possible short-term health effects from a system-wide outage in which all Quincy
data center emergency engines operate at the same time,, Ecology considered both the
probability of a system-wide power outage and the probability of unfavorable air dispersion
conditions. Ecology’s analysis concluded that coincidental worst-case meteorological and system-
wide power outage conditions are extremely unlikely to occur. Although extremely improbable,
we cannot completely rule out the possibility of having such a scenario. If such an event were to
occur, people with asthma who might be cumulatively exposed to nitrogen dioxide (N02) and
diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) from emergency engines and other sources may
experience respiratory symptoms such as wheezing, shortness of breath, and reduced pulmonary
function with airway constriction.

Comment 20. Patty Martin (sent by email to Ecology December 28. 2012):
Greg,

Is Vantage going to use DPF5, DOCs and SCRs as we have been told? Or is it Tier 2 engines as
BACT?

Thank you.

Patty

Ecology Response:
Hello Patty,
Greg forwarded me your email and asked that I send his response as well as let you know that
your question and this response will be included in the Vantage Response to Comments
document. Below is Greg’s answer to your questions.

Patty:
There are two separate questions. BACT has been determined to be Tier 2 engines, AND Vantage
will be installing Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF), Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC), and Selective
Catalytic Reduction (5CR) on the their engines.

Vantage decided to install Tier 4 engines, which are equipped with DPF, DOC, and 5CR to reduce
emissions beyond BACT. In the Preliminary Determination Section 5, Vantage is required to limit
air contaminant emissions to the Tier 4 engine manufacturer’s specified not-to-exceed emissions
rates. The final approval order will contain the same requirement. Vantage can only achieve the
required emission rates if the engines are equipped with DPF, DOC, and SCR. The BACT
determination is contained in the revised TSD Sections 5.1.6 and 5.2.4. The revised NOC
application dated 11/28/12, that becomes a condition of the NOC Approval Order, states that
DPF, DOC, and SCR will be installed on all engines. In the Preliminary Determination Section 4,
Vantage is required to conduct testing to verify the emission limits contained in Section 5
Greg

Comment 21. Patty Martin (sent by email to Ecology on January 4, 2013):
So does that mean that Vantage’s controls are BACT?

Ecology Response:
Hello Patty,
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Greg asked me to pass on his response from your last question in this thread. I will include this
into the Vantage Data Center Response to Comments as well. Other questions that you have we
will respond to in our Response to Comments document the same way we are for others who
submit comments via email or by mail. I will keep you posted when the Response to Comments is
finished and ready for review. Below is your question and Greg’s response:
Patty’s Question:
So does that mean that Vantage’s controls are BACT?
Greg’s Response:
We answered your latest question in Beth’s message of 1/3/13 at 3:54 PM [which is below in this
email thread]. To reiterate, Tier 2 engines are BACT for the Vantage project.
Greg
Thank you,
Beth
509.329.3502

Patty Martin, comments 22-32, sent in pdf attachement by email with attachments. The
comment in full is provided in Appendix B and additional reference documents are available in
Appendix D.

Comment 22, Patty Martin:
Please accept these comments on behalf of MYTAPN and me regarding the permitting of the
Vantage Data Center. I have many concerns about the addition of this source of pollution into
our air shed, and I object to the issuance of voluntary emission limits. Ecology did not notify the
public, as required by 40 CFR 52.2495, of their intent to issue voluntary emission limits to the
Vantage Data Center. The legal notice published in the Moses Lake, WA newspaper, did not
identify voluntary emission limits as a permit term open for public comment; the agency did not
explain “voluntary emission limits” or solicit input on them at the public hearing; and the
agency did not in any way during the comment period seek “public involvement” on the
agency’s plan to issue them.

§ 52.2495
Voluntary Limits on Potential to Emit
Terms and conditions of regulatory orders issued pursuant to WAC 173-400-091
“Voluntary limits on emissions” and in accordance with the provisions of WAC 173-400-
091, WAC 173-400-105 “Records, monitoring, and reporting,” and WAC 173-400-171
“Public involvement,” shall be applicable requirements of the federally-approved
Washington SIP and Section 112(I) program for the purposes of section 113 of the Clean
Air Act and shall be enforceable by EPA and by any person in the same manner as other
requirements of the SIP and Section 112(l) program. Regulatory orders issued pursuant
to WAC 173-400-091 are part of the Washington SIP and shall be submitted to EPA
Region 10 in accordance with the requirements of §~ 51.104(e) and 51.326. (emphasis
added)

Ecology has failed to comply with this federally enforceable provision of the Clean Air Act (CAA)
when it issued permits to Microsoft, Yahoo!, Sabey, Dell and Intuit. Ecology has never solicited
comment on voluntary emission limits, nor advised the public that comment was required in
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issuing them. Additionally, Ecology has never discussed with the public the difference between
Title V permitting and voluntary emission limits, or more importantly the difference in
protections provided, or monitoring required, by them.

Ecology Response:
Ecology provided public notice for and conducted two public comment periods and a public
hearing on the Vantage project. Both the public notice and the public process exceeded the
requirements of WAC 173-400-171, providing for greater public participation than required.
40 C.F.R. § 52.2495 does not apply to the approval orders issued by Ecology to the data centers
in Quincy. By its terms, 40 C.F.R. § 52.2495 applies to orders issued by Ecology pursuant to
WAC 173-400-091. Ecology has not issued orders to any of the data centers in Quincy under
WAC 173-400-091.

EPA has issued guidance determining that the potential for emergency generator engines to
emit pollutants should be based on (1) the number of hours the engines would need to run
because power would be expected to be unavailable and (2) the number of hours the engines
would need to run for maintenance activities. To the extent the emission limits in the permits
issued for data centers in Quincy are based on the number of hours power is expected to be
unavailable and the number of hours required for maintenance and testing activities, those
limits are not voluntary limits. Nor are the limits voluntary limits if they are required to meet
other legal requirements, such as the requirement to employ BAa, the requirement to meet
the national ambient air quality standards, or the requirements associated with toxic air
pollutants.

The approval order for Vantage limits the number of hours the engines can run to the number
of hours during which power is expected to be unavailable plus the number of hours required
for maintenance and testing. These limits are not voluntary. The Vantage approval order also
includes limits on emissions through the installation of add-on emission control technology.
These limits are voluntary because they will reduce emissions of pollutants beyond those
required by law. However, these limits are not necessary to keep the Vantage facility from
being a major source.

A Title V permit is required for major sources. None of the data centers, Vantage included,
proposed operation at major source emission levels that would trigger the need for a Title V
permit. Furthermore, to the extent the conditions in the data center permits are required to
meet state and federal law, or are based on the number of hours power is expected to be
unavailable and the number of hours required for maintenance and testing activities, the
sources have not taken voluntary limits to avoid being subject to Title V.

In Washington State Title V permits are referred to as Air Operating Permits or AOP. More
information on Ecology’s AOP program can be found at our website:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/AOP Permits/AOP Dermits.html. More information on
Title V permits can be found online at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text
idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title4o/4Ocfr7o main 02.tpl.



Comment 23. Patty Martin:
I am also objecting to Ecology’s insistence that Vantage’s use of controls is not BAG. BACT is a
legal term -- as stated by Robert Koster at the Public Hearing held in July. BACT implies “control
technology”, and by its very definition is “technology forcing.” Ecology’s attempt to remove it
and relegate BACT to Tier 2 engines isn’t supported by statute, or by the emissions known to be
released by these large engines. In fact, Mr. Wilder cites to a study that clearly demonstrates
that the emissions from large diesel engines are 2 to 5 times higher than guaranteed by
manufacturers. The discrepancy is in the difference between the weighted average testing
required under 40 CFR 89 (ISO 8178) and EPA’s Method 5. Air Quality Implications of Backup
Generators in California, p.34. EPA Method 5 includes the “front” and “back” half (filterable
and condensable, respectively) of particulate released by the engine. Emissions from Vantage’s
engines are therefore more closely aligned with those presented by ELM, than the nominal
numbers used by ICF to undermine the BACT cost effectiveness numbers and health risk.

Ecology Response:
By definition, BACT: “means an emission limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction
for each air pollutant ..., which the permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into
account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable
for such source or modification through application of production processes and available
methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or
innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of each such pollutant...” See WAC 173-400
030(12) available online http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=173-
400&full=true#173-400-030.

Ecology proposed emission limits implementing the ELM (ELM is the pollution controls
manufacturer) efficiency ‘guarantee’. Ultimately, Vantage was able to justify that neither diesel
particulate filters nor selective catalytic reduction were economically justifiable for meeting
BACT emission limits for their specific emergency generators. Regardless, Vantage decided to
install control technology that went beyond what was required to meet BACT. Ecology noted, in
the amended TSD, that it is misleading to retain the ELM ‘guarantee’ in the application
documents for the reason that Vantage is unwilling or unable to accept those levels as
conditions of this approval.

Comment 24, Patty Martin:
My third objection involves Ecology’s failure to use Washington’s more stringent standard for
PM2.5. The WAQA for PM2.5 is 20 ug/m3. According to Ecology and/or ICF, the background
value for PM2.5 in Quincy is 21 ug/m3, which exceeds the WAOA standard of 20 ug/m3. See
TSD, 6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations, and Final Draft 2012 Wild Fires Smoke — BoH,
Matt Kadlec, PhD, BDAT, Ecology Air Quality Program. Ecology recognizes that levels exceeding
20 ug/m3 are not protective of sensitive individuals, and studies have found that chronic
exposure to even low levels of PM2.5 increase premature mortality. Please explain how
Ecology can justify their decision to allow levels of PM2.5 to increase beyond levels the agency
knows to be harmful.



Ecology Response:
Washington State does not have a standard for fine particle pollution (PM2.5). Washington State
must adhere to the federal standards for PM23. There are two federal standards: a 24-hour
(calendar day) standard of 35 pg/rn3, and an annual standard of 12 pg/rn3. These standards,
commonly called the NAAQS (National Ambient Air Quality Standards), are adopted into federal
rules by the US EPA (40 CFR part 50) then incorporated into Washington’s rules for permitting
new sources, WAC 173-400-113 (3).

The Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) has a goal of keeping 24-hour fine
particle pollution concentrations below 20 pg/rn3. Ecology developed the Washington Air
Quality Advisory (WAQA) as a public information tool, not a standard, and it is used to inform
the public about the health threats associated with air pollution. Ecology’s goal is non-
regulatory and is not used to determine compliance with federal air pollution standards. The
WAQA incorporates Ecology’s PM23 goal at the Moderate/Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups
breakpoint. The WAQA is not a regulatory tool and is used primarily for outreach and
education regarding health effects and, in the case of PM25, primarily during smoke events.

Ecology thoroughly reviewed the Vantage project and its proposed emissions and believes if the
project is built and managed as described in the application and permit, it will not exceed the
health based NAAQS for particulate matter.

Comment 25, Patty Martin:
Every monthly test every maintenance check, storm avoidance or power outage, is a “cold
start”, so the emission factor must be adjusted accordingly. Please identify all engine
operations to which “cold start” factors were applied, and how many hours of each engine
operation included a “cold start” factor.

Ecology Response:
Cold start factors were applied to all generator runtime modes with durations ranging from 30
minutes to 8 hours. The cold-start adjustment factors can be found in the Revised — Final Notice
of Construction Support Document for Second Tier Review document, section 3.2.2, p. 15 and
Appendix A. The document can be reviewed on our website at
httD://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/guincydatacenter/docs/F-Revised-Final-Noc-Support
Document 11-28-2012.pdf

Comment 26, Patty Martin:
ICF’s reliance on the “cold start” factor of 1.12 for 30 minutes appears to be in error.
A review of the literature relied upon by ICF shows that over the course of the first 30 minutes
particulate matter was 17.7 g/kW-hr. Air Quality Implications of Backup Generators in
California, pp.31-32 (See attachment “Cold start is 17.7 g/kW-hr averaged over 30 minutes”
excerpted from this document). Please back calculate using this value (17.7 g/kW-hr) to
demonstrate how a 1.12 cold start factor was derived for 30 minutes and how 1.058 was
derived for 1 hour.



Ecology Response:
Vantage’s proposal appears to address cold start emissions appropriately. The cold-start
adjustment factors can be found in the Revised — Final Notice of Construction Support Document
for Second Tier Review document section 3.2.2, p. 15 and Appendix A. The document can be
reviewed on our website at http://www.ecy.wa .gov/programs/air/puincydatacenter/docs/F
Revised-Final-NOC-Support-Document 11-28-2012.pdf.

Comment 27, Patty Martin:
Vantage based its background concentrations on the 98th percentile 24-hr average for PM2.5
and NO2, rather than on the maximum background level. My understanding of the modeling
would require the worst case scenario modeling be conducted, then the maximums of those
numbers compared against the standard. If more than 7 days in one year (98th1 percentile)
exceed the standard, then compliance is not met. It seems logical to me that by using the 7th

highest day for the assumed background concentration, Vantage will be allowed to violate
the standard more frequently. Please provide evidence that the 1st through 7th day 24-hour
background values (for each of the 5 years modeled) for PM2.5 and NO2, and the l~ through 7th

day 24-hour values (for each of the 5 years modeled) for emissions from Vantage for PM25 and
NO2 were used to determine compliance with PM2.5 NAAQS.

Ecology Response:
There are 7 exceedances of the daily PM2.5 NAAQS that are legally allowed each year. Vantage
modeled a scenario that corresponsds to their 7th highest projected daily emission rate. This
scenario would occur during annual maintenance. By entering the 7th highest emitting day into
the model and considering the MAXIMUM modeled daily impacts for that year, Vantage
essentially is considering its 98th percentile for each modeled year. Adding this value to the
independently-established 98th percentile of the background concentration results in a number
that is, for >99.5% of time, greater than and therefore more protective of public health than
the more accurate estimate of the facility + background 98th percentile, calculated using the
“paired-in-time” approach. i.e. Pairing the background concentrations with the modeled facility
impacts hour by hour. The paired-in-time approach requires hourly on-site background
pollutant data- which we do not have. If 98th percentiles of background and facility impacts are
established independently and added together, they do not allow for the possibility that the
98th percentiles of the independent data sets could occur on different days of the year. As such
the “unpaired in time” approach which Vantage followed when adding modeled and
background 98th percentile concentrations, is more protective of public health.

Comment 28. Patty Martin:
In the real world, all PM2.5 is also PM10, however, for Vantage’s local background concentration
impact at the same receptor, the PM10 and PM2.5 24-hour averages are different numbers.
Because PM2.5 is a subset of PM10 (and therefore is PM10), the PM10 concentration cannot be
lower than the PM2.5 concentration (0.002 ug/m3 and 0.08 ug/m3 respectively). See TSD, 6.2
Assumed Background Concentrations. Please explain how this is possible.



Ecology Response:
The commenter is correct in identifying PM2.5 as a subset of PM10, however, the forms of the
PM10 and PM25 NAAQS are different. The PM10 NAAQS is a 24-hr concentration that is not to be
exceeded more than once per year (e.g., 2~ highest value) and the PM2.5 is based on the 98th

percentile 24-hr concentration (averaged over a 3 year period). The modeling showed that the
meteorological day on which Vantage’s 2~ highest PM1O impact occurs is not the same as the
meteorological day on which Vantage’s 7th highest PM2.5 impact will occur. On the
meteorological day in which Vantage’s 2~ highest PM10 impact occurred, other local sources
contributed an additional 0.002 ug/m3 PM10. On a different day in which Vantage’s 7th highest
PM2.5 impact occurred, other local sources contributed an additional 0.08 ug/m3 PM2.5.

Comment 29, Patty Martin:
Vantage claims that the background plus modeled annual concentration of PM1O and PM2.5
are the same. Please explain how this is possible when the 24-hour concentrations are not the
same.

Ecology Response:
The modeled annual average concentration of PM10 and PM2,5 attributed to Vantage’s
emissions are the same because PM2.5 is a subset of PM10. As described in the response to
comment 24, the 24-hr concentrations of PM10 and PM25 used to determine NAAQS
compliance could be different because the form of the PM10 and PM2,5 standards are different.

Comment 30, Patty Martin:
The PM25 24-hr background of 21 ug/m3 was based on the 7th highest concentration. It
seems possible that emissions from Vantage when combined with background may approach,
or exceed, the 35 ug/m3 NAAQS. Ecology has provided no proof that Vantage’s emissions
comply with NAAQS. Please provide evidence that NAAQS is met for 24-hr PM2,5.

Ecology Response:
Ecology determined that Vantage followed acceptable statistical methodology in its NAAQS
evaluation and that the project will not exceed the NAAQS. See Ecology Response to Comment
27.

Comment 31, Patty Martin:
ICF’s assumption that the worst-year annual emission impacts could be scaled by a factor of
1.27 because commission testing and stack testing are 27% of the emissions from full-build out
routine testing plus power outages, is inappropriate. Commission testing involves only loads at
100% and 75% and will result in more than 27% of the NOx emission. Commission testing
should be properly accounted for in modeling, not by manipulation. Since 1-hr NO2 was close
to exceeding the NAAQS (166 ug/m3) the commission modeling must be conducted to assure
compliance. Start-up operations are not allowed to be excluded from permitting under the
CAA.

Ecology Response:
Ecology determined that Vantage’s evaluation of commissioning overestimated the emissions
and impacts. The draft approval further requires stack testing to be conducted during otherwise
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approved hours of operation. In the applications, a block of hours was designated for
commissioning and periodic stack testing. The requirement, in the draft approval, that testing be
done during hours otherwise approved, then leaves the block of run-time for commissioning.
Commissioning will likely take less time. Commissioning (and stack testing) is, thus, adequately
addressed by this applicant. See condition 4.3.1, p.9, of the Preliminary Determination which can
be found online at our website at:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/puincydatacenter/docs/D-Vantage Order PD 11-8-
2012.pdf or see page 9 in Appendix D.

Comment 32. Patty Martin:
Other complaints and concerns include:
ICF used control estimates from 2000-2500 kW engines and adjusted the cost using the “0.6
factor.” ICF provides no support for the “0.6 factor”, or 60% increase in cost. To the contrary,
information from the Manufactures Emission Control Association (MECA) indicates that costs
stay the same or go down with increasing engine size. See EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-
0309[1]

Ecology Response:
Ecology determined that ICF used standard and acceptable methodology in their analysis of this
project’s economics. For an outline of accepted cost estimating techniques see EPA Air
Pollution Control Cost Manual (EPA/452/B-02-001 online at
http://www.epa.gov/ttncatcl/dirl/c allchs.pdf) Section 1, Chapter 2. For the 6/10 Rule that
appears to be the source of this comment see Plant Design and Economics for Chemical
Engineers, 3~ Edition, page 166 (available in Appendix D).

Continued Comment 32a
ICF used a cost estimate of $188,745/generator for DPFs. MECA indicates that the total
installed cost should be between $90,000-100,000 on a 3 MW engine. See EPA-HO-OAR
2008-0708-DRAFT-0307[1] CARB estimated the cost for DPF5 — using a regression approach
— to be $38/hp. See Cost Analysis — Basis for Calculations, 1-2.

Ecology Response:
The controls Vantage proposes for particulate are a catalyzed diesel particulate filter. The cost
presented for that system is based on its manufacturer’s quotation and so, is the best
possible source for that data. These systems are considerabley more costly than a DPF
designed exclusively to filter particulate matter.

Continued Comment 32b
The annual cost of operation of control technology decreases with engine size (cost/hp), it is
not expected to increase as ICF suggests. A “Control Costs for Existing Stationary CI RICE”
produced by Bradley Nelson, EC/R, Inc. is included for comparison purposes against the
assumptions made by ICF.

Ecology Response:
ICF used standard and acceptable methodology in their analysis of this project’s economics.



Continued Comment 3k
Finally, CF relies on source testing from “previous testing on the same engine with
controls.” This is not acceptable. The front half and back half particulate matter must be
captured on the same engine. Capturing the back half on the same engine with controls will
result in less particulate matter. The source tests are worthless; they have no chain of
command or quality assurance, and they have been pieced together by a party with a
vested interest. Ecology should not rely on the source tests for these reasons

Ecology Response:
ICF’s emission estimates are primarily the engine manufacturer’s “not-to-exceed” (NTE)
values. The NTE values include the reduction for pollution controls (though they don’t
satisfy the ELM [ELM is the manufacturer of the pollution controls] guarantees). These NTE
values are included in the preliminary determination as conditions of approval and have
been used in the impact analyses.

Danna Dal Porto, comments 33-45, sent packet of comments and reference documents by mail.
The packet cover letter is provided in Appendix B and the packet in its entirety, containing
comments throughout, is provided in Appendix D.

Comment 33, Danna Dal Porto:
One focus of my comments is I believe public notification was awkward and somewhat
disorganized. I believe the statutes require a more direct public out-reach for the air permitting
process.

1. Public Notice.
A. Ecology continues to advertise the Public Notice in the Moses Lake Columbia Basin

Herald and not the Quincy newspaper, the Quincy Valley Post Register. I am requesting
public notice in the Quincy Valley Post Register. Not only is the Official Public Notice in
the wrong paper, for this Hearing so many changes were made I would have missed the
meeting if I were not watching very carefully.

B. No Public Hearing notices were posted in Spanish in the newspaper of record or the
local newspaper. I am requesting Spanish outreach in Quincy newspaper.

C. Ecology held the September 6, 2012 meeting without having the permit materials
complete. I believe Ecology was not in compliance with WAC 173-400-171 (4) when the
meeting was scheduled. (Exhibit 17) [See Appendix Dfor documents submitted by
Donna Dal Po,to]

Specific comment for the public comment period: I want Ecology to print Public Notices in the
Quincy newspaper. I want Ecology to present public notices in Spanish.

Ecology Response:
We appreciate your concern for the outreach process used to notify the public. Ecology realizes
that the public involvement process can always be enhanced. Each new data center proposal has
provided an opportunity to better inform the public and provide opportunity for public comment
on these projects. Ecology aimed to include more outreach based on input from previous data
center permitting processes in Quincy.

We follow the requirements for public notice specified in the Washington Administrative Code
(WAC) 173-400-171. A copy of this section of the WAC is provided in Appendix D. Ecology
submitted legal notice for the Vantage project to the Columbia Basin Herald because it has the
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largest daily circulation in the area (Grant County). The legal notice is placed in the legal classified
section of the paper. Because we understand that not everyone reads this section of the paper,
Ecology placed English display ads, advertising the public hearing and comment period, in the
Quincy Valley Post Register (QVPR), Wenatchee World, Columbia Basin Herald and Spanish
display ads in El Mundo and the QVPR Shopper. The WAC does not require display ads however
Ecology felt it necessary to ensure the public knew of the opportunity to review the project and
provide comment.

Email notifications were sent to the Quincy interested parties list which includes approximately
70 recipients. Interested parties emails were sent on Mon 7/30/2012 11:39 AM, Mon 7/30/2012
1:10 PM, Wed 8/29/2012 3:32 PM, Thu 10/11/2012 12:33 PM, Tue 12/11/2012 2:04 PM, and
Wed 1/9/2013 4:54 PM. These emails notified recipients of the comment period and submitting
comments, details of the public hearing, the legal notice that was withdrawn prior to the first
comment period (July 30, 2012— September 10,2012),and information on the additional
comment period. Press releases about the comment periodswere sent out to the areas media
outlets on July 30, 2012, December 11, 2012 and a Spanish version of the press release for the
second comment period was sent out on December 31, 2012.

During the first comment period, Ecology posted English and Spanish flyers of the display ads and
English and Spanish versions of Ecology’s publication “Focus on Exhaust Health Risks” (publication
number: 11-02-005) at several locations in Quincy. Please see the Public Involvement Actions
section of this document.

Ecology is currently reviewing its public notice process in an effort to be more media neutral. The
rule pertaining to industrial air pollution sources, WAC 173-400, was recently updated and the Air
Quality Program is reviewing its policy and procedures to enhance our notification process.

Comment 34. Danna Dal Porto:
Vantage using emission controls or are they constructing without controls? I want Ecology to
show me, using the documents on file, how I could know the final status of the emission
controls.

Ecology Response:
Vantage’s proposal includes engine exhaust controls. As indicated in the revised Techinical
Support Document (TSD) for this approval, pages 1 and 2, the not-to-exceed emission factors
used for this project represent approximately 60 percent reduction in emissions of an
uncontrolled Tier 2 engine. The ELM (ELM is the manufacturer of the pollution controls)
‘guarantee’ in the application documents is discussed on page 2 in the TSD. Review this
document online at: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/puincydatacenter/docs/E
NOC Technical SupDort Document 5dec2012.pdf or see page 2 in Appendix D.

Comment 35, Danna Dal Porto:
Why is Ecology insisting on a lower level of emission control than proposed by Vantage?

Ecology Response:
Ecology did not insist on a lower level of emission control. Vantage originally proposed control
levels that weren’t documented and that they couldn’t accept. Ecology originally set approval
limits in a draft permit that required Vantage meet the ELM (ELM is the pollution controls
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manufacturer) control levels. Vantage responded that meeting the ELM control levels was
prohibitively costly. Ecology revised the limits to the MTU (MTU is the diesel generator
manufacturer) not-to-exceed values representing 60 percent control efficiency.

Comment 36, Danna Dal Porto:
I want Ecology to demonstrate (in detail) how Tier 2 engines alone can constitute BACT and
control emissions to satisfy State and EPA standards.

Ecology Response:
The Vantage engines with Tier 2 emission levels satisfy BACT at currently accepted cost-
effectiveness thresholds. Vantage’s proposal includes control beyond what Ecology was able to
require through BACT in order to satisfy State and Federal standards (NAAQS and WAC 173-
460).

Comment 37, Danna Dal Porto:
Exhibit 13 is a letter from Vantage to Karen Wood (ECY). On page 2 is Table 1, Comparison of
DEEP Emission from Quincy Data Centers. The list of Quincy Data Centers does not include the
DEEP emissions from Intuit. I know this Table 1 is from Vantage but I want Ecology to provide
me the Intuit DEEP emission numbers in the same format as Table 1 in this letter. This data is
public knowledge but I do not where to find it myself.

Ecology Response:
The public comments Ecology has invited are specific to the Vantage project. Your comment
addresses issues that are outside the scope of the action we are considering. We would still like
to use this opportunity to respond. Intuit Data Center was permitted in 2008 prior to reviewing
diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) as a toxic air pollutant. WAC 173-460 was revised in
2009 to include DEEP. The projects Vantage included in their table are those permitted after
the revision was made. Ecology estimated DEEP from Intuit which is available in the response to
Comment 43. Ecology did not develop the table that you referenced and will not develop new
records for this Response to Comments document. Although this comment is requesting
information about Intuit not Vantage, Ecology does have some information regarding DEEP
emissions from Intuit and this can be provided upon request.

Comment 38. Danna Dal Porto:
ICF documents cite the reason the emission controls will be dropped is because of the low
Ecology cost estimates for instillation. If I read this properly, Ecology has a cost-effectiveness
price per ton of $10,000 for NOX, $23.200 for TOTAL PM, $5,000 for CO and $10,000 for VOC. If
I added properly, the Department of Ecology has a per ton base cost of $48,200 allowed for
emission reduction. How long has Ecology operated with these low numbers?

Ecology Response:
BACT cost-effectiveness criteria are re-evaluated with each case-by-case BACT determination.
Ecology’s review of these criteria for data centers resulted in almost doubling of the cost criteria
previously in use. The higher values were used in review of the Vantage project.

Continued Comment 38a
These data centers cost bazillions to build and operate. For Ecology to have such a low limit
on “acceptable cost” for emission controls is unreasonable. I would have to spend that
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much money to have my household fireplace remodeled. I believe Ecology has established
very low cost-effective standards that would exclude any controls.
A. Cost estimates for Vantage (Exhibit 31, page 2) (Exhibit 14)
B. Hanford calculations (Exhibit 32)
I want Ecology to explain these low BACT cost-effectiveness Evaluations. How long has
Ecology had this low cost-effectiveness price range? The Hanford document illustrates a
method to determine cost for controls.
[See Appendix Dfor documents submitted by Donna Do! Porto]

Ecology Response:
The high cost effectiveness thresholds for tBACT for the Hanford double shell tanks were
proposed by WRPS and have not been adopted or endorsed by Ecology. They also were not
determinative of tBACT for those tanks, because all the emission control technology
evaluated had costs that were higher than those thresholds. The criteria Ecology uses (the
ranges we can agree are cost-effective) increase over time and thus, are ‘technology forcing’.

Continuation of comment 38b
Did Ecology apply this Hanford method to determine cost of controls?

Ecology Response:
No, Ecology did not apply the Hanford method to determine cost of controls.

Continuation of comment 38c
How did Ecology arrive at the current cost-effectiveness values?

Ecology Response:
See previous answers above in Comment 38.

Comment 39, Danna Dal Porto:
All of the documents from both Ecology and Vantage cite pages of numbers regarding
emissions and controls. After all the back-and-forth, it is totally unclear if these numbers are
with or without emission controls. Ecology needs to clarify the status of the documents to
allow the public to determine the safety of the proposed permit. Most of these questions could
have been answered in a second public hearing but those requests have been denied. This
method of writing-out all questions makes for much labor for me and for Ecology.

Ecology Response:
New Source Review requires complete documentation of the project, and we appreciate how
complicated the Notice of Construction (NOC) applications are. A careful reading of the NOC
application is necessary to fully understand the project. The purpose of the Technical Support
Document (TSD) is to summarize the project analysis, and a careful reading of the TSD will help
you to understand both the project and Ecology’s decisions. Providing comments in writing is
the best way to ensure that we understand your questions and respond appropriately. Your
comment does not include specific references to the numbers you find confusing. Therefore,
Ecology has no way of answering your specific question. However, the final revised NOC
application from Vantage presents emissions after the application of facility wide emission
co ntro Is.
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Comment 40. Danna Dal Porto:
Maneuvering was made by Ecology to “decouple” Vantage emission controls from the BACT
recommendations for this facility. (Exhibit 15)

Specific question for the public comment period: I want to know why Ecology “decoupled”
Vantage controls from BACT. (Exhibit 15, page 14) To attain BACT and legal emission limits for
Vantage are the Tier 4 controls necessary?

BACT is the level of controls necessary to meet safety standards. To decouple the emission
controls and just leave Tier 2 engines does not meet the safety level for the permit. I believe
Tier 4 emission controls determine BACT for the Vantage facility because the levels of DEEP and
N02 (and perhaps other TAPS) is very high. Is this correct? If this is correct why are Vantage
Tier 4 emission controls being dropped as a function of the permit?

Ecology Response:
Vantage’s emission controls are not being dropped from the Vantage permit. The controls are
included in the permit, but are not required as BACT. By definition, BACT: “means an emission
limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction for each air pollutant ..., which the
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and
economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such source or modification
through application of production processes and available methods, systems, and techniques,
including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for
control of each such pollutant...” See WAC 173-400-030(12) available online
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=173-400&full=true#173-40o-o3Q.

The 60 percent control levels proposed for this project likely satisfy EPA Tier 4 engine standards.
However, Ecology has not been provided data to support the ELM control efficiencies (called a
guarantee in this application) so has instead accepted Tier 2 engines as BAG, and limited the
facility to the approximate 60 percent control levels that were proposed (beyond what we could
insist was BACT).

Comment 41, Danna Dal Porto:
Are the levels of diesel particulate and N02/NOx reported in the November Ecology documents
reported with or without controls?

Ecology Response:
The levels of diesel particulate and NOJNOX reported in the November Ecology documents are
with controls (ie 60 percent control level proposed by Vantage). See Preliminary Determination,
Condition 5, p. 10 http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/puincydatacenter/docs/~
Vantage Order PD 11-8-2012.pdf or see in Appendix D.

Continued Comment 41a
Is Ecology recommending the permit knowing the toxics levels are marginally safe?

Ecology Response:
Ecology determined that the health risks posed by toxic air pollutants emitted from this
project are permissible according to our rule WAC 173-460.



Continued Comment 4Th
Would the Vantage facility be safer to the public with the Tier 4 levels they initially
proposed to install?

Ecology Response:
There is no change in proposed controls (from January of last year) on the Vantage engines.
The only change that Vantage has proposed, is to increase some low load emission levels.

Continued Comment 41c
Why is Ecology pushing Vantage to drop their emission controls?

Ecology Response:
Ecology is not pushing Vantage to drop their emission controls. See response to 41b above.

Comment 42. Danna Dal Porto:
Ecology continues to use the weather from Moses Lake, WA and Spokane, WA to represent
weather in Quincy. (Exhibit 25, page 9) There are closer weather stations that would represent
local weather more accurately. We have frequent inversions that impact the operation and
safety of these 158 diesel generators. I am requesting more accurate local weather forecasts for
air quality permit purposes.

Ecology Response:
The similarity of meteorological observations from Moses Lake and Ephrata and the lack of any
significantly different topographical features near Quincy are sufficient to conclude that the
meteorology from either location is representative of the Quincy area.
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Comment 43. Danna Dal Porto:
Ecology has prepared visual aids (maps) in the past to represent the plumes of air emissions
from facilities. (Exhibit 28, Exhibit 29, Exhibit 30)
I am requesting a current map (similar to the examples I provided in this document) to
represent cumulative air quality from all sources over the Quincy City limits as well as the
Quinc~ UGA. .

Ecology Response:
This map shows the 2012 cumulative concentrations of DEEP. The estimated concentrations
were derived from a model that used 2008 transportation data and allowable emissions from
all data centers and proposed emissions from the Vantage Data Centers. This is the most
current map that we have produced. Larger versioftavailable in Appendix b -

Post ~lantage (May2012)
Cumulative Diesel PartIculate Concentration

0 0.325 0.65 I 3 4 times ASIL (ASIL = 0.00333 uglm3)
hUes [J] ‘10 161025 401063 >100

~J IOtO16~25t04O 6310100

Comment 44. Danna Dal Porto:
Ecology has been working on air quality in Quincy since the construction of the Microsoft
expansion in 2010. One constant factor in the permitting of facilities is the air quality, including
background. Enough questions have been raised about ACTUAL air quality that Ecology must
install at least two year-round air quality monitors in Quincy. One is to be located at Mountain
View Elementary school and the other at the Lazy Acres low-income housing site on the east
end of town. The residents of Quincy deserve actual information on air quality. This summer
the Forest Service installed a temporary monitor on the roof of the medical clinic because of an
inversion and the smoke from the forest fires. Air quality needs to be monitored daily, not just
in an emergency. A five-month +1- air monitoring survey was done in early 2012. The December
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17, 2011 to January 6, 2012 a monitor was at Mountain View School. The monitor was moved
to the Quincy well site and collected data from January to sometime in May. These emission
numbers do not appear to be validated and were never reported to the EPA. This short study
has no validity and should not be reported as an accurate example of Quincy air quality.
I am requesting permanent air monitoring equipment be installed at Mountain View School and
at Lazy Acres, east of town, to provide accurate information on 24/7 air quality levels. I want
the emission records be kept on file with Ecology, validated, reported to the EPA and available
to the public in a format that can be reviewed.

Ecology Response:
The public comments Ecology has invited are specific to the Vantage project. Your comment
addresses issues that are outside the scope of the action we are considering. We would still like
to use this opportunity to respond.

The monitor placed in Quincy in 2012 was a trailer mounted fine particle pollution (PM2.5)
monitor. Since 2008 Ecology has used these portable monitors in nearly 20 small communities

throughout Eastern and Central Washington. We generally site these trailers in locales for 2-6
months to get a snapshot of the PM25, primarily smoke, impacts in a community. We have used
them extensively to evaluate whether we have a wood smoke issue from home heating devices
or from smoke coming from prescribed forest burning or agricultural burning. We also move
these trailers to communities being impacted by smoke from wildfires and the local health
agencies use the data from them in evaluating the public health risk and providing health
advisories. We do not consider the siting of these trailers in communities a “study” but more
simply a tool to see if we need to launch a study, place a permanent monitor in the community,
or study the sources of PM2.5 we observe.

The monitor had to be moved from its original location at the Mountain View School as that site
did not meet EPA siting criteria for monitoring PM2.5. In January of 2012, the The monitor was
moved to the City Well site location. The City Well location met EPA’s criteria for PM2.5
monitoring, the monitor was operated according to Ecology’s Quality Assurance Plan and
Standard Operating Procedures, and the data was validated through a quality assurance review.
The validated data from the City Well site was reported to EPA, the data is kept on file at Ecology,
and is available upon request.

It should be noted that the type of monitor used in Quincy is a nephelometer that has been
correlated to report PM2.5 concentrations. While the monitor measures PM2,5 in the outdoor air,
it does not provide information that can be used to identify or differentiate between pollution
sources (i.e., diesel smoke versus wood smoke). A nephelometer is not a Federal Reference
Method or Federal Equivalent Method instrument for monitoring PM2.5. Therefore, the data
recorded from it cannot be used for compliance with federal standards.

Comment 45, Danna Dal Porto:
One of my confusions is the two documents that are titled the same, TSD May 2012, but have
different dates. (Item 8 and 9 in list of Exhibits) This is an important document in that this is the
final document in the Vantage permit exhibits “December Amendment to May 2012, TSD”
(Exhibit 25) and is referenced by ECY as the TSD for the project. (Exhibit 9) Which copy of the
May 2012 document was used for the Amendment?
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Ecology Response:
Ecology apologizes for not putting the appropriate dates in the headers of the two versions of
the final technical support document (TSD). The TSD document that is labeled December
Amendment to May 2012, TSD is the final TSD for the project. You can view the TSD online at
our website: http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/gujncydatacenter/docs/E
NOC Technical Suøport Document 5dec2012.pdf.

Comment 46, Danna Dal Porto (sent by email to Ecology January 1, 2013):
Greg/Karen, I am requesting an electronic copy of a document referenced in the paper work for
the Vantage comment period. I am requesting a ‘BACT supplemental submittal” received by
Ecology July 16, 2012. This document is referenced on page 14 of a July 2012 packet titled:
Technical Support Document
Notice of Construction Approval Order
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC Vantage-Quincy Data Center July, 2012
Page 14 is the Conclusion Page, section #9. Is is marked as follows: ***4CEND OF VANTAGE JULY
TSD****l am giving all of this information because there were a bewildering number of
documents that looked similar. Thank you for this assistance. Because the deadline for
comment is approaching and the comment period bracketed the Holiday period, I need this
document to complete my comments. At this time is an opportunity to request another public
hearing to answer the questions I have. The Vantage document present at the September
public hearing was not complete. The public is entitled to an opportunity to comment on a
complete application. An important question: Is Vantage putting controls on their diesel
generators? I would like an answer to this important question.
Sincerely, Danna Dal Porto
Quincy, WA

Ecology Response:
Hello Danna,
Thank you for your comments and questions below. Attached is the document you requested to
help you complete your review and make further comments.
Your comments will be included in full along with Ecology’s response in the Vantage Response
to Comments document. I have forwarded your request to Ecology management for a second
public hearing on the Vantage project.
Thank you,
Beth Mort I Community Outreach & Environmental Education
Air Quality Program I Dept of Ecology Eastern Office
beth.mort@ecy.wa.gov j 509.329.3502
Office Hours: M-Th 7am-4pm
[The document requested by Danna is available at the end of Appendix D]
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Lust of Commenters
The table below lists the names of organizations or individuals who submitted a comment on the
Draft Vantage Data Centers Air Quality Permit and where you can find Ecology’s response to the
comment(s).

Table 1. Comment Identifier Table
COMMENT PAGE

COMMENTER ORGANIZATION
NUMBER NUMBER

Leonard Bauhs Citizen 1-4 8-9

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 5-7 940

Debbie Koehmen Citizen 8-10 10-12

Patty Martin MYTAPN 11-16 12-14

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 17-18 15-16

Kris Miller Citizen 19 17

Patty Martin MYTAPN 20-32 18-26

Danna Dal Porto MYTAPN 33-46 26-34
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Appendix A:
Copies of all public notices
Public notices for this comment period:

1. Public notices
2. Display advertisements
3. Notices sent to the Interested Parties email list
4. Spanish and English versions of Ecology’s publication

“Focus on Exhaust Health Risks” (publication number:
11-02-005)

5. Notice of Public Hearing (publication 12-02-015)
6. Event posted on Public Involvement Calendar page:

http://ecyapps3/pubcalendar/calendar.asp
7. Press release for public hearing and first comment

period
8. English and Spanish version of the press release for

second comment period



First Public Comment Period: July 30, 2012— September 10, 2012
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The announcement was then withdrawn.
- -. Ôoiumt~ Basin Herald, Monday, July 16,2012 B5
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public review at Department of Ecology Eastern Regional Office 4601 N Moirrot, Spokane~WA

99205 1295 andattheCityofQmncy 104B StreerSW,Qumcy WA ~)884$ Apubhchearing

has been scheduled to start ats 15 PM onJuly 31 2012 mthe upstairs meetingroom at the

for Quincy City Hall located at 104 B Street SWm Qumcy The public hearmg will include

presentntioas followed by a question and answer session starting at 5 30 PM. Public comment Will

be taken starting promptly at 6 30 PM In addition to public comments taken at the public hearing,

the public is nivited to comment on tIns project proposal by subniittmg written comments no later

than August 6 2012 to Beth Most (509 329 3502) at the above Spok~ine address or at

beth mtrt@ecv wn,g~

TIUS NOTICE HAS BEEN W1TBDRAWN
- - 110704ó12488.145 - - - . ‘.. -, ~- -. -

Pub July 16 2012

Notice ofAppllcpflon
Datt of Notate July 16,2012

Notice is hereby given that a Prelsrmnary Short Subdivision application received by Grant
(‘nnnrv tin Tnt, ‘~ 9fl17 cnn,, m;,i,,.-A 0 ~ fl:..i~ fl:1L -J-, ~i
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This announcement was the correct and final announcement.

Fon
STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY Rena

avail:
NOTICE TO CONSTIUCT A NEW AIR POLLUTION SOURCE, Mote

ANNOUNCEMENT of PUBLIC EEARTG7 DAT

& SECOND TIER PETITION APPROVAL RECOMMENDATION

Comments accepted July30 through September 10,2012 4t070~

The State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) has received application to constiuct a
new air pollution source. Vantage Data Centers Minagement Company, tiC 2625 Walsh me”
Avenue Santa Clara CA 95051 has proposed to build Vantage Data Centers located at the Mos~
northwest corner of the intei~ection of Road 11 NW and Road 0 NW, Quincy in Grant County. Diitii
The mailhig address for the Vantage Data Ceiiters in.Quincy ja 2101 14 Street, Quincy, WA
98848. : Sta

Vantage Daia Centers ~ll àôi sin foik main data ëenter buildings once it is fully constructed, and
will install and operate up to 17 diesel engmes that will power 3 0megawatt electrical generators men.
for a total of 51 ffiegawatts of emergency backup electrical power Diesel engines generate criteria 93~ B
and toxic air contaminants winch have been evaluate& Diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP)
emissions were reviewed under a Second Tier Bealth Impact Assessment to evaluate health risks #0801
posed by the project After review of the completed Notice of Construction application and other Pub
information on file with the agency Ecology has decided that this project proposal will confonnto
all requirements as specified in Chapter 173400 WAC After review of the Second Tier Health
Impact Assessments Ecology concluded that impacts to the commumty due to the Vantage Data
Centers will meet the protective requirements qontainedin Chapter 173460 WAC.,

Copies of the Notice of Con*trpction, Preliminar~’ Determination, the Seàond Tier Petition
Recommendation, and supporting appbcatign documents are available for public review at
Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 N Monroe, Spokane WA 99205-1295,
andattheCityofQuincy, lO4B Street SW, Quincy, WA 98848. .

The public is invited to attend apublic hearing that has been scheduled to start at 5:15 PM on
September 6, 2012 in the upstairs meeting room at the Quincy City Hall located at 104 B Street
SW in Quincy The public hearing will include presentations followed by a question and answer
session staffing at 5 30 PM Public comment will be taken starting promptly at 6 30 PM. In
addition to public comments takep at the public heaging, the public is invited to comment on this
project proposal pnor to the public hearing Comments accepted July30 through
September 10,2012 Submit comments to Beth Mort at gcology’s Spokane Office, 4601.
N. Monroe, Spokane, WA ~9205-l295, ói~ehiail beth.mdrt@ecy.wa.gov, or 5Q9 329-3502. •‘ [~g

~This notice superstdes~th~ nbtice published on June 27,2012.

#07052/2510401 -

Pub.: July 30,2012
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Mon. Beth (ECY)

Fnn: Mart, Beth (ECY)
Sent Monday. July ~. ~12 1 t30 AM
Subject Vantage Data Centers Pubic Hearing on Septsrtherith

Hello Interested Parties’

Depamnait of Ecology has scheduled a public hearingstaning a 5:15pm on September 6, 2012~ co the draft air quality
pemüt for the Vantage Data Centers in Clu lacy, WA. Save the date and please attend Wyou can —we want to hear from
you! If you axe unable to attend bi person, you axe still welcome to review permit document and submit comment.
Comment on the Vantage Data Centers will be accepted from Juty 3tthrough Septanber lO’~, 2012. A Spanish
translator will be present at the hearing and we have a translation team that an answer questions submitted in
languages other than English.

Copies of the Notice of Construction Prelimbia,y Determination, the Second Tier Petition Recommendation, and
supporting apphcation documents are available for public review at Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office~
4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295, and at the Oty of Quncy, 1018 Steel SW, Oulncy, WA 92848.

Comment ~t be sent tomcat beth.nio.teecvcwaav. or mailed to me at our Spokane alike at 4601 It Monroe St.
Spokane, 99205. All comment must be received by midnight on Monday, September10, 20Th

Regarthrc an wile withthawal notice:
On June 27, 2012, in the Colwnbs Basin Herald newspaper, a putt notice was accidentally published for a public
hearing regarding the Vantage Data Centers to be held on July31”, 20Th In order to provide the adequate time for
public review of all documents associated with Vantage’s permlt~ we with&ew that public notice on July16, 20Th A new
notice with the correct date of the public hearing was run in the Columbia Herald on July 3t advertising the current and
correct public hearing sched riled for September 6,20Th

For more information, or to see the docam’rent via the web, please visit ow website at
Igihrwwscvwaswhno,,,er,a&rIo.hcvcbtacm~ Please contact me Wyou have any questions and thank you for
your pattic~ation!

Beth Mart I Corn rnunity Outreach & &winxunental Education
AirOuaIltyPro~am~ DeptofEcoteastemOffice
h.ttunnrt@ec..watnr 1503329.3502



Mart, Beth (ECY)

From: Moet. Beth (ECY)
Sent Monday. July30. 2012 1:10 PM
Std~eot Location of Public Hearing on September 8th

Hello again Interested Parties.

It was pointed out that I neglected to mention the location of the hearing. It wall be held at Qumcy City Hall,ioq B
Street SW, Upper Meeting Room.

Please let me know if you have other questions.
Thank you!

From: Mod, Beth (~Y)
Sent Monday. lady 30, 2012 11:39 MI
Subject Vantage Data Centers Putt Heating on 5q,k’..L.~ 6th

Hello Interested Parties

Department of Ecology has scheduled a public hearing starting at 5:15pm on September 6,2012. on the draft air quality
permit for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy, WA. Save the date and please attend if you can —we want to hear from
you! If you are w,ableto attend in person, you ate still welcome to review pencil documents and submit comments.
Comments on the Vantage Data Centers will be accepted from July 3t through September 10°, 2012. A Spanish
translator will be present at the hearing and we have a translation team that on answer questions submitted in
languages other than English.

Copies of the Notice of Construction Preliminary Detennination, the Second Tier Petition Recommendation, and
supporting application documents are available for public review at Department of Ecology, Easteni Regional Office,
4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295, and atthe City of Quincy, 104 B Street SW, Quincy, WA 98MB.

Comments can be sent to me at beth.mo,t~en~wa act, or mailed to me at our Spokane office at 4601 N. Monte St,
Spokane, 99205. All comments must be received by midnight on Monday, September 10,20Th

Regarding an earlier withdrawal notice:
On June 27,2012, in the Columbia Basin Herald newspaper, a public notice was accidentally published for a public
hearing regarding the Vantage Data Centers to be held on July 31”~ 2012. In order to provide the adequate time for
public review of all documents associated with Vantage’s pennit, we withdrew that public notice on July16, 2012. A new
notice with the correct date of the public hearing was run in the Columbia Herald on July 30° advertising the current and
correct publrc hearing scheduled for September 6,2012.

For more information, or to see the documents via the web, pfease visit ow website at
httpjlwnecv.wa.a,vlu,~, .unsjairlquinrvdaacenter. Please contact me if you have any questions and thank you for
your partic~,ation!

Beth Mart Community Outreach & Envionmental Education
Afr Quality Pftgrarn Dept of Ecoloqy Easter. Office
bedtmcfl@erv,wa4ov I 509.329.350Z
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Er&nU. boise >j4au ~ News Release

Department of Ecology News Release - July30, 2012

12-244

Ecology seeking comment on new Vantage Data Center
permit
~‘OKANE — The Washington State Depatneit of Ecology (Ecology) invite the public to cement on a
proposed air quality permit for building the new Vantage Data Cete on 63 aces northeast of Quincy.

The draft permit would allow the conqialy to install 17 halo4, gsiaatcn for ise during pow failures to
support the facilhtfl data wves and place amdllions on the operation to protect public health. The
ye. .emtu.a are powered by died engines. The 17 new ye. .c. LM would be in addition to 141 generators
already pa..Jtted at five other Quincy-area data centers.

In developing the draft permit. Ecology toxicologists consider the cnmdabve health effects on the • eadaital
conirnurilty of Quincy from all the diesel generators tall the am data ..a.LMa. Ecology’s toxicological and
computer modeling expert have completed a review of the Health Impact Ass~nst slthrnltterl by the
company s consultant, ia International, in ~ipmt of the Vantage Data Canhe- application.

Because diesel engine exhaust particulate is a toxic afr pollutazt, Ecology required a thorough evaluation of
the health risks posed by the 1.~Jct.

A pubfic hearing is sdieduled for Thursday. Sept. 6. 2012. to gather formal comments about the proposal.
The hearing will be held in the upstairs methng rooms at Qtñncy Cly Hall. 104 B Steet SW. A brief
presentation and~and a~er period will begin at 5:30 p.m.. preceding the fá.mal hearing that
stat promptly at 6~30 p.m.

In addition to public canmect taken at the public heaiing, the public is invited to provide written wI•Ii~Ie.ita
on tins proposal from July30 through Sept. 10. 2012. Submit cements to Beth Mort, De~tne.nt of
Ecology 4601. N. Monroe. Spokane. WA 99205-1295. or by enafl at both.mnrttlocv.wa.oov.

Documert about the pennit and the health an~neit me available fbr the public at:

• Departmnert of Ecology. Caste.,. Regional Office. Air Quality Program. 4601 N. Monroe St.. Spokane.
WA. Or contact Beth Mort at 509-329-3502 or by email at beth.mn,tøerv.wa.nnv

• Oty of Quint’,.. 104 B St SW. Quinn. WA
• Online at: htto:Hwww.ecy.wa.oovfomoa-an&air!cpjincydatacenter

Eadi of the generators will be capable of producing three megawatts of enwgency badcup electrical power
for a total of 51 megawatts. The Vantage ~Ry will Ise the most current and effedive air polludion control
equip,ner* on the market today for controlling both particulate ma~ and 5ltfOye.. diox,de.

nut

Media Contact iani Gilbert, Commtnii~ons, 509-329-3495; cell. 509-990-9177;

For nioe infonnatirm:

Air Oual*v Prooram (www.eq..wa.gov/prognznslairlaid.ome.htnd)

Draft nermit (www.ecy.wa.govlprogramsfalr/qwncythbcenter)

Ecoloqy’s social media (www.ecy.wa.govfaboutlnewmedla.hbnl)

Copinight Cr Washington State Department of Ecology. See http:/Ivw.ecy.wa.govlcopyrigltlthd



Display advertisement placed in local papers:

DEPASYMENT or
ECOLOGY
SMIt .4 W..ta,gw.,

You are invited to a

Public Hearing
on the

Vantage Data Centers
in Quincy

Proposed Air Quality Permit

The public comment period is open now!
Comments will be accepted until
midnight on September 10, 2012

Submit comments to: beth.mort@ecy.wa.gov

For more information
httn: //www.ecv.wa.~ov/nroarams/ajr/puincvdatacenter

Documents are also located at Quincy City Hall



Spanish display advertisement placed in local papers:

Le invitamos a una
DIPAflTM[NTOF p

~a~x Audiencia Publica
Acerca De Los Data Centers

en Quincy
Propuesto Permiso de lUre Ambiente

El periodo de aceptar comentarios está abierto ahora!
Comentarios se aceptarán hasta

Ia medianoche de Septiembre 10, 2012
Favor sumita comentarios a: beth.mort@ecy.wa.gov

Para obtener más información:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/quincydatacenter

Documentos tamblén disponsibles en el Quincy City Hall



The Spanish version below was distributed in Quincy and had a typo on the contact phone
number as shown below. Patty Martin pointed this out in an email to Ecology and the typos were
fixed. The corrected version was updated to the web. There was also issue taken with the date at
the top of the document. See Ecology Response to Comment 16.

Generadores do Reserva con Motor

Fobrere 20

GG

Diesel para los Centros de Datos en el
Condado Grant
Los centres dc damstiei~en servic1qi~,. ‘jue ni,t km enrico dCJch~LIICO.
mantijnn mcn~jcs mstantes~ y CJCCLLWt woftwaiu’ psra nuw4lnm
c*mpuallI,rtts, Rn 20061 hs~ompaaics lie Icis cenLrc..s cit da1øsjie:inLe~e~iron
a Leilee interS en ~cnv4rujr su~ instalacianes en ci Condado Citajit. El
coadndo Grant tiene twa luejite dt vicctncidad scguro y & b~o caste.
iainbi~n, en 2011). Ia legi~Jattarii cid c~iixki do Wasbington ~pr&’6 una
OX~tL)C1OU dc h~xpncstos dc poca duiati(ni parncni&nis dc ciciltis Iiu~
ci~tisIniyann cii ~l c.ondi~do de (iranty arias ãJeLc rurales. Paravuliriwrpura
Ia exeiLciOn cit impuasli~ ci contra lie darns tenla qua dadicar par in rneins
20,0(JtR) pies euaclaii. cit espacio u 5cn’Ldores y cuipczar coostcuccioa ames
dcli dcjuao&2U11.
Pam cc,i’stniira cxpiindirsc, In coinpaifla cit to cenLrn tic dabs Lien~ quc
aphcarpur~sun pcrmwo &auc an*zcrnc asa~s de ernpenr Ia CnnMiuccicrn.
El depaItaJII~nLc~ & J!cci1I~WH dci £st~ido d: Washington hcoiogfa)
admmistra los pernirsos deMre urnbicnLc. hi pornilso ~c Jlirma “una orcicu de
apmb;*ciâu do Ia notica do constructiim” (NOC, poimus. ~iig1is en inglcs).. El
nhj;iivi, citi WOO cs protc$cr IA caLidgd ‘It alit. Its cerILrLm lit dati,s
iieces.tarl ‘NOr pain . is ~cn-radorcs de ~s.~rva con mob: diesel gnndes
pan proveer ~ ectrit dad a mi. servido’ts .cnai.ido hay un ccitt cc
clcctcidad. Las escapes tie diesel Linei~ contauiinqutcs tóxicos dcl airc.
Comi~ patic dd pmccso liD revisar Ia aplic.’ticiri pitrix tI ptrmmfl, r.t:cilogcti
cval~a xi lo~ USC1pC4 tic diesel dosde Iris genemdôres do TtscrvnpucLLL’n
causar pruhicTriw etc i.iilud,

Los ufectos a Ia salad desde ins escapes do on motur
do diesel
Los contammnnrcs tóxmcos al ant en ins cscapcs tIc ‘in motor do these!
induycndicxtclo tic nitrógeno, inai,óxiele, tic carhirni,. ct~mpnc~4~ii~ otginicos
~ p~’~uci~s particulas ilaniathis “pas1Icula~ ‘It lint cscapts cit un iriutur i1~
c~iese1”. flcnlcii~fa evalilu liii ni’01c3 tic todos Ins contamninnates de aire
cà:ramfle ci prace~o ‘Ic tnvicar Iq c’plinaciôn par., ci peimiso de awe anibiente.
LiZ contannirnnccs q .t~ Ins ctntni~ tic dates ucuco in mayor pmbabmlidad tie
cmirir on cantidades ,quticente alias j~*WL xreder is sal, ti son ins pisrilculas
ec ic~ escapes tic dicsct y ci dióxidu tic nutráwsrn. (NO) rsic doçun~c~o
cxpl:css ins posihlvs efectos a La salad de ei.unt cLunlarninahllex.

~Porquéeslmpartanto?

..oa cenfros a datos
necesilan trn pairpiso dcl
aireamblen~d
_cologin pUrainatslsr SLIS
ganaradnres do resena
quo cmlta escapee a
diesel.
Anlveie~ los
oscepa de otoree Ce
diced SQl) ii coriwnulnanta
texico della CILIa puede
caunr prablama do aaIL~
Conuo parse da prooeso4e

pura Liii ~Ofl~ISO sire
omblente, Ecologlcswuwusa
~IIas enulsin~~s tie los
cecepes tie lfloIos~esde
ti selceusnap
tie. lid

Eslo dacurnrnt
formnd~n sobse I

afocotia.IasaI~td dales
escapee4edjceel y come
hcolo~?a evaiãa ci riasge
decakid

CoMacto~
Maria PeeLer
S6040

r,ria. ni w

Acamadaci a E$peclales
Si usled nec*jiLa u~k3

moniD art un Formeto
aitepalivo, tavot dellanur
t&RlclioflWPereza
368 407 1528. Pars os
ques somosul a
711,paia quetejgan
imppdlmantos dcl hab ado,
home, S1~-833-6341
(servicinit sal en i ales)
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Corrected Spanish version

DEP/%flMENI OF

Enfoque en los Rlesgos.de Salud ECOLOGYState ~fê~ashtnpton
Desde los Escapes do Diesel

I— I I

Gunorad do osorva con
Diesel para os Centres dc Dabs e el PtrquésiihpOnaflte?

C dado Grant ~cs~ltosdu~a~
necesi~ri tin pa~pso del

1.0% cantns do duLo! iiencn scrvi&irc~~qiic noN dwi c~,rrec, ekclrón,co, ~fr~thi~nteu~de
mancjsn monsajcs i’lstsntes~y ciccutin ‘sotwnrc’ pin fluestras Eco1~la•para Ios~alar sue
computadoras. En 200& Las conipalilas de los ccnuos dc dato~ Sc inicresawn gór,esadorae do raerøa

toner inerés en coctstn,irsus irmLaluciories en ci COLLdadO (kant. I~ qc~e amiiaascipas dodie~I
cc’ndadn Cnicnt Lcnc urns 1uonk~ dc clcctncidad sglnn~ de btjc, UL~Stc’.

A nX’eleo alias lasTan’bk~n, on 20U1,Io logisisturs <id ~~srado do Wrihihgtnn nprnb~i Luff ~
oxonciGn icinpoeaxca do LEpacslos subre in vcnt~ pan los ecatros dc dates diesel San Uô tontam de
gut coristmyernntlt ci coridado dt Grunt y4IIruS i~rtsis nicalts. r’ara caiiticr to . .rj~nirR.nuflp Raft
ptini lueaenciñn tie nipucsLi:s sohic a vcnlu ci ccntro dtthws Ltnia que ó~Esarpi~len1adesaiud
dcdicsr nor in mon~s 20.00’) pies cuadrados docspacio a ~qwIdniv~ y Garo;padedd pro~sode
empezar consuucciôa autos dd I tie nba iK 2011. S’5IIJS1

parn4~perisade a~re
mci cori~ut k o Qq~anthm . a ctnrapafliti tie uti tenuu tic daics ILdILO quo arri6lenw, Ecom~iu tylsu
aplitcr para tin petrnis~ tie ant ambienit UriL~N cit ‘tnipe~ar in cortariccioii. silos emfsiOhes at
Ii dcpurIamcniL~dc l.calogia dcl ketadc, tic Wa’cnngt.n (Ecu, o~ia) ccoqpoa rnotorcs dothese caUsan prob cmossdnilnkm l~s pdimisos tic airy ambiento. EL pcriniso sc lirimit una oMen ib do saiud
apmbaci& dcl a~isv tic cor.sIrucci~n’ (NOC pt’r ~us siglas en irigL~s1. LI Esie documonto hone
i’iiictiwi dcl NOC e~ pntegtr Ia calidatl cit nut T as ccii n’s tie tintus Ihiomiac6n ate los
nc:cesiisn inNOC pam ~ln genndoTts tie i~ccrvs con mniordie~cI troncIn~ oletiss a a tialud do Ion
pam prevc~r — ccrricidad a Los senidotes ouando ha” njt~<nçc tic escapes de d y como
eleetñcidad. Los escupta do diesel Licn,,n cL~T1LumInnT1Lcs (&(cc,s dci dire. Ecologiaevafüa ci desg~
(‘unto pane dcl i,rnceNct tic itvisaT Is aphicación pem ci palmist Fcolcn,fu do salud~
cval(rn si los CSCapQS dc dicscL dcsdc los gcncradorcs do reserve pueden Contacto:
c~tissr probleinna <Ic salad. Peeler
Los efoctos a Ia salud deed. Ice escapes do rn motor 407 8704
do diesel
Lo~ curiLnninuntac tóxicos al am’ en l:n ccapca tin tin motor & cliesul Pcomodaciiwes Especiales.
inciuven dióxido sIc nitioi~cnn, monoxitict do carbono, cornpuostis nrg~nicos SI ustad netede aste
y pcqueilas paickulas Ilauctadas “pLuticuiLli. cit los uzscapcs tic tin muter tic documeata en urn form
diesel”. Ecelogla malàa los nivcles tie L0d415 los conLarruricriLes tie ~ aftemstwo, favor tie isnsr

a Riebsie Perez adLnsni.c ci pta-csii tic Tevisar in nphica~ión part el pcnri’.o & iJiw rmibicnb ~ mn Pars Inc
~ enninninanton q~Ic ins ccniros tic tiaras tlcnon is nisynr prohalillklad do qua srnsorâo~ re en a
ojuith en cairidados suficienic nkas pam urcetar Is sa:ttd son las pnticilas ill pare Ins qua tejiRan
do las ~scupes cit dieseL y ci dhSxidu, ck niLr(’geri<t (NOi) T!ste dututuentu PPduIIlS’II9$ 00) I~et4e<Io
explicu~4 hi,.u pI)sihic4 clictoas Ii, ‘csiusl tic rsir,s conlaminanits. Iam~, 077 833 6341tqidos s~i er agies)
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English version:

P~~MITM~NT C

Focus on Diesel ust Health Risks ECOLOGY
Sbte AfVL’a&IIIIig*on

4 - .— I

Diesel-powered Backup Generators for
Data Centers in Grant County WHYIIMPJTU1S

Data ca~as house the severs thet provide e-mait .ng.~
and rim appiinlinnt for ar ~--n’jmlç.. In 2006, dataa companies aciogy permit to iiatati
started to become interested in Grant County as a goodplace to build. Grant dles4paseeect d~~aal~~n
County has a low-cast dependable power su~çly Also, in 2010, the that cut diesel athaua
Washington State-Legislature approved a temporary sales tax exemption for Diesel erglne extia,ais a
data ala. fr.ildh,g in Grant County and olinrural area To qualify for ~° ~ffiCthibZit ‘hat at
the tax exemption, the dataamust have at least 20,000 square fret ti~ti etuWi IOVelS. Cmlcame ha~dedicated to savers and start coustruction before July 1,20th ~—
To build or expand, a data center company unut first apply to the P~nO~ Et~’~t~ews
Washington Departnait ofEcology (Ecology) for a permit called a “notice ml & diesel aigifle

exhaust and ottaafrofconstruction approval order” (NOQ. Its piupose is to protect air quality. palM to see & they are
The NOC is m because data callers n~ la~ge~ diesel-poweredbath~ a
generators to supply electricity to the savers during power hilures. Diesel
.dtmqt ~AaIh..e trait air pnIh.b..k As part of the permit review process, hifoimalion Sam the
Ecology carefully evaluates whdhn the diesel nhand from a data canter’s effects ci these!
badiup generators cause health problem exhaz& arid h~ Esulogy

amass health r~
Health effects .t diesel engftw exhaust

The toxic air p.flul~.A~ iii diesel engine aba irrh,4. nitrogendi~
carbon nionoxide,— compounds and tiny— called diesel—
ni~nd particles. Ecology evaluates the 1~ls~ rfhd...T~ during ~ Flibbat
the permit review process. The ones must likely to be pxoduced in high 00~~04~2

wa~enough amounts topotadially affect health are diesel n1’-’d particles and
nitrogen t~itw~~I. (NO,) The possible health issues causedby these
pnflnt.nte are disaissed in this docunnat ,,~ fl~ ;—~

When Ecology staffreview the permit application for a data canfr, they kiwi Sarnate format eel
the Air QieJ~y Program atlook very carefully at how much the project will add to the air pillutank in ~

the ara Ecology cannot approve a permit that allows pollulautito be
sniffed often enough or in high enough levels to cause healthproblems. for Wastthigan Relay

Service. Personswith a
Diesel i~Ia.tpJtides ~~d1 dsaDI~y eat) 817-.

The tiny particles m diesel exhaust are too small for our noses andupper
res~my systems to filter from the awe breatla The particles go —
into oia lungs, where they can carrie damage and chemical ~4n,~’.s Studies
show that certain levels ofthese particles can cause immediate health— including infinn.A and irritated lungs and breathing passages,
which any lead to coug)iing, chest tiehtn.e., wheezing, anddifflcnlty
breathing in some peapla

PubiCticu MoSer 11-02-005



DEPARTMENT OF

Notice of Public Hearing ECOLOGY
State of Washington

AEr Quality Program AtIg[Ist 2012

Vantage Data Center Project DATES AND LOCATIONS

Vantage has applied to the Dupaitment ofEcology @ology) for an air
qualitypexnrit to build a data centa with bath-up ~cx.4u. ~gim~. in ~uniic i~R~eo
Quincy, Washingtoa Ecology is linMiag a public bnñng to hear from Ve Data Centers
Quincy-azearesidnift about this proposaL Prosed Air Quality Pnmit

Data centers house the savers daliirovide e-uiail change instant ~~
messages, and rim applications for owcumjndaa The Vantage Data
Ceiteis proposed fbi 63 aces just northeast ofQuincy, near the &l5Pflt
~xistn~g sabay an~ intuit~ Qiâtoy Cay Han,

104 B Street SW.
The percdt t~stafrs nieetfri~ roan

Vantage applied to Ecology for a permit called a ‘~notiee ofconstruction ffyai are amble to attend
~ada” (Net) because their proposed data center Z..-Ldt~~ fire pub& meethq
bath-up gniaator engines. The nieim~t are £ieledby diesel, which m~ pubb balsa invited to
nulls air pollution win burned. AnNOC is required what frulhities povide wriftesi cainmeids on
plan to use eqnipmcmt that will have~ As part of the permit this papasal hum
process, Ecology reviews emissions ofdiesel engine nhmrd and oth~ July30 throi~h Sept. 10.2012
air pollutants to see if they are a health concan.

SIIIInIIt canmads to:
Vantage proposes to have 17 dIesel gnmaators capable ofproducing a
total of5l megawatts ofemergency bath-up electrical power The Beth Mat
NOC, ifissued, will include conditions that protect the public from air Department d Ecology.
pollution, such at 4601 N Maine.

Spokane. WA 0~O6-l295.• limits on the amotmt offind that can be binned, ~ by anal at
• limits on the ~tmt ofhours diesel a’gin.e can opaate and
• requirements for advanced air pollution control~

Spedal accommodations
Health risks .t diesel polluton If you need this daaaneitin a

format far the visually inq.alred.
Diesel arfin. nlka.d is atone airpollutantthat a&naiau~ilevds. calhttie AkQualty rr~.. at
~ cause health problems. As part of the permit proca, Ecology (300) 107-6800.
reviews ernisnons ofdiesel engine nimnrtandothaairpoilutantsto
see ifthey are a health coiicea Paso,s with hearing lass cal

711 far Washdngbzn Relay
_____ Service. Persons utth a speechFor detailed ...t...ation about the health risks ofdiesel nhancf and lsa~lity, call 877-833-6341.

how Ecology evaluates risks, see Ecology publication 11-02-005,
aDieselpowaed ~icup Generators for Det~ Centers in Grant If you need special

County” This publication is available online at odaijans at the
httrsiifoiftestwagavlp-y4pAilir,ticajSnmm-. yPan&1 102005.blml - hearing, please cat Beth Mart

at (500) 3~-3502 byAugts
30.

Pabll~tloeNwnb& 12-02415 1



Mort, Beth (ECY)

It~ B~ t~yj
Sent Wednesday. August 29.2012 &fl PM
subject Vantage Putfic Hearing Railjda•

Hello Interested Parties,

This is a reminder that, on Thinsdat September 6° at 5:15pm, Ecology will be holding a heating on the draft permitfor
Vantage Data Center. Please attend if you can! The hearing win be held in the upstairs meeting room at (imucy City
Hat If you are unable to attend in person, however, you are still welcome to submit comments. These comments can
be sent tome at beth..,..gtP.cv.wasov. or mailed to our office:

Department of Ecology
Eastern Regional Office
4601 N. Monroe St
Spakan~ 99205.

All coinniems must be received by midnight on Monday, September 10,2022. Thank you for your participation!

For your reference, I have induded the press release related to this hearing (see below). For more information orto see
any of the documents via the wub, please visit our website at httnI~ww.ecv.waavIs..,c.~.,.JairIarinnd.....,..nar..

Beth Mart Cwnmunity Outreach & Environmental Education
Air Quality Program Dept of Ecology Eastern Office
betkmmt@nclLwastw 509.329.3502
Office Hours MTh ~am~pm

Washington Department of Ecology news
FOR IMMEDIATh RELEASE-July 30, 2012
12444

Ecology seeking comment en new Vantage Data Center permit

SPOKANE - The Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) invites the public to comment on a proposed air
quality permit for building the new Vantage Data Center on 63 res northeast of Quincy.

The draft permit would allow the company to install 17 bach~ generators for use dining power faihaes to
support the facility’s data serves and places conditions on the operation to protect public health. the generators are
powered by diesel engines. The 17 new generators would be in addition to 141 generators already permitted alive
other Quincyarea data centers.

In developing the daft permit, Ecology toxicologists condder the asewlative health effects on the residential
comnnsiity of (luincy from all the diesel generators at all the area data cen~s. Ecology’s toxicological and computer
modeling experts have completed a review of the Health Impact Asseswient submitted by the company’s consultant,
ICF International, in support of the Vantage Data Center applicatima

Because diesel engine exhaust particulate is a toxic air pollutant~ Ecology required a thorough evahatinmi of the
health rid’s — by the project

A public hearing is sdieduled for Thursday, Sept 6,2012, to gather formal conmismn about the proposal. The
hearing will be held in the upstairs meeting room at Quincy City Hall, 1MB Street SW. A brief presentation and question



and answer period wiLl begin at 530 pm., preceding the formal heating that s~n proniptty at 630 p.m.

In addition to public comments taken at the pob& heating, the public is invited to provide uwitten comments
on this proposal from July30 through Sept10, 2012. Submit coromsits to Beth Mort~ Department of Ecology 4601 N.
Morwoe, Spokane, WA 992~-t29S, or byee.ail at b..men@ecywaeo..

Doaiments tout the pem.lt and the health asses~nent are avaibble for the public at

• Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, Al Quality Pmgnm, 4601 N. Monroe St., Spokane, WA. Or contact
Beth Meet at 509-329-3502 orb~ ennil at bethj.n~avwaa~ -

• Oty of Qumcy, 104 B St. SW, Quincy, WA.

Onllneat

Lad. of the geiwatms will be capable of loodtnng three megawatts of emergency backup electrical powefora total
otSi megawatts. The Vantage fadlity will use the nmstninent end effective air pollution control equipment at the

market today for cantrotmg both partloibte matter and nitrogen dioxida
#4*

Media Contact Jan GIlbert, Connrntmications, 509-329-3495 ceO, 509-990-9177 entaIl ianiathertPecv.waeov

For more infonnatiort h~JIwww.ecvwa~Mr.htnl

la see the draft~ httnIAav,w.c. wawh,..,.,,.~birhwthw~i,e.ntprl

Ecology’s wthsitt: httriIwww en .nv
Ecology’s social media: hiiwaw.v.neovlaboutlnewmetha.htrnl

#4*

Broadcasta

The Washington Departznentof Ecology inviter the public to comment an a proposed air quality permit (a building the
new Vantage Data Center in Quincy.

A public heating on the theft permit and health evaluation is sd.eduled for Thursday, Sept 6th, and public coIraner~
ernst be received 1w September 10th.

The permit would allow the con.pa.y to install seventeen disel powered backup generators for use during power
faliures to support the facility’s data serves.

Di~I nine exhaust particulate isa toidc air pollutant Because of this, Ecology requited a thorough evaluation of the
health d~— byte expansion project.

Contact E~ogy for detaib.

Beth Most I Community Outreach & En*omnental Education
AirOualltypmgam j DeptofEcology Eastern Office
betKmort~ecy.wa.gov I 5°9-P9-35°’
Office Horns: lATh 7am-4prn



Articles generated from press release:

Guincy. WA
(Grant Co.)
Quiricy Valley Post
Register
(Cir. W 2.010)

LillitS? ‘S P.

Pu~J~ hearing announced for new data center
The Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology)..

invites the public to comment on a proposed air quality permit
for building the new Vantage Data Center on 63 acres northeast
f Qumcy. The draft pennit would allow the company to install

17 backup generators for use dunng power failures to support
the facility’s data servers and places conditions on the operation
to protect public health, The generators art powered byt diesel
engines.

Quincy WA
(Grant c0.j
Quincy Vatlty Post
Regis leg
(Cit W. 2,Oio)

AtiG~ 02042

promptly at 6:30 p.m.
li~1dition to public comments taken at the public hearing,

the public is invited to provide written commentS on this pro
posal’fromluly3othroogh Sept. 1012012. Subimtcoiflmenls to
Beth Mott, Department of Ecology, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane,
WA 99205-1295,Orby email at sethjnort@ecy.Wa.gOV.

Documents about the pennit and thc.health assessment are
available for the public at’the Department of Ecology. Eastern
Regional Office, Air Quality Program, 4601 N Monroe St.
Spokane. WA. Or contact Beth Mod at 509-329-35O2 or by
email ~~beth.mort@eOy.wa.gOv. The docwnents are, also avail
able at the City of Quincy, 104 B St. SW. and online at www
~~y,wajgovIpro~anis/ai/quncyda enter.

p.c. B fist, rug

~
tocommenton aproposed~
Vantage Data Center on 63 actts northeast of Quincy,
~l7backup

generators for use during werfailtirts to support the facility’s
data servers, and places condition, on the operation to protect
public healtb.The generators ass powered by diesel eagines.me
llnew generators would be in addition to 141 generators already
permitted at five other Quincy.area data centers.

Because diesel engine cthaustpartjcuwem a toxic air pollut
ant. Ecology required a thorough evaluation of the health flair,
posed by the project.

Aplsblic hearing is scheduled forThursclay,sept d,20l2,in

the upstairs meeting room at Quincy City Hall, 104 B St SW.
A brief presentation and question and answer period will begin
at 5:30 pm., the formal hearing that starts promptly
at 6:30 p.m.

The public is invited to provide wntten comments on this
pop I omlu)y3 ugh Sept. 10.2012. Submitcomments
toBethMon,Depn~ntof~i~460i N. Monroe,Spokane,
WA 99205-1295. or by email.at

Documents about she permit and the health assessment are
available for the public online at http://www.ecy.wa.gov~p~.

nas/sir!quincydatacentcr)
For more information, contact Beth Mon at 509-329-3502 or

by email at beth.snort@ecy.wa gov

A

A public hearing is scheduled formuxsday, Sept. 6,2012, to
gather fonuni comments about the proposal. The hearing will
be held in the upstairs meeting room at Qumcy city Hall, 104
B St. SW. A brief presentation and question and answer period
will begin at 5:30 p.m.,preoeding the formal hearing that starts

‘c hearing scheduled for data center



Web article generated from press release:

Comment sought on new Vantage Data Center
permit
Pasted: rdday, August 10,2012 900 am

QUINCY - The Wathington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) is seeking public cacnnwnt on a
proposed air quality permit for the planned Vantage Data Centers server farm

The ~va him is planned for 63 aaes northeast ofQuincy. The permit would allow the company to
install 17 backup generators thr use during power failures to support the facility’s data servers.

Tim permit places conditions on the operation to protect public health, according to Ecology. The
generators we powered by diesel -•6’---•

Ecology’s toxicological and cumpuic niodeling expert have completed a review ofthe Health Impact
Ass~ment submitted by the company’s consultant, ICF International, in support of the Vantage Data
Cen~ qp&atoa

Because diesel .-.~... exhaust particulate is a toxic air polb~tant. Ecology required a thorough evaluation
of the health risks posed by Um proje~

A public hearing is scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 6, to gather formal ctmwnn.t~ about the proposal. It
will be held at 6pn in the upstairs meeting scorn at Quincy City Hall, 104 B Street SW.

The public may submit written u~m...—..t. on this proposal tough Sept. 10 to Beth Mod, Department of

Ecology, 4601 N. Monroe Spokane~ WA 99205-1295, or by email at betmort~ecy.wa.gov

The Quàicy server hun is the second for Vantage Data Centers (V1X~. The first was built at Santa
an~ Caflt

VDC is backed by the private equity finn Silver Lake Partners, based in Palo Alto, Calif Al Quincy it
will develop nearly 500.000 square feet ofenterprise data center space.

Vantage will build the project in several phases, starting with a six megawatt, one-story 133,000-square-
foot center that has been folly leased to an rmdisclosedFoitnie 100 technology company. The first phase
could be completed next year.

Future phases of the Quincy campus will include a 105,000-square foot Enterprise Technology Center
and capacity for an additional 235,000 sçmre feet of data ~ter space.

Tim enterprise technology center will combine corporate office and data center space, with the office
space housing upto 100 employees in executive offices, conference icons and meeting areas.

Vantage selected Quincy primarily because of Grant County’s ample supply ofhydroelectric powa The
company is ta1qs~zig into a market desaibed by some analysts as the most attractive for investors in all of
coimrmrcial real estate at the mnnwq,t

- &q~repon



Second Public Comment Period: December 10, 2012—January 11,2013

an,

Hot’ WA 11.11 A WAS’ 1 CLEjA .1 UP IllS IC IIA/AlillS

~ O~l ..b.i..... io~. 0 101..,. P~lil,o 1:1

~ “-‘;.;~; . ement Calendar
CALENDAR Public Involvement Calendar (Internet Preview) Liar, I, Cuiir;iiiui
Public Hearings, Meetings,
Workshops, Open Holmes Tht public Involvement Calendar is designed to engage the public in our declslon-makhng ~~ feature asaes
Public Comment Penods Pi0C~S. We encourage you to read Freewilts Asked iloew ~‘mt Efethve Pth$c ,,‘~ decoalon-maldng

a
More Ecology Events eveata

Adivities that are educational only or are co-sponsored by Ecology mey be found under the Seath
More Ecology Event? link in the left column of this page. We invite your fee*ack about

this Public Involvement Calendar.
Selectdate ran os

Pub& Nearinos. Meet*.os Workshops. Ocen houses Today & Nan 21 Do.

“ No cables found for these search cdtede5~

Pub& Comment Periods
All Cities

Dec 10 Public Comment PerIod: Qulacy
Jan II, vantage Data Centers Draft AIr Quality Peninnlt Public
2013 Comment Period Extended

Extension is necessary because Vantage changed the proposed
projeth. Vantage requested higher emission limits for the
generator, at contain operating loads. This resulted in slight
increase in emissions which required recalouletion of emission
impads. Nielysis showed the projed proposal still complies All Types
with all air quality files designed to proted public health. To
review-dick o~ link, go to Vantage Data Center, review at
docaments; elsa Quincy City Hall, 1045 St.5W; Ecology Soled ord:
Spokanefsath Mont. O’incv Daa Coitars

Location: Quincy, WA A.,tar

Sponsor Dept of Ecology
AIR QUALITY PM

Contact Beth Mont
(509) 329-3502! bn.or4altecv.wa.oav

Image taken from website h ttp://ecyayys3/pubcalendar/calendar, asp



Mart. Beth (ECY)

Fm ht~ B~jt~yj
Sent ‘ThLrsday. Oabe 11. ~12 1133 PtA
Stject Vantage Data Ceatert Mddionat Public Coniment Penod

Der Interested Prb~

Thee will be anadthtional public coronet period on the draft air quality pa m1 for Vantage Data Centers but the
strt and dose of the extension has not been set.

Vantage notified the EcoIo~ Air Quality Program that changes needed to be made to Vantage’s Notice Of
Conotnictian application. Once Ecalogy receives Vantage’s~ to request the changes, Ecology will review
the ~.S..I.atIJ..b raisethe draft pennlt as neede4 and release the tq,dated draft for public review and continent.

Once Ecology updates the .baft and it is available for review, we will notify the public of the new anaaaA period
dates. You we still welcome and encouraged to submit continents on the .S~. ,ndbun presented at the Sept 6,2012
heng.

You can anaa continents to me at beth~ncrtelecy.waan or mail them to me at

Beth Mort
Deparhnent of Ecology
Eastern Retonal Office
Øo. N Monroe St
Spokane, WA 99205429$

For mole inforniation and to view documents related to Vantage, please visit oar webslt€

Thank ~.

Beth Most I Community Outreach & Environmental Education
Air Quality Pvoqram Dept of Ecology Eastern Office
balh.nlort@ecv.wator 503329.3502
Office Hours: M-Th 7am-4pm

For smoke ir4oc klL~t.._...~ke.fl~.mnf



Mort Beth (ECY)

From: Mart. Beth (ECY)
Sent Tuesday. Deannbe 11.20122:04 PhI
Subject Vantage Data Center- NEW Public Conirnent Period

Dear Interested Parties1

The new public ccnunent period anti. dnft~ quality pennit furVantage Data Centers is now open! Comments
wffl be accepted though su~&i~utaJamiyi& 2011.

This new comment period is needed because Vantage has made changes to the proposed projed. Vantage
requested higher emi~ion limits forthe generators at certain operating loath. This resulted hi a slight
increase in emisstoin. Because of this they had to recalculatetheir emission impactsJhe results of this
analysis showed thatthe project proposal still complies with all airquality rules designed to protect public
health.

Documents aboutthe permit and the health assessment are available forthe public at

• City of Quincy, City Hall, io~ B St SW, Quincy, WA
• Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, Air Quality Program, 4601 N. Monroe St. Spolcane~

WA
• Online at httui/www.ecywa.povbrooramsjairjquincyd&acenterl scroll down to Vantage Data

Centers and you will find the updated documents

You can email comments to me at beth.mort4~ecy.wa.aov or mail them to me at

Beth Mart
Department of Ecology
Eastern Regional Office
4601 N Monroe St
Spokane~ WA99I05-n95

Thankyou!!

Beth Mon I Community Outreach& En*onznentat Education
Afr Quality Ptogram I L~w~ of Ecology Eastern Office
beth.vnoni~iecv.watrw 509.3Z93502

Office Hours: 14Th 7am-4pm
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Frnln&, hon,e lie~s> News Release

Department of Ecology News Release - December 11, 2012

12-396

Ecology extending comment period on new Vantage
Data Center permit
SPOKANE - The ~sfungton State Depaitmait of Ecology (Ecology) has extended the cononent — for
the proposed air quality permit for building the new Vantage Data Cents- on 63 aces northeast of Quincy.

This new comment period is needed because the data cents- made dwiges to the proposed project that
resulted In a slight ncease in omissions. The analysis that recalculated their emissions also showed that the
project proposal still complies with all air quality rules designed to pitted public health.

The due date for comments is new Jan. 11. 2013.

The draft pens~t would allow the company to install 1.7 backup 9515 dhn for .~ during power failures to
support the facility’s data serves and places conditions on the operation to p. t.ted pubtic health. The
generators are powered by diesel engines, The 17 mew~would be in adami to 141 9c1c05fl

already permitted at five other %thicy-area data centers.

Submit conuneds andi’cr questions to Beth Mart Deparbneit of Ecology. 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane. WA
99205-1295. or by snail a beth.matfleev.wa.orn.

Documnets about the pennit and the health assessment are available for the public at:

• Department of Ecology. ~stsn Regional Office. Air Quality Pmgiam. 4601 N. Monroe St.. Spokane,
WA. ~ contact Beth Mart at 509-329-3502 or by email at beth.rnortøecv.wa.oov.

• Cty of Quincy. 104 B St. SW. Quincy. WA.
• mdlne at: htto,//www.ecv.wa.ooyjorooyamsjpjilauincvdatarentprj

The original public omsit period began on July 30. 2012. Ecology held a public hearing on Sept. 6.
2012.

Eadi of the generators will be capable of producing three megawatts oi ya.j backup electrical power
for a total of 51 megawatts. The Vantage Data Center will use the most current and effective air pollution
confrol equipment for controlling bath particulate matter and t~.. dio,dde.

tee

Media Contact Brook 8eder~ Conunuricatlons, 509-329-3478; cell. 509-290-0855; e-mail
btoak.beelerecy.wa.gov.

Protecting our Air Quality (http:Ilwvt’a.ecy.wagovlair html)

See tine draft nennit (hup:flwww.ecy.wa.govlprogranWafrlqthncydatacentsj)

Ecology’s social media (www.ecy.wa.govlabout/newmedla.htnil)

Copydght© Washington State Department of Ecology. See lttp:/Iwww.ecy.wa.gov!copyright.htrnl.



Noddora del Departamento do Ecologia del Estado do Washington
PAfl DISEMINACION INMEDIATA -17 do Airinnbrtj, 2012
12-401

Ecologic extiende elperiodo de cornentariospdblkos referente alpermiso
parc el mievo .Reposltorio de Data de Vantage (Vantage Data Center)

SPOKM~E — El Departamnito do Ecotogia dcl Estado do Wsd.ingtni. (Ecologia) ha
.n.~wiIAnelpalododocomentañospüblicosa~a,kalpiupuestopnnndoaltoanibiantal
~,aia Ia constuicciàn del mzevo Repositoiio do Data do Vantage (Vantage Data Caita) ni 63
aa~ at notate do Quincy.

En nuevo pciodo do comentmios a necesado debido a los varios rrnhin5 hedma at
propuesto proyecto quo zaultaron en on nn,tn p.qm.fin ci Ia ~tdi.htI do emisiona. Un
a,,411S. quo tocalculé Ia nnfi.hA do .miármn danuatra quo d propuesto proyecto todavia
cumple can todas las iegin do sire ambicital quo piutegni Ia nludpüblica.

La Eltima fedia pais aitxegr los c~”’-”—~~s ptblicos shots a dli do aiao, 2013.

El peuniso pidiminar shots paniite quo Ia empress instalar 17 gaieradores do decticidad
ra~va pats ntilinr t~•nt.. los frllos del dv0 do decticidad. La eledilcidad resnva
•..-“.-“h~ activa los savidores do data. El peimiso t,mbjjq. &ableco cnudidones pats proteg&
Ia saludpüblica A’..-’- d iso do los gazuadores. Los g”—1°ra odin conectados a motores
do dieseL Los 17 minus gaieiadora odin ci adiciàn a los utica 141 gateradores ya peniitidos
en1os5cenfrosdoda8nid~.fr.adhresdoQiincy.

Debe aitregar sos comentaiios yb pregimtas a Beth Mart, Dq~artammto do Ecologia, 4601
N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295,o pot canto electxàuico a bSh.mort~ecy.wagov.

El péblico puedo iwisar los docuinentos sabre el peimiso y Ia salad piblica ci las siguientes
ion

• Dqiaxtanzaito do Ecologia, Ofleina do Ia Region Edo, Pzogiama do Calidad do Size,
4601 N. Monroe St, Spokane, WA. Tambiài puedo cm.mnü—te con Beth Mort a 509-
329-3502o par canto electrinico abMb mmtfaecv.wa.siv.

• Municipalidad do Quincy, 104 B St SW, Qumey, WA.

• End Int~n4 L Mflww.ecy.wapv4.ugnmsfafr!sñrdatac~

El petiodo do CnmflItsTIflS ≠blicos migin.I~el 30 do julio, 2012. Ecologia
palrocinóimaretmionpiblicanid6dosqtiembie, 2012.

Cads genrndar a capaz do produdr 3 inegavatios do deitiddad maya pats anergaidas
pats im total do 51 megavatios. El Repositoño do Data do Vantage ufiIñm4 d equipo mis wino



NOTICE TO CONSTRUCT A NEW AIR POLLUTION SOURCE,

& SECOND TIER PETITION APPROVAL RECQMMENATION

The State of Washington Department of Ecqlogy (EcoIo~y) ha~ received applici~ion to construct a

new air pollution source Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC,”2625 Walsh.

Avenue. Santa Clara, CA 95051, has proposed to build Vantage Data Centers located ~t the

northwest comet of the intersection of Road II NW and Road ONW, Quincy in Grant Count~

The mailing address for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy will be 2101 M Street, Quincy, WA

98848

Vantage Data Centers will contain four main data center buildings once it is fLilly constructed, and

will install and operate up to 17 diesel engines that will power 30 megawatt electrical generators

for a total capacity of 51 megawatts of emergency backup electrical power The diesel engines - -

generate cntena and toxic air contaminants which have been fully evaluated, and found to be

significantly below major source thresholds. The primary emission&ofconcem tue uiitroj~m oidáes

and particulate matter, including diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) DEEP emissions ‘.yere_

reviewed under a Second Tier Health Impact Assessment to evaluate health nskb posed b9 th’e

project After review of the completed Notice of Construction npplica&on and pther inforin&t’on

on file with the agency, Ecology has decided that thin pr~ject proposal will confoim sill

requirements as specified in Chapter 173400 WAC After reviçw of the Second Tier Uálth

Impact Assessment, Ecology concluded that impacts to the community due to the ‘Vantag’e Ditta

Centers will meet the protective requirements donlained in Chapter 173-460 WAO. -

Copies of the Notice of Construction Preliminary Detenniqation, the Second Tier Petiti~n

Recommendation, application information, and other apphcati’oui docdmeht~ arc availabl&fSr

public review at Department of Ecology, EasternRegIon~i Office,4601 N Monroe, Spolâine,WA
I I’

99205-1295, and atthe City bfQui~ncy, 11)4 B Street S~, Qu4ccy1 WA_98848JApiiblicheiIrn~;
.2’ — c..’

on this project was held on September 6, 2012 at the Quincy Cnt~’Hall T~isi~evi~L1bJicconiflicht

penod is due to the changes Vantage made to their NOC dppbcation on October’19 and ov’emlie;’

28, 2012 The public is invited to cñmsnent on this project proposal. Commcnt~ shpi Id be
— —‘ , ,t —--, _,J,-’,.n.i

submitted to Beth Mort, and will be accepted for a period of thirty days after thin notice has been

published in the Columbia Basin Herald For additional information ‘please contact ~et~.Mort ~C
Ecology’s Spokane Office, 4601 N Monroe, Spokane, WA 992b5-1295, or’ei~iiiiil / , Z~’~
beth mort@ecy.wa.gov, or~09 329-3502 :~‘ !~

.i f
This notice supersedes the notic&pubhIsbed onJuly30~2Q(2,’ ~~;‘- ,-

#12032/2780681 ‘ - ~_. r -

PubDecember 10, 2012 - ,-:, S-, ~— ‘~‘~ -:~
— .2,

‘-‘4

59



Mofl, Beth (ECY)

Fran: hispailo@diawagov
Sent Monday. Deconter Il. 2012 1200 PM
To: Most Beth
S.d,ject Waslinglosi Dept of Ecology Ness - 1211712012

cagactes Vantage

WASH NOTON STATE
t~rnmIssm,~on *1f~ifrs

CoatPeriod on New V Data Caster Penrdt

SPOKANE - The Washb,gtcm State Depaetnent ofEcology (Ecdog~) ha,
extended the commat period for the proposed air quality permit for buthbng the
newV DataCe.teron63ncreuortbea.gof
This new comment period is needed because the data center made changes to the
proposed project that resulted in a *bt increase in—..~-a The emlyds that
recalculated their enisdon, also showed that the project proposal still caniphes
~‘rith all air quality rules .4..4...I to protect public health.
The due date for cnm.n.nd, is now Sn 2013.
The draft permit would allow the co~suy to instill 17 backup generators for use
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Display advertisement run in local papers:

We needyour input!
Public Comment Period Now Open!

VANTAGE DATA CENTERS
Proposed Air Quality Permit

Comments accepted until
midnight January 11, 2013

Submit your comments to:

DEPARTMENT OF

ECO LOGY
State of Washington

Beth Mort
Department of Ecology
4601 N Monroe St.
Spokane, WA 99205-1295
beth. mort@ecy.wa.gov

For more information and documents online:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/proprams/air/cjujn~~datacen~er



Spanish display advertisement run in local papers:

~Queremos su partici),ación!
El periodo de comentarios pâblicos ya

está abierto referente al Propuesto
Permiso de Aire Ambiente para los

DATA CENTERS EN VANTAGE
Se aceptarán los comentarios hasta Ia

medianoche del 11 de enero, 2013

DEPARTMENT OF

ECO LOGY
State of Washington

Mande sus comentarios a:
Maria Peeler
Department of Ecology
300 Desmond Drive
Lacey, WA 98504-7600
PEEL461@ecy.wa.gov
(360) 407-6704

Para obtener más información y
documentos del Internet:

ittrx/Iwww.ecv.wa.povlpropramslair/puincvdatacent:71



Articles generated from press release:

Cuincy WA
(Giant Co.)
Quincy Valley Post
Register
(Cir. W. 2.010)

DECi 321112
,~Ailai’s p. c. a rt,r, ‘ass

Vantage Data Center public
& 37;’ comment period open

The Washington State Depadment o(Bcol~g~jEcol
ogy) has extended the comment period for the proposed air
quality pemtitforbuildiagtheneWVantfleflsxaCtnaon
63 acres northeast of Quincy. This new comment period is
needed bec usethedatacentermadechangesto the proposed
project that resulted it. a slight increase in emissions. The
analysis that recalculated their emissions also showed that
the project proposal still complies with all airqunlity rules
designed to protect public health.

The disc date for comments is now lan. 11,2013.
The draft permit would allow the company to install 17

backup generators for use during power failures to sup
port the facility’s data servers and places conditions on
the operation to protect public health. The generators are
powered by diesel engines. The 17 new generators would
be in addition to 141 generators already permitted at five
other Quincy-aiea data centers.

Submit comments and/or questions to Beth Mon.
Department of Ecology, 4601 N. Monroe. Spokane, WA
99205-1295, or by email at betlt.mort@ecy.wa.gov.

Documents about the permit and the health assessment
arc available for the public at the Depastsnent of Ecology,
Eastern Regional 0111cc. Air Quality Program. 4601 N.
Monroe St., Spokane, WA. Or contact Beth Most at 509-
329-3502 or by email at bethjnod@ecy.wa.gov; the City
of Quincy, 104 B St. SW.Quincy; oronline at: http:I/www.
ecy.wa.goviprograms/airlquincydataesnterl’

Each of the generators will be capable of producing
three megawatts of emergency backup electrical power
The Vantage Data Center wiU use the most current and
~ctive air pollution control equipment for controlling

‘late matter and nitrogen dioxide.

Moses Lake, WA
lorant Co.)

The Royal Register
(Cir. W. 4,100)

MIen’s p.0.6. Esl. 1888

Comment period extended on
Vantage

5y TeD E
The Royal Register editor

QUINCY — The
Washington StateDepastnient
of Ecology (Ecology) has
extended the comment peri
od for the proposed air qual
ity pernut for bitilding the
new Vantage Data Center
northeast of Quincy.

This new comment period
is needed because the data
center made changes to the
proposed project. However,
the analysis that recalculated
emissions showed that the
project proposal still com
plies with all air quality rules.

The due date for corn
mentsisnowJan. 11,2013.

The draft permit would
allow the company to install
17 backup generators for use
dunng power failures to sup-

ønnr
~1as~ae

The new comment
peilod is need~d
because The data

center made
changes to the

proposed project
The due 4ate for

comments is now
Jafi. 11,2013.

pot. the facility’s data serv
cr5. It places conditions on
the operation to protect pub
lic health.

The generators are pow
errd by diesel engines. The
17 new generators would be
io addition to 141 genera
tors already peniiitted at five
other Qeincy-area data cen
test

You may submit com
ments and/or questions to
Beth Most, Department of
Ecology, 4601 N. Mpnrx~e.
S~tltte~ WA ‘99205-1295,
or by email at bcth.,nort@
ecy.wa4ov

Documents about the per
mit and thehealth assessment
are available for the public at
Quincy City Halt or online
at: www.ecy.wagov/pro
grams/air/quincydatacenter/

Each of the generators

will be capable of producing
three megawatts of esnergrn
cy backup electrical power
for a total of 51 megawatts.

The Vantage Data Center
will use the most cutrent and
effective air pollution control
equipment for controlling
both particulate matter and
nitrogen dioxide.



Mort. Beth (ECY)

Rem: Itoit Beth ~t~rj
Sent Wednesday. January 00.20134:54 PM
Sub4ect REMINDUt Coawnert Period - Vantege Data Center Di~t Al Pewit

bnflce:

1*1 a Interested Parties,

This is a rerninderto submit yourcommentsforthe Draft Vantage Data Centers Air Permit by niidnighton
January n., 2013. Documents are avallablefor review at the Quthcy City Hall, Ecologfl Spokane Office, or
onlint httpllwww.ecy.waoovMooramslairiouthcvdatacenter(suoll down to the Vantage Data Center
heading fordocument list).

You can send your comments to me at betltmortSttiv.wa nov or mail them to our office:

Department of Ecology
Eastern Regional Office
4601 N. Monroe St.
Spokane, 99205.

As a member of Ecolog~s Quincy Interested Parties group, I ttroughtyou might also be interested in some
othewortc regarding Ouincyairquality. Below isa link to an articlefrom the Columbia Basin Herald about a
settlement with hnerys (lormerty Celite). lmerys will provide moneyforthe Quincy Sdiool District to install
diesel reduction equ~pnient on their buses. Link to article:

1.’. till . ~ a. —

Thankyw for your participation!

Beth Mart Community Outreach & En*onmerfll Education
Air Quality Plogram Deptof Ecology Eastern Office
b~eti.n1on@etv.wa.eaw j509.329.3502
Office Horns: M-Th pm-4pm
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Appendix B:
Copies of aN written comments
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From: Mick Quails [mailto:mqualls@qa-lab.comJ
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 1:31 PM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: Vantage Data Centers Public Hearing on September 6th Quincy City Hall

Beth: I just forwarded this to the “Fiberactive Group” of Grant County. There are over 100 people
in our group that are in favor of our Data Centers and want to support them in every way.
Thanks for all of your professional work for our county. Mick QuaIls

From: Bauhs, Leonard (DSHS)

Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 10:29 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)

Subject: Vantage Data Center

I am surprised that diesel generators remain the standard backup power source. Are other

options considered and encouraged by DOE? Hydrogen fuel cell technology has been around for

more than a decade. Is the difference in cost so significant that it easily outweighs the difference

in impact on the environment?

By themselves, seventeen diesel engines don’t seem all that many, but will the thorough

evaluation mentioned in the attached story take into account that these are added to 141

others? Chances are a power outage for one facility will mean there is a power outage at others

in the area at the same time.

Will there come a time and diesel engine count that prompts DOE to say “no” to yet another?

Thanks - Leonard

Leonard Bauhs

State of Washington

Department of Social and Health Services
IT Specialist

Economic Service Administration / Information Technology Solutions! Field Operations

360-39(7-9630)
Leonard. Bau hs(äJdshs.wa .gov



From: Patty Martin [mailto:martin@nwi.net]
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 10:42 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: handouts at the Catholic Church

Beth,

I wanted to let you know that every time a stack of your flyers is put out in the Catholic, they are removed by
one of the church members. Additionally, I was sent a letter today accusing me of distributing the
information.

It would probably have helped if Ecology had distributed a flyer with a current date on it. The date on the
flyer is Feb. 2011.

Also, while you are correcting the flyer please provide a contact phone number for Maria Peeler. You list
her as a contact but provide no phone number. An email address isn’t going to help a person who does not
have a computer.

Thank you.

Patty

From: Danna Dal Porto [mailto:ddalporto©smwireless.net]
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 2:22 PM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: Re: Vantage Data Centers: Additional Public Comment Period

October, 10,2012

Beth,

I am requesting new (second) public meeting regarding the Vantage Data Center permit in order to
question both Ecology and Vantage. Vantage has taken their permit back in order to make
changes. Since this is, in effect, a revision of their earlier permit application, I believe that the
letter of the law must be followed and that the public have an opportunity to ask questions from
both parties to this revision. Apparently the revision is significant because of the time Vantage has
taken to revise the document (incomplete) that was inappropriately presented to the public in
September. The data center developments in Quincy have become a focus even as far away as the
New York Times. Quincy Citizens deserve a complete document (accurate)to review because, in
effect, this is a totally new application.

I want the time necessary to compare both permit applications, focus on the changes and ask
questions of Ecology and Vantage as to the nature and reasons for their adjustments. These are
large and complex documents and I want to do my review careflilly and then ask my questions in a
public forum.

I am sure that another public meeting will be an annoying addition to everyone’s time and to the
Ecology budget. However, the focus of Ecology (the state agency charged to protect me) must be
to present to the public, in a legal and fair manner, the proposal to add, yet another, dangerous
diesel source to our already filthy air shed. To deny this request for another public meeting could
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be seen as an effort to skirt the Washington State regulations regarding air quality pennit
applications. I trust that Ecology leadership will make every effort, in a public forum, to inform
Quincy citizens about the revised Vantage permit.

I look forward to seeing the notification of the Vantage public meeting in the Quincy newspaper. I
will be looking for the advertisements of the public meeting that will be posted in Spanish.

Sincerely,

Danna Dal Porto
Quincy

From: Miller, Kristin / Ext. 3700
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:02 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: FW: Vantage Data Center - NEW Public Comment Period

Thinking about the emissions from the Vantage Data Center. We have so many data centers here
in Quincy now. Does anyone look at the total emissions from ALL the centers as to adverse
effects on the citizens of Quincy? Looking at each data center individually does not really capture
the whole picture.

Kris Miller
Administrative Assistant
Quincy High School
509-787-3501

From: Patty Martin [mailto:martin@nwi.netl
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 9:51 AM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY)
Subject: Vantage

Greg,

Is Vantage going to use DPFs, DOC5 and SCRs as we have been told? Or is it Tier 2 engines as
BAa?

Thank you.

Patty



From: Patty Martin Emaftin@nwi.net]
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 10:11 AM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY); Mort, Beth (ECY)
Cc: Wood, Karen K. (ECY); Bowman, Clint (ECY); Koster, Robert (ECY); Johnston, Jeff (ECY)
Subject: Re: Vantage

So does that mean that Vantage’s controls are BACT?

From: Danna Dat Porto [mailto:ddalporto@smwireless.netj
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:07 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Cc: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY); Pfeifer, Grant D. (ECY)
Subject: Question on public comments, Vantage

January 2, 2013

Beth,

I would like clarification on the closing time and date of the Vantage public comments. I need you
to send me the specific time and date for my comments to be accepted for the Vantage permit.

I have attached a listing of the various communications I have seen from your desk. I am sure this
is easy to explain but I think you can see how I have become confused.

I am requesting another public hearing to have Ecology and Vantage clarify the documents that
are on file in the Quincy City Hall. Your PubIc Notice of December 10, 2012, references Vantage
changes to the NOC application on October 19, 2012 and November 28, 2012. My confusion is
that the Quincy set of documents contains a document headed TSD, December amendment to
May, 2012 TSD. This document has specific comments I need clarified. For example, what
document is the final determination for Vantage? The various documents have a series of
references to the BACT decision. Which one is the actual approval order? How can I identify the
finish product? This is just one of the clarifying points I need answered and the basis for my
public hearing request. I can continue to email questions if that is what Ecology prefers. I do
have a concern however. I have emailed Ecology this past Holiday week and I have had no
answers. Is everyone on vacation?

I look forward to your answers.

Danna Dal Porto
Quincy, WA
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-Original Message-
From: Tom Flint [mailto:tomlflint@yahoo.comj
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 7:05 PM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Cc: Mick Quails
Subject: Support Vantage Air Permit

I would like to go record as supporting the Vantage Data Center Air Quality Permit. I also would
like to thank you for all the detailed analysis you have provided as well.

Tom Flint
5842 Rd 2 NW
Ephrata, Wash
98823

From: Mick Quails [mailto:mqualls@qa-lab.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 6:23 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: RE: REMINDER: Comment Period - Vantage Data Center Draft Air Permit

Beth: Thanks for including me on your e-mail list for comments. Please include my name on the
list of “Person’s that are in favor” of the Vantage Data Center’s air quality permit. I am not at all
concerned about emissions from data centers on the air quality in the Quincy area. Quincy has
some of the cleanest air in the state and with our winds and other weather patterns, data centers
are not a threat to our health.
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[Entire packet submitted with Danna Dal Porto’s cover letter below is available in Appendix D.]

REC~WED
January 10,2013 JAN ii 2013

DEPAR IMCHT Of~ EGOWQY
Dear Greg, E~sTa~j ~I ‘~fl4qL o~n~

This is my comment on the Vantage air qualily permit, January 11, 2013.

This document is disjointed and the argMllzatinn ciFn~it~rials wascomplicated by
the volume of niaterialand the dlven~ii.y oT issues. 1 have nunlwrud pages within
the individual flies hut that was the best I could accomplish.

J crittcized the public notification process but Edo feel badly about that as Both Mart
is rDWLi$ Ibis position and in a learning pruc~s5. Thatsaid, I dv tiItILi~ it W~S

dlsorganlzud and lam compeileci to say that as the “proves? needs to be clear and
fluid.

I know that the repeated crlteisrn is irritating to the hard worIcingnlemhoN oF thu
ELoIrgy staff. However, lam compelled to continue my close roading of permit
dDcuments because [want these rnu~ur~ huge divsvl-ernitti ng industries to have
controls onthe diesel engines.These data cencerdevdMpers can alTord to protect
this community, any coinrnurdty, from the unsafe ripczraticin olilicir indttstries.

Thank you for considering these documents

Danna Oat Porto
Quincy



[Attachements submitted with Patty Martin’s following emails are available in Appendix D.]

From: Patty Martin [mailto:martin@nwi.net]
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 11:11 PM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: Cost for controls

Beth,

Please find attached documents which contain cost information on emission controls for existing
stationary diesel engines. These documents were taken from the regulatory docket for the U.S. EPA’s
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines
rulemaking (Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708,
www.regulations.gov/4tldocketDetail:dct=FR%252BpR%252BN%252B0%25285R;rpp=10;po=o;D=EpA-HQ-
OAR-2008-0708):

1. - Letter from Bradley Nelson, EC/R Incorporated to Melanie King, USEPA; Control Costs for
Existing Stationary Compression Ignition (CI) Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines (RICE)
(January 29, 2010)

2. - Email from Antonio Santos, MECA (Manufacturers of Emission Controls Association ) to
Tanya Parise, EC/R. MECA Cost of Aftertreatment (January 21, 2010)

3. - Email from Joe Suchecki, EMA (Engine Manufacturers Association) to Tanya Parise, EC/R.
Cost of Aftertreatment (January 12, 2010)

4. - Email from Antonio Santos, MECA to Tanya Parise, EC/R. SUBJECT: Cost of Aftertreatment.
October 2, 2009

Also, see MECA’s June 2009 written testimony to EPA on the NESHAP for stationary CI RICE:
http://meca.orgJgalleries/default
file/M ECA%20comments%200n%2OEPA%2ostationarv%2oengine%20N PRM%20060309.pdf.

I would like these documents inserted into the record to dispute Mr. Wilder’s claim of a ‘0.6’ factor for
increased costs of controls for larger engines, and to dispute his cost estimates used for BACT
determination.

My narrative is still being written and I will have it to you beforemidnight.

Thank you.

Patricia Martin
MYTAP N
These



Mort. Beth (ECY)

Fr~: Patty Martin (mastin@n’stneq
Sent Friday. January 11.3)1311:10 PM
To: Mort. Beth (ECY)
Sithject Vant~e corruneI~
Athmert Final Draft 2012 WikWres Smoke - BoH.ppbc Final Draft 2012 WildWes Smoke - BoIl -20

ugin3 Is WAQA standard for PM2.5.pdt Debunkk~BACtp&~ 02 Test Cyde for EPA.pdf~
vantage corianoritapdf

Follow Up Flag: Folow t~
flag St Ccnflted

Vantage

Please accept my commeit

~



January 11,2013

Beth Mort
Department of Ecology
4601 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

RE: VANTAGE DATA CENTER

Dear Ms. Mort,

Please accept these comments on behalf of MYTAPN and me regarding the permitting of the
Vantage Data Center. I have many concerns about the addition of this source of pollution into
our air shed, and I object to the issuance of voluntary emission limits. Ecology did not notify the
public, as required by 40 CPR 52.2495, of their intent to issue voluntary emission limits to the
Vantage Data Center. The legal notice published in the Moses Lake, WA newspaper, did not
identify voluntary emission limits as a permit term open for public comment; the agency did not
explain “voluntary emission limits” or solicit input on them at the public hearing; and the agency
did not in any way during the comment period seek “public involvement” on the agency’s plan to
issue them.

§ 52.2495
Voluntary Limits on Potential to Emit
Terms and conditions of regulatory orders issued pursuant to WAC 173-400-091
“Voluntary limits on emissions” and in accordance with the provisions of WAC 173-400-
091, WAC 173-400-105 “Records, monitoring, and reporting,” and WAC 173-400-171
“Public involvement,” shall be applicable requirements of the federally-approved
Washington SIP and Section 112(1) program for the purposes of section 113 of the Clean
Air Act and shall be enforceable by EPA and by any person in the same manner as other
requirements of the SIP and Section 112(1) program. Regulatory orders issued pursuant to
WAC 173-400-091 are part of the Washington SIP and shall be submitted to EPA Region
lOin accordance with the requirements of §~ 51 .l04(e~ and 5 1.326. (emphasis added)

Ecology has failed to comply with titis federally enforceable provision of the Clean Air Act
(CAA) when it issued permits to Microsoft, Yahoo!, Sabey, Dell and Intuit. Ecology has never
solicited comment on voluntary emission limits, nor advised the public that comment was
required in issuing them. Additionally, Ecology has never discussed with the public the
difference between Title V permitting and voluntary emission limits, or more importantly the
difference in protections provided, or monitoring required, by them.
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I am also objecting to Ecology’s insistence that Vantage’s use of controls is not BACT. BACT
is a legal term -- as stated by Robert Koster at the Public Hearing held in July. BACT implies
“control technology”, and by its very definition is “technology forcing.” Ecology’s attempt to
remove it and relegate BACT to Tier 2 engines isn’t supported by statute, or by the emissions
known to be released by these large engines. In fact, Mr. Wilder cites to a study that clearly
demonstrates that the emissions from large diesel engines are 2 to 5 times higher than guaranteed
by manufacturers. The discrepancy is in the difference between the weighted average testing
required under 40 CFR 89 (ISO 8178) and EPA’s Method 5. Air Quality Implications ofBackup
Generators in California, p.34. EPA Method 5 includes the “front” and “back” half (filterable
and condensable, respectively) of particulate released by the engine. Emissions from Vantage’s
engines are therefore more closely aligned with those presented by ELM, than the nominal
numbers used by ICF to undermine the BACT cost effectiveness numbers and health risk.

My third objection involves Ecology’s failure to use Washington’s more stringent standard for
PM2.5. The WAQA for PM2.5 is 20 ug/m3. According to Ecology and/or ICF, the background
value for PM2.5 in Quincy is 21 ug/m3, which exceeds the WAQA standard of 20 uglm3. See
TSD, 6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations, and Final Draft 2012 Wild Fires Smoke — l3oH,
Matt Kadlec, PhD, BDAT, Ecology Air Quality Program. Ecology recognizes that levels
exceeding 20 ugfm3 are not protective of sensitive individuals, and studies have found that
chronic exposure to even low levels of PM2.5 increase premature mortality. Please explain how
Ecology can justify their decision to allow levels of PM2.5 to increase beyond levels the agency
knows to be harmful.

The fourth issue deals with the underestimation of risk through faulty modeling assumptions.
1. Every monthly test, every maintenance check, storm avoidance or power outage, is a

“cold start”, so the emission factor must be adjusted accordingly. Please identify all
engine operations to which “cold start” factors were applied, and how many hours of
each engine operation included a “cold start” factor.

2. ICF’s reliance on the “cold start” factor of 1.12 for 30 minutes appears to be in error.
A review of the literature relied upon by ICP shows that over the course of the first 30
minutes particulate matter was 17.7 g/kW-hr. Air Quality Implications of Backup
Generators in cakfornia, pp.31-32 (See attachment “Cold start is 17.7 g/kW-hr
averaged over 30 minutes” excerpted from this document). Please back calculate
using this value (17.7 g/kW~hr) to demonstrate how a 1.12 cold start factor was
derived for 30 minutes and how 1.058 was derived for 1 hour.

3. Vantage based its background concentrations on the ggEh percentile 24-hr average for
PM2.5 and NO2, rather than on the maximum background level. My understanding
of the modeling would require the worst case scenario modeling be conducted, then
the maximums of those numbers compared against the standard. If more than 7 days
ia one year (ggth percentile) exceed the standard, then compliance is not met. It
seems logical to me that by using the 7°’ highest day for the assumed background
concentration, Vantage will be allowed to violate the standard more frequently.
Please provide evidence that the 1’~ through 7°’ day 24-hour background values (for
each of the 5 years modeled) for PM2.5 and N02, and the l~ through 7th day 24-hour
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values (for each of the 5 years modeled) for emissions from Vantage for PM2.5 and
N02 were used to determine compliance with PM2.5 NAAQS.

4. In the real world, all PM2.5 is also PM1O, however, for Vantage’s local background
concentration impact at the same receptor, the PM1O and PM2S 24-hour averages are
different nunthers. Because PM2.5 is a subset of PM1O (and therefore is PM1O), the
PMI 0 concentration cannot be lower than the PM2.5 concentration (0.002 ug/m3 and
0.08 uglm3 respectively). See TSD, 6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations.
Please explain how this is possible.

5. Vantage claims that the background plus modeled annual concentration of PM10 and
PM2.5 are the same. Please explain how this is possible when the 24-hour
concentrations are not the same.

6. The PM 2.5 24-hr background of 21 uglm3 was based on the ~ highest
concentration. It seems possible that emissions from Vantage when combined with
background may approach, or exceed, the 35 ug/m3 NAAQS. Ecology has provided
no proof that Vantage’s emissions comply with NAAQS. Please provide evidence
that NAAQS is met for 24-hr PM2i.

7. ICF’s assumption that the worst-year annual emission impacts could be scaled by a
factor of 1.27 because commission testing and stack testing are 27% of the emissions
from frill-build out routine testing plus power outages, is inappropriate. Commission
testing involves only loads at 100% and 75% and will result in more than 27% of the
NOx emission. Commission testing should be properly accounted for in modeling,
not by manipulation. Since 1-hr N02 was close to exceeding the NAAQS (166
ug/m3) the commission modeling must be conducted to assure compliance. Start-up
operations are not allowed to be excluded from permitting under the CAA.

Other complaints and concerns include:
ICF used control estimates from 2000-2500 kW engines and adjusted the cost using the “0.6
factor,” JCF provides no support for the “0.6 factor”, or 60% increase in cost. To the contrary,
information from the Manufactures Emission Control Association (MECA) indicates that costs
stay the same or go down with increasing engine size. See BPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-
0309 [1]

ICF used a cost estimate of $188,745/generator for DPFs. MECA indicates that the total
installed cost should be between $90,000-100,000 on a 3 MW engine. See EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-
0708-DRAFT-030711] CARE estimated the cost for DPFs — using a regression approach — to be
$38/hp. See Cost Analysis —Basis for Calculations, 1-2.

The annual cost of operation of control technology decreases with engine size (cost/hp), it is not
expected to increase as ICF suggests. A “Control Costs for Existing Stationary CT RICE”
produced by Bradley Nelson, EC/R, Inc. is included for comparison purposes against the
assumptions made by ICF.

Finally, ICF relies on source testing from “previous testing on the same engine with controls.”
This is not acceptable. The front half and back half particulate matter must be captured on the
same engine. Capturing the back half on the same engine with controls will result in less
particulate matter. The source tests are worthless; they have no chain of command or quality
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assurance, and they have been pieced together by a party with a vested interest. Ecology should
not rely on the source tests for these reasons.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Patricia Martin
MYTAPN
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Quincy, WA — September 6, 2012

Ecology held a public hearing at the Quincy City Hall on September 6, 2012. Thirteen members of
the public attended the hearing. Three attendees testified.

September 5, 2012 Vantage Data Centers Draft Air Quality Permit Hearing in Quincy, Washington
Department of Ecology
4601 N Monroe Street
Spokane, WA 99205-1295
Mary Ausburn, Ecology Hearings Officer
Transcribed by Ecology’s Air Quality Program, Spokane, Washington. Um’s and er’s were not
included in this transcription.

Mary Ausburn: Okay, so this is going to probably duplicate some things I’ve already
talked about, so thanks for listening.

Let the record show that it is 6:40 pm on September 6, 2012 and this
hearing on the proposed Air Quality Permit for the new Vantage Data
Center is being held in Quincy, Washington at the City of Quincy, 104
B Street SW, 98848.

Legal notice of the hearing was placed in the Columbia Basin Herald.
A legal notice was run accidentally on June 27, 2012 advertising the
public hearing date as July 31, 2012. This notice was withdrawn on
July 16, 2012 the correct and final public notice was run on July 30,
2012 advertising the correct public hearing date on September 6,
2012.

A press release including information for public broadcast was
distributed to radio, Wand newspapers on July 30, 2012.
Information about the hearing was placed on the Department of
Ecology’s online public calendar.

Display ads advertising the public hearing were placed in the
following publications:

Quincy Valley Post Register: August 16, 23, and 30th, 2012.
Wenatchee World: August 24, 29, 3l~ & September 3, 2012, and
Columbia Basin Herald: August 24, 29, 31st & Sept 3, 2012.

Spanish Display ads advertising the public hearing were placed in the
following publications:

Quincy Valley Post Register Shopper on August 28th and September 4,
2012 and El Mundo on August 30, 2012.
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In addition, flyers advertising the hearing and Ecology’s publication
“Focus on Exhaust Health Risks” (publication ft 11-02005) in English
and Spanish, were distributed at 21 locations in Quincy. A list of
these publications is available upon request. A Spanish language PSA
was sent to Adelante Media Group on 9/4 for play on local Quincy
radio station 95.9.

Any testimony received at this hearing or submitted during the
comment period, will be part of the official hearing record for this
proposal.

Now it’s your turn. The first person on my list is Danna, if you would
like to come up.

If you would state your name and affiliation and address of record.

Danna Dalporto: My name is Danna Dal Porto, spelled D-A-L-P-D-R-T-O. I live at 16651
Road 3 NW, Quincy, WA 98848. I represent a group called MYTAPN,
Microsoft-Yes; Toxic Air Pollution-No.

I’m not entirely sure about speaking at this meeting, since it sounds
like they are going to be changes made to this permit and there will
be another public hearing, so I will just make a few comments. I
would like to encourage and explain the necessity for the public to be
able to see the operations log of these data centers. I was told by a
high level Ecology employee that the operating permit is only as good
as the operator, so if we are to say that there is going to only be 8
hours per year of emergency operation, the only way we can
determine if that in fact is followed, is to be able to look at the
operational log. That’s a need for that.

I will continue to complain about Ecology using Moses Lake’s weather
representing Quincy. It is not the same. It is not the same place
geographically. It has not got the same issues. We have continued
inversions during the spring and summer. Moses Lake does not have
that because they do not have the surrounding and elevated areas of
the Monument/Beasley Hills which contain the emissions in our
valley, because it really is a valley.

And the other thing I would like to speak to right now, is 8 hours per
y&ar of emergency operation is, in my opinion, woefully inadequate. I
have compiled a very long list of outages in our county. We’ve had
navy jets strike voltage lines and put them out of service. We’ve had
very large wind storms putting 6500 people in Quincy out of power.
Last fall REC Silicon was out for 13 hours due to material on electrical
equipment. I just don’t see that this 8 hours per year is adequate to
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protect our community. I will fallow this comment up with written
statements at a later time. Thank you.

MaryAusburn: Thank you. Okay, next is Debbie. State name and address and if you
are affiliated with anybody.

Debbie Koehmen: I’m Debbie Koehmen, K-O-E-H-M-A-N. Address: 11443 Road P NW,
Quincy.

I’m really here as a community member. I’m a mom; I’ve got kids I
worry about. I’m a wife. I’m a sister. I’m a teacher. My husband
said, “why do you even bother going to these meetings? Nobody
ever listens to you”, but I am a stakeholder in this. And I’m going to
be that burr under your saddle or your moral conscience or the
squeaky wheel saying something and hopefully people will start to
listen. I am a true stakeholder. I am a life-timer. You talk about 70
years; that’s nothing. My family has lived here for over 100 years.
My closest neighbor is now Intuit. I am in the heart of this computer
generator problem. The next closest neighbor except for the
neighbors on the other side of Intuit is Yahoo. I had to laugh at the
comment about the schools. I am a teacher. I work at Mountain
View now. I used to work at the high school. So I would spend 24
hours of my day in these exposure areas that aren’t supposed to be a
problem. I have a pre-existing respiratory problem. Gosh, it all adds
up. I’m going to get it; I’m going to be the one going down. If not
me, you know somebody I really love. After the last one, I was so
depressed. I went home and told my husband, “honey, when the kids
go off to college, were going to encourage them never to come home
and we are going to put it in our will that we burn the farm down
upon our death, because I don’t want anybody I know and love that
closely living with this potential risk”. We still don’t know what it is
doing to the soil. They approached my family, cuz I am really right
there, and said, “Can we buy our land?” And I said, “Are you kidding?
This is agricultural land”. We don’t want to pave it over and put up
computer closets. Put it someplace where you know, if I had known
about the diesel generators, I would have fought harder. I was just
fighting for the agricultural land. Now I’m kind of suspicious about
the agricultural land. We still don’t have a soil test; what’s it doing to
the soil? When that wind blows, it’s not staying inside those little
fences. It’s going everywhere and we have wind problems here.

Here’s my questions: I’m very worried about the data. Finding about
it while 3 years ago, well ya know it’s not as good as we thought it
was, to me, that is not in this day and age, really good. I really
wonder why we can’t get more accurate data, especially when we
know how many hours the inter-modal is running. Seems like if we
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have computer system, stick it in and it will be able to tell us. The
weather, when I called and asked about all this and they said, “oh it is
the buildings and this and we do air flow and it depends. And it is just
an estimate”, but our weather here is completely different than
what’s being used for the data, so why aren’t we using this updated
stuff. I really appreciate Vantage’s comment that maybe they’re
going to use the diesel 4 because it is a better engine and it is the
right thing to do. I really appreciate that, but I am very worried about
this. I came in a little bit late so I missed the extra, we’re gonna, the
systems changing, we’re gonna do something else, and I hope to hear
more information about that. If possible, I would like to be involved
with that so that I can further look into this and make some
comments.

Gosh, where do we go from here? I heard somebody say once, that if
you came back to a community, to try to help your community, it was
one of the best things that you could do. And I thought, wow, that is
so cool, kind of like being a teacher; it’s the noble thing to do. And I
would hope that our community would be a place that my children
would like to come back to. It would be worthwhile. Every parent
wants their children to do better and have the best. And if I give up
on Quincy and the quality of life that I feel like we had here, and I
don’t want my kids to come back, that’s not a great thing. I want
Quincy to be valuable place to live. I wanna, you know, not have to
burn my farm down, because nobody else would be stupid enough to
buy this land when you’re in that blue zone. Why, why would you do
that? So I wish I would have screamed harder the first time and
encouraged them to be farther away from town and so that we could
all be safer, but we have this problem now and I really hope we’re
more proactive otherwise, there will not be a community of Quincy
anymore. It will just be data storages and all the children will have
left because their parents said, hey you’re not going to be a life-timer
here. I don’t want you to have this problem. I guess that’s my
comment. Thank you.

Mary Ausburn: Thank you. If you could state your name and address of record that
would be great.

Patricia Martin: Patricia Martin, 617 H St SW, Quincy 98848.

Like Debbie who just spoke before us, I too live awfully close to data
centers, in fact I am 600 yards due south of Microsoft and Dell, and I
share concerns over the impacts on the community.

First, I’d like to thank Vantage for stepping up to the plate and using
what amounts to a tier 4 engine, which means a reduction in diesel
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particulate matter of 90%. That’s something that all of the data
centers could have done. They can eliminate an option based on
cost, but they can always include an option; it’s always their
prerogative to do that. And I appreciate the conscience and sense of
community that Vantage brings in being a good citizen and good
neighbor.

I do have to add concerns because we do have appeals before the
Pollution Control Hearings Board and some of the information that
Ecology is not bringing to the table in the formation of PM2.5 which is
required under the law and the consideration of precursors to ozone
formation, which is also required by the law, is a necessary part to
know whether Quincy, the valley, the area that surrounds our
community is in compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards . Unless somebody factors that in and looks at that, there
is no way that Ecology can make a statement of safety with any of
these data centers.

I brought an article regarding what’s recently being found out about
the danger of ozone; on heart and cardio vascular and cerebral
disease. I also brought the federal registers that talk about the need
for minor new source review to include the secondary formation of
PM25. The state is aware of this. EPA has advised them in their rule
making that they need to assure EPA that they are considering
secondary formation of PM25. Additionally, I have, I think it’s the
same federal register, talking about for any pollutant for which there
is a NAAQS, a National Ambient Air Quality Standard, you have to also
consider any precursor to it. So this one is dealing with the issue of
ozone.

We’ve had an issue, well, let me finish that thought. So I’m also
questioning Ecology’s claim that the PM2.5 annual level here in the
Basin is 0.056 micrograms per meter cubed [pg/m3]. That’s
inconsistent with the modeling, the monitoring excuse me, the
monitoring the actual hands on ground modeling that they did in
January through April, of this year. Those levels were much higher for
the PM2.5 on an average daily basis. Also, the one hour NO2 would
change in this technical support document because of the chemical
transformation when PM25 or excuse me, when the precursor to
ozone is considered.

I’m inserting Clint Bowman’s testimony supporting the fact that
AERMOD and we talked about this, but just to put this into the
record, AERMOD does not consider secondary formation of PM2,5
and it is an inappropriate model to have been used. I took the liberty
of having contacted Vantage’s engineer in advance of the release of
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their permit to advise them that secondary formation of PM2.5 was
considered and had not been done and AERMOD was not the
appropriate model.

I would like to add a little complaint: I noticed coming up, as I was
running late to this meeting, that the hearing time had been changed
to 5:15. I was not aware of that and I don’t believe that anyone else
in the community would have known until they got to the base of the
stairs that the hearing time had been changed.

After 5 years of and knowledge that we were going to get more of
these data centers, Ecology has an obligation, in my opinion, to stop
the modeling and start the monitoring to find out what the real
impact is on this community. To show those pictures of the diesel
emissions around Puget Sound, is not the same as Quincy. Diesel
from trucks and cars falls 300 yards, or 100 yards. It is a very short
travel distance and so people who live along the corridors, yes, they
have higher exposure. These engines emit and move, you know, push
this stuff out, miles away. And depending on weather and structures,
bring it back to the ground and people should be concerned about it
impacting their land.

One other misnomer that happens, we always are talking about
cancer. All the review for cancer impacts or other impacts in our
community has been limited to diesel, to you know this PM25; and
not to the synergistic or additive effects from other toxins that we
have in the environment. I’m also inserting the emissions for Celite to
show that there is a concentration of nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide and particulate matter in view we see that it will be in that
area.

And finally at least at one church in town, all of Ecology’s fliers and for
the people who took the time to put them out, I am sad to tell you
that someone walked off with all of them and that they were
replaced and they disappeared for a second time. I was the recipient
of these. They sent them with a very nasty note to me. Because
Ecology is distributing something that is dated February of 2011, has
nothing about the upcoming hearing on it. And in the case of the flier
that references Maria Peeler, who by the way was a neighbor of mine
growing up. There is no phone number for her. So for a Hispanic,
non-English speaking member of our community, have had any
contact without a computer, it would have been an impossibility.

Again, I thank Vantage for being responsible, whether or not they
were required to. It is my opinion that you were required to, because
the State of Washington does not distinguish between minor and
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major sources of air pollution and requires BACT on all air pollution
sources. Thank you.

MaryAusburn: Thank you. Okay at this point, I think if there is anyone else that
wants to say anything, please let me know, otherwise I will just read
the closing statements:

This is a statement that’s related to the additional information that
Vantage will need to provide to Ecology. Vantage notified the Ecology
air quality program last week that they need to make changes to their
NOC application, which is Notice of Construction. Vantage will need
to submit information to request the changes to the draft permit that
they spoke of earlier. Ecology must then review this information and
revise the draft permit as necessary. There will be an extension to
the comment period for this project. We are required by law to allow
the public 30 days to review the new information. We don’t know
when the information will be available, so we can’t speculate when
the additional 30 day comment period will begin or end. Once all
documents are submitted, reviewed and changes made to the draft
permit, Ecology will notify the public that the comment period
extension has begun and announce the closing date for comments to
be submitted. You are still welcome and encouraged to submit
comments from this hearing now, but you will still have an
opportunity to comment on new information once it is available for
review.

At this point, the information will be sent to people who gave us their
address. Are you also doing email? [question to someone else in
background]. [Speaking to staff in room] To the link where this
information will be located on our website... [staff in background
notes information available in the Quincy City Hall building that
hearing is happening].

Unless there are any other questions, I think we can adjourn. Thank
you very much for coming. And by the way, I was very impressed by
your level of knowledge about this situation.

Thanks so much. Let the record show that this hearing ended at 7:00
pm.

[End of Audio]
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Append~x D:
AddifionaD Reference Documents

o Documents submitted by Patty Martin with testimony at September 6, 2012 Public

Hearing

• Documents submitted by Patty Martin with written comments

• Documents submitted by Danna Dal Porto with written comments
o Reference documents submitted by Ecology staff
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Documents submitted by Patty Martin with testimony at September 6, 2012 Public Hearing

Patty Martin submitted the following 13 pages along with her testimony at the September 6,
2012 public hearing. See the transcripts from the public hearing in Appendix C.
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Ozone: Heart of the matter
Surprise: Lungs aren’t the most vulnerable tissue

By Janet Raloff
Web edition : Tuesday, June 26th, 2012

As reported this week, breathing elevated ozone levels can mess with
the cardiovascular system, potentially putting vulnerable populations
— such as the elderly and persons with diabetes or heart disease — at
heightened risk of heart attack, stroke and sudden death from
arrhythmias. Is this really new?

Turns out it is, says Robert Devlin, the Environmental Protection
Agency toxicologist who led the new study. Among the chief priority
air pollutants affecting human health that his agency regulates are
ozone and near-nano-scale particles called PM (for particulate
matter). Although air pollution can affect the heart, there has been a
longstanding question about which constituents deserve the blame.

In urban areas especially, many different pollutants are produced by
the same or similar processes, so they tend to show up as a mix.
Teasing out the role of any individual element can prove challenging.

A little more than 20 years (SN: 4/6/91, p. 212), studies emerged
showing that airborne PM levels below the federal limit were killing
people in many U.S. cities. An ambitious hunt immediately
commenced to find out how and why. Data on the why are still
emerging and a bit equivocal. But clearly, this pollution can damage
the lungs, heart and brain.

Ozone, by contrast, had for years appeared fairly wimpy. Sure, it
could aggravate asthma. But for decades there were no data
indicating this pollutant would kill people without pre-existing lung
disease. And to this day, Devlin notes, data on non-lung impacts from
ozone tend to be quite thin.

So until ozone mortality data started to come out around 2004 (SN:
12/11/04, p. 372), his team had little motivation to probe for
cardiovascular impacts. But it’s probed them now — and found plenty
of potentially adverse changes in a trial involving 23 healthy young
men and women. Some of the more compelling observations involve
markers of inflammation, the scientists report in a paper published
ahead of print June 25 in Circulation.

Tracy Stevens finds them compelling, anyway. The reason: “The big
theory about cardiovascular disease centers around inflammation,”
notes this cardiologist at St. Luke’s Mid America Heart Institute in
Kansas City, Mo.

“I think of plaque in the arteries like pimples,” she says. Yes — she’s
talking about zitz.
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As pimples become inflamed, they fill with pus, eventually rupturing
and then scabbing over. “And that’s essentially what happens in a
sudden heart attack or sudden stroke,” she argues.

Beginning in childhood, fatty plaque deposits can begin to accumulate
along the interior walls of arteries. Various agents of the body’s
immune system (such as the interleukins and tumor necrosis factor
elevated in the new study) can inflame this plaque. And when they
do, the fatty deposits can engorge with immunity-driven materials,
eventually to the point of bursting.

The body will interpret a rupture as the equivalent of a cut —

something that needs immediate repair, Stevens explains. In an
attempt to seal the breach, a clot forms — “and it’s the clot that
obstructs the blood flow and triggers the sudden crisis.” This, in fact,
explains why some people survive a stress test in the doctor’s office
only to drop dead a day later from a heart attack. It’s not that the
stress test failed to find a problem, she says, but that “the patient, for
whatever reason, had a spontaneous plaque rupture the next day.”

The elderly may be especially vulnerable to ozone’s inflammatory
impacts, she worries, because they tend to have the most plaque and
the longest exposure to this pollutant.

In addition, Stevens points out that some of the inflammatory
chemicals that rose in the new study following ozone inhalation “can
trigger inappropriate artery constriction and cause spasms.”

Cardiologist Wayne Cascio, who heads a division on environmental
public health at EPA’s National Health and Environmental Effects
Laboratory, noted that his scientists’ new study also identified
provocative signs of an elevated risk of clotting after the volunteers
had breathed in ozone-enriched air.

The pollutant altered levels of several clot-related proteins, Including
plasminogen, tissue plasminogen activator and plasminogen activator
inhibitor. Concentrations of some went up, others down. Based on the
pattern of changes, notes Cascio, “one might predict that [high
ozonej would slow the dissolving of clots.” That suggests clots might
propagate or enlarge, he says — “or potentially block up a vessel,
causing a heart attack or stroke.”

Keep in mind, Devlin notes, many different conditions spawn clots.
But once they form, he says, his group’s data are now “suggesting
that exposure to ozone might inhibit the body’s ability to dissolve
them.”

When EPA is charged with imposing or revising health-related
pollution standards, it’s not enough to have good epidemiology —

observations and survey data suggesting associations between events
(like disease) and possible predisposing factors, explains air pollution
epidemiologist Douglas Dockery of the Harvard School of Public
Health. Although epidemiology can point to associations, he explains,
it can’t establish causes. Yet to set federal health-protecting pollutant
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limits, “you really need to know that there is a true causal link
between this pollutant and a health effect.”

“And that’s what makes the new study so remarkable,” he says. The
EPA scientists carried out controlled exposures in people and then
conducted electrocardiograms and blood sampling over a prolonged
followup period. Through this intensive probing, he maintains, those
researchers have at last demonstrated that ozone “is causally linked”
to adverse cardiovascular changes.

http:f/www.sciencenews.org/view/generic/id1341787/titl&Science_%2B_the_PubIic_Ozone_Heart_of_the_mafler 6/28/2012





Federal Register/Vol. 73, No. 96/Friday, May 16, 2008/Rules and Regulations 28325

regulations, is addressed in detail in the
referenced sections of this preamble.

NSR program element Final action Section

Applicability to PM~, precursors ... S02—Must be regulated as precursor, NOr—Presumed regulated. VOC’—Pre- V.A
~ sumed not regulated, Ammonia—Presumed not regulated.

P50 major source threshold 100/250 tons per year (my) .- V.B
NA NSR major source threshold 100 tpy — V.B
Significant emissions rate Direct PM,., emissions—iD tpy, SO, precursor—40 tpy, NO~ precursor—40 tpy, V.0 & V.D

if regulated.
Condensable PM,., emissions ...,,......,,.. Included in direct PM,., emissions for major NSR applicability detenninations V.E

after the end of the transition period (changed based on comments received).
Control technology RACT and LAER Applies for direct PM~ emissions, SO,, and other precursors if regulated V.F.1 & V.13
Prevention of significant deterioration Increments, SILs and SMCs covered in a separate rulemaking V.F.2
Air quality impact analysis Applies for PM,., V.R3
Preconstruction monitoring Applies for PM,~, (finalizing options 1 & 8) — .. .. ., V.R4
NA NSR Statewide compliance and a!- Applies for direct PM~ emissions and precursors, if regulated V.13

temative siting analyses.
NA NSR offsets ...............,......,.. Applies for direct PM,., emissions and precursors, if regulated ...... ., V.13.1—3
lnterpoliutant offsetting Allowed art a regional or statewide basis; EPA is issuing guidance with rec- V.6.4

ommended regional hierarchies and trading ratios (changed based on com
ments received).

Transition for PSD Continues to use PM10 as a surrogate V.H
Transition for NA NSR Applies through an approved SIP or through 40 CPR part 51, appendix S V.1
SIP development period Clarifies that major NSR does not apply to precursors during the SIP develop- V.J

merit period in attainment areas (changed based on comments received).
Tribal concerns Gross references to proposed NSR nks for Indian countiy V.K
Minor NSR - .,.... ...... , Clatifies that State and local regulatory programs must include PM,., require- V.L

ments for miner sources.
NSR transport option Transport classification not available — V.M

The provisions of the PM2., major
NSR program finalized in this action are
codified as revisions in the previously
existing regulatory text. The revisions to
NA NSR are codified in 40 CFR 51.165
and appendix S to 40 CFR part 51. Tho
PSI] revisions are codified in 40 CFR
51.186 and 52.21.

V. Rationale for Final Actions
In this section we discuss each

element of our proposal for this
rulemaking, explain our final action,
discuss the rationale for our final action,
and summarize the major public
comments we received. The full
summarsm of public comments on the
proposal. along with our responses. can
be found in the docket for this
rulemoking.~

A. Applicability ofNSR to Precursors of
PM,., in the Ambient Air

Scientific research has shown that
various pollutants can contribute to
ambient PM,., concentrations. In
addition to direct PM,., emissions, these
include the following precursors:

• Sulfur dioxide (SO,);
o Oxides of nitrogen (NOxi;
• Volatile organic compounds (VCIC);

‘See “rmplrsnentation ofThe New Scores Rericav
~TcSR) Program for Particulate Matter Less Than 2.5
Micrometers ire Diameter (PM,.,]; Response to
cuu,meuts,” U.S. Environmental Pmuteution
Agency. It can be viewed or dow,üoaded at
wwn’s~nIations.gov, Dod<et ID No. EPA—HQ
OAR—2003—0052.

a Ammonia.
These gas-phase precursors undergo

chemical reactions in the atmosphere to
form secondary PM. Formation of
secondary PM depends on numerous
factors including the concentrations of
precursors; the concentrations of other
gaseous reactive species; atmospheric
conditions including solar radiation,
temperature, and relative hujnitht~ and
the interactions of precursors with
preexisting particles and with cloud or
fog droplets. Several atmospheric
aerosol species, such as ammortiurri
nitrate and certain organic compounds,
are semi-volatile and are found in both
gas and particle phases. Given the
complexity of PM formation processes.
new information from the scientific
community continues to emerge to
improve our understanding of the
relationship between sources of PM
precursors and secondary particle
formation.

Precursors contribute significantly to
ambient PM,., concentrations,
producing approximately half of the
concentration nationally. In most areas
of the country, PM,., precursor
emissions are major contributors to
ambient PM,., concentrations. The
relative contribution to ambient PM,~,
concenirations from each of these
pollutants varies by area. The relative
effect of reducing emissions of these
pollutants is also highly variable.

Some PM,., precursors are already
subject to major NSR under other

NAAQS, as shown in the following
table:

PM,., Existing program covorape
precursor for major NSR applicability

N0~ NA NSR and PSD for NO,
and Ozone.

so, NA NSR and P50 for 802.
VOC NA NSR and P80 for

Ozone.
Ammonia No coverage for NSIR.

In the subsections that follow, we first
discuss our legal authority under the
Act for regulating precursors to the
formation of criteria pollutants, and
then discuss our final action for each of
the PM,., precursors.

1. What is EPA’s legal authority to
regulate precursors?

As we discussed in the November 1,
2005 proposal, we interpret the Act to
not only provide explicit authority for
EPA to regulate precursors, but also to
grant us discretion to determine how to
address precursors for particular
regulatory purposes. This reading is
based on section 302(g) of the Act.
which defines the term “air pollutant”
to include ‘any precursors to the
formation of any air pollutant, to the
extent the Administrator has identified
such precursor or precursors for the
particular purpose for which the term
‘air pollutant’ is used.” The first clause
of this second sentence in section 302(g)
explicitly authorizes the Administrator





~51.165 Prevention o’

detestoration of air quality.
* * * * *

(b) * * *

(23)(i) Significant means, ft reference
to a net emissions increase or the
potential of a source to emit any of the
following pollutants, a rate of emissions
that would equal or exceed any of the
following rates:

Pollutant and Emissions Rate
Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year

(tpy)
Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy
Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy
Particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate

matter emissions. 15 tpy of PM50
emissions

PM2.s: 10 tpy of dined PM2.5 emissions;
40 tpy of sulfur dioxide emissions; 40
tpy of nitrogen oxide emissions unless
demonstrated not to be a PM2.5
precursor under paragraph (b)(491 of
this section

Ozone: 40 tpy ofvolatile organic
compounds or nitrogen oxides

Lead: 0.6 tpy
Fluorides: 3 tpy
Sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S): 10 tpy
Total reduced sulfur (including H,S): 10

Retâ~ced sulfur compounds (including

H25): lotpy
Municipal waste combustor organics

(measured a, total tetra-through octa
chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and
dibenrofurans): 3.2 x 10—~
megagrams per year (3.5 x 106 tons
per year)

Municipal waste combuster metals
(measured as particulate matter): 14
megagrams per year (15 tons per year)

Municipal waste combustor acid gases
(measured as sulfur dioxide and
hydrogen chloride): 36 megagrams per
year (40 tons per year)

Municipal solid waste landfill
emissions (measured as nomnethane
organic compounds): 45 megagrams
per year (SO tons per year)

* * * * *

(49) * * *

(i) Any pollutant for which a national
ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated and any pollutant
identified under this paragraph (b)(49)(i)
as a constituent or precursor to such
pollutant. Precursors identified by the
Administrator for purposes of NSR are
the following:

to) Volatile organic compounds and
nitrogen oxides are precursors to ozone
in all attainment and unclassifiable
areas.

(b) Sulfur dioxide is a precursor to
PM2.5 in all attainment and
unclassifiable areas.

— —

be precursors to PM15 in all attainment
and unclassifiable areas, unless the
State demonstrates to the
Administrator’s satisfaction or EPA
demonstrates that emissions of nitrogen
oxides from sources in a specific area
are not a significant contributor to that
area’s ambient PM2~ concentrations.

(ci) Volatile organic compounds are
presumed not to be precursors to PM2~
in any attainment or unclassifiable area,
unless the State demonstrates to the
Administrator’s satisfaction or EPA
demonstrates that emissions of volatile
organic compounds from sources in a
specific area are a significant
contributor to that area’s ambient PM2.5
concentrations.
* * * * *

(v) [Reserved.]
(vi) Particulate matter (PM) emissions,

PM2.5 emissions, and PM,~, emissions
shall include gaseous emissions from a
source or activity which condense to
form particulate matter at ambient
temperatures. On or after January 1,
2011 (or any earlier date established in
the upcoming rulemaking codifying test
methods), such condensable particulate
matter shall be accounted for in
applicability determinations and in
establishing emissions limitations for
PM, PM~ and PM~ in PSI] permits.
Compliance with emissions limitations
for PM. PM15 and PM10 issued prior to
this date shall notbe based on
condensable particular matter unless
required by the terms and conditions of
the pennit or the applicable
implementation plan. Applicability
determinations made prior to this date
without accounting for condensable
particular matter shall not be considered
in violation of this section unless the
applicable implementation plan
required condensable particular matter
to be included.
* * * * *

(i)* * *

(5) * * *

(ii) The concentrations of the
pollutant in the area that the source or
modification would affect are less than
the concentrations listed in paragraph
(iliS)(i) of this section; or

(iii) The pollutant is not listed in
paragraph (i)(5)(i) of this section.
* * * * *

a 4. AppendixStoPart 51 is amended
as follows:
a a. Byrevising paragraphs ILA.10(i)
and ILA.3i;
ab. By revising paragraph WA,
Condition 3;
a c. Byredesignating paragraphs 1V.G.1
through IV,G.3 as paragraphs lV.G.2

new paragrapn 1Va.~,

a d. By removing from newly
redesignated paragraph WG.3 the
reference to “paragraph IV.G.i” and
adding in its place “paragraph W.G.2”;
and
a e. By adding paragraph IV.G.5.

Appendix S to Part 51—Emission Offset
Interpretative Ruling
* * * * *

J~~ * * *

A. * * *

10. (i) Significant means, in reference to a
net emissions increase or the potential of a
source to emit any of the following
pollutants, a rate of emissions that would
equal or exceed any of the following rates:

Pollutant and Emissions Rate
Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy)
Nitrogen oxides: 4Otpy
Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy
Ozone: 40 tpy of volatile organic compounds

or nitrogen oxides
Lea± O.Gtpy
Particulate matter: 25 tpy of particulate

matter emissions
PMie: 15 tpy
PM2.5: 10 tpy of direct PM~ emissions; 40

tpy of sulfur dioxide emissions
* * * * *

31. Regulated NSR pollutant. for purposes
of this Ruling, means the following:

9) Nitrogen oxide,s or any volatile organic
compounds;

lii) Any pollutant for which a national
ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated;

(iii) Any pollutant that is identified under
this paragraph fl.A.31(iii) as a constituent or
precursor of a general pollutant listed under
paregraph flS.31(i) or (iii of this Ruling,
provided that such constituent or precursor
pollutant may only be regulated under NSR
as part of regulation of the general pollutant.
Precursors identified by the Administrator
for purposes of NSR are the following:

(a) Volatile organic compounds and
nitrogen oxides are precursors to ozone in all
ozone noxiattainment areaS.

{b) Sulfur dioxide is a precursor to PM15
in all PM2.5 nonattoinment areas; or

(iv) Particulate matter (PM) emissions,
PM2.s emissions and PM,0 emissions shall
include gaseous emissions from a source or
activity which condense to form particulate
matter at ambient temperatures. On or after
January 1,2011 (or any earlier datc
established in the upcoming rulemaking
codifying test methods), such condensable
particulate matter shall be accounted for in
applicability determinations and in
establishing emissions limitations for PM,
PM~ and PM,0 in permits issued under this
ruling. Compliance with emissions
limitations for PM, PM~ and PMw issued
prior to this date shall not be based on
condensable particulate mater unless
required by the terms and conditions of the
permit or the applicable implementation
plan. Applicability determinations made
prior to this date without accounting for
condensable particulate matter shall not be





1 another facility that was in the area, at least in

2 some of the later permits.

3 Q And Microsoft’s—well, let’s go back a minute to

4 NOx. Okay?

5 A Yes.

6 Q NOx forms the N02, which then in turn can form

7 secondary PM 2.5?

8 A We don’t have a tool for doing that on the very local

9 level that you would be interested in.

10 Q Right So my question, and I guess you answered my

11 question, is that the secondaryformation of PM 2.5

12 was not a consideration in the background for modeling

13 purposes?

14 A Not from sources that are being considered here.

15 Q Which would indude the cooling tower drift from

16 Microsoft’s existing towers. Was that included in

17 modeling purposes for background?

18 A Boy, I don’t remember seeing any cooling tower

19 emissions.

20 Q Okay. Thankyou.

21 And AERMOD, is AERMOD the appropriate model to

22 determine secondary formation of PM 2.5?

23 A No. AERMOD doesn’t have any mechanism for doing it.

24 Q Okay. Thankyou.
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2009 REVISIONS

This permit revision is done to consolidate the various air quality permits in which the facility is
regulated and to incorporate federally enfrceable permit conditions to limit Iäcffity potential
emissions below levels that would require a Title V Air Operating Permit (AOP).

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS: *

1. LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Celite Corporation (“the permittee”) shall comply with all requirements as specified in:

o Chapter 70.94 Revised Codc of Washington (RC~ (Washington Clean Air Act}
a. Chapter 173-400 Washington Administrative Code (WAC) (General Regulations

for Air Pollution Sources).
o Chapter 173460 WAC {Controls for New Sources of Toxic Air Pollutants)

Specifically, the handling and drying equipment within the facility qualify as sources ofair
contaminants as allowed under:

• WAC173’400-113,
• WAC 173460-040,

• a RCW 70.94.1 52

Further, the Notice of Construction A~pIication is processed under authorities and requirements
of WAC 173400-091, Voluntary Limits on Emissions.

All state and federal laws, statutes, and regulations cited in this approval shall be the versions
that are current on the date the final approval order is signed and issued.

2. EMISSIONS

2.1 The permittee has requested limits on emissions from all its control devices, including
14 fabric filters and the main wet end processing scrubber. The limits requested by
Celite are, for some devices, too lowto be sustainable (fabric filters with requested
limits less than 0.005~grains per dscf) and for others, high enough to violate applicable
regulations (the scrubber at 0.06 grains per dscf is nearly 50% higher than the NSPS
limit of 0.040 grains/dsc~. Emission rates in the following table are estimated with the
scrubber particulate matter concentration at 0.040 grains per dscf~ the fabric filters at
either 0.010 gr/dscf (older filters without test data) or 0.005 gWdscf (filters with test data
or new filters). Facility production is limited in this approval to 104,832 tons per rolling
12 month period. Wet end ore processing is limited to 7488 hours per year, and fuel use
is limited to ensure the following emissions are not exceeded.

2.2 Emissions estimated for the facffity:

. Potential

Criteria Pollutants TonWyr

24.1 Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) 38

2.42 Carbon Monoxide (CO) 66
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2.4.3 Sulfur Oxides (SO,J 0.2

2.4.4 Particulate Mstter <10 ug (PM10) 69.47

2.4.5 Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 2.8

2.4.6 Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPS)

Key Toxic Pollutants (TAPs) Pounds/yr

Benzene 1.03

Formaldehyde 37

Arsenic 0.1

Chromium(total) 0.7

3. ADDiTIONAL FINDINGS

3.1 The proposed project when operated in accordance with conditions of.this Approval
Order, will operate without exceeding the Stai~ QIW?iMt!ga Air Qu~llty S4~_’k.

3.2 The proposed project, when operated in accordance with conditions of this Approval
Order, ‘will operate without exceeding the public health criteria in WAC 173-460.

4. FOCUSSED APPLICABILITY FOR NSPS 40 CFR 60 SUBPART UUU

In 1992 the preheater dryer was replaced with a larger one (9nnnBTU/hr up to 15 mmBTU/bx),
triggering applicability of40 CFR 60, Subpart 000, which contains limits thr emissions from
the wet end scrubber at this facility. Ceite was unaware of the requirements of the NSPS and
has operated at an emission concentration ofabout 150% ofthe limit since the NSPS was
triggered.

The scrubber controlling emissions from the kiln and the rest of the wet end equipment was
defined to handle a 35,000 cfin maximum airflow in the 1997 burner replacement application.
The scrubber now appears to handle up to 62,000 efin. Application materials and the February
12,2010, supplement indicate Celite believes the limit on this scrubber should be based on the
average flow from recent source tests: 39,000 dscffmin. This value and the NSPS particulate
concentration limit are made limits in the synthetic minor Order.





Gwierador s de Reserva cosi Motor
D~eseB para os Centros de Datos en
CondadoGra t
Los centros de datos tienen s idores que nos dan correo electró o,
manejan mensajes instantes, y cutan “software” para nuestras
computadoras. En 2006, las comp las de los centros de datos e interesaron
a tener interés en construir sus insta ciones en el Condado ant. El
condado Grant tiene una fliente de ele •cidad seguro y de ajo costo.
También, en 2010, la legislatura del esta de Washingto aprobó una
exenciOn de impuestos de poca duración p centros d datos que
construyeran en el condado de Grant y otras as rur es. Para calificar para
Ia exención de impuestos el centro de datos tern q dedicar por lo menos
20,0000 pies cuadros de espacio a servidores y e ezar construcciOn antes
dell dejuliode20ll.

Para construir o expandirse, la compaflia de u centro datos tiene que
aplicar para un permiso de aire ambiente an s de empe Ia construcción.
El departarnento de Ecologia del Estado d ashington ( cologia)
administra~los permisos de aire ambiente 1 permiso se 11 a “una orden de
aprobación de Ia notica de construcción’ (NOC, por sus sigl en ingles). El
objetivo del NOC es proteger la calid de aire. Los centros datos
necesitan ian NOC para sus generado s de reserva con motor esel grandes
para proS’eer electricidad a los sen1 ores cuando hay un cofte
electricidad. Los escapes de diese tienen contaminantes tóxicos el aire.
Como parte del proceso de revis Ia aplicación para el permiso, cologia
evalüa silos escapes de diesel sde los generadores de reserva p den
causar problemas de salud.

Los efectos a b sa~ desde Hos escapes de un in tor
de dleseH

Los contaminantes tóxi s al aire en los escapes de un motor de dies
incluyen diOxido de ni ógeno, monóxido de carbono, compuestos or icos
y pequeflas partIcula lamadas “particulas de los escapes de un motor e
diesel”. Ecologla ev üa los niveles de todos los contaminantes de air
durante el proceso e revisar la aplicación para el permiso de aire amb ente.
Los contaminant que los centros de datos tienen la mayor probabilid d de
emitir en canti des suficiente altas para afectar Ia salud son las partic las
de los escapes e diesel y el diOxido de nitrógeno (NO2). Este documç to
explicas los sibles efectos a la salud de estos contaminantes.

Publicati n Number~ 11-02-005

Enfoqu~ en los Riesgos de Salud
Desde 1d€ Escapes de Diesel

NT OF

ocy
V~’a s h ington

-y

4Por que es Importante’

Los centros de datos
necesitan un permiso del
awe ambiente desde
Ecologia para instalar sus
géneradores de reserva
que emita escapes de
diesel
A niveles altas, los.
escapes de motores de
diesel son un contaminante
toxico de aire que puede
causar problema de salud
Como parte del proceso de
eyaluar una aplicación
para un permiso de aire
ambiente Ecologia revisa
silas emisiones de los
escapes de motores de
diesel ôãusan problemas
de salud.
Este documento tiene
inforrnaciOn sobre los
efectds a a salud de los
escapes de diesel y como
Ecologia evalOa el riesgo
do salud.

Contacto:
Maria Peeler
360407-
maria peeler(~ecy wa qov

Acomodaciones Espeeiales:
Si usted necesita este
documento en un formato
alternativo, favor de Ilamar
a Richelle Perez a
360-407-7528. Para los
que son sordos llaman a
711, para los que tengan
impedimentos del hablado,
llama, 877-833-6341
(servicios sol en ingles).

1
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Cuando EcJle~a revisa la aplicagjoi?para un permiso de aire ambiente para un centro de datos, examina
cuidadosamente tatàfifi~däEtffë contaminantes de aire el proyecto va a acumular en ~el area. Ecologla no
puede aprobar un proyecto que subirfa la cantidad o frecuencia de emisiones de contaminantes a nivel
suficiente alta para causar problemas de salud.

Las partleulas de los escapes de diesel
Las particulas de los escapes de diesel son tan pequeflas que nuestras narices y sistemas respiratorios
superiores no pueden ifitrarlos del aire que respiramos. Las particulas viajan profundamente a dentro de
nuestros pulmones, donde pueden hacer daffo y cambios quimicos. Estudios muestran que algunos niveles
de estas particulas pueden causar problemas inmediatos de salud, incluso inflamar e irritar los pulmones y
vias respiratorias. Esto puede causar tos, opresiOn en el pecho, sibilàncias, y dificultad para respirar en
algunas personas. -

Las particulas suben la posibilidad que una persona se infecte en los pulmones, como neumonia o
bronquitis. Tambien las partIculas causan ataques de asma más frecuentes y más serias en personas que ya
tienen asma. En personas con alergias, las particulas pueden causar reacciones alérgicas que son peores de
lo normal y pueden causar enfermedad del corazón. En personas que tienen enfermedad del corazón
pueden causar ataques fhlminantes. Las partIculas pueden causar otras condiciones como infertilidad en
hombres, defectos de nacimiento, y crecimiento reducido en niños. Cantidades pequeflas de particulas
respiradas sobre un tiempo largo, pueden causar cancer de los pulmones y otros tipos de cancer.

Dióxido de nitrógeno (NO2)
Exposicione~ cortas (entre 30 minutos y 24 horas) de NO2 sobre un nivel seguro pueden causar problemas
de respiración para algunas personas. Adicionalmente, NO2 puede crear dificultad de a personas que
tienen problemas de pulmones, como aquellos que tienen asma.

Cuando NO2 se combina con otros gases y la luz del sol, se forma ozono a nivel del suelo. Los efectos a la
salud de ozono a nivel del suelo son similares a los de las partIculas de los escapes de diesel. Los efectos
incluyen inflamar e irritar los pulmones y las vfas respiratorias. Esto puede causar tos, opresión en el
pecho, sibilancias, y dificultad de respirar. La reducción del funcionamiento de los pulmones puede
limitar la capacidad en que una persona puede hacer ejercicio. Ozono tambien puede causar reacciones
alérgicas que pueden ser peores de lo normal. Si una persona está expuesta a ozono a nivel del suelo todos
los dias por un tiempo largo, el ozono puede daflar a los puimones permanentemente. NO2 hace daflo al
medio ambiente porque contribuye a la lluvia acida y el “smog”.

ED proceso tnsado por EcoDogia pam evahnar Dos escapes do ~rn ntotor d~eseil

La manera de Ia evaluación
1. Los expertos de calidad de aire de Ecologia dependen de modelos de computador para estimar

donde el viento va a traer los escapes de un generador de reserva con motor de diesel. Ellos
predican la cantidad de contaminantes tóxicos que puede estar en el aire.

2. Los toxicólogos de Ecologla revisan la informaciOn de los modelos de la computadora. (Los
toxicólogos se especializan en entender como los contaminantes y los productos quimicos afectan
Ia salud de una persona.)
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3. Los toxicólogos usan una evaluaciOn de riesgo (Vea el parágrafo titulado “La evaluación del
riesgo” abajo) para estimar los posibles. problemas de salad. Bibs hacen sus estimaciones en las
cantidades de contaminantes tOxicas del aire predicados para las areas estudiadas.

La evakrndóai de desgo

Los toxicólogos usan Ia evaluaciOn de riesgo como una herramienta para estimar el riesgo elevado a la
salud humana. El objetivo es identificar cualquier efecto a la salud para poder prevenir enfermedades. La
mejor forma de usar la evaluación de riesgo es como medida para ayudarnos a decidir la mejor forma de
proteger Ia salud humana. La evaluación de riesgo no puede predicai~ cantidades exactas de enfermedades
en una comunidad. Es una herramienta buena para estimar el riesgo potencial segtha el conocimiento
medico contemporánea.

La evaluaeión de los resultados
La evaluación de riesgo se divide el riesgo de salud en dos categorias grandes: riesgo de cancer y riesgo
que no es cancer. Evaluamos las dos categorias de una forma diferente. Cuando evaluamos los escapes de
an motor de diesel, miramos el riesgo de cmncer por la exposición de particulas de escapes de diesel.
También miramos a los riesgos de salud que no son cancer que están causados por la respiración de
partIculas por an tiempo largo y la respiración del dióxido de nitrógeno sobre tiempos más cortos.

Riesgo de cancer
Cuando evaluamos riesgo de cancer, asumimos que cualquier exposiciOn a un producto qulmico que
causa cancer resulta en algün grado de riesgo. El nivel de riesgo más alto aceptado en las reglas del estado
de Washington permite ian riesgo de 10 canceres adicionales en ian millon de persones por un proyecto.
El nivel de riesgo más alto aceptado por Ia Agencia de Protección Ambiental de Estados Unidos (EPA,
por sus siglas en ingles) por productos quimicos que causan cancer es el riesgo de 100 canceres en un
millón de personas expuestas.

Riesgo ala salud que no sea de cancer
Para los riesgos a la salud que no son cancer, los toxicológicos caiculan un “cociente de riesgos.” Esto es
una manera matemática de estimar el daflo potencial de un producto quimico a la salad humana en un
cierto periodo de tiempo. El cociente de riesgos es la comparaciOn de la concentraciOn estimada con algo
que los toxicológicos nombran “concentración de referencia.” La concentración de referencia es Ia
cantidad de un producto quimico donde los problemas de salud no tienen mucha posibilidad de ocurrir.
Un cociente de riesgos mayor de uno significa que el producto qulmico tiene la posibilidad de causar
problemas de salad. No significa que definitivamente causarã problema de salad. Lo más alto el cociente
de riesgo, lo más probable que causará los efectos a salad.

Para NO2, Ia base del cociente de riesgo es la cantidad de NO2 que puede causar problemas respiratorios
para algunas (pero no todas) personas con asma. La evaluación de riesgo toma en cuenta el tamaflo del
cociente de riesgo, severidad, y posibilidad de un efecto a la salud más la posibilidad de exposición a
N02.
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tQ~aé sigaiGfica niesgo a ila sahnd?
Varios factores aparte de contaminación afectan los problemas de salud, como estilo de vida, edad, y
exposiciOn a los virus. Eso no significa que cuando los niveles de contaminación estan a niveles
aceptables que no hay riesgo a la salud. Hay varias incertidumbres involucradas con Ia ciencia
evaluaciones de riesgo y la estimación del riesgo a la salud que hace EcologIa, que no son exactas. Para
tomar en cuenta los incertidumbres designamos nuestras evaluaciones del riesgo con supuestos prudentes
— tenemos cuidado de no predicar un riesgo menos del riesgo actual a Ia salud humana. Los riesgos a Ia
salud actuales desde los escapes de diesel de cualquier centro de datos pueden ser más bajos de nuestras
estimaciones, pero queremos asegurar queno subestimamos el riesgo cuando hacemos decisiones en base
del riesgo a la salud.

Para más información (en ingles), favor revise el reportaje de
Effects of Diesel Engine Emissions” disponible en internet a ____________________________________
Información (en inglés) sobre la calidad del aire y los cenfros
http://www.ecy.wa. aov/prograrns/air/guincydatacenter/.

Ecologia “Concerns about Adverse Health
http://www.ecy.wa. aov/pubs/0802032.pdf.
de datos de Washington está disponible en
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Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC
Vantage-Quincy Data Center NOC Technical Support Document

Table 7: Modeled Concentrations of Toxic Air Poffittants and
Source Impact Levels (ASILs)

July, 2012
Page 12

Comparison to Acceptable

Table 6:
Modeled Concentrations of Criteria Pollutants (with background) and comparison to
AmbientAir Quality Standards

C-

Pollutantand Time Background plus National Ambient Percent of Standard
• Frame Modeled Air Quality Standard

. Concentration — - ug/m3
. ug/m3

PM10 24 Hour 812 150 - 55%
PM10 Annual 0.056 50 0.1%

PM2.5 24 Hour 26.1 35 74%
PM25 Annual 0.056 15 0.4%
NO2 1- Hour 166 185 88.3%
CO 1-Hour 203 40,000 0.5%
CO 8-Hour 113 10,000 1.1%

~ SO~ 1-Hour 3.6 319 1.1%
SO2 3-Hour 2.9 1300 0.2%
502 24 Hour 1.5 365 0.4%
502 Annual 2.3E-8 80 3E-8%
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Documents submitted by Patty Martin with written comments

Patty Martin submitted the following 58 pages as her written testimony.
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Mort, Beth (ECY)

From: Patty Martin [martin@nwi.net]
Sent: Friday, January 11,201311:10 PM
To: Mort, Beth (ECY)
Subject: Vantage comments
Attachments: Final Draft 2012 Wildflres Smoke - B0H.pptx; Final Draft 2012 Wildfires Smoke - BoH -20

ugm3 is WAQA standard for PM2.5.pdf; Debunking_BACT.pdf; D2 Test Cycle for EPA.pdf;
vantage comments.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Vantage

Please accept my comments.

httD://www.enerpy.ca.pov/2005Dublications/CEC-500-2005-049/CEC-500-2005-04g.PDF





Washi on Wildfire S oke
September-October 2012

Washington State Board of Health

November 14, 2012

0, mpia, Washington

Matt Kadlec, PhD, DABT
Washington Department of Ecology

Air Quality Program

DEPARTMENT or
ECOLOGY PI,o~o by Richelic Perez
Ittie .Iw~t~to~

COVER SLIDE
Richelle Perez took this picture on a visit to Wenatchee during the episode
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Background
• Dept. of Ecology and others operate >50 Fine PM monitors

around the state

• US Forest Service put eight temporary monitors at other
impacted communities during the wildflres

• PlOs and Ecology CRC and HO worked round the clock on
forecasting and public messages

• From Sept. 12 to Oct. 10, Ecology issued daily smoke forecasts by
8:00AM

• Local health districts used the information to advise schools and
issue public health advisories

Each morning Ecology produced an air quality assessment, in partnership with the
USFS, National Weather Service and others, containing PM2.5 hazard levels and a
smoke forecast for the day.

The State Department of Health update public info to help with understanding the
health effects of smoke and assisting people in making personal choices.

USFS installed temporary monitors in schools and other locations at the request of local
governments. This helped to fill in gaps in Ecology’s monitoring network, and enabled
locally tailored decision making.



Fine Particulate atter
The federal standard for PM25 is 35 The Washington Air Quality Advisory
micrograms per cubic meter on a 24 is Ecology’s public information tool
hour average for showing air pollution health risk

advisoriesEpidemiological observations of
population cardiovascularand Ha?ardous >135.4 ug/rn3
respiratory health find effects
increase significantly when is daily
avera e PM >20 /m3

M — — — unhealthy 80.4 < 135.4 ug/m3

ODium O.IjlJIl IJiJU 10Pm _ unhealthy 35.4 80.4 ug./m3

~ Unhealthy for 20.4 < 35.4 ug/rn3
Sensitive Groups

PM

Moderate 13.4< 20.4 ug/r&

UflpM.~
—P.

The WAQA PM concentration-health advisories scale is not arbitrary. To develop it, we
reviewed epidemiological literature. The scale is directly concordant to the effects
observed in populations exposed to the range of concentrations it covers. It uses the
same color-coded categories as the EPA AQI, but the WAQA fine PM categories are set
at lower levels to be more protective of health. School activity recommendations are
based on the WAQA Index

Ecology looked at many health studies, considered recommendations from EPA staff
and EPA’s Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, and examined Canada’s PM2.5
standards. Based on this information, Ecology set a goal to keep PM2.5 24-hour
concentrations below 20 micrograms per cubic meter. The pollution levels in WAQA’s
color-coded categories are based on this Ecology goal, the new federal PM2.5 standard,
and recommendations from scientific and health professionals. The NAAQS would have
been 25-i.ig/m3 24-h twa but 0MB crossed it out and put 35 w/o providing justification.

The Joint Fire Sciences Program (JFSP) is a national organization that provides funding
each year for research and development that is relevant to fire managers. The RRFP
below closes NOV 16
13-1 -02 Health impairment from exposure to fire smoke: Relationships among the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and industrial health guidelines
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Lance modis satellite photos and PM2.5 monitor points



Wildfire smoke epidemiology-based
calculations for enatchee

Average daily PM from 9/9 to 10/12 in • It’s likely there was a sharp increase in
Wenatchee was >200- ig/m3 the number of ER visits for asthma

symptoms among people with asthma
Many people are likely to have triggerable by smoke
experienced headaches, eye and
respiratory tract irritation • ERs likely had more than double the

usual rate of respiratory illnesses and
• Some are likely to have experienced acute cardiovascular event visits,

shortness of breath and chest especially by people with prior
discomfort respiratory or cardiovascular disease

• A few are likely to have experienced • People with prior history of
heart palpitations hospitalization for COPO were more

• The rate physician visits for respiratory likely to have been re-hospitalized or to
have dieddiseases is likely to have doubled

compared to when air quality was good

respiratory or cardiovascular disease such as COPD and ischemic heart disease



Wenatchee World
reports

Blanket of smoke begins to take toll by Mike Irwin

— Wenatchee World 9/18/2012
“... The ever-present smoke has a/so begun sending people to local clinics far

he/p. At Columbia Va/Icy Community Health in Wenatchee, officials said
they’ve seen 50 peaple since Thursday for respiratory problems, mostly for
complicotians af existing canditians such as asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. At Central Washington Hospital, officials said their
emergency roam has seen about 20 people for respiratory conditions since
Friday..”

Wenatchee World conducted an informal web poH: About 70% of
over 1000 respondents answered yes to the question “Has the

smoke made you Consider leaving the area temporarily?1’
Photo near Wcnatcliee

by Riebe/le Pe,ez

This story ran three days before the worst part of the episode:
The mean for the period up to then was [336-ug/m3]





Fine Particulate Matter
The federal standard for PM25 is 35 The Washington Air Quality Advisory
micrograms per cubic meter on a 24 is Ecology’s public information tool
hour average for showing air pollution health risk

Epidemiological observations of advisories
population cardiovascular and Ha7arclous -. 135.4 ug/m3
respiratory health find effects
increase significantly when is daily
avera e PM >20 m3

— ~ Very Unhealthy 80.4 135.4 ug/m3

O.OIpn, O.Ipm 1pm 10pm ‘Z’ lOqi 2
Unhealthy ~5.4 80.4 ug/m3

Unhealthy for 20.4<35.4 ug/m3
Sensitive Groups

PM,~
0-~~

Moderate 13.4< 20.4 ug/m3

UtPini~

The WAQA PM concentration-health advisories scale is not arbitrary. To develop it, we
reviewed epidemiological literature. The scale is directly concordant to the effects
observed in populations exposed to the range of concentrations it covers. It uses the same
color-coded categories as the EPA AQI, but the WAQA fine PM categories are set at lower
levels to be more protective of health. School activity recommendations are based on the
WAQA Index

Ecology looked at many health studies, considered recommendations from EPA staff and
EPA’S Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, and examined Canada’s PM2.5 standards.
Based on this information, Ecology set a goal to keep PM2.5 24-hour concentrations below
20 micrograms per cubic meter. The pollution levels in WAQA’s color-coded categories are
based on this Ecology goal, the new federal PM2.5 standard, and recommendations from
scientific and health professionals. The NAAQS would have been 25-p.tg/m3 24-h twa but
0MB crossed it out and put 35 w/o providing justification.

The Joint Fire Sciences Program (JFSP) is a national organization that provides funding each
year for research and development that is relevant to fire managers. The RRFP below
closes NOV 16
13-1 -02 Health impairment from exposure to fire smoke: Relationships among the National
Ambient Afr Quality Standards (NMQS) and industrial health guidelines
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The Clean Air Act’s provisions for
the Prevention ofSignificantDeterioration (PSD) ofair qual
ity require a new major stationary source to obtain a
preconstruction permit that specifies the Best Available
Control Technology (BACI’) for each regulated pollutant that
may be emitted in amounts greater than major source thresh
olds. The PSD regulations also impose BACT requirements
on modifications to existing major sources that result in sig
nificant net emissions increases. Rather than a specific tech
nology, BA~ is an achievable emissions limitation (or work
practice) determined by the permitting authority on a case-
by-case basis, taking into account available technologies and
energy, environmental, and economic impacts. BACT de
terminations are generally made by a state environmental
agency after an opportunity for public comment.

Increasingly, advocacy groups are challenging BACI de
cisions in administrative andjudicial proceedings. Ma result,
the permitting process has been substantially delayed—even
forfitcilities thathave agreed to install state-of-the-art emissions

KevinJ. Finto is /xirti ci and &aig S. Harrison is counsel,
boll, v,itli Santoii & W.lhani.s, Washington, DC.

Robyn ii Amlraccek is senior environmental engineer and
David Gaige is enznroninental pro/eel managri; hot/i wit/i,
Jin ins & McDonnel4 Kansas Oily, MO. Steve Lomax is

nianagvr oJ air quail/v /nvgrams wi//i Edi~con Flee/tic Institute,
Washington, DC. F—math hjinto@hurton.com.

control technology. This article outlines the key statutory
and regulatory elements of BACT, how to analyze alterna
tive technologies and emissions limitations, and prepare
an application for an appropriate—and final—BACT
determination. It is based largely on the regulatory defini
tion of BACT and recent Environmental Appeals Board
(EAB) decisions)

KEY ELEMERITS or BACT
BACT Is an Emissions Limit or Work Practice

The definition of BACT has been the subject of significant
dispute. The regulatory definition is:

an emissions limitation (including a visible emission
standard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for
each pollutant subject to regulation tinder the Act which
would be emitted from any proposed major stationary source
or major modification which the Administrator, on a case-
by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and
economic impacts and oilier costs, determines is achievable
for such source or modification through application of
production processes or available methods, systems, and
techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innova
tive fuel combustion techniques for control of such
pollutant [Emphasis added.]2

Each of the highlighted words above has been the subj
ect of guidance or litigation regarding BACT determina
tions. Several of these key principles are discussed below.

This article appears in the November 2006 issue of
EM Magazine, a publication of the Air & Waste
Management Association (A&WMA; www.awma.org).
To obtain copies and reprints, please contact
A&WMA directly at 1-412-232-3444.

Debunking PACT

by Kevin Finto, Craig Harrison,
Robynn Andracsek, David Gaige,

and Steve Lomax

Copyright 2006Atr & Waste Management Association24 em november 2006 awma. org



EACT Is a Case-by-Case Analysis
In conducting a case-by-case BACT analysis, the permitting
agency must consider site- and source-specific characteristics,
such as the type of fuel that will be used, the type of source,
and geographic considerations. Consequently, case-by-case
BACT analyses do not necessarily yield a single, objectively
correct BACT determination.3 The permitting agency must
exercise a high degree of technical judgment in any BAGT
analysis, particularly for coal-fired plants, which use a wide
variety of coals, combustion techniques, and other site-
specific factors.

BACT Limit Must Be ‘Achievable’
The permitting agency determines what is achievable for a
source, exercising its technical judgment on a case-by-case
basis. An “achievable” emissions limit is one that the source
can meet on a continual basis over each averaging period
for the lifetime of the facility The penalties for noncompli
ance with a permitted BACT limit are severe. BACT limits
are therefore not established based on what a source can
achieve on its best possible day. BACT limits should reflect
what the source could achieve throughout its lifetime un
der all reasonably foreseeable conditions. The EAR has in
dicated that it is appropriate to include “safety factors” or
“cushions” (e.g., emissions averaging times) to ensure that
BACT limits are achievable at all times:

‘When the region prescribes an emissions limitation rep
resenting BACT, the limitation does not necessarily reflect
the highest possible control efficiency achievable by the
technology on which the limitation is based. Rather, the
region has discretion to base the emissions limitation on a control
efficiency that is somewhat lower than the optimal level. ... To
account for these possibilities, a permitting authority must be al
lowed a certain degree of discretion to set the emissions limitation
at a level that does not necessarily reflect the highest possible con
trol efficiency, but will allow the permittee to achieve compliance
consistently.” [Emphasis added.]4

BAU ban athievable emissions
Umitation determined by the
permitting authority on a
case-by--case basis

For emissions from operating facilities to be demon
strated as achievable and thus applicable to a new facility,
there must be sufficient data to gauge whether those emis
sions rates are achievable over the long term. For example,

institute of Profession& Environment&
Practice

QEP CERTIFICATION
RAISING THE PROFESSIONAL

STANDARDS
Better Yourself and Your Profession. Get certified and become Part of a growing
international community flint recognizes the importance of meeting standards of environmental
practice.

Today, more than ever, you need to stay one step ahead. A Qual fled Environmental Protbssional (QEP) Certification can
increase your marlcetabi Ii ty. and signals a strong and continuing commitment to applied cnn ironmcntal science and
adherence to a strici code of ethics. QEP isa mu I Li—med in, mull i—disciplinary, board—cern ii cation credential that allows
environmental professionals like you to demonstrate the breadth and depth of their knowledge and experience.

To learn more, please visit our web site at http:llwwwipep.org or contact us at ipep.duq.edu
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limited stack test data are insufficient to form the basis of
what is achievable for new facilities and to establish BACT.5
The concept of “achievability” does not mean that an ap
plicant cannot volunteer to accept lower limits than pre
viously demonstrated, but that such limits cannot be
involuntarily imposed on the applicant.

Control Technology Must Be ‘Available’
A control technology must be “available” to be consid
ered in a BACT determination. This means that the tech
nology has progressed beyond the conceptual stage and
pilot testing phase and must have been demonstrated suc
cessflilly on full-scale operations for a sufficient period.
Theoretical, experimental, or developing technologies are
not “available” under BACT. A control technology is nei
ther demonstrated nor available if government subsidies
are required to fund evaluations of the technology. In
many cases, a technology is not “available” for all sizes of
a unit. A control technology must also be “commercially
available.” This means that the technology must be of
fered for sale through commercial channels with com
mercial terms.6

BACT Does Not Redefine the Source
Under the plain language of the Clean Air Act, the BACT
analysis focuses on the determination of an emissions limi
tation for the applicant’s “proposed facility.” Consistent
with this language, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has long observed that the BACT require
ments are “not intended to redefine the source.”6 EPA
reconfirmed that it “does not consider the BACT require
ment as a means to redefine the basic design of the source
or change the fundamental scope of the project when
considering available control alternatives.”9 Accordingly,
BACT does not require evaluation of different processes
to generate electricity. For instance, BACT does not re
quire a proposed coal-fired facility to consider genera
tion of electricity using wind, gas, or hydroelectric
processes as BACT. Likewise, BACT does not require a
source to change the type of boiler or fuel proposed for
the project.’°

BACT Considers Multipollutant Effects
When establishing BACT for individual pollutants, the
permitting agency must also consider possible interactions
among the pollutants. Reducing emissions of one pollut
ant may inadvertently increase emissions of another pol
lutant. The relationship between emissions of nitrogen
oxides (NO,) and carbon monoxide (CO) is one example
of this type of interaction. Similarly, some techniques to
lower emissions of one pollutant may have deleterious
effects on downstream equipment. For example, increas
ing the injection of ammonia to reduce NO~ emissions
can produce unacceptable levels of sulfur trioxide and
ammonium bisulfates. These substances can cause seri
ous maintenance and reliability problems in downstream
equipment. These types of multipollutant effects must be
considered in a BACT analysis for two reasons. First, BACT

limits must represent “achievable” levels of emissions from
the regulated pollutants considering the operation and
maintenance costs. Second, BACT requires consideration
of such collateral “environmental impacts” when estab
lishing limits.

ROLE OF A BACT ANALYSIS IN THE
BACT DETERMINATION
The applicant prepares a BACT analysis on the various
emissions control options that are available and applicable
to the proposed project. The analysis provides a detailed
rationale and supporting documentation to the agency
to support the BACT decision. The BACT determination
is made by the permit-issuing agency based on the infor
mation provided in the applicant’s analysis and its own
independent review of the available information, includ
ing the applicant’s analysis and public comments.

Collecting Information and
Identifying Available Technologies

The first step in preparing a BACT analysis includes col
lecting information about the source and identifying all
control options and their achievable limits for that source.
The best sources of information about what is BACT are
existing permits issued for similar facilities. These per
mits show what permitting authorities have concluded is
BAcT for such sources.

Permit applications from other sources can also pro
vide useful information when establishing BACT limits
since they tend to show what applicants believe is achiev
able. They must be considered carefully and are not as
reliable as actual permits. Applications do not necessar
ily reflect limits that have been demonstrated in practice;
the proposed limits have yet to be determined to be BACT,
and are often adjusted during the permitting process.

In deciding what is available as BACT, permitting agen
cies will often take into accountwhether or not the source
can obtain a guarantee for the emissions rate in ques
tion. Vendor guarantees for other sources can be relevant,
but should be used cautiously because they are sometimes
not met in practice and the specific contractual terms can
limit their usefulness to a BACT analysis. Such guaran
tees, however, can be useful injustifying a particular limit
for the source being permitted.

Continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS)
data from existing sources can also be relevant to a BACT
analysis, particularly in determining what is achievable.
Such data should also be used cautiously, however, as
they may not necessarily reflect the worst-case operat
ing conditions of the other source. Additionally, a source
is expected to operate under normal conditions with
emissions levels safely below its permit limit to avoid vio
lations (e.g., with a safety margin). Therefore, a permit
ting authority would expect to see CEMS readings below
permitted limits.

Finally, experience with control technologies by com
panies outside the United States can be a source of infor
mation for a BACT analysis. However, information from

Copyright 200âAir & Waste Management Association26 em november 2006 awma.org



foreign countries can be
unreliable or incomplete.’1
Also, foreign fuel character
istics, especially for coal, are
frequently different from
those in the United States.

Eliminating Infeasible
Technologies

Decisions concerning tech
nical feasibility are the re
sponsibility of the review
authority. A control tech
nology that is “available” or
“demonstrated” for a given
type or class of sources is as
sumed to be technically fea
sible unless source-specific
factors exist and are docu
mented to justiFy technical
infeasibility. It is relatively
easy to prove that a technol
ogy will work when it has
been demonstrated. It is
more difficult to determine
whether or not it will not
work when it has not been
demonstrated. If a technol
ogy is not demonstrated, it
should still be considered if
itis “applicable”Atechnol
ogy is “applicable” if it can
reasonably be installed and

__________________________ operated on the source

type under consideration.
This is a matter of technical

judgment for the permitting agency, but identil~ñng suitable
technologies based on physical, chemical, and engineering
principles and/or empirical data can be a challenge. There
are a wide variety of potentially irresolvable technical diffi
culties that could preclude the successful deployment of a
technology in a new application.

Ranking Technologies
For each regulated pollutant emitted from each emissions
unit under review, the control alternatives are ranked by
a “top-down” approach, in order from the most to the
least effective in terms of emission reduction potential.
This is not simply an assessment of maximum control ef
ficiency; it considers the compatibility of the technology
with controls selected for other pollutants and ranks the
alternatives from lowest to highest emissions.

Evaluating Economic, Environmental,
and Energy Impacts

If the top alternative control technology in the listing is
selected as BACT, then nothing further needs to be done.
If the applicant chooses instead to reject the top technology

and select an alternative technology lower down on the
list, additional information will need to be provided to
the agency to support the decision. As part of this evalua
tion the applicant can consider cost, collateral energy,
and environmental impacts to justify the selection. En
ergy impacts can be direct or indirect and can be ex
pressed in terms of economic impact (i.e., cost). The
environmental impacts often are more subjective and of
ten cannot be quantified as economic impacts.

In most cases, actual costs of control technology are
not publicly available; cost information submitted by
equipment vendors for a specific project is generally con
fidential business information. The basis for equipment
cost estimates should be documented, either with data
supplied by an equipment vendor (i.e., budget estimates)
or by a referenced source, such as the EPA’s Office ofAir
Quality Planning and Standards Control Cost Manual.t2 EPA
has also indicated that the total cost estimates ofoptions devel
oped for BACT analyses should be accurate to within ± 30%,
and that cost options that are “within ± 20—30% of each other
should generally be considered to be indistinguishable when
comparing options.”2 In the case of coal-fired boilers, for ex
ample, a difference of 20—30% can be significant in terms of
total costs (i.e., tens, ifnot hundreds, of millions ofdollars).

When the economic cost estimates cannot provide a
clear distinction between the top technology choices, the
environmental differences may receive greater scrutiny
(e.g., the ability to control sulfuric acid mist and the po
tential impacts of land-filling vs. sale of combustion
byproducts). Energy impacts (e.g., the loss of coal from
washing or parasitic load) also can be a factor in deter:
mining BACT.

Selecting EACT
It is the responsibility of the permit agency to review the
documentation and rationale presented to ensure that
the applicant has addressed all of the most effective
control options that could be applied and determine
that the applicant has adequately demonstrated that
energy, environmental, or economic impactsjustify any
proposal to eliminate the potentially more effective
control options.

CONCLUSION
The statutory and regulatory requirements of the PSD
permit program outline, in part, the process for deter
mining BACT. EPA guidance, prior decisions by permit
ting agencies, and source-specific considerations fill in
the remaining blanks. As industry looks to the future and
sees increasing demand for energy and consumer prod
ucts, the need to construct new facilities and expand
existing production capacity is clear. Abetter understand
ing of the BACT determination process—by industry,
regulators, and the public—should facilitate timely deci
sions that appropriately consider the availability and
achievability, as well as energy, environmental, and
economic impacts, of various control technologies and
emissions limits, em
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January 11,2013

Beth Mort
Department of Ecology
4601 N. Monroe
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

RE: VANTAGE DATA CENTER

Dear Ms. Mort,

Please accept these comments on behalf of MYTAPN and me regarding the permitting of the
Vantage Data Center. I have many concerns about the addition of this source of pollution into
our air shed, and I object to the issuance of voluntary emission limits. Ecology did not notify the
public, as required by 40 CFR 52.2495, of their intent to issue voluntary emission limits to the
Vantage Data Center. The legal notice published in the Moses Lake, WA newspaper, did not
identify voluntary emission limits as a permit term open for public comment; the agency did not
explain “voluntary emission limits” or solicit input on them at the public hearing; and the agency
did not in any way during the comment period seek “public involvement” on the agency’s plan to
issue them.

§ 52.2495
Voluntary Limits on Potential to Emit
Terms and conditions of regulatory orders issued pursuant to WAC 173-400-091
“Voluntary limits on emissions” and in accordance with the provisions of WAC 173-400-
091, WAC 173-400-105 “Records, monitoring, and reporting,” and WAC 173-400-171
“Public involvement,” shall be applicable reciuirements of the federally-approved
Washington SIP and Section 1120) program for the purposes of section 113 of the Clean
Air Act and shall be enforceable by EPA and by any person in the same manner as other
requirements of the SIP and Section 1120) program. Regulatory orders issued pursuant to
WAC 173-400-091 are part of the Washington SIP and shall be submitted to EPA Region
10 in accordance with the requirements of §~ 51.104(e) and 5 1.326. (emphasis added)

Ecology has failed to comply with this federally enforceable provision of the Clean Air Act
(CAA) when it issued permits to Microsoft, Yahoo!, Sabey, Dell and Intuit. Ecology has never
solicited comment on voluntary emission limits, nor advised the public that comment was
required in issuing them. Additionally, Ecology has never discussed with the public the
difference between Title V permitting and voluntary emission limits, or more importantly the
difference in protections provided, or monitoring required, by them.



I am also objecting to Ecology’s insistence that Vantage’s use of controls is not BACT. BACT
is a legal term -- as stated by Robert Koster at the Public Hearing held in July. BACT implies
“control technology”, and by its very definition is “technology forcing.” Ecology’s attempt to
remove it and relegate BACT to Tier 2 engines isn’t supported by statute, or by the emissions
known to be released by these large engines. In fact, Mr. Wilder cites to a study that clearly
demonstrates that the emissions from large diesel engines are 2 to 5 times higher than guaranteed
by manufacturers. The discrepancy is in the difference between the weighted average testing
required under 40 CFR 89 (ISO 8178) and EPA’s MethodS. Air Quality Implications ofBackup
Generators in California, p.34. EPA Method 5 includes the “front” and “back” half (filterable
and condensable, respectively) of particulate released by the engine. Emissions from Vantage’s
engines are therefore more closely aligned with those presented by ELM, than the nominal
numbers used by ICF to undermine the BACT cost effectiveness numbers and health risk.

My third objection involves Ecology’s failure to use Washington’s more stringent standard for
PM2.5. The WAQA for PM2.5 is 20 ug/m3. According to Ecology and/or ICF, the background
value for PM2.5 in Quincy is 21 ug/m3, which exceeds the WAQA standard of 20 ug/m3. See
TSD, 6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations, and Final Draft 2012 Wild Fires Smoke — BoH,
Matt Kadlec, PhD, BDAT, Ecology Air Quality Program. Ecology recognizes that levels
exceeding 20 ug/m3 are not protective of sensitive individuals, and studies have found that
chronic exposure to even low levels of PM2.5 increase premature mortality. Please explain how
Ecology can justify their decision to allow levels of PM2.5 to increase beyond levels the agency
knows to be harmful.

The fourth issue deals with the underestimation of risk through faulty modeling assumptions.
I. Every monthly test, every maintenance check, storm avoidance or power outage, is a

“cold start”, so the emission factor must be adjusted accordingly. Please identify all
engine operations to which “cold start” factors were applied, and how many hours of
each engine operation included a “cold start” factor.

2. ICF’s reliance on the “cold start” factor of 1.12 for 30 minutes appears to be in error.
A review of the literature relied upon by ICF shows that over the course of the first 30
minutes particulate matter was 17.7 gfkW-hr. Air Quality Implications of Backup
Generators in C’alifornia, pp.31-32 (See attachment “Cold start is 17.7 g/kW-hr
averaged over 30 minutes” excerpted from this document). Please back calculate
using this value (17.7 g/kW-hr) to demonstrate how a 1.12 cold start factor was
derived for 30 minutes and how 1.058 was derived for 1 hour.

3. Vantage based its background concentrations on the 98th percentile 24-hr average for
PM2.5 and NO2, rather than on the maximum background level. My understanding
of the modeling would require the worst case scenario modeling be conducted, then
the maximums of those numbers compared against the standard. If more than 7 days
in one year (98th percentile) exceed the standard, then compliance is not met. It
seems logical to me that by using the 7th highest day for the assumed background
concentration, Vantage will be allowed to violate the standard more frequently.
Please provide evidence that the i’~ through 7th day 24-hour background values (for
each of the 5 years modeled) for PM2.5 and N02, and the l~ through 7t~~ day 24-hour



values (for each of the 5 years modeled) for emissions from Vantage for PM2.5 and
N02 were used to determine compliance with PM2.5 NAAQS.

4. In the real world, all PM2.5 is also PMIO, however, for Vantage’s local background
concentration impact at the same receptor, the PM1O and PM2.5 24-hour averages are
different numbers. Because PM2.5 is a subset of PMIO (and therefore is PM1O), the
PM1O concentration cannot be lower than the PM2.5 concentration (0.002 ug/m3 and
0.08 ug/m3 respectively). See TSD, 6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations.
Please explain how this is possible.

5. Vantage claims that the background plus modeled annual concentration of PM1O and
PM2.5 are the same. Please explain how this is possible when the 24-hour
concentrations are not the same.

6. The PM 2.5 24-hr background of 21 ug/m3 was based on the 7th highest
concentration. It seems possible that emissions from Vantage when combined with
background may approach, or exceed, the 35 ug/m3 NAAQS. Ecology has provided
no proof that Vantage’s emissions comply with NAAQS. Please provide evidence
that NAAQS is met for 24-hr PM2.5.

7. ICF’s assumption that the worst-year annual emission impacts could be scaled by a
factor of 1.27 because commission testing and stack testing are 27% of the emissions
from full-build out routine testing plus power outages, is inappropriate. Commission
testing involves only loads at 100% and 75% and will result in more than 27% of the
NOx emission. Commission testing should be properly accounted for in modeling,
not by manipulation. Since 1-hr N02 was close to exceeding the NAAQS (166
ug/m3) the commission modeling must be conducted to assure compliance. Start-up
operations are not allowed to be excluded from permitting under the CAA.

Other complaints and concerns include:
ICF used control estimates from 2000-2500 kW engines and adjusted the cost using the “0.6
factor.” ICF provides no support for the “0.6 facto?’, or 60% increase in cost. To the contrary,
information from the Manufactures Emission Control Association (MECA) indicates that costs
stay the same or go down with increasing engine size. See EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-
0309[1]

ICF used a cost estimate of $188,745/generator for DPFs. MECA indicates that the total
installed cost should be between $90,000-100,000 on a 3 MW engine. See EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-
0708-DRAFT-0307[1] CARB estimated the cost for DPFs — using a regression approach — to be
$38/hp. See Cost Analysis — Basis for Calculations, 1-2.

The annual cost of operation of control technology decreases with engine size (cost/hp), it is not
expected to increase as ICF suggests. A “Control Costs for Existing Stationary CI RICE”
produced by Bradley Nelson, EC/R, thc. is included for comparison purposes against the
assumptions made by ICF.

Finally, ICF relies on source testing from “previous testing on the same engine with controls.”
This is not acceptable. The front half and back half particulate matter must be captured on the
same engine. Capturing the back half on the same engine with controls will result in less
particulate matter. The source tests are worthless; they have no chain of command or quality



assurance, and they have been pieced together by a party with a vested interest. Ecology should
not rely on the source tests for these reasons.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Patricia Martin
MYTAPN



Mort, Beth (ECY)

From: Patty Martin [martin@nwi.net]
Sent: Friday, January 111201311:11 PM
To: Mort Beth (ECY)
Subject: Cost for controls
Attachments: EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-0493.pdf; EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-0380. pdf; EPA-HQ

OAR-2008-0708-0376.pdf; EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-0328.pdf; Cost analysis basis for
calculation.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Vantage

Beth,

Please find attached documents which contain cost information on emission controls for existing stationary diesel
engines. These documents were taken from the regulatory docket for the U.S. EPA’s National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines rulemaking (Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-
0708, www.regulations.gov/#IdocketDetail;dct=FR%2S2BPR%252BN%252BO%2S2BSR;rpp=10;po=o;DEpAHQOAR
2008-0708):

- Letter from Bradley Nelson, EC/R Incorporated to Melanie King, USEPA; Control Costs for Existing Stationary
Compression Ignition (Cl) Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines (RICE) (January 29, 2010)

- Email from Antonio Santos, MECA (Manufacturers of Emission Controls Association ) to Tanya Parise, EC/R.
MECA Cost of Aftertreatment (January 21, 2010)

- Email from Joe Suchecki, EMA (Engine Manufacturers Association) to Tanya Parise, EC/R. Cost of
Aftertreatment (January 12, 2010)

- Email from Antonio Santos, MECA to Tanya Parise, EC/R. SUBJECT: Cost of Aftertreatment. October 2,2009

Also, see MECA’s June 2009 written testimony to EPA on the NESHAP for stationary Cl RICE:
httjj ://meca .org/ga I Ieries/d efa u It
file/MECA%2ocomments%200n%2OEPA%2ostationarv%2oengine%2QNPRM%20060309.pdf.

I would like these documents inserted into the record to dispute Mr. Wilders claim of a 1061 factor for increased costs
of controls for larger engines, and to dispute his cost estimates used for BACT determination.

My narrative is still being written and I will have it to you beforemidnight.

Thank you.

Patricia Martin
MYTAPN
These
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EPA-H Q-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-0309[1]
From: Antonio Santos [asantos~meca.org]
Sent: Thursday, January21, 2010 1:26 PM
To: Tanya Parise
Subject: RE: FW: EPA Propoaed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Hi, Tanya. Sorry for the delay. I passed along your question to MECA member
companies two weeks ago and just received responses this week.
Below are the two responses I received.

Hope this helps.

Antonio

Response #1:

Generally, you will not find any information for DPFs and DOCs for engines
over 2000 ekW. The systems themselves become quite costly and cumbersome when
applied to very large engines. I ran some numbers just to get some idea as to
the cost for a 2500 ekW engine and found that, for the DPF alone (our system
incorporates both the DPF and DCC in the same housing ), the price would be in
excess of $125,000. We find that, when a site requires power in excess of
2000 ekW, they will install multiple gen sets to accomplish their needs. The
main issue with these devices is the back pressure they impart on the engine.
Once the exhaust flow exceeds a certain rate, the number of filters and
catalyst elements required for safe engine operation increases dramatically
along with the size of the housings. The result is units that become
extremely large in size and weight, making both shipping and installation both
costly and challenging.

Response #2:

In our experience, there is no off-the shelf solution for engines applications
of this size due to the site specific details for every project. These
engines normally have site specific emission permits, which will vary greatly
according to operating specification and emission standards for the
jurisdiction. The design and configuration of the existing exhaust system
(ducting, bellows, silencers, stacks,
etc.) in some cases allow for easy retrofit of emission controls and, in other
cases, pose significant challenges in cost and complexity.

That said, the emission control technology for these engines are generally
scaled-up versions of existing DCC and DPF technology. The cost of this
technology per unit horsepower tends to remain the same or decrease as the
engine size increases. Our experience is that this rule continues to apply on
lean-burn engines above 3000 hp. Therefore, following this rule, the
estimated cost for a DCC on a 3000 hp engine is approximately 3x$8500 =

$25,500. The installation cost can vary significantly--approximately $1000
to $10,000 depending on the complexity of the exhaust system retrofit.

Original Message-—-
From: Tanya Parise [mailto:parise.tanya©ecrweb.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 7:39 AM
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EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-0309[1]
To: Antonio Santos
Subject: RE: FW: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Antonio,

I wanted to follow-up on the question I asked below. I apologize if you’ve
already sent a response, but I haven’t received anything. Does MECA have a
response?

Tanya

Original Message
From: Tanya Parise [mailto:parise.tanya©ecrweb.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October14, 2009 11:18AM
To: ‘Antonio Santos’
Subject: RE: FW: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Antonio,

Thanks. I really appreciate the information. It’s very helpful for our
rulemaking.
One follow-up question. In the comments, MECA cited California’s information
on costs for applying DOC and DPFs to diesel engines. As far as I know, those
costs were mostly applicable to engines less than about 3,000
HP. Is that right?

Does MECA have any information on the costs of applying DOC and DPF to larger
stationary diesel engines, say about 3,000 HP? We’ve heard that catalysts and
associated equipment would be more expensive for larger engines than what EPA
estimated for proposal and want to get an estimate of what such costs would
be.

Tanya

Original Message
From: Antonio Santos [mailto:asantos~meca.org]
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 5:06 PM
To: parise.tanya©ecrweb.com
Subject: RE: FW: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Hi, Tanya. Per your request, MECA staff surveyed its member companies to
assess the the validity of the emission control costs for stationary IC
engines shown in your e-mail. (Note: I also provided the member companies
with a copy of your February 25, 2009 cost memo that was posted in the EPA
docket.) We received two responses from our member companies. I’ve
summarized the responses below.

Hope this helps. Please feel free to contact me (asantos©meca.org) if you
have any questions.

If I receive any additional input from our members, I will forward the
responses along to you.

Antonio

Page 2



EPA-HQ-DAR-2008-0703-DRAFT-0309[1 I

Response #1:

I have reviewed the comments in Tanya’s email and feel that the NSCR capital
cost are overestimated. We would expect the total capital cost to be in the
range of $5,000.00 to about $15,000.00. These numbers assume converter costs
and installation. It does not take into consideration silencing. Properly
sized catalyst should not require any maintenance for at least 3 years. The
only cost that should be needed during that time would be the annual
certification. We would estimate this to be about $2,000.00 per engine per
year. Catalyst cleaning would be the only other cost involved; we would
estimate that to be about
$500.00 per catalyst element.

For 4SLB engines, we would expect the total cost to be in the range of
$3,000.00 to $12,000.00 without considering any silencing. As for annual
operating costs, they also seem to be high. As above, properly sized catalyst
should not require any maintenance for at least 3 years.
The only cost that should be needed during that time frame would be the annual
certification. We would estimate this to be about $2,000.00 per engine per
year. Catalyst cleaning would be the only other cost involved; we would
estimate that to be about $500.00 per catalyst
element.

2SLB engine are a little more difficult to estimate. Major contributing
factors are the percent reduction needed, exhaust temperatures, and the
maximum allowable back pressure on the engine. Typically, the requirement
calls for CO reduction. At times, we have seen that to meet the back pressure
requirement it requires additional catalyst to be installed. Also, these
engines typically have a rated horsepower greater than 500. With all that
said, our estimate for engines of 500 hp or less: the capital cost would be
about $20,000.00 to $45,000.00 per engine and once again no silencing. The
annual operating cost should be the same as the only yearly cost will be for
the annual certification (about $2,000.00 per engine). Catalyst cleaning,
when needed, will be about the same at $500.00 per catalyst element, For
example, if there are eight elements in the converter, we would assume
$4,000.00 per engine.

Response #2:

To assess the validity of the cost estimates in the report, I provide a few
pricing examples below.

The prices for the catalysts are directly based on our current price list. We
are not suppliers of A/F controllers and do not conduct installation, but I
have provided estimates for those items as well.
All prices take into account the mark-ups for our dealers and re-sellers.

Based on these examples, I would say the capital cost component given in the
report (Section 3.1 in the cost memo) is quite realistic, and perhaps even
overly conservative.

500 hp, rich burn:
Catalytic converter - $5,500
A/F Controller -$4,000
Installation - ‘-$1,500

Page 3



EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-0309[1]

1,000 hp, rich burn:
Catalytic converter - $11,000
A/F Controller - $4,000
Installation - —$2,000

1,000 hp, lean burn:
Catalytic converter - $8,500
A/F Controller - N/A
Installation - —$1,000

We are only manufacturers and don’t get involved in the service side of the
business. However, the operating costs presented in the report look realistic
in my view.

Original Message
From: Tanya Parise [maiIto:parise.tanya~ecrweb.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 2:27 PM
To: Joe Kubsh
Subject: Re: FW: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Josh,

I appreciate it. Please note my new email address (I’ve left the company I
was previously with when I emailed you originally, but I am still working with
EPA on this project): parise.tanya©ecrweb.com.
Please use this address when you send MECA’s response.

Thanks so much.
Tanya
>

>

>

> —---Original Message
> From: Joe Kubsh [maiIto:jkubsh~meca.org]
> Sent: Tue 9/1/2009 10:45 AM
> To: Tanya Parise
> Subject: RE: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of
> Aftertreatment
>

> Tanya, MECA is reaching out to our members to get some input to your
> cost questions. We will be back to you soon with our input.
>

> Joe Kubsh
MECA

>

>

>

> From: Tanya Parise [mailto:tparise~alpha-gamma.com]
> Sent: Fri 8/28/2009 10:35 AM
> To: Joe Kubsh
> Subject: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment
>

>
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EPA-HQ-CAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-0309[1]
>

Joseph,
>

> I am a contractor working with Ms. Melanie King of the US EPA on the
> existing RICE NESHAP. We are hoping MECA can assist EPA in providing
> additional cost information on adding aftertreatment to existing
> stationary engines and verifying some available aftertreatment costs.
>

> In MECA’s comments on the proposal, MECA cited some information on the

> cost of retrofitting DCC and DPF to existing stationary diesel engines

> from the CA ARB. In terms of retrofitting gas engines with oxidation
> catalyst for lean burn engines and NSCR for rich burn engines, does
> MECA have any information on the total costs of these controls that
> you could share with EPA?
>

> Comments received on the proposal suggested that EPA’s costs were
> underestimated and some commenters indicated that total capital costs
> were on the order of $8,000-$25,000 for adding NSCR to engines below
> 500 HP with annual operating costs of $3,000-si 1,000. For 4SLB
> engines, industry indicated that capital costs would be in ballpark of

> $iO,000-$25,000 with annual costs of $5,000-$7,000 with an oxidation
> catalyst. For 2SLB engines, industry indicated that costs would be
> higher at $64,000 in capital costs and $20,000 in annual costs to add
> oxidation catalyst. Does MECA feel that these estimates are
> reasonable and representative of the actual costs to retrofit engines?

> Any information you can send us to either support or refute these
numbers would be greatly appreciated.
>

> I appreciate any guidance and information MECA can provide on this
> matter and look forward to your response.
>

> Thanks,
> Tanya
>

> Tanya Parise
> Senior Chemical Engineer
> Alpha-Gamma Technologies, Inc.
> 3301 Benson Drive, Suite 535
> Raleigh, NC 27609
> Phone: (919) 954-0033 ext: 109
> Fax: (919) 954-0379
> Email : tparise~alpha-gamma.com
> URL: http:/Jwww.alpha-gamma.com
>

>

>

>

>

Pages





~v ~ Inëorporated Providing Environmental Technical Support Since 1989

MEMORANDUM

DATE: January 29, 2010

SUBJECT: Control Costs for Existing Stationary CI RICE

FROM: Bradley Nelson, EC/R, Inc.

TO: Melanie King, EPA OAQPS/SPPD/ESG

1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this memorandum is to present information on the costs of control
technology options for reducing hazardous air pollutants (HAP) emissions from stationary
compression ignition (CI) reciprocating internal combustion engines (RICE). These estimates
will be used for the above-the-floor maximum achievable control technology (MACT) analysis
and generally available control technology (GACT) regulatory alternatives for RICE at major
and area sources. This memorandum presents the cost of retrofitting control technology on
existing engines.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

EPA has determined that diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC), catalyzed diesel particulate
filters (CDPF), closed crankcase ventilation (CCV) and open crankcase ventilation (OCV) are
applicable controls for HAP reduction from stationary CI RICE. To determine the capital and
annual costs for these control technologies, equipment cost information was obtained from a cost
study’ performed by the California (CA) Air Resources Board (ARB) and cost data obtained
from vendors. The annualized cost and capital cost equations were used to estimate the national
impacts of controlling emissions from existing stationary CI engines.

Risk Reduction Plan to Reduce Particulate Matter Emissions from Diesel-Fueled Engines and Vehicles, California
Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, Stationary Source Division, Mobile Source Control
Division, October 2000. http://www.arb.ca.~ov/diesel/documents/rrpapy.htrn

501 Eastowne Drive, Suite 250 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
Telephone: (919)484-0222 Fax: (919) 484-0122



3.0 METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING COST EQUATIONS

The following section describes the methodology used to derive the capital and annual
costs for each of these control technologies. The capital and annual costs were determined using
the costing methodology in the EPA Control Cost Manual.2 A summary of the methodologies,
equations, and assumptions used to estimate the capital and annual cost are described in the
following sections.

3.1 Total Capital Costs

The total capital cost includes the direct and indirect costs of purchasing and installing
the control equipment. The direct cost includes the cost of purchasing the equipment and
instrumentation, cost of shipping, and the cost of installing the control equipment. The indirect
cost includes the costs for engineering, contractor fees, testing costs, and also includes costs for
contingencies, such as additional modifications, or delays in startup. The total capital cost
equation can be summarized as follows;

Total Capital Cost (TCC) = Direct Costs (DC) + Indirect Costs (IC)

The direct costs include the costs of purchasing and installing the control equipment and can be
summarized using the following equation;

DC = Purchased Equipment Cost (PEC) + Direct Installation Costs (DIC).

A summary of the cost assumptions for PEC includes the following:

- Control Device and Auxiliary Equipment (EC);
- Instrumentation (10% of EC);
- Sales Tax (3% of EC);
- Freight (5% of EC);

and can be summarized as:

PEC= 118%EC.

A summary of the cost assumptions for DIC includes the following:

- Foundations and Supports (8% of PEC);
- Handling and Erection (14% of PEC);
- Electrical (4% of PEC);
- Piping (2% of PEC);

Insulation for Ductwork (1% of PEC);

2 EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual, Sixth Edition, January 2002, EPAI452IB-02-00 1.
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- Painting (1% of PEC);

and can be summarized as:

DIC = 30% PEC = 0.3 PEC.

Therefore, the direct costs can be simplified using the following equation:

DC = PEC + 0.3 PEC = 1.3 PEC.

The indirect costs include the costs of engineering and contractor fees and contingencies and can
be summarized using the following equation:

IC = Indirect Installation Costs (ICC) + Contingencies (C).

A summary of the cost assumptions for ICC includes the following:

- Engineering (10% of PEC);
- Construction and Field Expenses (5% of PEC);
- Contractor Fees (10% of PEC);
- Startup (2% of PEC);
- Performance Test (1% of PEC);

and can be summarized as:

IIC = 28% PEC = 0.28 PEC.

A summary of the cost assumptions for C includes the following:

- Equipment Redesign and Modifications;
- Cost Escalations;
- Delays in Startup;

and is assumed to be:

C =3% PEC = 0.03 PEC.

Therefore, the IC can be summarized using the following equation:

IC = 0.28 PEC + 0.03 PEC = 0.31 PEC,

and the simplified TCC equation can be expressed as:

3



TCC= 1.3 PEC + 0.31 PEC= 1.61 PEC= 1.61 (1.18 EC)= 1.9 EC

3.2 Total Annual Costs

The total annual cost includes the direct and indirect annual costs of operating and
maintaining the control equipment. The direct annual cost includes the cost of the utilities,
operating labor, and control device cleaning and maintenance. The indirect annual cost includes
the overhead costs such as spare parts for the control equipment, administrative charges, and the
capital recovery of the control technology. The total annual cost equation can be summarized as
follows:

Total Annual Cost (TAC) = Direct Annual Costs (DAC) + Indirect Annual Costs (JAC).

A summary of the cost assumptions for DAC includes the following:

— Utilities;
- Operating Labor;
- Maintenance;
- Annual Compliance Test;
- Catalyst Cleaning;

Catalyst Replacement;
- Catalyst Disposal.

A summary of the cost assumptions for DAC includes the following:

- Overhead (60% of operating labor and maintenance costs);
- Fuel Penalty;
- Property Tax (1% of TCC);
- Insurance (1% of TCC);
- Administrative Charges (2% of TCC);
- Capital Recovery = {I(1+I)f/((1+I)n_1)*TCC} where I is the interest rate, and n is the
equipment life.

The DAC and fuel penalty costs will be estimated using information obtained for each of the
control technologies. The other annual costs will be calculated using the assumed percentages.

4



4.0 CONTROL COST EQUATIONS

4.1 Diesel Oxidation Catalysts

The cost of retrofitting a DOC to an existing CI engine was estimated using cost data
obtained from a diesel engine control technology study performed by the California ARB.3 The
study provided equipment cost ranges for 40, 100, 275, 400, and 1,400 horsepower (HP) diesel
engines. The average cost in the cost range for each of the engine sizes was used to develop the
capital and annual cost for each of the engines. The capital cost was calculated using the EPA
Control Cost methodology and includes the direct, indirect, and contingency costs of installation
of the DOC. The total annual cost was also calculated using the EPA Control Cost methodology
and includes the direct and indirect annual costs of operating and maintaining the DOC.
Maintenance costs were estimated using the average of the cost range provided in the California
ARE study. The study estimated the maintenance costs to range from $64 to $712 per year; $50
to $100 for thermal cleaning and 1 hour labor ($78) once every other year to 4 times a year. For
estimating the annual maintenance cost, the thermal cleaning was estimated to cost $153 ($75 for
cleaning + $78 for 1 hour labor) and the thermal cleaning would occur twice a year for a total
maintenance cost of $306 per year. An equipment life of 10 years and an interest rate of 7
percent were used to estimate the indirect annual costs. The 10 year equipment life is consistent
with the average life of control equipment. The fuel penalty associated with operating a DOC
was assumed to be negligible. The capital and annual costs were adjusted to 2008 dollars using
the Marshall & Swift Equipment Cost Index.

The calculated annual cost was plotted against the engine HP and the resulting graph
showed a straight line relationship between the annual cost and engine HP. Therefore a linear
regression was performed using the calculated annual cost and the engine HP to develop an
equation that estimates annual costs when an engine HP is input into the equation. A summary
of the calculated annual costs, graph, and linear regression analysis is presented in Appendix A
of this memorandum. The annualized cost equation for retrofitting a DOC on a CI engine was
estimated to be:

DOC Annual Cost = $4.99*HP + $480
where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.9938, which shows the data fit the equation
very closely. Therefore, this equation was used to estimate annualized cost for DOC for RICE at
major and area sources.

Appendix IX, Risk Reduction Plan to Reduce Particulate Matter Emissions from Diesel-Fueled Engines and
Vehicles, California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, Stationary Source Division, Mobile
Source Control Division, October 2000. http://www.arb.ca.2ov/diesel/documents/rrpapp9.PDF
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For capital cost, a graph of the calculated capital cost and the engine HP showed a
straight line relationship between the two variables. Therefore a linear regression was performed
using the calculated capital cost and the engine HP to develop an equation that estimates capital
costs when an engine HP is input into the equation. A summary of the calculated capital costs,
graph, and linear regression analysis is presented in Appendix A of this memorandum. The
capital cost equation for retrofitting a DOC on a CI engine was estimated to be:

DOC Capital Cost = $27.4*HP - $939
where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.9938, which shows the data fit the equation
very closely. Therefore, this equation was used to estimate capital cost for DOC for RICE at
major and area sources.

4.2 Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filters

The CDPF is a control technology that reduces the emissions of HAP from CI engines.
However, it is primarily installed on engines for the reduction of PM from the CI engine exhaust.
The catalyst element in the CDPF is also effective in reducing the emissions of CO and volatile
organic compounds (VOC). The filter system of the CDPF can be either active or passive. The
passive CDPF uses heat from the engine to regenerate the filter media, whereas the active filter
uses an electric heater or fuel burners to regenerate the filter media. The catalyzed coating in
each of the two systems reduces emissions of CO, VOC, and HAP emissions.

The cost of retrofitting an active or passive CDPF to an existing CI engine was estimated
using cost data obtained from a diesel engine control technology study performed by the
California ARB.4 The cost study did not distinguish equipment costs between the active and
passive CDPF, therefore the equipment costs were assumed to be the same for both technologies.
The study provided equipment cost ranges for 40, 100, 275, 400, and 1,400 HP diesel engines.
The average cost in the cost range for each of these engine HPs and the EPA Control Cost
methodology were used to develop the capital and annual cost for each of the engines. An
equipment life of 10 years and an interest rate of 7 percent were used to estimate the indirect
annual costs. The 10 year equipment life is consistent with the average life of control equipment.
The fuel penalty associated with operating a CDPF was assumed to be negligible. The capital
and annual costs were adjusted to 2008 dollars using the Marshall & Swift Equipment Cost
Index.

The calculated annual cost for the CDPF was plotted against the engine HP and the
resulting graph showed a straight line relationship between the annual cost and engine HP.

“Appendix IX, Risk Reduction Plan to Reduce Particulate Matter Emissions from Diesel-Fueled Engines and
Vehicles, California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, Stationary Source Division, Mobile
Source Control Division, October 2000. http://www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/documents/rrpapp9.PDF
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Therefore a linear regression was performed using the calculated annual cost and the engine HP
to develop an equation that estimates annual costs when an engine HP is input into the equation.
A summary of the calculated annual costs, graph, and linear regression analysis is presented in
Appendix A of this memorandum. The annualized cost equation for retrofitting a CDPF on a CT
engine was estimated to be:

CDPF Annual Cost $1 1.6*HP + 1414

where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.9897, which shows the data fit the equation
very closely. Therefore, this equation was used to estimate annualized cost for retrofitting CDPF
for CT at major and area sources.

For capital cost, a graph of the calculated capital cost and the engine HP showed a
straight line relationship between the two variables. Therefore a linear regression was performed
using the calculated capital cost and the engine HP to develop an equation that estimates capital
costs when an engine HP is input into the equation. A summary of the calculated capital costs,
graph, and linear regression analysis is presented in Appendix A of this memorandum. The
capital cost equation for retrofitting a CDPF on a CI engine was estimated to be:

CDPF Capital Cost = $63.4tHP + $5699
where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.9897, which shows the data fit the equation
very closely. Therefore, this equation was used to estimate capital cost for CDPF for RICE at
major and area sources.

4.3 Open and Closed Crankcase Ventilation

In diesel engines, the cranlccase exhaust is either exhausted to the atmosphere (open
cranlccase) or routed to the air intake to be used as combustion air (closed crankcase). Crankcase
ventilation systems use filtration or centrifugal force to remove oil mist and particulates from the
crankcase exhaust stream in both open and closed crankcase diesel engines. The OCV system is
installed on diesel engines with open crankcases, whereas the CCV system is installed on diesel
engines with closed crankcases. The filtration or separator units used for both OCV and CCV
are the same and have essentially the same cost. Therefore for this analysis, it is assumed that
the capital and annual cost of OCV and CCV are the same.
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The cost of retrofitting an OCV on an existing CI engine was estimated based on
information obtained from a distributor of the OCV technology (see Appendix B). The
distributor sells and installs three different models of the OCV system and provided information
on the installation costs and maintenance required. These models were applied to engine sizes of
100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 750, 1,000, 1,250, and 1,500 HP to estimate capital and annual costs
using the EPA Control Cost methodology. An equipment life of 10 years and an interest rate of
7 percent were used to estimate the indirect annual costs. The 10 year equipment life is
consistent with the average life of control equipment. The calculated annual cost and engine size
were graphed and a straight line relationship was observed. A linear regression analysis was
done on the data set and the linear equation for annualized cost was;

OCV Annual Cost = $0.065*HP + $254

where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.8154, which is due to the same annual cost
being calculated for several different sized CI engines. This is due to the fact that the same
model OCV can be retrofit on several different engine sizes, because the OCV are based on the
flow rate of the cranlccase exhaust. However, it is believed that the equation represents a
representative average annual cost of retrofitting an OCV on a CI engine.

For capital cost, a graph of the calculated capital cost and the engine HP showed a
straight line relationship between the two variables. Therefore a linear regression was performed
using the calculated capital cost and the engine HP to develop an equation that estimates capital
costs when an engine HP is input into the equation. A summary of the calculated capital costs,
graph, and linear regression analysis is presented in Appendix A of this memorandum. The
capital cost equation for retrofitting a OCV on a CI engine was estimated to be:

OCV Capital Cost = $0.26*HP + $997
where;

HP = engine size in HP.

The linear equation has a correlation coefficient of 0.7920, where again the capital cost was
calculated to be the same for several different sized CI engines. However, it is believed that the
cost equation provides a representative estimate of the average capital cost of retrofitting an
OCV on a CI engine.
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5.0 SUMMARY

The following table presents a summary of the costs for control devices to reduce HAP
emissions from stationary CI engines.

Table 1. Summary of Annual and Capital Costs Equations for CI HAP Controls

HAP Control Device Annual Cost ($) Capital Cost ($)
DOC $4.99*l~1P + $480 $27.4*HP - $939

CDPF $11 .6tHP + $1414 $63.4*HP + $5699

OCV $O.065*HP + $254 $0.26*HP + $997
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Appendix A

Control Cost Summary and Linear Regression Statistics
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Diesel Oxidation Catalyal Coal i
Data obtalaled from CARD Appendix IX Diesel PM Control Technologies — I — — I — — —
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Catalyzed Diesel Particulate FtltarCoat - - - - - - —- - —
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Crankcase Filtration Cost Equations
Data obtained from Telephone Comniuottca tlons with Mid-Atlantic Engine Supply Corporation
Capital and Anntiar Cost Equattont are from EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Monual, Sixth Edition (EPN4$2J8-02-O01)
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CONTACT REPORT

Date/Time Project Name Project Number

November 20, 2009 RICE NESHAP MME-304
10:00pm

. . Contact Phone NumberEC/R_Originator

Bradley Nelson Chuck Cook — Mid-Atlantic Engine Supply (800) 257-8133

General Subject

The purpose of the telephone call was to discuss the feasibility of retrofitting existing
stationary diesel engines with an open or closed crankcase ventilation system, and obtain
equipment and installation costs for the retrofit. I spoke with General Manager of the
company who stated that their company had installed numerous open and closed crankcase
ventilation systems on both stationary and nonroad engines. He stated that the OCV and
CCV systems are the same products with the only difference being the installation kit
needed to retrofit the unit. The OCV system is installed in the open crankcase ventilation
port, whereas the CCV is installed somewhere along the crankcase exhaust line before it
reaches the intake manifold. He noted that engines that are enclosed in a housing or other
shelter emit an oil mist from the crankcase that accumulates on the radiator and reduces
the radiators effectiveness in cooling the engine. He noted that the Racor systems they sell
reduce oil mist emissions by 95% using a filtration system. The equipment costs for the
systems are;

CCV4SOO Series — Maximum Flow 10 CFM (< 160 HP diesel engines) $500

CCV6000 Series — Maximum Flow 20 CFM (160-800 HP diesel engines) $600

CCV8000 Series — Maximum Flow 40 CFM (>800 HP diesel engines) $700

The filter needs to be replaced every 750 hours and the replacement cost is $45 for the
4500, $50 for the 6000, and $60 for the 8000. The contact also stated it takes roughly 1-2
hours for installation, therefore at $80 per hour, installation would cost roughly $160.

http://www.maesco.com/products/racor/r ccv intro/r ccv intro.html
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EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-DRAFT-0307[1]
From: Suchecki, Joe [JSuchecki~ngeIaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday1 January 12, 2Q10 9:36 AM
To: Tanya Parise
Subject: RE: Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Tanya,

Sorry it has taken a little while to get back to you.

After reviewing the background documents on the costs of aftertreatment, we would
agree with the comment that the costs that were used are on the low side. In particular,
the costs for addition of a DPF are very low - one would not expect the costs of adding
a DPF to be less than adding a DOC.

Here are a couple of comments that I received from EMA members.

The costs for installation/construction appear to be low. The background document
assumes a construction/field cost of 5%. We believe it is more in the range of 10-15%.
Also, the installation costs of a DCC or DPF on an existing engine should be higher
than the cost of including those technologies on a new engine. You have to retrofit
and incorporate the control technology onto an engine that was not designed with that
in mind, so costs are likely to be higher than to purchase an engine where the
aftertreatment is designed into the engine configuration.

Regarding DPF costs, using the regression equation for retrofitting a 3000 hp
engine comes to around $23,700. One member provided information to indicate that a
DPF installed on a 3000 hp engine would be around $90,000 -$100,000 (complete
cost to the customer).
Again, one would not expect a DPF to cost less than a CC, so we would agree that the
numbers are low and something is way off on those capital cost estimates.

Joe

Joe Suchecki
Director, Public Affairs
Engine Manufacturers Association
Two North LaSalle Street, Suite 1700
Chicago, IL 60602
Tel: 312-827-8734
Fax: 312-827-8737
jsuchecki~emamail.org
www.enginemanufacturers.org

Confidentiality Notice: This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have
received it in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete it and any attachments without
copying or further transmitting the same.

All attachments are MS Office XP and are MIME encoded. If you have any software compatibility issues, please
contact EMA at (312) 827-8700 immediately.
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EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-O708-DRP~FT-03O7[1]

From: Tanya Parise [maiIto:parise.tanya~ecrweb,com]
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2010 1:30 PM
To: Suchecki, Joe; WINKLEMAN_BRADY_L@cat.com
Subject: Existing RICE NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment
Joe and Brady,

I’m hoping one or both of you can help us answer this question. We got some comments on the
proposed existing RICE NESHAP indicating that catalysts and associated equipment would be more
expensive for larger diesel engines than what EPA estimated for proposal. Would you agree or
disagree? Does EMA or Caterpillar have any information on the costs of applying DOC and DPF to
larger stationary diesel engines, say 3,000 HP and above?

Thanks again for your help on this rulemaking,
Tanya

Tanya Parise
ECIR Incorporated
501 Eastowne Drive, Suite 250
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 484-0417
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From: ‘Antonio Santos [asantos@meca.org)
Sent:.Friday, October 02, 2009 5:06 PM
To: .parise. tanya@ecrweb.com
Subject: ‘RE: Ftc: EPA Proposed Existing TUGS NESHAP - Cost of Aftertreatment

Hi, Tanya. Per your request, NECA staff surveyed its member companies to
assess the the validity of the emission control costs for stationary IC
engines shown in your e-mail. (Note: I also provided the member companies
with a copy of your February 25, 2009 cost memo that was posted in the EPA
docket.) We received two responses from our nember companies. I’ve
summarized the responses below.

Hope this helps. Please feel free to ccntact me (asantos9neca.org) if you
have any questions.

If I receive any additional input from cur members, I will forward the
responses along to you.

Antonio

Response #1:

I have reviewed the comments in Tanya’s email and feel that the NSCR capital
cost are overestimated. We would expect the total capital cost to be in the
range of $5,000.00 to ebout $15,000.00. These nunbers assume converter costs
and installation. It does not take into consideration silencing. Properly
sized catalyst should not require any maintenance for at least 3 years. The
only cost that should be needed during that time would be the annual
certification. We would estimate this to be about $2,000.00 per engine per
year. Catalyst cleaning would be the only other cost involved; we would
estimate that to be about
$500.00 per catalyst element.

For 4SLB engines, we would expect the total cost to be in the range of
$3,000.00 to $12,000.00 without considering any silencing. As for annual
operating costs, they also seen to be high. As above, properly sized catalyst
should not require any naintenance for at leest 3 years.
The only cost that should be needed during that tine frame would be the annual
certification. We would estinate this to be about $2,000.00 per engine per
year. Catalyst cleaning would be the only other cost involved; we would
estimate that to be about $500.00 per catalyst
element.

2St5 engine are a little more difficult to estimate. Major contributing
factors are the percent reduction needed, exhaust tenperatures, and the
maximum allowable back pressure on the engine. Typically, the requirement
calls for CO reduction. At times, we have seen that to neet the back pressure
requirenent it requires additional catalyst to be installed. Also, these
engines typically have a rated horsepower greater than 500. With all that
said, our estimate for engines of 500 hp or less: the capital cost would be
about $20,000.00 to $45,000.00 per engine and once again no silencing. The
annual operating cost should be the sane as the only yearly cost will be for
the annual certification (about $2,000.00 per engine). Catalyst cleaning,
when needed, will be about the same at $500.00 per catalyst element. For
example, if there are eight elenents in the converter, we would assume
$4,000.00 per engine.

Response #2:

To assess the validity of the cost estimates in the report, I provide a few
pricing examples below.

The prices for the catalysts are directly based on our current price list. We
are not suppliers of A/F controllers and do not conduct installation, but I
have provided estimates for those items as well.
All prices take into account the mark—ups for our dealers and re—sellers.

Based on these examples, I would say the capital cost conponent given in the
report (Section 3.1 in the cost memo) is quite realistic, and perhaps even
overly conservative.

500 hp, rich burn:
Catalytic converter - $5,500
A/F Controller - $4,000
Installation — —$1,500

1,000 hp, rich burn:
Catalytic converter — $11,000
A/F Controller — $4,000
Installation — —$2,000



1,000 hp, lean burn:
Catalytic converter — $8,500
A/F Controller — N/A
Installation — —$1,000

We are only manufacturers and don’t get involved in the service side of the
business. However, the operating costs presented in the report look realistic
in ny view.

Original Messag
From: Tanya Parise [mailto:parise.tanya@ecrweb.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 2:27 PM
To: Joe Kubsh
Subject: Re: Fcc: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP — Cost of Aftertreatnent

Josh,

I appreciate it. Please note my new email address (I’ve left the company I
was previously with when I emailed you originally, but I am still working with
EPA on this project): parise.tanya8ecrweb.com.
Please use this address when you send NECA’s response.

Thanks so much.
Tanya
>
>
>
> Original Messag
> Fron: Joe Kubsh Emailto:jkubsh@neca.org)
> Sent: Tue 9/1/2009 10:45 AM
> To: Tanya Parise
> Subject: RE: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESHAP — Cost of
> Aftertreatment
>
> Tanya, MECA is reaching out to our members to get some input to your
> cost questions. We will be back to you soon with our input.
>
> Joe Kubsh
> MECA
>
> _____________________________________

>
> From: Tanya Parise [mailto:tparise@alpha—ganna.comj
> Sent: Fri 8/28/2009 10:35 AM
> To: Joe Kubsh
> Subject: EPA Proposed Existing RICE NESEAP — Cost of Aftertreatnent
>
>
>
> Joseph,
>
> I an a contractor working with Ms. Melanie King of the US EPA on the
> existing RICE NESHAP. We are hoping MECA can assist EPA in providing
> additional cost information on adding aftertreatinent to existing
> stationary engines and verifying some available aftertreatment costs.
>
> In MECA ‘s comments on the proposal, MECA cited some information on the

> cost of retrofitting DCC and DPF to existing stationary diesel engines

> from the CA ASS. In terms of retrofitting gas engines with oxidation
> catalyst for lean burn engines and NSCR for rich burn engines, does
> MECA have any information on the total costs of these controls that
> you could share with EPA?
>
> Comments received on the proposal suggested that EPA’s costs were
> underestimated and some comnenters indicated that total capital costs
> were on the order of $8,000-$25,000 for adding NSCR to engines below
> 500 EP with annual operating costs of $3,000—$ll,000. For 4512
> engines, industry indicated that capital costs would be in ballpark of

> $lO,000—$25,000 with annual costs of $5,000-$7,000 with an oxidation
> catalyst. For 2512 engines, industry indicated that costs would be
> higher at $64,000 in capital costs and $20,000 in annual costs to add
> oxidation catalyst. Does NECA feel that these estimates are
> reasonable and representative of the actual costs to retrofit engines?

> Any information you can send us to either support or refute these
numbers would be greatly appreciated.



>
> I appreciate any guidance and information MECA can provide on this
> matter and look forward to your response.
>
> Thanks,
> Tanya
>
> Tanya Parise
> Senior Chemical Engineer
> Alpha-Gamma Technologies, Inc.
> 3301 Benson Drive, Suite 535
> Raleigh, NC 27609
> Phone (919) 954—0033 ext: 109
> Fax (919) 954—0379
> Email tpariseSalpha-gamma.com
> URL http://www.alpha-gamma.com
>
>
>
>
>





Appendix I

Cost Analysis - Basis for Calculations



I. Capital Cost Estimates of Diesel Emission Controls and Purchase of New
Engines

The estimated capital costs ($/hp) for installation of a DPF was derived from actual
costs for DPF installations in California. Table I-i lists 16 of the 49 known installations
of DPFs on emergency generators in California. These 16 were chosen because cost
information was available. Most of this information was used to develop equations
relating the size ofthe generator to the cost of the DPF. However, four of these 16
installations (indicated in italics in Table I-i below) were not used in the development of
the equations due to questionable cost data, or because the cost included additional
equipment not related to the DPF. Table 1-2 lists the 12 emergency diesel engines with
a DPF actually used to relate engine size to DPF costs. Figures 1-1 graphically
represents this relationship and the resulting trend line and equation in terms of total
DPF costs and installation costs. These equations are used to calculate the values
presented in Chapter IX, Tables IX-4, IX-5, IX-9, IX-il, IX-13, IX-14, and lX-16.

Table I-I: List of Emergency Generators with Installed Diesel Particulate Filters
and Available Cost Information

Engine DPF Engine
Obs Facility Type Make Model] HP Age Capital Install Price

1 Public Works Caterpillar 3516B 2848 2001 $ 76,000 $317,002
2 Medical Center Caterpillar 2680 2001 $121,750 $ 35,000 $616,250
3 Candy Caterpillar 3516 B 2680 2001 $ 74,500 $ 47,000 $288,000

Company
4 Communication Caterpillai 3516 2479 1993 $100,000
5 Communication Caterpillat 3516 2479 1993 $100,000
6 Communication Caterpillat 3516 2479 1993 $100,000
7 Data Cummins KTTA 2220 1997 $ 24,000

50-G2
8 Communication Cummins KTA5O- 2200 2001 $ 10,000

G9
9 Brewery Caterpillar 3412 1100 1999 $ 20,000

DISTA
10 Data Caterpillar 1072 2001 $ 90,000
11 Communication Caterpillar 3412C 896 2000 $ 20,000 $ 10,000 $ 90,000
12 Data Caterpillar 536 2001 $ 35,000
13 Medical Center Caterpillar 3406 519 2002 $ 26,000
14 Communication Caterpillar 3406 449 2000 $ 20,000 $ 3,600 $ 50,000
15 Hotel Caterpillar 175 Soon $ 8,500
16 Hotel Caterpillar 175 Soon $ 8,500
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Table 1-2: List of Emergency Generators with Installed Diesel Particulate Filters
and Useful Cost Information

Engine DPF
Ols Facility Type Make J Model HP Age j Capitol Install j Total

1 Public Works Caterpillar 351GB 2848 2001 $ 76,000 $ 76,000
2 Medical Center Caterpillar 2680 2001 $121,750 $ 35,000 $156,750
3 Candy Caterpillar 35168 2680 2001 $ 74,500 $ 47,000 $121,500

Company
7 Data Cummins KTTA 2220 1997 $ 24,000 $ 24,000

50-G2
9 Brewery Caterpillar 3412 1100 1999 $ 20,000 $ 20,000

DISTA
10 Data Caterpillar 1072 2001 $ 90000 $ 90,000
11 Communication Caterpillar 3412C 896 2000 $ 20,000 $ 10,000 $ 30,000
12 Data Caterpillar 536 2001 $ 35,000 $ 35,000
13 Medical Center Caterpillar 3406 519 2002 $ 26,000 $ 26.000
14 Communication Caterpillar 3406 449 2000 $ 20,000 $ 3,600 $ 23,600
15 Hotel Caterpillar 175 Soon $ 8,500 $ 8,500
16 Hotel Caterpillar 175 Soon $ 8,500 $ 8,500

Figure I-I: Existing California DPF Total Costs

$200,000
y = 3U.445x
R2= 0.5598u. $150,000

0.
C

‘S $100,000
~0
0o

4
I I I I
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Engine Horsepower

Based on this regression, we estimate the costs for DPFs to be approximately $38
dollars per horsepower.
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The estimated capital costs ($Ihp) for a the purchase of new diesel engine was derived
from actual costs for diesel generators installed in California and calling dealerships.
Table 1-3 lists costs of diesel generators of various sizes in California. This information
was used to develop an equation relating the size of the generator to the cost. Figure I-
2 graphically represents this relationship and the resulting trend line and equation in
terms of total generator costs versus power output. These equations are used to
calculate the values presented in Chapter IX.

Table 1-3: List of New Diesel Generators Costs

Manufacturer kW I HP I Price
Cummins 100 147 $ 16,000
Cummins 150 221 $ 20,000
Cummins 200 295 $ 28,000
Cummins 250 368 $ 33,000
Caterpillar 335 493 $ 50,000
Cummins 500 736 $ 62,000
Caterpillar 600 884 $ 90,000
Cummins 750 1104 $ 93,000
Cummins 1000 1473 $ 115,000
Cummins 1500 2209 $ 183,000
Cummins 2000 2945 $ 248,000
Caterpillar 2000 2945 $ 288,000
Caterpillar [ 20001 29451 $ 311,3801
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Figure 1-2: New Generator Costs in California

Based on this regression, we estimate the costs for new diesel generators to be
approximately $92.65 dollars per horsepower.

Il. Summary of In-use Diesel Fueled Stationary Engine Population and Costs

Table 1-4 summarizes the stationary in-use diesel engine statistics and associated
costs. Data for both private and public engine ownership is provided. The public
engines are further subcategorized by local, State, and federal owned. The numbers in
this table with parenthesis around them are negative values representing cost savings.
All the values are combined emergency standby (EIS) and prime engines unless
otherwise indicated.
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Table 1-4: Population and Cost for In-Use Diesel-Fueled Engines

Summary of Total In-Use Engines
Category I All I Private I Public I Local I State IFederal

State Wide $45990000 $ 35,950,000 $ 10,740,000 $ 6,350,000 $ 750,000 $ 3,640,000
Installation Cost ($)
Annual Maintenance

$ (52,000) $ 691,00C $ (32,000) $ 4,000 $ (100,000) $ 41,00(& Fuel Cost ($)
Annualized Cost ($) $ 7,757,00C $ 6,672,000 $ 1,511,000 $ 1,025,000 $ 13,000 $ 632,00(
Annualized E/S Cost

$ (679,000) $ 33,000 $ (99,000) $ (36,000) $ (97,000) $ 14,00(($)
Annualized Prime $ 8,437,000 $ 6,640000 $ 1,610,000 $ 1,062,000 $ 109,000 $ 619,00(Cost ($)
#of Engines 1,559 1,211 348 212 26 10~
retrofitted
# of E/S Engines 232 167 65 45 9 12
retro
# of Prime Engines 1,327 1,044 283 167 17 9Eretro
Population of 20,987 10,796 10,191 5,600 899 3,692
Engines
Pop. of EIS Engines 19,660 9,752 9,908 5,432 882 3,594
Pop. of Prime 1,327 1,044 283 167 17 98
Engines
Local Ann. Cost

$ 378,500 $ 226,300 $ 152,100 $ 84,600 $ 12,800 $ 54,70CInspect

Ill. Statewide Annual and Total Costs for Businesses

Table I-S presents the estimated statewide costs to business having prime and
emergency standby engines. The categories are in-use emergency standby and prime,
new emergency standby and prime, and new agriculture.

Table 1-5: Statewide Annual Costs
Equipment Total Capital Annualized Annual Total Annualized
Category Cost ($) Capital Cost Recurring Cost($)

. ($) Costs ($)
In-use Prime $ 33,652,844 $ 5,965,565 $ 674,066 $ 6,639,630.0C

E/S $ 2,296,060 $ 162,911 $ -130,132 $ 32,7Th
New Prime $ 529,765 $ 75,427 $ 417 $ 75,844

EIS $ 7,431 $ 7431
Agriculture $ 2,120 $ 2,12C

Total $ 36,478,669 $ 6,203,902 $ 553,902 $ 6,757,80E

IV. Stationary Prime Diesel Engines Assumptions

Table 1-6 lists the statewide in-use prime engine information used as the basis for
calculating the costs and PM emissions. For in-use prime engines, 80% of the engine
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population is assumed to be retrofitted with an 85% emission reduction device, while the
remaining 20% are assumed to retrofit their engines to meet a 30% emission reduction
and then purchase a new engine meeting Tier IV requirements in 2011. For example,
for 50-175 horsepower, low use engines shown in Table 1-6 below, 169 of 211 engines
are expected to be retrofitted to achieve an 85% reduction, and 42 are expected to be
retrofitted to achieve a 30% reduction, with and engine replacement in 2011.

Table 1-6: Statewide In-use Prime Engine Size, Use, and PM
Emissions Rate Characteristics

State Inventory 1327 I 2002 inventory DEPICT
Prime Engines

HP 0-500 hrs # Avg. Load Avg. Current New PM Reduction
Range =Low Use Engines Size Annual PM (g/bhp- Required

or 500+ (hp) Hours (g/bhp- hr)
=Hiqh use hr)

50-175 Low Use 169 127 0.50 103 0.55 0.0825 85%
50-175 Low Use 42 127 0.50 103 0.55 0.385 30%

50-175 High Use I 1151 1181 0.32 I 12461 0.51 0.075~ 85%

h 75-750
~

ILow Use I 2301 3211 0.61 I 1321 0,381 0.0571 85%
I I I 026~ 30%

[175-750 High Use I 2641 413 0.45 15191 0.38 0.0571 85%
11175-750 High Use 1 661 413 0.45 15191 0.38 0.2661 30%

750+ Low Use 47 1187 0.49 71 0.3 0.045 85%
.750+ Low Use 12 1187 0.49 71 0.3 0.21 30%

J750÷ High Use 2371 14921 0.60 21681 0.31 0.0451 85%
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V. Stationary Emergency Standby Diesel Engines Assumptions

Table 1-7 lists the statewide in-use emergency standby engine information used as the
basis for calculating the costs and PM emissions. As shown, the estimated PM
emission rate varies with the age of the engine, and its horsepower rating.

Table 1-7: Statewide In-use Emergency Standby Engine Population, Size, and
PM Emissions Rate Characteristics

Existing PM
Model Year Horsepower Average Emission Rate

Range Range # Engines HP (g/bhp-hr)
Pre 1987 <=250 2597 140 0.55
Pre 1987 >250 3883 613 0.53

1988-2002 <=250 5177 131 0.38
1988-1995 250c=750 2456 416 0.38
1988-1999 >750 3149 1224 0.38
1996-2001 250c=750 1624 423 0.15
2000-2002 >750 709 1674 0.15

[ 2002 250<=750 66 409 0.12

VI. Annual Cost Effectiveness

Table 1-8 lists the estimated statewide annual costs, PM emissions reduced (based on
the ARB emissions inventory), and resulting cost effectiveness. The figures are
provided for 2005 through 2020, and vary with the implementation of the various
regulatory provisions for different types of stationary diesel engines.
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Table I-B: Statewide Annual Costs, PM Reduced, and Resulting Cost
Effectiveness

Year Sum Annual Inventory Based PM Cost Effectiveness
Costs ($) Reduced

(tonslyr) ($!tons) ($Ilb)
2005 $ 1,354316 145 $ 8,043 $ 4.02
2006 $ 3,108844 125 $ 20,391 $ 10.20
2007 $ 4,693,204 114 $ 32,388 $ 16.19
2008 $ 6,119,622 103 $ 44,179 $ 22.09
2009 $ 5,842,752 93 $ 44,416 $ 22.21
2010 $ 5,578,374 73 $ 51,459 $ 25.73
2011 $ 5,409,320 76 $ 45,996 $ 23.00
2012 $ 5,159,407 68 $ 46,636 $ 23.32
2013 $ 4,135,495 61 $ 39,895 $ 19.95
2014 $ 3,197,399 54 $ 33,069 $ 16.53
2015 $ 2,358,752 51 $ 24,349 $ 12.17
2016 $ 1,592,726 42 $ 19,248 $ 9.62
2017 $ 1,336,349 36 $ 17,636 $ 8.82
2018 $ 1,100,777 32 $ 15,999 $ 8.00
2019 $ 900,639 27 $ 14,566 $ 7.28
2020 $ 717,067 23 $ 12,874 $ 6.44

WeightedAveraqe=[ $ 30,821! $ 15.41!I

Table 1-9 presents another cost effectiveness based on the reduction in reactive organic
gases (ROG) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) combined. The total statewide annual costs
were split evenly between PM and ROG+NDx, such that half of the total statewide
annual costs were used along with the associated ROG÷NOx reductions. As shown in
Table 1-9, the resulting cost effectiveness value of the years 2005-2020 is $0.92 per
pound of RQGF+NOx reduced. The resulting PM cost effectiveness (which is not
shown in Table 1-9) is simply half the value presented in Table 1-8, or $7.70 per pound of
PM reduced.
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Table 1-9: Statewide Annual Costs, ROG and NOx Reduced, and Resulting Cost
Effectiveness

Year Sum Inventory Reduced ROG+NOx Cost
Annual Effectiveness

Costs ($)
ROG NOx ROG+NOx ($Iton) ($IIb)

(tonslyr) (tons&r) (tonslyr)
2005 $ 677,158 1& 418 583 $ 1,162 $ 0.58
2006 $ 1,554,422 15? 306 463 $ 3,358 $ 1.68
2007 $ 2,346,602 14& 389 538 $ 4,360 $ 2.18
2008 $ 3,059,811 141 455 596 $ 5,131 $ 2.57
2009 $ 2,921,376 13~ 530 663 $ 4,407 $ 2.20
2010 $ 2,789,187 12( 352 478 $ 5,839 $ 2.92
2011 $ 2,704,660 11~ 679 796 $ 3,396 $ 1.70
2012 $ 2,579,704 11( 753 863 $ 2,989 $ 1.49
2013 $ 2,067,748 10~ 828 930 $ 2,224 $ 1.11
2014 $ 1,598,699 9’ 902 997 $ 1,604 $ 0.80
2015 $ 1,179,376 8~ 897 983 $ 1,199 $ 0.60
2016 $ 796,363 7& 1,051 1130 $ 705 $ 0.35
2017 $ 668,174 71 112E 1197 $ 558 $ 0.28
2018 $ 550,388 & 1,200 1263 $ 436 $ 0.22
2019 $ 450,320 Sf 1,275 1330 $ 339 $ 0.17
2020 $ 358,533 4€ 1,485 1532 $ 234 $ 0.12
Weighted Average = $ 1,834 $ 0.92

VII. Impacts on Business

To comply with State law, ARB staff evaluated the impacts to a typical business and a
typical small businesses. Our analysis is presented below.

Estimated Typical Business Impacts

Many businesses do not own any diesel-fueled stationary engines. Based on the ARB
Survey, for those businesses that do have stationary diesel-fueled engines, the average
business owns 2.5 emergency standby engines of 700 horsepower, or three prime
engines of 560 horsepower.1 The ARB survey of prime engines had a low response
rate. The State inventory average prime engine size is 590 horsepower. Since the
survey data and State inventory data are very close, the State inventory average prime
engine size was used for the cost calculations,

We believe this may be an overestimate of the number of engines owned by a typical business. Some
of the telecommunication businesses own hundreds of engines, which may have biased the average.
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According to the data collected, most businesses that own an emergency standby
engine will not need to install DECS, and for those that do, the majority can use the less
expensive diesel oxidation catalyst. The costs to a business with a typical size
emergency standby engine could range from $250 to $16,750. The low end of the cost
range reflects businesses that will not have to install retrofits (ie., no equipment cost).
The upper end reflects businesses that will retrofit emergency standby engines with
DOCs at an average capital cost $6,700 each. Because the average private business
that owns an emergency standby stationary diesel-fueled Cl engine has 2.5 engines,
the potential capital cost to a business is estimated to be $16,750.

If a business owns a prime engine, that doesn’t already meet the ATCM requirements,
then retrofit with a DPF or DOC would be necessary. According to our survey, the
average prime engine owned by a small business is approximately the same
horsepower rating (540 hp) as a prime engine owned by a typical business (560 hp).
Because this average is fairly close to the average horsepower of a prime engine
owned by a small business, we used the overall average horsepower of 590 to simplify
our cost analyses. This results in a conservative cost estimate. Therefore, the average
capital cost to retrofit a prime engine ($1 9,200) is approximately the same for a typical
business owning a prime engine or a small business owning a prime engine. Since a
typical business owning a prime engine owns 3 of them and a small business owning
prime engines has 1.75, the cost ranges from $57,600 to $33,600.

The annual ongoing costs are based on a reporting cost of $100 per engine per year
and an estimated per-engine annualized cleaning cost of $1 .33/hp engine size every
1,500 hours. This results in annual ongoing costs averaging $100 for emergency
standby and $650 for prime per engine per year. Because the average business owns
2.5 emergency standby engines or 3 prime engines, the estimated recurring costs are
$250 to $1,950 for businesses that own an emergency standby or prime stationary
diesel engine(s).

Estimated Small Business Impacts

The cost to a typical small business is derived from the average size and number of
engines owned. Most small businesses in California do not own any diesel4ueled
stationary engines. Based on the ARB Survey, for those small businesses that do have
stationary diesel-fueled engines, the average small business owns 1.5 emergency
standby engines with an average horsepower of 500, and 1.75 prime engines, with an
average horsepower of 540. The overall average horsepower for all prime engines
reported in the ARB Survey was 590 bhp. Because this average is fairly close to the
average horsepower of a prime engine owned by a small business, we used the overall
average horsepower of 590 to simplify our cost analyses. Therefore, the average
capital cost to retrofit a prime engine ($19,200) is approximately the same for a typical
business owning a prime engine or a small business owning a prime engine. This
results in a conservative cost estimate.
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As with all businesses, most small businesses that own emergency standby diesel-
fueled Cl engines will not need to install DECS. However, the ARB Survey revealed
that small businesses have a higher percentage of older and dirtier engines that may
require a control device such as a DOC. Even though a small business emergency
standby engine is slightly smaller than a typical business emergency standby engine,
the increased age and emission rate may require a slightly more expensive DOC. Staff
assumed that the average capital cost to retrofit an emergency standby engine is
approximately the same for a typical business owning an emergency standby engine or
a small business owning an emergency standby engine. This results in a conservative
cost estimate. The costs to a small business with a typical size emergency standby
engine could range from $150 to $10,200. The lower end of the range given for
“emergency standby” reflects the small businesses with engines not requiring
installation of DECS (no equipment cost, only reporting cost). The upper end of the
range reflects capital and associated recurring costs for small businesses needing to
retrofit 1.5 engines at a cost of $10,200 (average capital cost of $6,700 per engine plus
$100 for reporting).

Any prime engine operated by a small business ,that doesn’t already meet the ATCM
requirements, would require installation of a DECS. Capital costs would range from
$11,000 to $147,000. The average small business with a prime engine is expected to
have initial costs of about $33,600 based on the average size and number of prime
engines owned.

The annual ongoing costs are based on a reporting cost of $100 per engine per year
and an estimated annualized DPF cleaning cost of $1.33 per horsepower engine size
conducted every 1,500 hours. This results in reporting and cleaning costs averaging
$100 for emergency standby engines and $650 for prime engines per engine per year.
Because the average small business owns 1.5 emergency standby engines or 1.75
prime engines, the estimated costs range from $150 to $1,134 for small businesses that
own an engine or engines. Table 1-9 lists the costs identified in sections VII and VIII.

Table 1-9: Estimated Typical and Small Business Retrofit Costs

Stationary Engine Typical Average Recurring Capital Costs Total Total Capital
Category # of Size Costs per Engine Recurring Costs

engines Costs
Typical E/S 2.5 700 $ 100 $ 6,700 $ 250 $ 16,750

Business
Prime 3 590 $ 650 $ 30,100 $ 1,950 $ 90,300

Small E/S 1.5 500 $ 100 $ 6,700 $ 150 $ 10,050
Business

Prime 1.75 590 $ 650 $ 30,100 $ 1,138 $ 52,675
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Documents submitted by Danna Dat Porto with written comments

Danna Dal Porto submitted the following 126 pages as her written comments.
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This page is purposely left blank.
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RECEWED
January 10, 2013 iAN 112013

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Dear Greg, EAsTs~N RF-r,~nNM~ OFFt~J

This is my comment on the Vantage air quality permit, January11, 2013.

This document is disjointed and the organization of materials was complicated by
the volume of material and the diversity of issues. I have numbered pages within
the individual files but that was the best I could accomplish.

I criticized the public notification process but I do feel badly about that as Beth Mort
is newto this position and in a learning process. That said, I do think it was
disorganized and I am compelled to say that as the “process” needs to be clear and
fluid,

I know that the repeated criticism is irritating to the hard working members of the
Ecology statE However, I am compelled to continue my close reading olpern’iit
documents because I want these major, huge diesel-emitting industries to have
controls on the diesel engines.7hese data center developers can afford to protect
this community, any community, from the unsafe operation of their industries.

Thank you for considering these documents.

Danna Dal Porto
Quincy
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VANTAGE PUBLIC COMMENTS...FILE #lof5 Dal Porto

January 10,2013

This document is from Danna Dal Porto, Quincy resident, to be submitted for the
extended Public Comment Period for the Vantage-Quincy Data Center. I will list my
concerns and then expand on them using various documents to illustrate the details
of my concern.

One focus of my comments is I believe public notification was awkward and
somewhat disorganized. I believe the statutes require a more direct public out
reach for the air permitting process.

A second focus of my concern is the complexity of the documents on file in the
Quincy City Hall. I needed a second Public Hearing to answer several questions. 1
could have avoided much of this paperwork if I knew the answers to just a few
questions.

1. Public Notice.
A. Ecology continues to advertise the Public Notice in the Moses Lake

Columbia Basin Herald and not the Quincy newspaper, the Quincy
Valley Post Register. I am requestinLpublic notice in the Quincy
Valley Post Register. Not only is the Official Public Notice in the
wrong paper, for this Hearing so many changes were made 1 would
have missed the meeting if I were not watching very carethlly.

B. No Public Hearing notices were posted in Spanish in the
newspaper of record or the local newspaper. I am requesting
Spanish outreach in Ouincy newspaper.

C. Ecology held the September 6, 2012 meeting without having the
permit materials complete. I believe Ecology was not in
compliance with WAC 173-400-171 14~ when the meeting was
scheduled. (Exhibit 17)

Specific comment for the public comment period: I want Ecology to print
Public Notices in the Quincy newspaper. I want Ecology to present public
notices in Spanish.

2. BACT determination appears to be the focus of the documents on file for
public comment Careful reading of these documents leaves serious
questions about the final determination of emission controls on the Vantage
facility.

This is a specific question for the public comment period: Is Vantage using
emission controls or are they constructing without controls? I want Ecology
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to show me, using the documents on file, howl could know the final status of
the emission controls.

3. Documents on file illustrate the corporate intent of Vantage to install
environmental controls at all of its corporate-wide facilities. (Exhibit 13) The
Vantage State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) checklist submitted to the
City of Quincy in August 2011 committed that every diesel generator
installed at the (Quincy) facility would comply with EPA Tier-4 emission
standards. (Exhibit 14) In the successive public documents, Vantage
proposes emissions controls on their engines in their submissions and the
subsequent Ecology documents remove those controls. After all the requests
for emission controls, (Exhibit 25), December Amendment to May, 2012 TSD,
page 1, bullet 1, Ecology writes “Vantage has insisted that Tier 2 engines (no
add-on control) are the highest level of control Ecology can require as BACT.”

I do not find any evidence of Vantage insisting on Tier 2 engines as BACT. On
the contrary, I find that Vantage, from the beginning, has insisted on
constructing a safe and environmentally safe facility. Vantage has requested,
strongly, extended operational hours be added for storm avoidance
operation, citing adverse weather in Quincy as the reason for this request
(Exhibit 13) Document after document from Vantage has listed emission
controls on the operation of their data center. They request controls and the
reply from Ecology is to drop the controls. The latest document on file in the
Quincy City Hall is a December Amendment to the May 2012 TSD. Ecology
has dropped Vantage controls, again, and that is the end of materials for
public review. The public needs to know why these dynamics are happening.

This is a specific qii~stion for the public comment period: Why is Ecology
insisting on a lower level of emission control than proposed by Vantage?

This is a specific question for the public comment period: I want Ecology to
demonstrate (in detail) how Tier 2 engines alone can constitute BACT and
control emissions to satisfy State and EPA standards.

This is a specific question for the public comment period: Exhibit 13 isa
letter from Vantage to Karen Wood (ECY). On page 2 is Table 1~ Comparison
of DEEP Emission from Quincy Data Centers. The list of Quincy Data Centers
does not include the DEEP emissions from Intuit. I know this Table 1 is from
Vantage but I want Ecology to provide me the Intuit DEEP emission numbers
in the same format as Table 1 in this letter. This data is public knowledge but
I do not where to find it myself.

4. ICF documents cite the reason the emission controls will be dropped is
because of the low Ecology cost estimates for instillation. If I read this
properly, Ecology has a cost-effectiveness price per ton of $10,000 for NOX,
$23,200 for TOTAL PM, $5,000 for CO and $10,000 for VOC. If I added
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properly, the Department of Ecology has a per ton base cost of $48,200
allowed for emission reduction. How long has Ecology operated with these
low numbers? These data centers cost bazillions to build and operate. For
Ecology to have such a low limit on “acceptable cost” for emission controls is
unreasonable. I would have to spend that much money to have my
household fireplace remodeled. [believe Ecology has established verylow
cost-effective standards that would exclude any controls.

A. Cost estimates for Vantage (Eichibit’31, page 2) (Exhibit 14)
B. Hanford calculations (Exhibit 32)

Specific question for the public comment period: I want Ecology to explain
these lewBACT cost’effectiveness Evaluations~ Howiongtas Ecologyhad
this low cost-effectiveness price range? The Hanford document illustrates a
method to determine cost for controls. Did Ecologyapply this Hanford
method to determine cost of controls? How did Ecology arrive at the current
cost-effectiveness values?

All of the documents from both Ecology and Vantage cite pages of numbers
regarding emissions and controls. After all the back-and-forth, it is totally
unclear if these numbers are with or without emission controls. Ecology
needs to clari1~, the status of the documents to allow the public to determine
the safety of the proposed permit Most of these questions could have been
answered in a second public hearing but those requests have been denied.
This method of writing-out all questions makes for much labor for me and for
Ecology.

5. Maneuvering was made by Ecology to “decouple” Vantage emission controls
from the BACT recommendations for this facility. (Exhibit 15)

Specific question for the public comment period: I want to know why Ecology
“decoupled” Vantage controls from BACT. (Exhibit 15, page 14) To attain
BACT and legal emission limits for Vantage are the Tier 4 controls necessary?

BACT is the level of controls necessary to meet safety standards. To decouple
the emission controls and just leave tier 2 engines does not meet the safety
level for the permit I believe Tier 4 emission controls determine BACT for
the Vantage facility because the levels of DEEP and N02 (and perhaps other
TAPS) is very high. Is this correct? If this is correct, why are Vantage Tier 4
emission controls being dropped as a function of the permit?

6. Ecology documents write that Vantage exceeds emission limits with diesel
particulate and N02.

Diesel
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June 20, 2012 Ecology (Exhibit 27, page 4, 2.2.2) “The HIA focused mainly
on health risks attributable to Deep exposure as this was the only TAP with a
Modeled Concentration in ambient air that exceeded the ASIL.”

November 2012, Ecology (Exhibit 24, page 5 (4)) November 2012, Ecology”
the modeled ambient concentration of one tokic air pollutant-diesel engine
exhaust particulate matter-exceeds the Acceptable Source Impact Level
txSft) for that pollutant

NO2

June 20, 2012 Ecology (Exhibit 27) Discussion of the “level of concern” for
NO2whkh &ology found that “the likelihood ofoccurrence is relatively low
throughout Quincy.” If Vantage uses EPA Tier 4 emission controls, the
highest 1 hour NOx emission rate from Vantage is much lower than any of the
other 5 existing data centers. Concern expressed over the any possible
additional data center development

August 29, 2012 Wilder (ICF) email to Flibbert (ECY) and others. (Exhibit
16) “As we discussed yesterday, we recently discovered that Vantage cannot
meet the primary N02 emission limit at 10% load, that is currently listed on
Table 5.4 of the Draft.h The emailcontinues to discuss technical details o(the
operational loads and the emission rates.

August 30, 2012 Wilder (ICF) to Flibbert (ECY) and others, (Exhibit 17)
Subject of the email is “Wilder educated guess about Vantage PD numerical
values 8-30-2012.pdf The content is a discussion of the options for
manipulating the loads, the load on engines and alteration of the allowable
runtime for generator idling. Quoting the document: We cannot complete
the rèvithd AERMOD nibdélin~ bèfdté the hearin~. SO GIVEN THESE
EDUCATED GUESSES ON THE TRENDS, SHOULD WE HOLD THE PUBLIC
HEARING ON SEPT 6? (Emphasis in email)

November 30, 2012 Ecology (Exhibit 23) Emission during a system-wide
(electrical) outage could potentially cause N02 levels to be a health concern.
Again, Ecology found the likelihood of (outage) occurrence relatively low
throughoutQuincy.

November 30, 2012 Letter from Jeff Johnson (ECY) to Karen Wood (ECY)
(Exhibit 26) This letter declares that Ecology has completed their review of
the health risks from diesel exhaust particulate emissions from the proposed
Vantag&Data Center. ~The increased cancer risk is up to 9in one million at
the maximally impacted residential location. The letter continues to discuss
cancer risk and Ebology declares the project acceptable. The cumulative
impacts of DEEP are discussed under the community-wide approach.
Ecology recommends approval of the proposed project because the related
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health risks are permissible under WAC 173-460-090. Ecology recommends
that Vantage be required to communicate health risks to current residents
and potential new homeowners at adjacent properties.

HIA provided results of cumulative emissions of multiple emergency engines
at other data centers that could combine to create short-term N02 levels of
concern. Ecology’s evaluation of simultaneous emergency engine emissions
in Quincy indicate that elevated NOZ levels could occur, but the likelihood of
a system-wide outage coinciding with unfavorable meteorology is very low.

Mr. Johnson declares: “This project has satisfied all requirements of a second
tier analysis. Ecology recommends that you incorporate our findings as part
of your ambient air impacts and you may begin the public comment period
when you are ready to do so.”

The documents cited in the discussion of the diesel and N02/NOx do not
clearly indicate if these emission decisions were made with or without the
Tier 4 emission controls. My reading of these materials concludes that
Ecology is proposing to approve the Vantage operational permit knowing
level of toxins are not exactly right, not exactly legal or, most importantly,
safe. If Ecology is supposed to make their determination on the worst —case-
scenario, I would say this did not happen.

Specific questions for the public comment period: Are the levels of diesel
particulate and N02/NOx reported in the November Ecology documents
reported with or without controls? Is Ecology recommending the permit
knowing the toxics levels are marginally safe? Would the Vantage facility be
safer to the public with the Tier 4 levels they initially proposed to install?
Why is Ecology pushing Vantage to drop their emission controls?

7. Ecology continues to use the weather from Moses Lake, WA and Spokane, WA
to represent weather in Quincy. (Exhibit 25, page 9) There are closer
weather stations that would represent local weather more accurately. We
have frequent inversions that impact the operation and safety of these 158
diesel generators.

Specific comment for the pubic comment period: I am requesting more
accurate local weather forecasts for air quality permit purposes.

8. Ecology has prepared visual aids (maps) in the past to represent the plumes
of air emissions from facilities, (Exhibit 28, Exhibit 29, Exhibit 30)

Specific comment for the public comment period: I am requesting a current
map (similar to the examples I provided in this document) to represent
cumulative air quality from all sources over the Quincy City limits as well as
the Quincy UGA.
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9. Ecology has been working on air quality in Quincy since the construction of
the Microsoft expansion in 2010. Qne constant factor in the permitting of
facilities is the air quality, including background. Enough questions have
been raised about ACTUAL air quality that Ecology must install atkast two
year-round air quality monitors in Quincy. One is to be located at Mountain
View Elementary school and the other at the Lazy Acres low-Income housing
site on the east end of town. The residents of Quincy deserve actual
information on air quality. This summer the FbrestService installeda
temporary monitor on the roof of the medical clinic because of an inversion
and the smoke from the forest fires. Air quality needs to be monitored daily,
not just in an emergency. A five-month ÷/- air monitoring survey was done in
early 2012; The December 17, ZOllto january6, 2012a monitor was at
Mountain View School. The monitor was moved to the Quincy well site and
collecteddata fromjarniaryttr sometime in May: Tiwsu emissicnT nunthernio
not appear to be validated and were never reported to the EPA. This short
study has no validity and should not be reported as an accurate example of
Quincy air quality.

Comment for the pubic comment period: I am requesting permanent air
monitoring equipment be installed at Mountain View School and at Lazy
Acres, east of town, to provide accurate information on 24/7 air quality
levels. I want the emission records be kept on file with Ecology, validated,
reported to the EPA and available to the public in a format that can be
reviewed.
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VANTAGE PUBLIC COMMENT ...FILE #2 of 5 Dal Porto

January 9, 2013

Public Comment for Vantage Data Center Air Quality Permit

Danna Dal Porto
16651 Road 3 NW
Quincy, WA 98848

This is one section of my Public Comments for the extended comment period from
the September 6, 2012 pubic meeting. The first section outlined my comments and
this section is a detailed set of statements with numbered exhibits. (Exhibit 1)

My first comments concern Public Notice. The first Public Notice I saw was in the
Columbia Basin Herald, the newspaper in Moses Lake, WA, (Exhibit 2). The June 27,
2012 notice was followed by a Withdrawal Notice, July 16, 2012. (Exhibit 3). Beth
Mort of Ecology sent me a message regarding this Withdrawal Notice. (Exhibit 4) 1
have a letter from Greg Flibbert (ECY) that shows the scheduling of a July 31, public
hearing (Exhibit 4A)

July 30, 2012 (ExhibitS) is another Legal Notice in the Moses Lake newspaper
calling for the Public Meeting September 6, 2012 in Quincy. At the Public Hearing
the audience was informed that Vantage was adjusting their documents and that the
application materials were not complete. Members of the public were encouraged
to continue their written comments until such a time as the documents were
complete and the comment period closed. WAC 173-400-171 (4)is the part of the
statute that refers to the publication of notices only after all the information
required by the permitting authority has been submitted and after the applicable
preliminary determination, if any have been made. I believe that this September 6,
2012, Hearing was not done within the letter of the law. I have made several
requests for another Public Hearing but those requests have been denied.

On December 10, 2012 (Exhibit 6) another Legal Notice was placed in the Moses
Lake newspaper. This Notice closes the public comment period because Vantage
and Ecology have made their changes to the documents. The public can read the
documents on-line or view them at the Quincy City Hall or the Spokane Ecology
Office. No opportunity was made available to ask clarifring questions. All questions
had to be done on-line or over the phone. I had problems determining the end date
for comments as the notice said “thirty days after this notice has been published in
the Columbia Basin Herald.” Counting the days was interesting so I emailed for
clarification. (Exhibit 7)

Advertisements were placed in the Quincy Newspaper December 13, 2012 (Exhibits
8A-8B) One article writes that “Vantage Data Center will use the most current and
effective air pollution control equipment for controlling both particulate matter and
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nitrogen dioxide.” The community has been told from the very beginning of the
Vantage project that “state-of-the-art” controls would be part of construction. After
I have read the project materials, I am not sure that is true any more.

January 3, 2013, (Exhibit 9, Exhibit 10) Email and Newspaper clarifications were.
sent to verify the public comment period concludes at midnight January11, 2013.

Two email requests were made requesting a second public hearing, (Exhibit 9,
Exhibit 11) No response has been received regarding the meeting requests.

The problems encountered with this Ecology compliance with WAC 173-400-171
are numerous. The Moses Lake newspaper, the Columbia Basin Herald, might be the
county paper of record but, as I have testified before, this is not the primary
newspaper read by the citizens of Quincy. If Ecology wanted to do a public outreach
about this permit, Ecology would print notices in the local paper.

Spanish language outreach was not published or posted in Quincy, to my knowledge.
Because 74% of this community is Hispanic, not posting Spanish language notices it
to ignore the best percentage of residents.

The public was invited to a Public Hearing even though Ecology and Vantage knew
the materials were incomplete. This is a violation of the spirit of the law regarding
public involvement After the documents were finalized Ecology could have
instituted a second public hearing but chose not to exercise that option. I have
really worked hard to understand these documents, In all honesty, I cannot tell
which emission numbers are being posted with or withoutemission controls. I
believe almost all of my confusion could have been cleared up by having an
opportunity to ask questions in a public forum.

I read and divided the documents for the September 6, 2012, Public Hearing into
piles. (Exhibit 12) Nineteen (19) documents were on file with the City of Quincy
related to the Air Quality permit for Vantage. Eleven (11) of these documents list
BACT as specific emission controls added onto the engines. Three (3) items list
BACT as Tier 2 engines with no add-on specific emission control devices. One of my
conffisions is the two documents that are titled the same, TSD May 2012, but have
different dates. (Item #8 and Item #9 in the list of exhibits) This is an important
document in that this is the final document in the Vantage permit exhibits
“December Amendment to May 2012, TSD” (Exhibit 25) and is referenced by
Ecology as the TSD for the project (Exhibit 9) Which copy of the May 2012
document was used for the Amendment?
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VANTAGE PUBLIC COMMENT FILE #3 of S Dal Porto

ExhibIt 1 Public Notices for Vantage Public Hearing Regarding Air Quality Permit

These are the various notifications from Ecology for the Public Hearing on Air
Quality permit actions for Vantage Data Center.

WAC 173-400-171 is the source of the specific requirements for notifying the public
about air quality permits

Exhibit 2 June 27,2012 Legal Notice in the Moses Lake Columbia Basin
Herald, Moses Lake, WA. Ecology has received the Vantage Data Center
Application to construct a new air pollution source. Public Hearing set for
July 31, 2012 at the Quincy City Hall. Meeting to start at 5:15 with public
comments taken at 6:30 pm.

ExhIbit 3 ....july 16,2012 Legal Notice in the Moses Lake Columbia Basin
Herald, Moses Lake, WA. WITHDRAWAL NOTICE is the headline over the
same notice of the July 31, 2012 meeting An email inquiry was sent to Beth
Mort at Ecology and her reasons for the withdrawal of the notice is a
miscommunication with the newspaper and the paper was to blame for
publishing without permission. She writes: “Ecology then received from
Vantage additional information on BACT. (sic) This new information needed
to be reviewed, assessed and approved by Ecology, and then submitted to the
public for review.” Beth Mort cites WAC 173-400-171 (7)(a) and that is the
statute that refers to the thirty-day public comment period. WAC 173-400-
171 (4) is the part of the statute that refers to the publication of notices only
after all the information required by the permitting authority has been
submitted and after the applicable preliminary determinations, if any have
been made.

ExhibIt 4 July 20, 2012 Email correspondence from Danna Dal Porto,
Quincy, to Beth Mort (ECY) questioning the Withdrawal Notice of the Vantage
Public Hearing

Exhibit 4 A June 22, 2012 Letter from Gregory Flibbert ( ECY) to Jeff
Kane (Vantage) Enclosures: NOC Preliminary Determination, TSD and Public
Notice for July 31, 2012, Public Hearing in Quincy

Exhibit 5 July 30, 2012 Legal Notice in the Moses Lake Columbia Basin
Herald, Moses Lake, WA. Ecology has received application to construct a new
air pollution source. Public Meeting to convene September 6, 2012, in the
Quincy City Hall. Comments accepted July 30 through September 10, 2012.
During this meeting the representatives from Ecology and Vantage declared
that the documents presented to the public were not complete. There will be
new materials to consider beyond the materials that have been on file for the

Exhibit I
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public at the Quincy City Hall. Members of the public were invited to
comment but the permit materials are going to be adjusted.

ExhibIt 6 December 10, 2012 Legal Notice in the Moses Lake Columbia
Basin Herald, Moses Lake, WA. Ecology has received application to construct
a new air pollution source. According to the Public Notice, Vantage made
changes to their NOC application on October 19, 2012 and November 28,
2012. Although there are new numbers and information regarding this
permit the public was denied our request for a public hearing to ask
questions and to compare information with representatives of Ecology and
Vantage. The public comments will be taken up thirty days from this notice.
(If day one is December 10, counting thirty days is January 8, 2013. If day
one in counting is December 11, counting thirty days is January 9, 2013. This
Legal Notice did not state a specific time and day for the end of the second
comment period.

ExhIbit 7 December 11, 2012 Email messages were sent out from Beth
Mort, Community Outreach and Environmental Education, Air Quality
Program, Ecology Eastern Office. These email messages announced the new,
second public comment period on the draft air quality permit for Vantage
Data Centers. Ms. Mores message states the comment period is open
“through midnightJanuary 11,2013”. That January11, 2013 date is not the
same as the “thirty day comment period” on the Official Public Notice in the
newspaper.

Exhibit BA December 13, 2012 The Department of Ecology (Beth Mort)
placed an advertisement in the Quincy Valley Post Register regarding the
Vantage Data Center proposed permit This advertisement lists comments
accepted until midnight January11, 2013, QVPR, 12/13/12, Page AS.

Exhibit B B December 13, 2012 An additional small article was placed in
the same newspaper announcing the extended comment period for the
Vantage Air Quality permit with the due date of January11, 2013. This
article in the newspaper states: “The Vantage Data Center will use the most
current and effective air pollution control equipment for controlling both
particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide.” QVPR, 12/13/12, page AZ.

The Quincy and Moses Lake newspapers did not print any meeting notices
for the Vantage comment period or public hearings in Spanish. Members of
the community have repeatedly requested Spanish language outreach on the
basis of the 74% of the Quincy community that is Hispanic.

ExhIbit 9 January 3, 2013 Email clarification of the date for the
conclusion of the Vantage Public Comment Period. Email provides answers
to clarify some of the Vantage and Ecology documents for the pubic
comment
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ExhibItiOfl.., January 3,2013 Newspaper article in the Quincy Valley Post
Register posting the public comment period as January 11, 2013,

ExhIbit 11 January 3, 2013 Email request for a specific Ecology
document plus a request for a second public hearing Note~ a previous
request was made for a second public hearing in Exhibit 9, January 2, 2013
email to Ecology.
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LEGAL NOTICES~
‘1 STATE O~? WASBINGTON DEPARTMENT OP ECOLOGY

NOTICE TO CONSTRUCT A NEW nRPOLLUTION SOURCE,
AM4OUNCEMEIST 01? pUnLIOEEAIUNG,

& SECOND T~RpETmoNsnOV~R0~TION

The State ofWashington Department of Ecology (Ecology) has received application to construct a

new air pollution source. Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, 2625 Walsh

Avenue, Santa Cara~ CA 95051, has proposed to build VantageData Centers located at the

northwest corner of the intersection ofRoad 11 NW and Road 0 NW, Q~iincy in Grant County.

The mailing address for the Vantage Data Centers in Q~incy is 2101 M Street Quincy, WA

98848. Vantage Data Centers will contain four main data center buildjugs once it is hilly

constructed, and will install and operate up to 17 diesel engines that will power 3.0 megawatt

electrical generators for a total of 51 megawatts of emergency backup electrical power. Diesel

engines generate criteria and toxic air contaminants whichbave been evaluated. Diesel engine

exhaust particulate (DEEP) emissions were reviewed under a Second Tier Health Thipact

Assessment to evaluate health risks posed by the project. After review of the cox4pleted Notice of

Construction application and other information on ille with the agency. Ecology has decided that

this project proposal wilt conform to all requirements as specified in Chapter 173-400 WAC.

After review of the Second Tier Health Impact Assessment, Ecology conöluded that impacts to the

community due to the Vantage Data Centers will meet the protectiveie*kemeiltS contained in

Chapter 173-460 WAC. Copies of the Notice of Constit etiomptelimi YDeWflt~tbOD, the

Second Tier Petition Recommendation, and supporting application documenis artavailable for

public review at Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional office, 4601 N,Monroe Spokane, WA

99205-1295, and at the City of Quincy, 104 B Street SW, Quincy, WA 9864& Apibllclienriag

has been scheduled to start at5:l5 PM o&July 31,2012 in the upstairameothigxOctitatthe

Quincy City Hall located at 104 B Street SW in Quincy. The publb~1eatin&WW#~

presentations followed by a question and answer session starting at 5;30 PM. Public comment will

be taken starting promptly at 6:30 PM. In addition to public comments taken at the public hearing,

the public is invited to comment on this project proposal by submitting written comments no later

than August 6, 2012 to Beth Mort (509 329-3502) atthe above Spokane address or at

~~~~nort@ecy.Wa.goV.

4K)6074/2453469
Pub.: June27, 2012

LEGa NOTICE
Moses Lake Irrigation and Rehabilitation District~ Department of Natural Resources. Grant
County Noxious Weed Board, Washington State Parks, Department offlcology, Washington State
Department of Transportation, and Washington State Department ofFish & Wildlife, are working
together to control ripaxian noxious weeds hi the Moses Luke/Grand Coulee waterway areas.
Noxious weeds are required to be controlled by state law. Public access areas will be posted prior
to treatment.

This is an opportunity for landowners to allow the control of noxious weeds on their properties at
~0~ostthroughgantfi~fl~i ~ dsandPragmite5Willhet~tad
on identified properties as fund F l.~4l-fl- ~ weeds can be easily identified at
www.nwcb.woSOY± Aiflult. La

For more information regarding these projects go to wwwiakelandrs com, click on projects, click





it ~ Columbia Basin He&ld, Monda~ July16, 2012 B5
WFrHDRAwAL NOTICE

STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

NOTICE TO CONSTRUCT A NEW AIR P LLUTJON SOURCE,

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC HEARING,

& SECOND TER PETITION APPROVAL RECOMMENDATION

The State ofWashington Department ofEcology($cology) has received application to àonstruct a

new air pollution source, Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, 2625 Walsh

Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, has proposed to build Vantage Data Centers located at the

northwest corner of the intersection of Road 11 NW and Road 0 NW, Quincy in Grant County.

The mailing address for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy is 2101 M Street, Quincy, WA

98848. Vantage Data Centers will contain four main data center buildings once his fully

constricted, and will install and operate up to 17 diesel engines that will power 3.0 megawatt

electrical generators for a total of 51 megawatts of emergenöy backup electrical power. Diesel

engines generate criteria and toxic air contaminants which have been evaluated. Diesel engine

exhaust particulate Q)EEP)emissions were reviewed under a Second Tier Health Impact

Assessment to evaluate health risks posed by the project. After review of the completed Notice of

Construction application and other information on file with the agency, Ecology has decided that

this project proposal will conform to all requirements as specified in Chapter 173-400 WAC.

After review of the Second Tier HealthImpact Assessment, Ecology concluded that impacts to the

community due to the Vantage Data Centers will meet the protective requirements contained in

Chapter 173~460 WAC. Copies of the Notice of Construction Preliminary Determination, the -

Second Tier Petition Recommendation, and supporting application documents are available for

public reMew at Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA

99205-1295, and at the City of Quincy, 104 B Street SW, Quincy, WA 98~48. A public heating

has been scheduled to start at 5 15 PM on July31 2012 in the upstairs meeting room at the

Quincy City Hall located at 104 B Street SW in Quincy. The public heating will include

presentations followed by a question and answer session starting at 5:30 PM. Public comment will

be taken starting promptly at 6:30 PM. In addition to public comments taken at the public hearing,

the public is invited to comment on this project proposal by submitting written comments no later

than August 6,2012 to Beth Mort (509 329-3502) at the above-Spokane address or at

beth.mort@eay.wa nov

PIUS NOTICE HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN

407040/2488145
Pub.: July l6,~2012

Neffée. of Application
Date ofNotice~ July16, 2012

Notice is herQby given that a Preliminary Short Subdivision application received by Grant
County on July 2, 2012 from RI’ ‘~~---“-“—~d Contact: Gilbert C. Bailey,
Columbia NWEngineermg, 249 No WA 98837 509-766-1226) was
found to be techmcally complete Exhibit 3 ECT 4 Short Subdivision of
approximately 141 5 acres in orcl ona one existing parcel in the
Agriculture zoning district of Grant county n~ yl.ItrY~s will be approximately 232 acres
in size, with no currønt development on the site Lot 2 ~ ill be approximately 2.50 acres in size
with an existinE i1 nt actured home. parse.’, can,4a, i,n;l.4h,.... ..,~4 ~





“Mart, Beth (ECY)”.BMOR4B1@ECY.WA.GOV>
Vantage pemilt withdrawal
July 20, 2012 8:33:11 AM PDT
addaIporto@smwireless.net” <ddalporto@smwireless.net’
“Fflbbert, Gregory S. (ECY)” <GFLI4B1 @ECY.WAGOW

Dear Danna,

Thank you for connecting with us about the withdrawal notice for the Vantage Data Centers public hearing. I hope I can
clarify why the withdrawal occurred.

Ecology is responsible for submitting a public notice for the Vantage permit which announces a public hearing date. We had
a miscommunication with the Columbia Basin Herald newspaper and they accidentally ran the notice on June 27,2012,

before we had given the okay. Ecology then received from Vantage additional information on BACT (Best Available Control
Technology). This new information needed to be reviewed, assessed and approved by Ecology, and then submitted for
public record.

Our requirements under the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) .~2~ificall~t\Ala≤J7saooj7i(&) - state: “The public
notice can be published onb’ after all of the information required by the permitting authority has been submitted and after the
applicable preliminaiy determinations, if any, have been made” It is necessary to provide the thirty day required comment
period, WAC 173400.171(7)(a), for the entirety of documentation submitted to the publicfor review.

In orderto provide the adequate time for public review of all documents associated with Vantage’s permit, I recommended
that we withdraw our public notice and reschedule the comment period including the public hearing. Ecology has begun the
rescheduling process.

I hope that this addresses your questions Danna. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have further questions or need
additional clarification. We appreciate your time and concern for your community on this issue.

Sincerely,

- - —. ~ .:.

Original Message
From: Danna Dat Porto~
Sent Wednesday, July iS, 20123:1.9 PM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY)
5’,bJ~ct Vantage p~rm~twithdrawaI

Greg,

The Columbia Basin Herald newspaper of July a6, aoaz, featured a Notice of Withdrawal for the Vantage Data Center. lam asking for the
background information and reasons that caused this public notice and the next steps that Vantage will pursue for this facility. This was
certainly a surprise because the constuction of this.facility has been motoring along. Are they going to submit a different documentto
support their application for an air quality permit?

I appreciate the information that you can share with me.

Q~nna Qal Portg
16651 Road3NW

Exhibit 4
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
4601 N Monroe Street o Spokane, Washington 99205-1295° (509)329-3400

June22, 2012

Jeff Kant, Vice President
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC
2625 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Re: Vantage Data Centers Preliminary Determination

Dear Mr. Kane:

The Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) has processed the Notice of Construction (NOC)
application submitted on January 30,2012, by Vantage Data Centers Management Company,
LLC (Vantage) for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy. Enclosed are the preliminary
determination (PD) and the NOC technical support document (TSD). The Second Tier Review
Summary and Second Tier Recommendation letter for your project were sent to you from our
Lacey Office. Please review the PD carefully, and submit comments before the enciof the 30-
day public notificationperiod.. Ecology reserves the right to make editorial.changes and
revisions to the’PD prior to final issuance. Vantage will be notified of any substantive changes
to the preliminary determination afterthe public comment period closes. A second public review
will be necessary if substantive changes trigger additional public notice.

Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-171 requires public notification prior to approval
of any NOC permit for a new source of air contaminants. You are requested to publish the enclosed
public notice in the Columbia Basin Herald. The public notice should be published by June 26, 2012,
but no later than June 30,2012. Ecology requires a one-time placement of the public notice in the
legal classified advertisements. Upon publication, return the original Affidavit ofPublication to
Ecology. A permit cannot be issued until the original Affidavit ofPublication has been received by
our office.

A public hearing has been scheduled for July 31,2012 at Quincy City Hall. The public notice contains
additional information on the public hearing. A representative from Vantage will be required to give a
10 minute presentation dcscribing the project during the public hearing. The public comment period
will close on Mgust 6,2012. At that time, all public comments submitted in writing or provided at
the public hearing will be reviewed and responded to by Ecology. After all comments have been
addressed, Ecology can make the final decision on issuing approval for the Vantage Data Centers
project.

Exhibit4A
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Vantage Data Centers Mgmt Company
June22, 2012
Page 2

As specified under WAC 173-455-120(2)(b), and as stated in the May 29, 2012 message to Jennifer
Fraser through Jim Wilder, review ofthe Notice of Construction application for the project is subject
to additional fees. The Ecology Cashiering Office will issue a final invoice to Vantage as soon as all
work is complete. Payment for the invoice must be received prior to final permit issuance.

Thank you for working so diligently with Ecology during the review of the NOC application and
the Second Tier Risk Assessment. Ydur patience, as well as your availability for discussion, is also
appreciated. If you have any questions, please contact me at (509) 329-3452.

Sincerely;

Gregory S. Flibbert, Unit Manager
Ecology Air Quality Program

GSF:lc

Enclosures:
NOC Preliminary Determination
NOC Technical Support Document (TSD)
Public notice

cc: Jim Wilder,’ICF International, 710 2~ Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98104 w/enclosure,
Penalty Desk





STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

NOTICE TO CONSTRUCT A NEW AIR POLLUTION SOURCE,

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC REARING,

& SECOND TIER PETITION APPROVAL RECOMMENDATION

The StatS of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) has received application to construct a new

air pollution source. Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, 2625 Walsh Avenue, Santa

Clara, CA 95051, has proposed to build Vantage Data Centers located at the northwest corner of the

intersection of Road 11 NW and Road 0 NW, Quincy•in Grant County. The mailing address for the

Vantage Data Centers in Quincy is 2101 M Street, Quincy, WA 9884& Vantage Data Centers will

contain four main data center buildings once it is filly constructed, and will install and operate up to 17

diesel engines that will power 3.0 megawatt electrical generators for a total of 51 megawatts of

emergency backup electrical power. Diesel engines generate criteria and toxic air contaminants which

have been evaluated. Diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) emisthions were reviewed under a Second

Tier Health ImpactAssessment to evaluate health risks posed by the project. After review of the

compl~ted Notice of Construction application and other information on ifie with the agency, Ecology

has decided that this project proposal will conform to all requirements as specified in Chapter 173-400

._wkc,~csiqf~ccQ~ Tier Health ~pact Msessment, Ecolo~ concluded that impac~to

the community due’to the Vantage Data Centers will meet the protective requirements contained in

Chapter 173-460 WAC. Copies of the Notice of Construction Preliminary Determination, the Second

Tier Petition Recommendation, and supporting application documents are available for public review at

Department ofEcology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295, and at

the City of Quincy, 104 B Street SW, Quincy, WA 98848. A public hearing has been scheduled to start

at 5:15 PM on July 31, 2012 in the upstairs meeting room at the Qiiincy City Hall located at 104 B Street

SW in Quincy. The public hearing will include presentations followçd by a question and answer session

starting at 5:30 PM. Public comment will be taken starting promptly at 6:~0 PM. In addition to public

comments taken at the public hearing, the public is invited to comment on this project proposal by

submitting written comments no later than August 6, 2012 to Beth Mort (509 329-3502) at the above

Spokane address or at beth.mort~ec~.w&gov.
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STAlE OF WASWNGTONDEPARme1T O~ ECOLOGY I
a

1120 NOTICE TO CONSTRuCT A NEWS1tPOLLUTION SOURCE, I’
11 ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC HEARING, I

& SECOND TIER PETITION APPROVAL RECOMMENDATION

Comments accepted July30 through September10, 2012 II

Tl~ë~State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) has received application to construct a
new air pollution source. Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, 2625 Walsh
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, has proposed to build Vantage T3ata Centers located at the
northwest corner of the intersection of Road II NW and Road 0 NW; Quincy in Grant County. r
The mailing address for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy is 2101 M Street, Quincy, WA
98848.

Vantage Data Centers will contain four main data center buildings once it is fully constructed, and
will install and operate up toll diesel engines that willpower 3M megawatt electrical generators ~
for a total of Si mtgawatts of emergency backup electrical power. Die~reil engines gjenemte criteria
and toxic air coataminants which have been evaluated, Diesel Qaghte eihahstpartrculkte WEEP)
emissions were reviewed under a Second Tler~*Ibalthtmpact Assessment to evaluate health risks
posed by the project. Alter review of the ctdnxpleted Notice of Construction application and other
information on file with the agency, Ecology has decided that this project proposal will conform to
all requirements as specified in Chapter 173400 WAC, After review of the Second Tier Health
Impact Assessment, Ecology concluded that impacts to the community due to the Vantage Data
Centers will meet the protective requirements contained in Chapter 173460 WAC.

Copies of the Notice of Construction Preliminary Detenninntion, the Second Tier Petition
Recommendation, had supporting application documents are available for public review at
Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295,
and attheCityofQuincy, l0’tB Street SW, Quincy,WA 9884S.

The public is invited to attend a public hearing that has beer scheduled to start at 5:15 PM on
Septembiró, 2012 in the upstairs meeting room at the Quincy City Hall located at 104 B Street
SW in Quincy. The public hearing will include presentatipns followed by a question and answer
session starting at 5:30 PM. Public comment will be frken $arting promptly at 6;3CfPM, In
addition to public comments taken at the public hearing, the public is invited to comment on this
project proposal prior to the public hearing, Comments accepted Silly 30 through
September 10,2012. Submit comments tcfEeth Mod at Ecology’s Spokane Office, 4601 r
N. Monroe, Spokane, WA 99205-1295, or email bethinort@ecy.wa.gov, or 509 329-3502.

This notice supersedes the notice published on June27, 2012. L

#0705212510401
Pub: July 30, 2012 ~. (

City ofMoses Lake r
Notice of Application and Public Jitaring

Benny’s Tires, submitted an application for a Site Plan Review on July 20,2012. The application I!
was determined to be complete and ready for review on July 27,2012. The proposal is a 2,400
square foot tire store and service bay, inthe~C~, Qpneral Business & Copnnercial Zone. The sita
is locateciat 611 Penn $tzeet legally descxilf&14~fl3j øtthaCommerchd Flat The project has
been determined tcube cons?stent~withilii Cttfl Comprehensive Plan, and the following
developmentxeg$aflons are applicable to the project: Moses Lake Municipal Code (MLMC)
Title 16: Buildings and Construction, Title 18: Zoning, and Title 20: Development Review at
Process. -

The Planning Commission will conduct a public hearing o~z August 30,2012 at 7:00 p.ntE the r
Civic Center located at 401$. Balsam Street. All mit tstc*l~p&~~Øre encouraged to attend and I~
provide comment in

I-c!Written conyn ants on this proposal will be accepted until 5:00p.m. on the date of the public __

hearing. Persons who want to be informed offuture actions, or the final decision, on this proposal
should provide thSir name and address to the prt~ject planner. The final 4ecisipn on this proposal
will be macfe within 120 days of the date!oqhaotice of completeness atrdinay be appealed
according to the City appeal provisions sp Wnr)ALMC 20.11, Appeals. 1~’or inore’infcrmaiion
call Billie J0 Mufloz at 764-3751 or bmunoz~citvoThiLcom. Submit written comments by mail [~
to City of Moses Lake Community Development Department, P.O. Box 1579, Moses Lake, WA I At

98837. Copies of the infcrnsetionitlaterj to this application art available ibrreview at Cil~Rall, I ~
321 S. Balsam, Moses Lake. —~

~ qflffr~ July 27, 2th2 Exhibit S
#0105612514302 -~ I p~
Pub.: July 30, 2012





vho status i~t www.northwestftustos.com and www.USA~ForeClO5tret0m. EFFECTIVE: 91412012
ity Northwest Trustee Services, Inc., Thistee Authorized Signature P.O. BOX 997 Bellewe. WA
rh 98009-0997 Contact: Kathy Taggart (425) 586-1900. (TS# 788624701) 1002224191-File No.

#121)20/2774965
itee Pub.: December 10 & 31,2012
25) STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT 01? ECOLOGY

NOTICE TO CONSTRUCT A NEW 1URPOLLIJTION SOURCE,

& SECOND TIER PETITION Ai’PROVA.L RECOMMENDST1ON

The State of Washington Department of EeplogyffitolOgY) baflaceived t4plicution to construct a

new air pollution source. Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, 2625 WalSh

nail Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, harproposed to build Vantage Data Centers located at the

tren northwcst corner of the intetsection ofRoad 11 NW andRbad 0 NW. Quiucy in GrantCounty~
lb a

The mailingatldiess for the Vantage Data Centers in Quincy will be 2101 MStreet, Quincy, WA
arks

at 98848~

VantageVata Centers will contain four main data center buildings onceit is fully constructed, and

will in~ta1l and operate up to 17 diesel engines that willpoWer 3.0 mega~’att electrical generators

for a total capactty of 51 megawatts of emergency backup electrical power. The diesel eogines

1mg, generate criteria and toxic air contaminants which have been fully evaluated, and found to be
and
pest significantly below major source thresholds. The primary emissions ofconcern are nitrogen oxides

and particulate matter, including diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP). DIiEP emissions were

reviewed tinder a Second Tier Health Impact Assessment to evaluate health risks posed by the

project. .After’review of the completed Notice of Construction application and other information

ott file with the agency, Ecology has decided that this project proposal will conform to all

requirements as specified in Chapter 173400 WAC. Mtcr&view of the Secon&Tier Health

Impact Assessment, Ecology concluded that impacts to the community due to the Vantage Data

Cent~ will meet the protective requirements contained in Chapter 173460 WAC.

Copies of the Notice of Construction PrethninaryDøtermination, the Second Tier Petition

Recommendation, application information, nnd other application documents are available for

.ICT public review at Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, WA

i4, 99205-1295. and at the City of Quincy, 104 B Street SW, Quincy, WA 98848. A public beating
over

on this project was held on September 6,2012 at the Quincy City flail. This new public comment

period is due to the changes Vantage made to their NOC application on October 19 and November
II be
ween 28~ 2012. The public is invited to comment on this project proposal. Comments should be
B for
cased submitted to Beth Mort. and will be accepted for a period of thirty days after this notice has been

published in the Columbia Basin Herald. For additional information please contact Beth Mod at
cost

Ecology’s Spokane Office, 4601 N. Monroe. Spokaue, WA 99205-1295, oremail

2012 beth.mort@ecy.Wa.gov, or 509 329-3502.

Ibis notice supersederthe notice pubhied on July 30,2012.

#12032/2780681 U i.tfl.~
Pub.: December 10.2012 LJLLUU1t

‘30 Aaqs;s V~’~
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F~<’tn: “Mart, Beth (EcYr<BMOR461@Ecv.wA.GOW.
ttth~ect: Vantage Data Center - NEW Public Comment Period

Date: December11, 20122:04:16 PM PST

Dear Interested Parties,

The new public comment period on the draft air quality permit fbr Vantage Data Centers is now open! Comments will be
accepted through midnight .lanuarv n. aoit

This new comment period is needed because Vantage has made changes to the proposed project. Vantage requested
higher emission limits forthe generators at certain operating loads. This resulted in a slight increase in emissions.
Because ofthisthey had to recalculatetheir emission impacts. The results of this analysis showedthat the project
proposal still complies with all air quality rules designed to protect public health.

Documents aboutthe permit and the health assessment are available forthe public at:

o City of Quincy, City Hall, 104 B St. SW, Quincy, WA
o Department ofEcology, Eastern-Regional Office, Air Quality Program, 4601 N. Monroe St., Spokane, WA
• Online at: http:IIwww.ecy.wa.gpvIpr~~mslairIguincvdatacenterI scroll down to Vantage~ Data Centers and you

will find the updated documents

You can emaiicommentsto me at beth.mort®ecv.wa.g~y or mail themto me at:

Beth Mart
Department of Ecology
Eastern Regional Office
4603. N Monroe St.
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

Thank youl! --

Beth Mart I Community Outreach & Env~roomentaI Education
A:r Ousilty Pro9ram Dept of Eco~ogy Eastern Office
beth.moft~ecy.w~gQ~ I 50932935Ot

Office Hcurs: M-Th ~am-~pm

Exhibit 7





NEWS December 13,2012

Red J.Plnkertonlpo#t Register

‘i’d his ~‘i~e, Deoby, bro’ ise the DVD coilection at the George Public Libraty on Saturday

According to Schons. ne
new library lit alicady teen a
lot of use by the chiLdren.

“Kids viere lined up to get
library cards,”~ said Schons.
“It’s been great. And to think it
started on alawnmowerniaking
two phone calls. It really was
that easy.”

RUES!

A5

We need j’our input!
t~c Comment Period Now Open!

VANTAGE DATA CENTERS

The new George Public
Library can be reached at
785-7043.

Proposed Air Quality Permit
Comments accepted until

midnight January 11, 2013

Submit your comments to:

DEPARTMENT OF

ECOLOGY
State of Washington

A

Seth Mort
Department of Ecology
4601 N Monroe St.
Spokane, WA 99205-1295
beth.rnort@eoy.wa.gov

hitches
CV Axles

)il Filter
Belts





÷ December 13, 2012 VALLEY Coi
N&w~ in Bflef

_, enc~.niz.C.t c.~C~iw:r lj~vV.~
It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas at the Senior

Center! Jeanne Coady will be singing Christmas songs on
Dec. 15, with a bowl of chili at 5p.m., all for the cost of
just $5. It’s cozy and happy here; come join us!

were: Dick Benneti,iirst; Nancy

Vantage Data Cen~ei~ puNic
~ comrnenztpenodopen
The Washington State Department of Ecology (l3col-

ogy) has extçnded the comnaentperiod forthe proposed air
quality permit for building the new Vantage Data Center on
63 acres noitheast of Quincy. This new comment period is
neededbecausethedatacentermadechangestotheproposed
project that resulted in a slight increase in emissions. ‘The -

anal9sis that recalculated their emissions also showed that
the project proposal still complies with all air quality rules
designed to protect public health.

The due date for comments is now Jan. 11,2013.
Thb-draft permit would allow the company to install 17

backup generators for use during power failures to sup
~ott the facffitys da~a--s~n’~r~ ~td places coztdilie1b -on.
the operation to protect public health. The generators are
powered by’dicsel em’incs. fli~ i7 new generators rould
be in addition to 141 generatdrs already permitted at live
other Quincy-arba data centers.

Submit comments and/or questions to Beth Mort,
Departmentof Ecology, 4601 N. Monroe. Spokane, WA
99205-1295, or by email at beth.mort@ecy.wa.gov.

Documents about the pennit and the health assessment
are available for the public at the Department of Ecology,
Eastern Regional Office, Air Quality Program, 4601 N.
Monroe St., Spokane, WA. Or contact Beth Mort at 509-
329-3502 or by email at bethanort@ecy.wa.gov; the City
of Quincj, 104 B St. SW, Quincy; or online at: http:I/www.
ecy.wa.gov/progranmlair/quincydatacenterl.

Each of the generators will be capable of producing
three megawatts of emergency backup electrical power.
The Vantage Data Center will use the most current and
effective air pollution control equipment for controlling
both particulate mattet and nitrogen dioxide.

I.

U

rw T ~rir.z.cat& Gnr~EN
;: ‘rzt~’r@ qi p;~cor;i

Jim Flcmin~. of Fleming’s
V~2jJey,~iew Orchards in

When Fleming took charge
of the new orchard project in
1980. he planted 500 acres of
the 1,000 with apples.

“Weplantedsomeoithefirsi.
commercialGrannySmiths and
Gala apples in the area in 1980
and 1983,” said Fleming.

Itwas adesolatearea,which
once was a little knownandfor
gotten place called Levering.
Wint~rsprovedtob~ hardthere
as Fleming had to maintain and

TheGrantcountyLa~~ Enforc
Board (LEOFF) is seeking anind
position on the Chant County U
years. This person must be a re~
serve without compensation.

New
A recent survey by the Am

(AAA) finds a sirong likelihood
potential for voided warranties a
the Environmental Protection P
C )rdrngtoa.
T Exhibit8B surveyedb

d that cont
___lionoutof

duty vehicles on the roads toda)
to use E15’gasoline, based on:

condhätedbyAAA. AAAautom
LeiVan, O’Brien
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From: ~Mort Beth (ECY)” <BMOR461@ECY.WA.GOV>
Si;bfe~: RE: Question on publIc comments, Vantage

Date: January 3, 2013 4:35:29 PM PST
To: Danna Dal Porto <ddalporto@smwireless.net>
Cc: “Fflbbert, Gregory S. (ECY)” <GFU461@ECY.WA.GOV>, “Wood, Karen K (ECYy’ <KW00481 @ECY.W&GOV>

Hello Danna,

Thank you again for your message. We are accepting public comments on the draft air permit for Vantage Data Centers
until midnight January ii, 2013.1 felt that extending public comment past the 30 days required by law would be
appropriate, due to the fact thatthe comment period included holidays.

Your email and the list of various communications you attached will be submitted in our Response to Comments
document. Ecology’s response and a detailed list of outreach actions will be included in the Response to Comments as
well.

Regarding your questions about the documents available for review:

Vantage submitted revised NOC applications on 10/19/12 and 11/28/12. The Technical Support Document (TSD)
contains Ecology’s analysis based on the NOC applications. The revised TSD is identified on the last line of the title on
the first page. The last line states “December Amendment to May 2012 TSD”. This revised TSD was available for public
review during the comment period that began December ao, aoaa.

There has been no final determination or approval order issued forthe Vantage project. The revised Preliminary
Determination (PD) available for public review during the comment period that began Decemberao, 2012, contains the
permit conditions that resulted from the review of the revised NOC applications. BAG forthe project is contained in
the revised PD and in more detail in the revised TSD. The PD is notthe “finished product”. The final approval order
cannot be issued before the end of the public comment period, and Ecology’s review and consideration of all comments
received.

lam forwarding your req~Jestto Ecology management for a second public hearing on the Vantage project.

Ecology has no preference on how you decide to submit your comments. Email comments are treated the same as
comments received through the mail. Some Ecology staff were on leave during the holiday season. Ecology
coordinated leave times to make sure that staff familiar with the Vantage projectwere available through the holidays.

*2Q 32S~ 3502

From: Danna Dat Porto [mailto:ddalporto@pmwireless.netj
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:07 AM
To: Mort, Beth (ECI)
Cc: Flibbert, Gregory S. (EC’fl; Pfeifer, Grant D. (ECY)
Subject: Question on public comments, Vantage

January2,2013

Beth,

I would like clarification on the closing time and date of the Vantage public comments. I need you to send me the specific time and date for my
comments to be accepted for the Vantage permit

Exhibit 9
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I have attached a listing of the various communications I have seen from your desk. I am sure this is easy to explain butt think you can see howl
have become confused.

I am requesting another public heating to have Ecology and Vantage clarify the documents that am on file in the Quincy City Mali. Your Pubic
Notice of December 10,2012, references Vantage changes to the NOC application on October 19,2012 and November 28, 2012. My confusion is
that the Quincy set of documents contains a document headed TSD, December amendment to May, 2012 TSJX This document has specific comments
I need clarified. For example, what document is the final determination for Vantage? The various documents have a series of references to the BACT
decision. Which one is the actual approval order? How can I identify the finish product? This is just one of the clarifying points I need answered and
the basis for my public hearing request. loan continue to email questions if that is what Ecology prefers. I do have a concern however. I have
emailed Ecology this past Holiday week and I have had no answers. Is everyone on vacation?

I look forward to your answers.

Danna Del Porte
Quincy, WA





+ AZ
January 3, 2013 VALL

Exhibit 10

News in Brief
Serdor Cer~fier News

Happy New Year to you all! May you prosper, be
merry, receive much, give more, and always have a smile

- that comes easily to our face. May there be no losses in
facing coojieratives, acuIturod~ii~I’i1ff~
ticipantsintherecentCHS NewLeadersFOnlm sponsored
by cl-IS Inc., the nation’s Lading farmer—owned coopera
tive and a global energy, grains and foods company. They
v/crc among 300 young producers from across the U.S.
participating in the early December program.

Participantsheardfrom experts on agriculture,leadership
and precision technology, including Carl Casale, president
and CEO, CR5 Inc. and others.

- Change ofproperty value
itofices mailea

The Grant County Assessor mailed all change of value
notices on Thursday, Dec. 27-Over 29,950 Real Property
Change of Value Notices and 4,000 Personal Property
~

in Grant County is revalued every year. The assessed value
is to reflect 100 percent of the true and fair value. Anyone
with questions on the value should contact the Assessor’s
Office at 754-2011 ext. 325-Anyone who disagrees with
the true and fair value, current use value or senior frozen
value may appeal to the Board of Equalization.

Petition forms are available from the Clerk of the Board -

of Equalization, Jill Hammond, at $!J~) 754-20:11 •e:~t.
331. They must be filed within 30 days from the date of
this notice or by July 1 of the assessment year. Questions
regarding the appeal process should contact the Clerk of
the Board of Equalization.

Public comment v~ericd ora new
Vantage Data Cen~er permil

The Washington State Department of Ecology has
extended the comment period for the proposed air quality
permitfoi~buildingthenew VantageData Centeron63 acres
~aeededbecause

the data center made changes to the proposed project that
resulted in a slight increase in emissions.

Thedue dateforcommenis is now Jan.11 ,2013 . Submit
comments and/or questions to Beth Mort, Department of
Ecology, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane,WA 99205-1295, or
by email at ~eth,mort@ecy.Wa.gOv.





Frcnn: “Mart, Beth (ECY)” <BMOR481@ECY.WA.GOV>
~sb~cL RE: Need documents for Vantage comment period.

Dott: January 3. 2013 3:45:58 PM PST
To Danna Del Porto <ddaIporto@smwlreless.net>
Cc: “Flibbert Gregory S. (ECY~ .cGFU4BI @EGY.WA.GOW, “Wood, Karen K. (ECYr<KW00461 @ECY.W&GOW

1 Attachment 1.0 MB

Hello Danna,

Thank you foryour comments and questions below. Attached is the document you requested to help you complete your review
and make further comments.

Vourcomments will be included in fiji1 along with Ecology’s response in the Vantage Response to Comments document. I have
forwarded your request to Ecology management for a second public hearing on the Vantage project.

Thank you,

Beth Mort~ C~r~iunit”Out~e~cS S: Envicorc~*r-t& E:uc~:or~
A~r C2u~t Procr~rn Ecolocy E€~szer,’ Qffic~

C’f?~-irurs: M-T~;

Original Me~sage-—-
From: Danna Dal Porto FmaiIto:ddaiporto~smwireIess.net1
Sent Tuesday, January ox, 20131:46 PM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY); Wood, Karen K. (ECY)
Subject: Need documents for Vantage comment period.

January a, 2013

GreglKaren,

I am requesting an electroniçcopy of a document referenced in the paper work for the Vantage comment period.

lam requesting a “BAG supplemental submittal” received by Ecology July i6, 2012. This document is referenced on page a4ofa July
2012 packet titled:

Technical Support Document
Notice of Construction Approval Order
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC Vantage-Quincy Data Center July, aoia

Page 14 is the Conclusion Page, section #9. Is is marked as follows: ****END OF VANTAGE JULY TSD****

lam giving all of this information because there were a bewildering number of documents that looked similar.

Thank you for this assistance. Because the deadline for comment is approaching and the comment period bracketed the Holiday period,
I need this documentto complete mycomments.

At this time is an opportunity to request another public hearing to answer the questions I have. The Vantage document present at the
September public hearing was not complete. The public is entitled to an opportunity to comment on a complete application. An
important question: Is Vantage putting controls on their diesel generators? [would like an answer to this important question.

Sincerely,

Danna Dal Porte -

Quincy,WA
Exhibit 11
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VANTAGE PUBLIC COMMENT FILE #4 of S Dal Porto

Exhibit 12 19 Documents on file with the City of Quincy related to the air
Quality permit for Vantage Data Center 2012. These nineteen documents were
contained in the box of materials to be considered for the required public
hearing scheduled September 6, 2012.

11 of these documents list BACT as specific emission controls added onto the
engines. Three items, #14, July 1142 ICF letter and Responses to Ecology
Supplemental Data Request, item #16 Ecology Preliminary Determination and item
#17 Ecology Technical Support Document (NOC) list BACT as the Tier 2 engines
with no add-on specific emission control devices.

Item #8 and item #9 have the same title: Technical Support Document, Notice of
Construction Approval Order, Vantage Data Center Management Company, LLC,
Vantage-Quincy Data Center, May 2012. The documents look the same but they are
different, They are impossible to identifr by the cover page, however, inspection
shows that one document has all pages labeled “May, 2012”, while the other
document has pages 1, 12-14, labeled “May, 2012”, and pages 241 labeled “June,
2012”.

1. January 18,2012 ICF, Notice of Construction Support Document
Second Tier Review. BACT: Page 21, Emission Controls, Air Clarity1M 3000
Emission Controls.

2. March 7, 2012 ICF, Notice of Construction Support Document for Second
Tier Review, Response to Ecology Data Requests. BACT: Page 22, Emission
Controls, Air Clarity’TM Emission Controls.

3. March 15, 2012 ICF Second Tier Risk Analysis Technical Support Document
(Responds to Ecology Questions), BACT: Page 15, EPA Tier 4 Combustions
Controls.

4. May 14,2012 ICF Notice of Construction Support Document for Second Tier
Review (Includes Ammonia Slip), BACT: Page 22, Emission Controls, Air
Clarity “~ Emission Controls.

5. May 21,2012 ICF Second Tier Risk Analysis Technical Support Document
(Includes Ammonia Slip), BACT: Page 15 Emission Controls, Tier 4
Combustion Controls.

6. May 25,2012 ICF Final Second Tier Risk Analysis Technical Support
Document, BACT~ Page 15, Emission Controls, EPA Tier 4 Combustion
Controls.

,€EKM/B/r J~Z
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7. May 29, 2012 KU Final Notice of Construction Support Document for
Second Tier Review (Includes Ammonia Slip) HACT: Page 22, Emission
Controls, Air ClarityTM 2055 DPF Controls, EviCat ®2055 DPF Filter.

8. May 2012 ECOLOGY Technical Support Document, Notice of Construction
Approval Order, Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, Vantage
Quincy Data Center, May 2012, BACT page 4-7, Emission Controls. All pages
labeled May, 2012. Exhibit 8 and Exhibit 9 are very close to being the same.

9. May 2012 - June 2012 ECOLOGY Technical Support Document, Notice of
Construction Approval Order, Vantage Data Centers Management Company,
LLC, Vantage-Quincy Data Center, May 2012, BACT: page 4-7, Emission
Controls. Page 1, 12-14 labeled May, 2012. Pages 2-11 labeled June, 2012.
Includes 16 hours of storm avoidance operational hours as per Vantage
request ExhibitS and Exhibit 9 are very close to being the same.

10. Exhibit 13 June 11,2012 Vantage letter to Karen Wood, Ecology,
request for “storm avoidance” hours at Vantage. References Tier 4 emission
controls and cites the quality of controls as the basis for requesting extra
operational hours beyond the other data centers permitted in Quincy.

11. Exhibit 27 June 20, 2012 Ecology Second Tier Review Recommendation
Document for Vantage data Center, Quincy, WA. BACT: page 3-4, Tier 4
engines with emission controls. N02 concern with Tier 4 Emission Controls.

12, Exhibit 4A June 22,2012 Ecology Letter from Gregory Flibbert (ECY) to
Jeff Kane (Vantage). Ecology processed the Notice of Construction and
Ecology has scheduled a public hearing for July 31, 2012.

13. June 22, 2012 Ecology Preliminary Determination in the Matter of
Approving a New Air Contaminant Source for Vantage Data Centers
Management Company, LLC, Vantage-Quincy Data Center. BACT: pages 4-5
Tier 2 engines. Additionally, in section 2.1 under Approval Conditions the
statement: Each engine...must be equipped with CO, VOC, PM, and NOX
control equipment at least as effective as that evaluated in the NOC approval.
(Does this mean that emission controls are required on the engines?) Diesel
engine exhaust particulate matter exceeds the Acceptable Source Impact
Level (ASIL) as defined in Chapter 173-460 WAC, page 4. “...a system wide
(power) outage could potentially cause N02 levels to be a health concern.”,
page 7.

14. Exhibit 31 July 10-11,2012 ICF Vantage Responds to Ecology’s
Supplemental Data Request, Vantage Data Center, Quincy, WA, Responses
Prepared July11, 2012. Top-Down BACT Assessment Vantage-Quincy Data
Center, Quincy, WA A section of this document concerns the FOB purchase
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price information for controls designed for either 2,000 kWe or 2,500 kWe
generators as opposed to the Vantage generators which are 3.000kWe
generators. Cost effectiveness criteria based on Sabey-Intergate data center
air quality permit. (Is this permit finalized?) This document details extensive
cost-effectiveness evaluation. A specific point in the document is that
Ecology has very low cost effective numbers for controls. Table 1
Comparison of Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations, page 2.

15. Exhibit 14 July 11-12,2012,2012 pages 1-5 ICF letter from Jim Wilder
(Vantage) to Greg Flibbert and Robert Koster (Ecology). Cover letter for a
supplemental Top-Down BACT Assessment containing information specific
to the emissions cost effectiveness. According to Mr. Wilder, the low Ecology
cost effectiveness numbers makes the emission controls proposed by
Vantage not cost effective, On the first page is this statement: “Because all of
the feasible add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criterion, ICF
recommends that none of them...should he defined as BACT. Instead, ICF
recommends that BACT for each pollutant should be use of EPA Tier-2
certified engines...” In the SEPA checklist, August 2011, Vantage
committed that every diesel generator installed at the facility will
comply with EPA Tier-4 emissions standards. For this permit, there is a
conflict in the Ecology Vantage load-specific hourly emissions rates being
substantially lower that the ELM Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled
rates. Concern over fUture testing and that Vantage’s load-specific emission
limits be set at ELM’s vendor-guaranteed NTE rates. Not included in Exhibit
14 is the packet of documents: Vantage Response was stapled to June 22,
2012 Vantage data center’s comments and requested changes to public draft
preliminary determination comments dated 7-11-12.

16.July 2012 Ecology Preliminary Determination, In the Matter of Approving A
New Air Contaminant Source for Vantage Data Centers Management
Company, LLC, Vantage —Quincy Data Center. BACT: Page 4-5, Tier 2
engines, no controls. A point of confusion is the statement page 6,
Equipment Restrictions (2.1) (engines) must be equipped with CO. VOC, PM
and NOX control equipment at least as effective as that evaluated in this NOC
approval. Is Vantage using emission control equipment or are they not using
controls?

17.Exhibit 15 pages 2-5-7-14 July 2012 Ecology Technical Support
Document, Notice of Construction Approval Order, Vantage Data Center
Management Company, LLC, Vantage-Quincy Data Center, July 2012, BACT:
Page 5-7, Tier 2 engines, no controls. On page 14 of this document a
lengthy paragraph is devoted to a discussion of the BACT issue and the NTE
(not to exceed) numbers in their emission levels that Ecology has accepted as
voluntary limits not connected to the BACT determination. A reference is
made to a BACT supplemental submittal dated July 16, 2012. Page 14 “...by
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decoupling the BACT determination from the controls required for this
project, the issue of what is guaranteed or not does no need resolution.”

18. Exhibit 16 August 29,2012 ICF Email from Jim Wilder to Greg Flibbert
(Ecology), Mike Duf1~ (Vantage), Robert Koster and Clint Bowman (Ecology)
Discovery that Vantage cannot meet the primary N02 emission limit at 10%.
“Can we convene a teleconference ASAP to discuss this, and develop a plan?”

19.Exhibit 17.....August 30, 2012 ICF Email from Jim Wilder to Greg Flibbert,
(ECY), Robert Koster (ECY), Karen Wood (ECY) Mike DuffSr (Vantage) Clint
Bowman (ECY) Gary Palcisko (ECY) Subject: Vantage and Wilder educated
guesses about how Vantage PD numerical values will change. The
miscalculation about the numerical values in the emissions will cause up and
down value changes in the percentage of emission numbers.

In this email, Wilder states:

“SO GIVEN THESE EDUCATED GUESSES ON THE TRENDS, SHOULD WE HOLD
THE PUBLIC HEARING ON SEPT 6?” (Emphasis in the document)
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June 11,2012 -

Karen Wood
Washington State Department of Ecology
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA 99205 -

Subject Storm Avoidance at Vantage Data Center1 Quincy, WA

Dearkaren:

As you requested during our teleconference on May 31, 2012, this letter clarifies Vantage Data Centers’
request to include a specific, measurable and limited amount of storm avoidance as a permitted non-.
emergency generator aàtivity for our facility in Quincy, WA. Our justification for including storm
avoidance is broken into several parts, each of which is described below. - -

Storm avoidance is a mission-critical activity for Vantage’s tenant As you requested, Vantage
discussed the issues of storm avoidance with our tenant (referred to as sRIkefl. They adamantly request -

to maintain the storm avoidande hàurs requested in our application. Any outage at the Quincy data
center will have severe internal and business partner impacts to the tenant Under the storm avoidance”
operating mode, generators will be started to minimize risk of business disruption just prior to impending
periods of severe Weather. Severe weather in Quincy is expected to potentially include, but not be limited
to, ice storms and high winds. This same storm avoidanc& action would also be taken in the eüent that
the facility’s continuous sensors indicate impending electrical problems caused by internal problems
within the facility (e.g.. fire, or transformer malfunctions). Vantage is able to diligently track and report
occasional use of its generators for storm avoidance.- We expect Ecology to include provisions in our
Approval Order that requires us to rigorously track and report the reasons for every generator runtime
event. Any time Vantage elects to activate the generators for storm avoidance, the specific time, - -.

duration, and reason for that event will be recorded and reported to Ecology. - - -

Vantage’s generators will be excentioflally clean-burning. Vantage is the only data center in -

Washington state that has offered to install Tier-4 emission controls on its generators. As a result, even
with Vantage’s proposed use of occasional storm avoidance, our emissions will be lower than any other
data center. Table I compares the proposed potential-to-emit from each of the data centers in Quincy,
expressed as DEEP emissions per megawatt of installed generator capacity. Vantage’s emissions will be
about % those of the next-cleanest data center, even with our proposed storm avoidance activity.

Exhibit 13
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Table 1. Comparison of DEEP Emissions from Quincy Data Centers _____

Permitted
- DEEP

Emissions
Excluding DEEP

Commissioning Emissions
Installed and Stack Per

Generator Generator Emission ~f Installed
Generator Capacity Emission Testing ~ Mwé

Facilit~’ - Des’cription (Mwe) Controls (tonslyr) - (lb~iMwe)
Tier-4

. Including
. DPF,

. 5CR, and
Vantage 17 @3 Mwe 51 DCC - 0.221 8.7
Sabey-Intergate 44 @2 Mwe 88 Tier-2 0.809 18.4
Dell 28 @ 3 Mwe 84 Tier-2 0.71 16.9
Yahc5o-1 13 @2.28Mwe 29.6 Tier-2 - 1.2 81.1
Yahoo-2 10 @ 2.28 Mwe 22.8 Tier-2 0.35 30.7

MSFT-1 (After 3rd-
Tier Reductions) 27 @ 2.5 MW 67.5 Tier-2 0.58 17.2
MSFT-2 - 13 @ 2.5 Mwe 32.5 Tier-2 0.45 27.7

Storm avoidance is’an allowable non-emergency activity that satisfies federal regulations for
“emergency generators”.. Emergency diesel generators are regulated by two federal regulations: the
New Soqrce Performance Stand d (NSPS) Subpart 1111, and the National Emission Standard For
Hazardous Air Pgjlutants (NESHAP) Subpart ZZZZ. Both of those federal regulations allow “emergency
generators” to be used for up to 100 hours per year for discretionary non-emergency activity while utility
power is available to the facility. The NSPS Subpart 1111 was updated in June, 2011 to clarify which types
of discretionary non-emergency a tiviies are prohibited. Section 40 CFR 60.4211 specifies the limited
number of discretionary non-emergency activities that are prohibited: peak shaving, electricity sale to the
grid, or provide power as part of a financial arrangement withanother entity (i.e. demand response for.
rolling brownouts). Vantage proposes none of those prohibited activities. Storm avoidance is not
included in the small list of prohibited actions, so Vantage concludes storm avoidance is allowed under
federal regulations. - - -

Because Vantage is using Tier4 generators1 storm avoidance will not cause public health
impacts. As reported in our Second Tier-Risk Analysis (May 25, 2012), the forecast DEEP cancer risk at
the closest home caused by Vantage’s combined generator activity (including storm avoidance) are low.
Furthermore, Vantage’s forecast annual DE~P emissions caused by maximum-allowable storm
avoidance are only about 22% of ourrequested facility-wide total, so prohibiting storm avoidance would
reduce the ambient Vantage-only DEEP impacts by only 22%. Therefore, the Vantage-only DEEP -

impacts are only a small fraction of existing background concentration, so as shown in Table 2 prohibiting
storm avoidance at Vantage would have only a minor affect on the cumulative DEEP impact at the closest
home. Vantage’s currently-proposed generator operating conditions (including storm avoidance) would
cause a cumulative DEEP cancer risk of 27-per-million at the closest dwelling. If storth avoidance was
prohibited at Vantage, then the cumulative risk would decrease very slightly, down to 26-per-million.
Table 2. Overall Cumulative DEEP Impacts If Storm Avoidance Was Prohibited.
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As Proposed
Including Storm

Storm Avo~dance
DEEP Risk . Avoidahce Prohibited
Vantage-Only DEEP Impact (risk-per-million) 3.5 2.7

~ Background DEEP (risk-per-million) 23.7 23.7
Total Cumulative DEEP (risk-per-million) 27.2 26.4

Based on the factors described in this letter, Vantage Data Centers concludes that occasional storm
avoidance is an important factor to protect the security and ongoing business operations of our tenant,
and we believe it is appropriate for Ecology to approve our request for limited amounts of storm -

avoidance, as requested in all of our application submittals to date.
We thank you for your prompt actions to resolve this mailer. Please contact me at 2061406-9148 if you
have any questions regarding the information in this letter.

Sincerely,

?iJD~ffr
MikeDuffy -

Vantage Data Centers I
mduffv@vantaaedatacenters.com
(206) 406-9148 .

. ~.• •~•. . - . .•• ... ~;.
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July 12,2012

Greg Flibbert and Robert Koster
Washington State Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA, 99205
509/329-3400

Subject: Summary Response for BACT vs. Vendor-Guaranteed Not To Exceed
Emission Rates
Vantage Data Center, Quincy, WA

Dear Greg and Robert:

On behalf of Vantage Data Centers, ICF is pleased to submit this summary response to the
supplemental information requested by Ecology on July 5, 2012. This summary response is
divided into five parts:

• Signed certification form (see Attachment A)

• Submit co’mments to the public-review Draft PD (see Attachment B)

• Provide a supplemental Top-Down BACT assessment, using “Nominal-Uncontrolled”
and “Itominal-Controlled” emission rates.

• Explain why Vantage proposes emission controls that go beyond BACT.

• Explain why Ecology should revise Vantage’s emission limits to match the vendor-
guaranteed NTE

We trust this response letter provides the information Ecology needs to revise the Draft Proposed
Determination to reflect Vantage’s requests. Please do not hesitate to call either Mike DullS’ of
Vantage Data Centers at 206/406-9148 orme at 206/801-2832 if you have any questions about
this letter.

Sincerely,

auILttIa

James Wilder Exhibit 14
Managing Consultant





VANTAGE RESPONSES TO ECOLOGY’S SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
REQUEST

VANTAGE DATA CENTER, QUINCY, WA
RESPONSES PREPARED JULY 11,2012

PROVIDE A SUPPLEMENTAL TOP-DOWN BACT ASSESSMENT

A thorough supplemental Top-Down BACT assessment, including detailed information and cost
calculations, is enclosed with this response letter. A brief summary is provided below. As
requested by Ecology, this supplemental top-down BACT assessment used “Nominal
Uncontrolled” and “Nominal-Controlled” emission rates, which are substantially lower than the
“Not-to-Exceed (NTE) Vendor-Guaranteed Emission Rates” that ICF used for our original
BACT assessment, AERMOD modeling, and risk assessment used for our permit application
package.

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to
BACT review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), particulate matter (PM, PMIO and PM2.5) and sulfhr dioxide.

Generators equipped with EPA Tier-2 certified engines were considered the base case for the
BACT assessment. The following add-on technologies were considered for the top-down BACT
assessment:

o AirClarity System (Catalyzed DPF and SCR) proposed by Vantage

• Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter

o Urea-èelective Catalytic Reduction

• Three-Way Catalyst

o Diesel Oxidation Catalyst

All of the add-on technologies are technically feasible. They are commercially available, and
offer substantial pollutant removal efficiencies. None of them would pose unreasonable
operational difficulties.

However, all of the add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criteria by a wide margin,
for the individual pollutants and for the multi-pollutant reasonableness test. The forecast cost-
effectiveness values for each technology are listed in Table I below.

Because all of the feasible add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criterion, ICF
recommends that none of them (not even the AirClarity system proposed by Vantage) should be
defined as BACT. Instead, ICF recommends that BACT for each pollutant should be defined as
use of EPA Tier-2 certified engines, with diligent annual operation and maintenance
requirements required under New Source Performance Standards Subpart 1111.
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Table 1. Comparison of BACT Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations for Feasible Control Technologies

Cost-Effectiveness (S/ton)

Combined
Control Device NOX Total PM CO VOC Pollutants

MTU AirClarity System
(Catalyzed DPF + SCR)
proposed by Vantage $81,000 $700,000 $434,000 $1,645,000 $60,000

Catalyzed DPF Alone Ineffective $252,000 $152,000 $578,000 $81,000

SCR Alone $40,300 $1,519,000 $216,000 $820,000 $32,000

3-Way Catalyst $37,500 $125,000 $71,000 $296,000 $19,200

Diesel Oxidation Catalyst Ineffective $310,000 $55,000 $314,000 $41,000

Ecology Cost-Effectiveness
Criterion $10,000 $23,200 $5,000 $10,000 N/A

EXPLAIN WHY VANTAGE HAS ALWAYS PROPOSED TO VOLUNTARILY
INSTALLTHE AIRCLARITY EMISSION CONTROL SYTEM. WHICH GOES
BEYOND THE RECOMMENDED BACT REOUJREMENT

As described in the previous section, ICF concludes that none of the identified add-an control
technologies satis1~’ BACT because they all fail the cost-effectiveness criterion by a wide
margin. Regardless, ever since the inception of this project Vantage has proposed installing the
AirClarity emission control system on all of the generators at the Vantage-Quincy data center.
The AirClarity system is a modular system designed for the MTU generators, that includes a
catalyzed DPF and a urea-based 5CR. The reasons Vantage has voluntarily elected to
voluntarily install expensive add-on controls are as follows:

SEPA Checklist. For the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Checklist, which was
submitted to the City of Quincy in August 2011, Vantage committed that every diesel generator
installed at the facility will comply with EPA Tier-4 emission standards. Vantage did this to
reflect its corporate commitment to install environmental controls at all of its corporate-wide
facilities that go beyond all minimum regulatory requirements.

\>(
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NAAOS Compliance. Vantage recognized that background air quality in the northeastern
industrial area of Quincy has already been affected by permitted emissions from the existing (or
permitted) emergency generators at the Yahoo Data Center, Intuit Data Center, and Sabey
Intergate Data center. In order to comply with the federal National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and N02, Vantage recognized its generators would
have to be equipped with emission controls that are more efficient than the EPA Tier-2
controlled engines that have been installed at every other data center in Quincy. For the Notice of
Construction air quality application package, Vantage used the AERMOD dispersion model to
include the “vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rates” provided by ELM Energy LLC, Vantage’s
supplier for the generators and the AirClarity system. Based on the vendor-guaranteed NTE
emission rates, Vantage demonstrated the controlled emissions comply with the NAAQS for all
pollutants, even after using Ecology’s mandated screening-level modeling requirements.

ASIL for N02. Vantage recognized that emissions of toxic air pollutants are a valid concern for
lochl citizens. To demonstrate compliance with Ecology’s Acceptable Source Impact Levels
(ASIL5) for all pollutants including N02 (but not including DEEP), Vantage used the AERMOD
model to account for the vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rate for N02. By doing so, Vantage
demonstrated the controlled worst-case N02 impact caused solely by the facility’s emissions
achieved the ASIL by a comfortable margin.

Second-Tier Cancer Risk for DEEP. Vantage recognized that DEEP emissions are a valid
concern for local citizens. Vantage modeled carcinogenic DEEP emissions as being identical to
ELM~s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates for total particulate (front-half plus
back-half). Even with the vendor-guaranteed controlled emission rate the modeled DEEP impact
at the maximum boundary receptor exceeded the ASIL, so Vantage was required to comply with
Ecology’s Second Tier risk assessment standard for DEEP. By accounting for ELM Energy’s
vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates for DEEP, Vantage was able to demonstrate
that the DEEP cancer risks at all receptor locations (at onsite tenant space and at all offsite
locations) achieved Ecology’s Second-Tier standard of 10-per-million by a comfortable margin.

EXPLAIN WHY VANTAGE REOUESTS THAT ALL HOURLY EMISSION LIMITS BE
SET EOUAL TO ELM’S VENDOR-GUARANTEED NTE CONTROLLED EMISSION
RATES

As described above, all of Vantage’s AERMOD dispersion modeling used for NAAQS
compliance, ASIL compliance, and Second-Tier DEEP risk assessment used Elm Energy’s

J conservatively high vendor-guaranteed Nit controlled emission rates at each generator load.
Vantage’s air quality permit application package clearly indicated that process, and clearly
requested that the Ecology permit should specif3’ hourly emission rates for all pollutants and all
generator loads equal to Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rates.

However, the Preliminary Determination air quality permit, which has been distributed by
Ecology for public review and comment, sets Vantage’s load-specific hourly emission rates to
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values that are substantially lower than Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled rates.
Instead of specifying the vendor-guaranteed rate for each generator load, Ecology staff did their
own manual calculations to specify lower emission limits based on Elm Energy’s “nominal
uncontrolled” rates. Those reduced allowable emission limits are listed in Section 5 of the
Preliminary Determination.

Vantage requests that Ecology should revise the emission limits set in Section 5 of the PD to
match Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled rates that were requested in Vantage’s
permit application package. A marked-up copy of SectionS of the PD is attached, showing the
requested corrections. Vantage’s reasons for requesting this change are listed below.

Vantage Presented the Vendor-Guaranteed NTE Rates in Its AERMOD Modeling and
Second-Tier Risk Assessment. Vantage worked closely with Ecology’s modelers and risk
assessment specialists to conduct the AERMOD modeling used for the NAAQS compliance
demonstration and the Second Tier risk assessment. We all agreed to use the conservatively high
emission rates set by Elm’s vendor-guaranteed NTE limits. That conservatively high AERMOD
modeling showed compliance with the NAAQS and the Second-Tier cancer risk limit (10-per-
million) with a comfortable safety margin. Therefore, Vantage believes it is reasonable to set the
permitted hourly emission limits to the same values that were used for the AERMOD modeling
(i.e., Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE rates).

There is a Reasonable Likelihood Of Future Stack Testing Requirement. Given the current
litigious climate for air quality permitting in Quincy, Vantage believes it is prudent to assume
they will eventually be required to conduct multi-load stack testing on many, if not all, of their
installed generators. Therefore, it is crucial that Vantage’s load-specific emission limits be set at
Elm’s vendor-guaranteed NTE rates.

Ecology’s Reduced Limits Are Unacceptably Close To (Or Even Below) Elm Energy’s
Measured Stack-Tested Values. Vantage’s permit application package presented Elm Energy’s
stack test data for the AirClarity system installed on a similar MTU diesel generator. In at least
one case Ecology’s reduced emission limit is actually less than the stack-tested value. On June
21, 2011 ICF submitted an email to Ecology staff identifying at least one “fatal flaw” condition
whereby Ecology’s permit limit was actually less than Elm Energy’s stack-test value:

Requested NTE NOx rate at 10% load: 1.9 lbs/hr
Elm’s stack-tested value (NOx, 10% load): 1.7 lbs/hr
Ecology limit (NOx, 10% load): 0.57 lbs/hr

Ecology’s reduced emission limits for Total PM are higher than Elm’s stack-tested values, but
their reduced PM limit unacceptably reduces the “safety-facto?’ that Elm originally applied when
they developed the vendor-guaranteed NTE rates. For example, the values for PM at 100% load
are as follows:
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Elm’s stack-tested value (PM, 100% load): 0.36 lbs/hr
Requested NTE for PM rate at 100% load: 0.484 lbs/hr (34% safety factor)
Ecology limit (PM, 100% load): 0.42 lbs/hr (safety factor reduced to 17%)

Given the variability in the stack-tested PM rates that were recently measured by Microsoft on
their generators, Vantage questions the rationale for Ecology choosing to reduce Vantage’s
safety factor for PM.

“Nominal-Uncontrolled” Rates Used By Ecology Are Not Vendor-Guaranteed, and Do Not
Apply to Individual Generators. Elm Energy’s NTE rates are vendor-guaranteed for each
individual generator, and at each individual engine load. Therefore, if Ecology’s required stack
testing indicates an exceedance of Elm’s NTE rate for any engine or any generator load, then
Elm Energy and Vantage will have the contractual flexibility to promptly undertake corrective
measures. However, Ecology’s reduced emission limits relied on Elm Energy’s “Nominal-
Uncontrolled” rates. Those “nominal” values are Elm’s engineering judgment about the “typical,
average” performance for MTU’s entire engine family. Those “nominal-uncontrolled” rates are
not vendor-guaranteed, and they do not apply to any individual generator, nor to any individual
engine load. Therefore, we question Ecology’s use of those “Nominal-Uncontrolled” rates to
derive load-specific emission limits that will apply to the stack tests for every individual
generator.

Ecology’s Reduced Emission Limits Put Vantage At Unacceptable Business Risk. For all of
the reasons stated above, Ecology’s specification of permit limits lower than Elm Energy’s
vendor-guaranleed NTE rates will put Vantage at an unacceptable business risk. If Ecology’s
required stack testing shows tested emissions for any individual generator and load that exceed
Ecology’s limit but are less than Elm’s vendor-guaranteed rate, then Ecology will be required to
issue a Notice of Violation to require Vantage to correct the violation. However, in that case the
measured emissions would satis& Elm Energy’s vendor guarantee, so Vantage would have no
contractual ability to require Elm to correct the problem. That constitutes a severe business risk
to Vantage, that is unacceptable to Vantage’s senior management.

Ecology’s Reduced Emission Limits Are Inconsistent With Ecology’s Recent Precedents for
Permitting Vantage’s Business Competitors. In 2011 Ecology issued air quality permits to
other computer data centers in Quincy, some ofwhich are Vantage’s business competitors.
Those other data centers requested load-specific emission limits that were at least as high as their
suppliers’ vendor-guaranteed rates, and for some pollutants considerably higher than their
vendor-guaranteed rates. In those recent cases Ecology granted their request. Therefore,
Vantage questions Ecology’s decision to change its recent precedents, and to impose arbitrarily
low reduced emission limits, but only for the Vantage Data Center.
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VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER
JULY, 2012 1* -

1. BACKGROUND

Starting in 2006, internet technology companies became interested in the City of Quincy in Grant
Coulity as a good place to build data centers. Data centers house the servers that provide e-mail,
manage instant messages, and run applications for our computers. Grant County has a low-cost,
dependable power supply and an area wide fiber optic system. During 2007 and 2008, the
Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) issued approval orders to Microsoft Corporation, Sabey
Intergate Inc., and Intuit Inc. that allowed them to construct and operate data centers.

Tn 2010, the Washington State Legislature approved a temporary sales tax exemption for data
centers building in Grant County and other rural areas. To qualif~’ for the tax exemption, the data
center must have at least 20,000 square feet dedicated to servers and start construction before
July 1, 2011. The AQP has received permit applications from Microsoft Corporation and Sabey
Intergate Inc. for expansion of their existing data centers in Quincy. Dell Marketing, LP and
Sabey Intergate Quincy, LLC have also submitted applications for new data centers in Quincy
that have been approved for construction and operation.

To build or expand, a data center company must first apply to the Washington Department of
Ecology (Ecology) for a permit called a “notice of construction approval order” (NOC). Its
purpose is to protect air quality. The NOC is needed because data centers use large, diesel-
powered backup generators to supply electricity to the servers during power failures. Diesel
engine exhaust contains both criteria and toxic air pollutants. As part of the permit review
process, Ecology carefully evaluates whether the diesel exhaust from a data center’s backup
generators cause health problems.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC submitted a Notice of Construction (NOC)
application received by Thcology on February 10, 2012, for the phased installation of the
Vantage-Qüincy Data Center, to be sited North West of the junction of Road 11 NW and Road 0
NW, Quincy, in Grant County. A legal description of the percel is the SE 1116 of Section 4 and
the SW 1116 of Section 3, Township 20 North, Range 24 East, Willamette Meridian. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased to independent tenants. The primary air contaminant
sources at the facility consist of 17-3000 kilowatt (kWe) electric generators powered by diesel
engines. The generators will have a power capacity ofup to 51 MWe, and will provide
emergency backup power to the facility during infrequent disruption of Grant County PUD
electrical power service. The project construction will be phased (up to 4 phases, phase 1 with 7
generators) over several years depending on customer demand.

Review of the February 10, 2012 NOC application began on February 11,2012, and a
notification that more information was necessary was issued on February 22,2012 by the
Department of Ecology under the supervision of the Eastern Regional Office Section Manager
(Wood). Partial response to the request for additional information was received by Ecology on
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March 19,2012. The NOC application was considered complete as of May 1,2012. The final
draft Preliminary Determination (i.e., Proposed Decision) was forwarded tO Ecology HQ for
review and to facilitate completion of the second tier review. Public notice of the availability of
the Preliminary Determination was published on June 27,2012 in the Columbia Basin Herald.
Vantage and its consultant, ICF, found that the emission limits resulting from use of the BACT
analyses in the application submittals (the stack test emission limits in Condition 5 of the
Preliminary Determination) would be difficult to achieve, and submitted a supplemental BACT
analysis received by Ecology on July 16, 2012. Ecology’s evaluation of this BACT submittal
follows at the end of this TSD. Public review began on approximately, and ended on.

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) received a Notice of Construction (NOC) application
for the Vantage-Quincy Data Center on February 10,2012. The Vantage-Quincy Data Center,
hereafter referred to as Vantage, consists ofphased construction of 4 data center buildings, 3
smaller structures housing generators, and a future substation. Construction will occur in phases
with the first phase to be construction of a center with S primary generators and 2 described as
‘reserve’. The timing of Phases 2-4 depends on customer demand and is not yet determined.
Phase 1 is expected to be operational around the end of 2012 and includes the 5 primary and 2
reserve generators all of which are to be Mlii 3000, three 3.0 Megawatt (MWe) electric
generators powered by 4678 brake horse power Mlii Model 20V4000 diesel engines. Phase 2,
3, and 4 construction are identified as Data Center 2 (phase 2- 3 primary engine generators, plus
1 reserve), Data Center 3 (phase 3 - 3 primary engine generators, plus 1 reserve), and a Building
described as ‘ETC’ (phase 4 - 1 primary engine generator plus I reserve). The sequence of
expected construction was not described. The Vantage-Quincy generators will have a total
combined capa~ñty of approximately 51 MWe upon final build out of the four Phases. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased for occupancy by independent tenant companies that
require fully supported data storage and processing space although all engine/generators are
expected to .be owned and operated by Vantage.

Vantage has requested operational limitations on the Vantage-Quincy facility to reduce
emissions below major source thresholds and to minimize air contaminant impacts to the
community. Vantage has indicated that diesel fuel usage at Vantage-Quincy will be less than
169,500 gallons ofultra-low sullbr diesel fuel. Individual engine operating limits of 85 hours per
year for the engines serving Building 1 are also implied in the application materials.

Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project have been calculated
based entirely on operation of the emergency generators. Table la contains criteria pollutant
potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project It should be noted
that some of the emissions included in Tables Ia and lb are not approved by this preliminary
determination: the preliminary determination requires that stack testing be included in with other
approved mn-times, and that ‘storm avoidance’ hours be approved prior to each of phases 2-4 of
this project. Table lb contains toxic air pollutant potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage
Quincy Data Center project.
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control ofeach suchpollutant. In no event shall application ofthe “best available control
technology” result in emissions ofanypollutants which will exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60 and Pan 61...-”

For this project, Vantage proposed installation of engines with diesel particulate filters (DEEP j-ij ik~
Control) treated to also serve as oxidation catalysts (VOC and CO control) and selective catalytic
reduction (NOx Control). With these proposed controls, Vantage avoided the fomni process of a
“top-down” approach for determining BACT for the proposed diesel engines. Vantage also
established a control cost criteria for future data center diesel engines at a budget-level estimate c
of $47,714 per ton of combined pollutants controlled.

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to
BACT review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), particulate matter (PM, PM10 and PM2.5) and sulfuìr dioxide.

5.1 BACT ANALYSIS FOR NOx

5.1.1 Selective Catalytic Reduction. The SCR system functions by injecting a liquid reducing
agent, such as urea, through a catalyst into the exhaust stream of the diesel engine. The
urea reacts with the exhaust stream converting nitrogen oxides into nitrogen and water.
The use ofhitra-low sulfur (10-15 ppmw S) fuel is required to achieve good NOx
destruction efficiencies. 8CR can reduce NOx emissions by up to 90-95 percent.

For 5CR systems to iimction effectively, exhaust temperatures must be high enough
(about 200 to. 500°C) to enable catalyst activation. For this reason, 8CR control
efficiencies are expected to be relatively low during the first 20 to 30 minutes after
engine start up, especially during maintenance, and testing loads. There are also•
complications ofmanaging and controlling the excess ammonia (ammonia slip) &om
5CR use.

5.1.6 BACT determination for NOx
Ecology determines that BACT for NOx is:

a. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines, pre-control, if the engines are installed and
operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.42l9; or applicable
emission standards found m 40 CFR Part 89 112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039 102

1’ Tables 6 and 7 ifModel Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines; and

b. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart ml.

5.2 BACT ANALYSIS FOR PARTICULATE MATTER, CARBON MONOXIDE
AM) VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

5.2.1 Dieselparticulatefilters (DPFs). These, add-on devices include passive and active
DPFs, depending on the method used to clean the filters (i.e., regeneration). Passive
filters rely on a catalyst while active filters typically use continuous heating with a fuel
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burner to clean the filters. The use ofDPFs to control diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions has been demonstrated in multiple engine installations worldwide. Particulate
matter reductions of up to 85% or more have been reported. Therefore, this technology
was identified as the top case control option for diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions from the proposed engines.

Vantage initially proposed installation and operation of DPFs on each of the proposed
diesel engines as BACT. The July 16, 2012 supplemental analysis ofBACT retracted
this proposal, and instead proposed that Tier 2 engines should be considered BACT for
these engines. Ecology accepts this option as BACT for these engines.

5.2.2 Diesel oxidation catalysts. This method utilizes metal catalysts to oxidize carbon
monoxide, particulate matter, and hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust. Diesel oxidation
catalysts (DOCs) are commercially available and reliable for controlling particulate
matter, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines. While the
primary pollutant controlled by DOCs is carbon monoxide (approximately 90%
reduction), DOCs have also been demonstrated to reduce up to 30% of diesel engine
exhaust particulate emissions, and more than 50% ofhydrocarbon emissions.

5.2.4 BACT Determination for Particulate Matter, Carbon Monoxide and Volatile
Organic Compounds
Ecology determines BACT for particulate matter, carbon monoxide and volatile organic
compounds is:

a. Use ofEPA Tier 2 certified engines pre-control if the engines are installed and
operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.42l9; or applicable
emission standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
Tables 6 and 7 ifModel Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non

J emergency engines; and
b. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,

Subpart ff1.

5.3 BACT ANALYSIS FOR SULFUR DIOXIDE

5.3.1 VantagellCF did not find any add-on control options commercially available and feasible
for controlling sulfbr dioxide emissions from diesel engines. Vantage Quincy’s proposed
BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use ofultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (maximum of 15 ppm
by weight of sulfur). Using this control measure, sulfur dioxide emissions would be
limited to 0.020 tons per year.

5.3.2 BACT Determination for Sulfur Dioxide
Ecology determines that BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel
containing no more than IS parts per million by weight of sulfur.

5.4 BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TEChNOLOGY FOR TOXICS
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Best Available Control Technology for Toxics (tBACT) means BACT, as applied to toxic air
pollutants.2 The procedure for determining tBACT follows the same procedure used above for
determining BACT. Under state rules, tBACT is required for all toxic air pollutants for which
the increase in emissions will exceed de minimis emission values as found in WAC 173460-
150.

For the proposed project, tBACT must be determined for each of the toxic air pollutants listed in
Table 2 below. As indicated in Table 2, Ecology has determined that compliance with BACT, as
determined above, satisfies the tBACT requirement.

TabLe 2. tRACT Determination
Toxic Air Pollutant tRACT
Acetaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Acrolein Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzo(a)pyrene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
1 ,3-Butadiene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Carbon monoxide Compliance with the CO BACT requirement
Diesel engine exhaust particulate Compliance with the PM BACT requirement
Formaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BAQT requirement
Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 502 BACT requirement
Toluene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Total PAHs Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Xylenes Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement

6. AMBIENT IMPACTS ANALYSIS

Vantage obtained the services of ICF Consultants to conduct air dispersion modeling for Vantage
Data Center’s generators to demonstrate compliance with ambient air quality standards and
acceptable source impact levels. Each generator was modeled as a point source. ICF used EPA’s
AERMOD dispersion model to determine ambient air quality impacts caused by emissions from
the proposed generators at the property line and beyond, and at the rooftops of the proposed data
center buildings to be occupied by tenants. The ambient impacts analysis indicates that no
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NA.AQS) are likely to be exceeded.

6.1 AERMOD Dispersion Modeling Methodology

AERMOD is an EPA “preferred” model (40 CFR Part 51, Appendix W, Guideline on Air
Quality Models) for simulating local-scale dispersion ofpollutants from low-level or elevated
sources in simple or complex terrain.

The following data and assumptions were used in the application ofAERMOD:

2 WAC 173-460-020
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9. CONCLUSION

Based on the above analysis, Ecology concludes that operation of the seventeen (17) generators
at Vantage will not have an adverse impact on local air quality. Ecology finds that Vantage has
satisfied all requirements for NOC approval.

I’
****Ef~) OF VANTAGE tRTh4E TSD ‘~

In Federal guidance regarding the process of determining BACT-level control, the applicant is
assigned responsibility for presenting and defending a preferred control system (see, for instance,
BNA Policy and Practice Series, Air Pollution Control, 10-91, Page 181:152). When Ecology
indicated to Vantage and ICF that the BACT proposal in the application materials submitted on
February 10,2012, was incomplete, Vantage/ICF forwarded a cost-effectiveness summary for
the catalysed DPF and SCR systems they propose to use. The application materials also indicated
that those systems were guaranteed to reduce uncontrolled engine emissions of PM by 87%, and
NOx, VOC, and CO by 90%. Ecology accepted this proposal as BACT for the Vantage project

• engines, and then calculated emission limits using uncontrolled engine emission data provided in
the application, and using the above emission reduction percentages. These limits were
significantly lower than those proposed by Vantage/ICF, for reasons that the applicant has not
explained. Instead, Vantage/ICF forwarded a more comprehensive BACT analysis proposing that
Tier 2 engines be considered BACT, and that the not-to-exceed (NTE) values (th,ey suggest these
are guaranteed, but provide no documentation) were proposing as emission him be considered
voluntary limits not connected to the BACT determination. This is acceptable to Ecology, in part
because the higher values proposed were used in the health impacts assessment and because
these higher emission rates appear to satisfy the Tier IV emission levels Vantage indicated they
would achieve in theft SEPA documents. Without substantial additional information (including
specific details and documentation of the guarantees referenced in the application), the elevated
emission rates ‘do not appear to reflect the control levels also indicated to be guaranteed in the
application materials. The control levels stated as guarantees in the application appear to be the
low end of ranges to be expected from equipment of the type proposed. In this case, by de
coupling the BACT determination from the controls required for this project, the issue of what is~Ce—\
guaranteed or not does not need resolution. The preceding section on BACT in this technical
support document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental submittal received July
16, 2012.

— / . ~. ..•
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Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY)

From: Wilder, James [James.wilder@icfi.com)
Sent: Wednesday, August 29,2012 11:57AM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY)
Cc: Wilder, James; Mike Duffy; Koster, Robert (ECY); Bowman, Clint (ECY)
Subject: Vantage-Quincy: Request to increase N02 emission limit at 10% load.
Attachments: N02 Requested Revised Permit Limits.doc

Hi Greg -

As we discóssed yesterday, we recently discovered that Vantage cannot meet the primary N02 emission limit at 10%
load, that is currently listed in Table 5.4 of the Draft. That draft Table 5.4 has what appears to be a typo, and the listed
N02 limit at 10% load should have been 0.183 lbs/hr instead of 0.02 lbs/hr.

But Vantage can’t meet even the 0.183 lbs/hr limit at 10% load, because at low load the catalyzed DPF converts a lot of
the primary NO to primary N02 (this is not a problem at high load). Based on Vantage’s stack tests on a similar unit we
need to increase the N02 limit at 10% load up to 1.5 lbs/hr. The attached Word file shows a series of tables that explain
the reason and show the ramifications.

Increasing the primary NO2 limit at 10% load would increase the permitted facility-wide N02 emission rate during a
power outage. Jo compensate for this, Vantage proposes to reduce the N02 emission limits at high load, so the facility-
wide hourly NO2 emissions for the data center remains unchanged compared to our AERMOD modeling back in May-
2012 (we modeled a facility-wide total of 18.1 lbs/hr, and the requested new limits correspond to a new facility-wide
value of 18.2 Ibs/hr).

Can we convene a teleconference ASAP to discuss this, and to develop a plan?

Thanks!

Jim wilder, P.E. I Environthental Engineer I Direct 206/801-2832 I iames.wilder@icfi.com I icfl.com

Icr INTERNATIONAl. I 710 2nd Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98104 I Main Office 206/801-2800

In January 2010, ICF Jones & Stokes became ICF International.
Check out icfi.com/evolution.

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

Exhibit 16





Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY)

From: Wilder, James [James.Wilder@icfi.cOml
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 12:30 PM
To: Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY); Koster, Robert (ECY); Wood, Karen K. (ECY)
Cc: Wilder, James; Mike Duffy; Bowman, Clint (ECY); Palcisko, Gary (ECY)
Subject: Vantage: Wilder educated guesses about how Vantage PD numerical values will change
Attachments: Wilder educated guess about Vantage PD numerical values 8-30-2012.pdf

Hello folks - thank you for teleconferencing with us to discuss Vantage’s proposal to.do the following:
1) Increase the primary N02 emission limit at 10% load;
2) Reduce ihe allowable N02 emission limits at high load;
3) Reduce the allowable runtime for generator idling during scheduled testing and outages.

The attached file shows the numerical values in the Draft PD that would have to be changed, after ICF submits new
emission calculations and AERMOD results to demonstrate compliance with the N02 ASIL and the N02-NAAQS. For
each item I show a qualitative “up arrow” or “down arrow” to indicate whether I anticipate the new value will increase
or decrease. In general, here are my educated guesses:

Allowable runtime for idling would be restricted by numerous permit conditions, and would decrease by maybe 50%.
Facility-wide PTE for primary N02 might increase a bit, or maybe stay the same, or maybe decrease a bit.
Facility-wide fuel usage would decrease by maybe 10%
Facility-wide PTE for all other regulated pollutants (other than primary N02) would decrease by maybe 10%.
AERMOD 1-hr N02 during an outage might increase by 10%, but would be less than the ASh
AERMOD 1-hr N02 values for NMQS compliance might increase by 10%, but in all cases would be less than the NAAQS
AERMOD 24-hr PM1O and PM2.5 concentrations would decrease, maybe by 10% to 50%
DEEP cancer risk would decrease by maybe 10%.

We cannot complete the revised AERMOD modeling before the hearing.

SO GIVEN THESE EDUCATED GUESSES ON THE TRENDS, SHOULD WE HOLD THE PUBLIC HEARING ON SEPT 6?

After you review these educated guesses, please let Mike Duffy and I know the steps by which Ecology will decide about
the future path forward...

Again, thanks for your patience and thanks for your help with this issue.

Jim Wilder, P.E. I Environmental Engineer I Direct 206/801-2832 I iames.wiIder~icfi.com I icfi.com

icr INTERNATIONAt I 710 2nd Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98104 I Main Office 206/801-2800

In January 2010, ICF Jones & Stokes became ICF International.
Check out icfi.com/evolution.

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
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EMISSION RATES FOR REQUESTED REVISED NOZ EMISSION LIMITS
VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER

Table A. Stack Test Safety Factors for Current vs. Revised N02 Emission Limits

Load N02 N02 Current N02 Safety N02 Requested Revised N02 Safety
Stack Current Factor (Permit Limit Revised Limit Factor (Permit Limit

• Test Permit Limit Divided by Stack Test (lbs/br) Divided by Stack Test

(lbs/br) (lbs/hr)

81% 0.07 0.76 11 0.4 . 5.7
90% 0.07 0.88 12 0.4

93% 0.07 0.93 13 0.4 5.7

10% 0.94 0.18 1.5 1.6~
~ (Stick te~téKdêèd~

-.-

. peimltJjth!t)

Table 5.3: Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Load Emission limit per

engine, lbs/hr

5.3.1 Annual Step Testing 100% 10.3
5.3.2 Corrective Maintenance 100% 10.3
5.3.3 Buildi~ig 1 outage, 81%

Storm Avoidance 10% 4431.9
5.3.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90%

Outage
5.3.5 Building ETC Outage 93% 9.3

Table 5.4: Nitrogen dioxide (N02) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Load Emission limit per

• engine, lbs/hr

5.4.1 Annual Step Testing 100% .1:030.4
5.4.2 Corrective Maintenance 100% .1030.4
5.4.3 Building 1 outage, 81% 0~8

Storm Avoidance 10%
5.4.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 036~4

Outage
5.4.5 Building ETC Outage 93% 0930.4

ooa 1.5





PWMARY N02 EM~SSDONS ACCOUNTIING FOR DELAY IIN 5CR

ACTDVATIION TIME

Table B. Original May-2012 Modeling With Current Permit Limits

N02 Emissions (lbs/hr) Accounting For Catalyst Delay Time

Tot Wt.
Run Untreated Subtotal Treated Treated Subtotal Average

. Time Warm N02 Timex Time N02 Timex N02
Load Mm Up time lbs/hr N02 Mm lbs/hr N02 lbs/hr

81 60 10 372 062 50 0758 0631667 125

90 60 10 436 0727 50 0883 0735833 146

93 60 10 461 0768 50 093 0775 154

Idle 60 20 0.57 0.19 40 ‘:~0.183 0.12 0.312

Table C. Proposed Permit Limits

N02 Emissions (lbs/hr) Accounting For Catalyst Delay Time

Tot Run
Time

Mm
Warm Up

time

Untreated
N02

lbs/hr

Subtotal
Timex

N02

Treated
lime

Mm

Treated
N02

lbs/hr

Subtotal
Timex

N02

Wt.
Average

N02
lbs/hr

81 60 10 372 062 50 04 0333333 095

90 60 10 436 0727 50 04 0333333 106

93 60 10 4.61 0.768 50 :~oA~ 0.333333 1.10

Idle 60 20 0.57 0.19’ 40 :21.5 1 1.19

Load





FACllLilfl-W~DE NOX EMgSS~ONS DUrnNG A POWER OUTAGE

Table D. Changes to Facility-Wide NOx

FACILITY-WIDE NOX WI CURRENT LIMITS AS MODELED, MAY-2O12
- -.- 1~ —-__F—-IL —__

:*j Each

~)~Ge’n set
Engine Worst Case NOX Facility Wide

Gen It GenArea load No.Qens Emission Hours *~iksfl~r NOX lbs/hi
Unplanned Outage.StormAvoIdance Outage÷Storm Avoidance

1 itol S BIdgi 81% 5 1 ~i2.5 62.5

2 1to23 BldgZ 90% 3 1 438 —~

3 lto3 3 Bidg3 90% 3 1 ‘~~146 438

ETC1 ~c 93% 1 1 ‘1:154 154

Zero idle zero idle

I 6andl7keserve BIdgi 10% 2 1 ~*~a12 624

2-4 Reserve Bldg 2 10% 1 1 ~312 3,12 —___________

3.4Rescrve Bidg3 10% 1 1 ~:c~~:3:n 3.12

n’c-z Reserve ETC 10% 1 1 ~Y~S312 3.12

I FacUlty-Wide Emissions1 181.1 NOX lbs/HR
Facility-Wide NOX with 10% load adjusted from 1.83 lbs/hr to 1.9 lbs/hr___
,—..—.—..—..——,———.——,. .—,—,.—.— ——

çgaçh
~ Genset

Engine Worst Case ~ NO)~ Facility Wide
GenIt ‘ Gen Area toad No.Gens Emission Hours , i~4lb~/ftr NOX lbs/hr

Unplanned Outage+storm Avoidance Outage +Storm Avoidance
1-ltol-5 Bldgl 81% 5 1 62.5
2-ltoZ-3 Bidg2 90% 3 1 ~~rj4~6 43.8
3’lto3-3 Bidg3 90% 3 1 ~M1~146 43,8

Erca nc 93% 1 1 ~ 154
Zero Idle Zero Idle
l6andl 7Reserve Bldgl 10% 2 1 , 634,,, —

24 Reserve Bldg 2 10% 1 1 ~ 17 317
34Reserve Bldgs 10% 1 1 ~ 317

Etc-i Reserve ETC 10% 1 1 ‘~.17 3.17
~ , Facility-Wide EmIssions 181,4 NOX lbs/HR

,,,,,—.. II





PRIIMARY NO2 (FAChIIITY-WIDE EMflSSDONS DURIING A POWER OUTAGE)

Table F. Changes to Facility-Wide Primary N02

PRIMARY N02 AS INCORRECTLY MODELED, MAY-2012 (CURRENT LIMITS)
• Engine Worst Case Each Genset Facility Wide

Gen 4 Gen Area Load No. Gensi Emissron Hours NOX lbs/hr NOX lbs/hr

Unplanned Outage i-Storm Avoidance Outage + Storm Avoidance -

1-ltol-5 Bldgl 81% 5 1 1.25 6.25

2-ito 2-3 BIdg2 90% 3 1 146 4.38 ——

3-ito 3-3 Bidg3 90% 3 1 146 4.38

ETC-i ETC 93% 1 1 1.54 1.54

Zero Idle Zero idle

1-6 and 1-7 Reserve Bldg 1 10% 2 1 . 0.312 0.624

2-4 Reserve Bidg2 10% 1 1 0,312 0.312

3-4 Reserve Bldg 3 10% 1 1 0.312 0.312

Elt-2 Reserve ETC 10% 1 1 - 0.312 0.312

. Facility-Wide Emissions 18.1 N02 lbs/HR

~1r~AR’ NO2, REQUESTED N02 EMISSION LIMITS (AUG-2012) —~

Engine Worst Case Each Genset Facility Wide
Gen if Gen Area Load No Gens Emission Hours NOX lbs/hr NOX lbs/hr — -

Unplanned Outage i-Storm Avoidance Outag&i-Storm Avoidance -

iltoiS Bldgl 81% 5 1 095 475

21to23 Bldgz 90% 3 1 106 318 — -

31to33 Bidg3 90% 3 1 106 318

ETC1 ETC 93% 1 1 ii.

Zero Idle . Zero idle

1 6and 1 7Reserve Bldgl 10% 2 1 119 238 ——

24Reserve BIdg2 10% 1 1 119 119

34 Reserve Bldg3 10% 1 1 1.19 119

ETC-2 Reserve EtC 10% 1 1 ~ 1.19

. Facility-Wide Emissions 18.2 N02 lbs/HR
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VANTAGE PUBLIC COMMENT FILE #5 of S Dal Porto

Exhibit 18 through Exhibit 26 Documents on file in the Quincy City Hall
specific to the extended comment period, ending January 11,2013, for the
Vantage-Quincy Data Center Air Quality permit.

Exhibit 27 through 32 are additional documents used for this Public Comment.

These documents are on file for the extended comment period from the September
6, 2012 public hearing and the comments are due to Ecology on January11, 2013 by
midnight. A second Public Hearing has been requested to have questions answered
regarding the various documents presented for the consideration of the air quality
permit for Vantage-Quincy Data Center. The requested second Public Hearing has
been denied.

There are seven (7) operational documents on file for the extended comment period
for Vantage. The question of emissions and emission controls is the primary focus
of these documents.

October 10-20, 2012, ICF documents Exhibit 19 and Exhibit 20 list emission
controls. October 21 IFG Revised NOC lists no controls under BACT but the report
continues that generators will have emission controls. Exhibit 22 Second Tier Risk
TSD (increased DEEP at 10%) has emission controls, Exhibit 23 Ecology lists Tier 4
engines as “more than satisfied BACT and t-BACT requirement for diesel engines
powering backup generators at Vantage.” Page 4. The footnote #4 on page 4
declares BACT as Tier 2 engines if these engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines... Exhibit 24 Ecology lists Tier 2 engines as BACT but the
Engine Restrictions page 6 lists controls.

Exhibit 25, December Amendment to May, 2012, TSD, This document is the most
confusing of the Ecology documents. Ecology says: “Vantage has insisted that Tier 2
engines (no add-on controls) are the highest level of control Ecology can require as
BACT.” Page 1. I find no evidence that Vantage has “insisted” on Tier 2 as BACT. I
find to the contrary that Vantage has, from the beginning requested and offered to
provide a high level of assurancc to Quincy residents about the safe operation of
their data center. Vantage asked for extra “storm avoidance hours” (Exhibit 13) as
well as offered a series of emission control equipment to reduce all emissions from
the facility (look at ICF documents to see efforts to provide emission reduction). I
believe Exhibit 25 to be a complicated and confusing conclusion to these many
efforts to site the Vantage Data Center.

Exhibit 25 has consecutive pages dated June, 2012 and some dated May 2012.
There is a ****END OF VANTAGE June TSD**** and a ***** END OF VANTAGE JULY
TSD***** when the title of the document is an amendment to a May document.

~yH,B,r is
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Page 16 of Exhibit 25 has this comment: “...Vantage/ICF forwarded a more
comprehensive BACT analysis proposing that Tier 2 engines be considered BACT,
and the not-to-exceed (NTEJ values they were proposing as emission limits be
considered voluntary limits not connected to the BACT determination. This is
acceptable to Ecology. The preceding section on BACT in this technical support
document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental submittal received
July 16, 2012.” As a member of the public I did not see a document labeled in a
manner i could determine arrived at Ecology July 16,2012. When I requested
Ecology send me this July 16, 2012 document, they sent me the May 2012, material.
BACT is supposed to be the best available emission controls for a project I want to
know if Ecology is proposing to Vantage that they abandon the emission controls
they prefer in order that Vantage not set a high standard (precedent) for BACT
emission controls and therefore set the high bar that will require all other air permit
projects meet this standard.

These are two specific questions I am addressingto the public comment period.
Why is Ecology asking Vantage to step away from their emission control standards?
Can Vantage satisfy the emission limits without controls?

Exhibit 25 page 9 Description of the input data source for AERMET
meteorological data coming from Moses Lake and Spokane. Quincy weather is not
like Moses Lake weather, 37 miles from Quincy, or Spokane weather, 135 miles from
Quincy. All sections of the state have microclimates. I submit that closer weather
stations would be the Ephrata airport, 18 from Quincy and Wenatchee, 27 miles
from Quincy. Quincy weather is unique because Quincy is in a shallow valley with
the highest point in Grant County, Monument Mountain, to the north and weather
patterns coming down the Columbia River from the north. I believe we have many
more inversions than locations around us. It is not honest to have weather data be
used in air quality permits that does not represent the location of the project.

This is a specific comment for the public hearing: I am requesting a local weather
data source to represent Quincy for air quality permits.

1, Exhibit 19 October 19,2012 ICF Revised-Final Second Tier Risk Analysis
Technical Support Document (Increased DEEP Emission Limit at 10% Load).
BACT: Page 14, Tier 4 emission controls. Operation from 7am to 7pm.

2. ExhIbit 20 October 19, 2012 ICF Revised- Final Notice of Construction
Support Document for Second Tier Review (Increased Emission Limits).
BACT: Page 20-21, Emission Controls, including EnviCat® 2055 DPF Filter.

3. October 26,2012 Letter from James Wilder to Mike Duffy (Vantage), Paul
Manzer, Erika Britney, Sharon Douglas, Kailing Kuo, Gregory Flibbert (ECY),
Clint Bowman (ECY), Gary Palcisko (ECY), Karen Wood (ECY). James Wilder,

2
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the ICF manager of the Vantage project, is leaving ICF and moving to Landau
Associates effective October 27, 2012.

4. Exhibit 21 November 28,2012 ICF Revised-Final Notice of Construction
Support Document for Second Tier Review (Increased Emission Limits).
BACT: pages 20-21. The document states: The top-down BACT assessment
concluded BACT should use EPA Tier -2 certIfied engines with rigorous
generator maintenance as required by the Federal New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS) Subpart 1111. The report continues that for the Vantage
Data Center project all generators will be equipped with emission
controls. Complete list of controls on page 20 of document. The controls
include the diesel emission control strategy AirCiarity as well as the
EnviCat® 2055 DPF.

5. Exhibit 22 November 28, 2012, ICF Revised-Final Second Tier Risk
Analysis, Technical Support Document (Increased DEEP Emission Limit at
10% Load), BACT: Page 16. Air Clarity’TM 3000, Emission controls for 3000-
XC6DT2 engine.

6. Exhibit 23 November 30, 2012 Ecology Updated Second Tier Review
Recommended Document for Vantage Data Center, Quincy, Washington.
BACT: page 4 of 8. Tier 4 engines equipped with diesel particulate filters,
diesel oxidation catalysts and selective catalytic reduction (“more than
satisfies the BACT and t-BACT requirement for diesel engines powering
backup generators at Vantage”) This statement in section 2.2.1 of the
document has a footnote: BACT was determined to be met through use of
EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.4219; or applicable emission
standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
Tables 6 and 7 if Model year or later engines are installed and operated as
non-emergency engines; ... NO2 page 7 of 8. “While NO2 levels could indeed
rise to levels of concern at various locations across town, the outage would
have to occur at a time when the dispersion conditions were optimal for
concentrating N02 at a given location. Ecology found that the likelihood of
this occurrence is relatively low throughout Quincy.”

7. Exhibit 24 November 2012 Ecology Preliminary Determination, IN THE
MATTER OF APPROVING A NEW AIR CONTAINANT SOURCE FOR VANTAGE
DATACENTERS MANAGEMENT OMPANY, LLC, VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA
CENTER. BACT: page 4-5 Tier 2 engines Determination #4. The modeled
ambient concentration of one toxic air pollutant-diesel engine exhaust
particulate matter-exceed the Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL) for that
pollutant, as defined in Chapter 173-460 WAC. Ecology has reviewed the
health risks associated with diesel engine exhaust particulate from the
proposed project in accordance with WAC 173-460-090. Ecology has
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concluded that the health risks from the project are acceptable as defined in
WAC 173-460-090(7).

Equipment Restrictions page 6 of 17, November, 2012, (2.1) Any engine
used to power the electrical generators shall be certified by the manufacturer
to meet 40 CFA 60 Tier II emission levels or other specifications as required
by the EPA at the tie the engines are installed. Each engine to be installed
must be permanently labeled by the manufacturer as and emergency engine
in accordance with 40 CFR § 60.4210(f), and must be equipped with CO, VOC,
PM, and NOX control equipment at least as effective as that evaluated in this
NOC approval.

8. Exhibit 25 DECEMBER AMENDMENT TO MAY, 2012 TSD Ecology
Technical Support Document (TSD), Notice of Construction Approval Order,
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC, Vantage-Quincy Data
Center. This document is numbered consecutively but page 2 -13 is labeled
June, 2012. Pages 14-16 are labeled May 2012.

BACT is mentioned several times in this document BACT: Page 1, first
bullet. Ecology states: “There is no analysis in the application demonstrating
EPA Tier 4 emission levels will be satisfied. The last sentence (in the May
2012 TSD) suggests some connection of the proposed control equipment to
BACT. “Vantag? has insisted that Tier 2 engines (no add-on control) are the
highest level of control EcQiQgv can require as BACT. The reference to Tier 4
and BACT should be removed from this paragraph.”

5.1.1 and 5.1.6 BACT: pages 6-7 (note that this page is labeled June, 2012,
not May, 2012) Listing of the BACT for NOx is urea-based SCR with ammonia
slip no greater than 15 ppmv at 15% 02 as well as ultra-low sulfur fuel.

5.2.1 BACT: page 7 (note that this page is labeled June, 2012 not May,2012)
Diesel particulate filers were listed as BACT but the July 16, 2012
supplemental analysis of BACT retracted this proposal, instead proposed that
Tier 2 engines should be considered BACT for these engines. Ecology accepts
this option as BACT for these engines.

5.2.4 BACT page 7-8 (This page is labeled June, 2012, not May, 2012) Use of
EPA Tier 2 certified engines is determined to be BACT for particulate matter,
carbon monoxide and volatile organic compounds.

5.3.2 BACT page 8 (This page is labeled June 2012, not May, 2012) BACT for
sulfur Dioxide is the use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel

BACT May, 2012, page 16 of the document labeled December Amendment
to May, 2012 TSD. Disparity in the emission numbers between Vantage and
Ecology, “Vantage/ICF forwards a more comprehensive BACT analysis

4
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proposing that Tier 2 engines be considered BACT, and that the not-to-
exceed (NTE) values they were proposing as emission limits be considered
voluntary limits not connected to the BACT determination. This is acceptable
to Ecology. The proceeding section on BACT in this technical support
document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental submittal
received July 16, 2012.”

Weather: Input data for the AERMET meteorological processor included five
years of sequential hourly surface meteorological data (2004-2008) from
Moses Lake, WA and twice-daily upper air data from Spokane, Page 9

Assumed Background Concentrations: Two lists on page 10 (6.2) give
background centration for emissions. One list is without “local background”
and one is with the combined contributions of Sabey, Yahoo, Intuit and Celite.
This list has not included the railroad both the mainline and the Cold Train
facility that has numerous idling trains per day. Any cumulative impact
should include Microsoft, Dell and ConAgra. All the industrial activity in
Quincy is within the city IJGA, about a 2.5 square mile distance.

Storm Avoidance Hours: 16 hours per year have been assigned for operating
engine generators in ‘storm avoidance’ mode.

This document has a section on page 16, May 2012 that discusses the
calculated emission rates and the limits proposed by ICF/Vantage. This
paragraph states: “.. .Vantage/ICF forwarded a more comprehensive BACT
analysis proposing that Tier 2 engines be considered BACT, and that the not-
to-exceed (NTE) values they were proposing as emission limits be
considered voluntary limits not connected to the BACT determination. This
is acceptable to Ecology. The preceding section on BACT in this technical
support document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental
submittal received July 16, 2012.”

9. Exhibit 26 November 30,2012 Ecology Letter from Jeff Johnston (ECY)
to Karen Wood (ECY) Page 2 “Although Vantage was not required to
evaluate short-term impacts of nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the HIA provided a
brief evaluation of acute non-cancer hazards. Generally, Vantage’s emission
by themselves are not expected to result in acute non-cancer hazards, but
cumulative emission of multiple emergency engines at other data centers
could combine to create short-term N02 levels of concern. Ecology’s
evaluation of simultaneous emergency engine emissions in Quincy indicate
that evaluated NO2 levels could occur, but the likelihood of a system-wide
outage coinciding with unfavorable meteorology is very low.”

This is a list of the additional information used for this presentation.

S
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10. Exhibit 27 June 20, 2012 Ecology Second Tier Review Recommendation
Document. BACT: page 3-4 Tier 4 emission controls. Information on DEEP
emissions on page 4. Information on N02 emissions on page 7.

11. Exhibit 28 Ecology Map of Microsoft (Expansion Only) illustrating the
Diesel PM concentration relative to ASIL.

12. Exhibit 29 Ecology Map showing Quincy data center Microsoft, Yahoo and
Intuit and the diesel plumes.

13. Exifibit 30 ICF Map illustrating the DPM Cancer Risk for Expansion
Generators at Permits. Plus Existing... (remaining words missing).

14. Exhibit 31 [CF July 11,2012 Letter from Jim Wilder (ICF) to Greg Flibbert
and Robert Koster (ECY-Spokane) Top-Down BACT Assessment Vantage
Quincy Data Center, Quincy, WA Table 1, page 2, Comparison of Cost-
effectiveness Evaluations.

15. Exhibit 32 Columbia Nuclear International LLC/Washington River
Protection Solutions, Carolyn C. Haass, J. Louis Kovach/ Steve E. Kelly,
David A. Turner. Evaluation of Best Available Control Technology for Toxics
(tBACT) Page 5 writes out the options in tBACT evaluations and describes
methods to determine emission cost factors.

6
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Permitting Requirements for New Sources of Toxic Air Pollutants

disclosure of risk at a public hearing, and related factors associated with the facility and the
surrounding community.

3.2. BACT and tBACT for the Vantage Data Center Project
Ecology is responsible for establishing BACT and tBACT for controlling criteria and TAPs
emitted from the new diesel generators. The proposed generators will use EPA Tier 4
combustion controls to reduce emissions of particulate matter, oxides of nitrogen (NOx),
including nitrogen dioxide (NO2), unburned hydrocarbons, and other pollutants. Ecology’s BACT
and tBACT determinations are summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively.

Table 3-1. Summary of BACT Determination

Pollutant(s) BACT Determination

Particulate matter (PM) Use of good combustion practices;
Use of a catalyzed, diesel particulate filter (DPF) on each engine; and
Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111.

Nitrogen oxides (NOX) Use of good combustion practices;
Use of a urea selective catalytic reduction (5CR) scrubber on each engine; and
Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111.

Carbon monoxide (CO) and Use of good combustion practices;
volatile organic compounds Use of a catalyzed diesel particulate filter on each engine; and
(VOC) Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111.

Sulfur dioxide Use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel containing no more than 15 parts per million by weight of
sulfur.

Table 3-2. Summary of tBACT Determination (or Air Toxics

Toxic Air Pollutant(s) tBACT Determination

DEEP Compliance with the PM BACT requirement

Acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, acrolein, benzene,
benzo(a)pyrene, I ,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, propylene, toluene, Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
total PAHs, xylenes

Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOX BACT requirement

Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the S02 BACT requirement

Additional restrictions proposed in the NOC include:

a Limits on the total amount of hours that engines operate.

a Limits on the total amount of hours the generators are allowed to operate during each
category of testing and maintenance.

a Use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (15 parts per million sulfur content).

CF lntemational 14 October 19, 2012
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Revised-Final Notice of Construction Support Document for Second Tier Review Øncreased Emission limits)
Best Available Control Technology Assessment

4. Best Available Control Technology Assessment
As requested by Ecology, a detailed top-down BACT assessment was conducted in July 2012.
The full report on this assessment is provided in Appendix 0. The top-down BACT assessment
concluded that BACT should use EPA Tier-2 certified engines, with rigorous generator
maintenance as required by the federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subpart
1111.

For this October 2012 resubmittal, the calculated BACT cost-effectiveness values are
unchanged from the previous July 2012 values, because the previous July 2012 BACT
assessment used emission rates that were based on the “nominal-uncontrolled” and “nominal-
controlled” emission rates, neither of which have been revised for this update.

For the Vantage Data Center project, all generators will be equipped with diesel particulate
filters (DPF5). SCR systems for control of emissions of NOR, and diesel oxidation catalysts for
control of emissions of CO and VOC using the AirClarity’M 3000 Emissions Control System for
3000-XC6DT2 engines- The controlled emissions are expected to be lower than uncontrolled
emissions by more than 87% for PM, and by more than 90% for NON, CO. and VOC. This
proposed equipment for the Vantage Data Center is more costly and provides better emission
control than is required for BACT for the proposed generators.

4.1. Overview of the AirClarity Control Equipment
The diesel emission control strategy the AirClarity utilizes highly oxidizing precious metal
particulate matter filters to control PM, VOC, and CO and a Selective Catalytic Reducer coupled
with an airless DEF injection system. The injection system includes reductant tank level
monitorind~ return and supply flow metering, DPF temperature, SCR temperature (pre and post).
DPF backpresSure, system backpressure. and SCR outlet NOx sensor. All parameters are
logged and will produce alarms should the system operate out of specifications. A relative
humidity sensor will also be utilized in the system, as humidity has been known to affect engine-
out NO~ by as much as 15% depending on ambient conditions.

The EnviCat® 2055 DPF is a wall-flow ceramic Diesel Particulate Filter coated with a Süd
Chemie proprietary precious metal based coating on a cordierite ceramic substrate. The device
is designed to filter and passively reduce >95% diesel particulate mailer mass found in diesel
engine exhaust. Furthermore, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions in the exhaust are
reduced by means of catalytic oxidation in the catalyzed DPF. This device does not employ
zone coating. The catalyzed DPF is also responsible for reducing hydrocarbons by almost 96%,
as well as carbon monoxide reductions of greater than 99% (reductions based on engine
baseline and emissions testing at 5-mode average). The EnviCat® 20019 SCR is a flow through
ceramic substrate coated with a Sud-Chemie proprietary SCR coating. The SCR is designed to
reduce engine out NO~ emissions across a broad range of engine operating conditions.

Vendor-guaranteed removal efficiencies are as follows:

C NOx >90%

I(F International 20 October19, 2012





Revised-Final Notice of Construction Support Document for Second Tier Review Uncreas~ Emission limits)
Best Available Control Technology Assessment

CO >90%

VOC>90%
~ PM>87%

Information on how the DPF will be passively regenerated is provided in Appendix 0. The
passive regeneration will be accomplished during the routinely-scheduled quarterly generator
testing. No special generator wntime is required to regenerate the DPFs.

Stack test data are provided in Appendix 0, and GARB certification is in progress.

The vendor-estimated purchase price of emission control equipment is estimated to be
$400,000 per generator more than Tier 2 equipment. A detailed BAGT cost-effectiveness
analysis for Vantage’s proposed emission control system is provided in Appendix D.

~ntemau~ai21
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Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY) J-.J2whW3 lt’P
From: Wilder, James [James.Wilder@icfl.cOml
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 12:57 PM
To: Mike Duffy; Paul Manzer; Britney, Erika; Douglas, Sharon
Cc: Wilder, James; Kuo, Kailing; Flibbert, Gregory S. (ECY); Bowman, Clint (ECY); Palcisko, Gary

(ECY); Wood, Karen K. (ECY)
Subject: Vantage Data Center: new ICF project manager

Hello folks - Effective on Saturday October 27, Jim Wilder is leaving ICF. Jim is moving to Landau Associates, beginning
November 1.

The scope of work to complete this proiect is as follows:
ICF respond to Ecology data requests about Oct-2012 application
ICF assist Vantage to prepare for public hearing (this is unlikely to happen)
ICF review and comment on revised Draft Preliminary Determination by Ecology
ICF review and comment on final Order (final air permit)

The communication for completion of this project is as follows:

Owner = Vantage Data Centers — Mike Duffy
206/406-9148
~duff~~vantagedatacenter5.COm

Contract manager Paul Manzer, Pacland
pmanzer@pacland.com
425/453-9501 x 1539

New ICF Project Mgr = Erika Britney
206/801-2802
Erika.britflev@icfi.com

ICF Technical lead = Sharon Douglas, ICF San Rafael CA
5haron.douglas@icfi.com
415/507-7108

Jim Wilder’s new home = Landau Associates
130 2~ Avenue S.
Edmonds, WA
425/778-0907; cel phone = 206/579-3083

Jim Wilder, P.E. I Environmental Engineer I Direct 206/801-2832 I iames.wilder@icfi.com icfi.com

ICE INTERNATIONAl- I 710 2nd Avenue, Suite 550, Seattle, WA 98104 I Main Office 206/801-2800

In January 2010, ICE Jones & Stokes became ICF International.
Check out icfl.com/evolution.
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4 Best Available Control TechnoKog~ Assessment
As requested by Ecology, a detailed top-down BAG assessment was conducted in July 2012. The full
report on this assessment is provided in Appendix D. The top-down BAG assessment concluded that
BAG should use EPA Tier-2 certified engines, with rigorous generator maintenance as required by the
federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subpart 1111.

For this November 2012 resubmittal, the calculated BAG cost-effectiveness values are unchanged from
the previous July 2012 values, because the previous July 2012 BAG assessment used emission rates that
were based on the “nominal-uncontrolled” and “nominal-controlled” emission rates, neither of which
have been revised for this update.

For the Vantage Data Center project, all generators will be equipped with diesel particulate filters (DPF5),
5CR systems for control of emissions of NO,, and diesel oxidation catalysts for control of emissions of CO
and VOC using the AirClarityTM 3000 Emissions Control System for 3000-XC6DT2 engines-The controlled
emissions are expected to be lower than uncontrolled emissions by more than 87% for PM, and by more
than 90% for NO,,~, CO, and VOC. This proposed equipment for the Vantage Data Center is more costly and
provides better emission control than is required for BAG for the proposed generators.

1.1. Overview of the AirCiarity ControD Equipment
The diesel emission control strategy the AirCiarity utilizes highly oxidizing precious metal particulate
matter filters to control PM, VOC, and CO and a Selective Catalytic Reducer coupled with an airless DEF
injection system. The injection system includes reductant tank level monitoring, return and supply flow
metering, DPF temperature, 5CR temperature (pre and post), DPF backpressure, system backpressure,
and 5CR outlet NOx sensor. All parameters are logged and will produce alarms should the system
operate out oI specifications. A relative humidity sensor will also be utilized in the system, as humidity
has been known to affect engine-out NO,, by as much as 15% depending on ambient conditions.

The EnviCat® 2055 DPF is a wall-flow ceramic Diesel Particulate Filter coated with a SUd-Chemie
proprietary precious metal based coating on a cordierite ceramic substrate. The device is designed to filter
and passively reduce >~5% diesel particulate matter mass found in diesel engine exhaust. Furthermore,
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions in the exhaust are reduced by means of catalytic oxidation in
the catalyzed DPF. This device does not employ zone coating. The catalyzed DPF is also responsible for
reducing hydrocarbons by almost 96%, as well as carbon monoxide reductions of greater than 99%
(reductions based on engine baseline and emissions testing at 5-mode average). The EnviCat® 20019 5CR is
a flow through ceramic substrate coated with a Sud-Chemie proprietary 5CR coating. The 5CR is designed
to reduce engine out NO, emissions across a broad range of engine operating conditions.

Vendor-guaranteed removal efficiencies are as follows:

~ NOx >90% G VOC >90%

~ CC >90% ~ PM >87%

CF international 20 vantage Data CenterNovember 28, 2012
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Technical Support Document (Increased DEEP Emission Limit
at 10% Load)

Permitting Requirements for New Sources of
Toxic Air Pollutants

3.2 BACT and tBACT for the Vantage Data Center Project
Ecology is responsible for establishing BACT and tBACTfor controlling criteria and TAPs emitted from the
new diesel generators. Ecology’s BAG and tBACT determinations are summarized in Tables 3-1 and 3-2,
respectively.

Table 3-1. Summary of BACT Determination

For the Vantage Data Center project, all generators will be equipped with diesel particulate filters
(DPFs), 5CR systems for control of emissions of NO,~, and diesel oxidation catalysts for control of
emissions of CO and VOC using the AirClaritym’ 3000 Emissions Control System for 3000-XC6DT2 engines.
The controlled emissions are expected to be lower than uncontrolled emissions by more than 87% for
PM, and by more than 90% for NO,~, CO, and VOC. This proposed equipment for the Vantage Data Center
is more costly and provides better emission control than is required for BAG for the proposed
generators. Additional detail is provided in the NOC document.

ICF International
12-056 © 2012

16

Z1lPWTfl~ I
~ * Use of good combustion practices;

a Use of a catalyzed, diesel particulate filter (DPF) on each engine; andParticulate matter (PM)
• Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,

Subpart 1111.

• Use of good combustion practices;

a Use of a urea selective catalytic reduction (5CR) scrubber on each engine; andNitrogen oxides (NOX)
o Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,

Subpart 1111.

• Use of good combustion practices;
Carbon monoxide (CO) and • Use of a catalyzed diesel particulate filter on each engine; and
volatile organic compounds -

(VOC) Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111.

a Use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel containing no more than 15 parts per millionSulfur dioxide
by weight of sulfur.

Table 3-2. Summary of tBACT Determination for Air Toxics

II

I

DEEP Compliance with the PM BAG requirement

Acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, acrolein, benzene,
benzo(a)pyrene, 1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, propylene, Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
toluene, total PAHs, xylenes

Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOX BAG requirement

Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 502 BACT requirement

Vantage Data Center
November 28, 2012
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Updated Second Tier Review Recommendation Page 4 of S
Vantage Data Center
November 30, 2012

2.2.1. tRACT Determination

Ecology’s Eastern Regional Office Engineer determined that Vantage’s proposed pollution
control equipment (i.e., Tier 4 engines equipped with diesel particulate filters, diesel oxidation
catalysts, and ~elective catalytic reduction) more than satisfies the BACT and t-BACT
requirement for diesel engines powering backup generators at Vantage.4 -

2.2.2. lilA Review

As described above, the applicant is responsible for preparing the lilA under WAC 173460-090.
Ecology’s project team consisting of an engineer, a toxicologist, and a modeler review the HIA
to determine if the methods and assumptions are appropriate for assessing and quantifying
surrounding community’s risk from a new project.

The HIA focused mainly on health risks attributable to DEEP exposure as this was the only TAP
with a modeled concentration in ambient air that exceeded an ASIL. ICF briefly described
efflissions and exposure to other TAPs (nitrogen dioxide, ammonia,5 and acrolein) because these
pollutants exceeded a small quantity emission rate (SQER), and Ecology requested that acute
health hazards from exposure to these pollutants be quantified.

While Vantage is located in an industrially zoned area, air dispersion modeling indicated that
Vantage’s DEEP emissions resulted in concentrations in excess of the ASIL at approximately
three residences. Two residences, one located to the southwest and the other to the southeast, are
located very near the Vantage facility. Mother residential parcel is located about ½ mile south
near the BNSF railroad tracks, but ICF reports that the site is occupied by a company, and
therefore, thè’site could be considered commercial. Regardless, estimated Vantage-related
DEEP concentrations at this location are much lower than the other two properties adjacent to
Vantage. Other nearby land use includes other data centers (Intuit and Sabey) and agricultural
properties.

For the purposes of assessing increased cancer risk and non-cancer hazards, ICE identified
receptor locations where the highest exposure to project-related air pollutants could occur: at the
project boundary, nearby residences, and on-site and off-site commercial areas.6 ICE calculated
both non-cancer hazards and cancer risks for each of these receptors, and they also estimated
long-term cumulative risks attributable to and other known sources ofDEEP.7 Vantage’s risk
assessment also evaluated the combined cancer risk caused by numerous other carcinogens

4BACT was determined to be met through the use ofEPA Tier 2 certified engines ifthe engines are installed and
operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.4219; or applicable emission standards found in 40 CFR
Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables 6 and? ifModel Year 2011 or later engines are installed and
operated as non-emergency engines; Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of40 CER. Part 60,
Subpart 1111; and Use of ultra-low sulfur diesel Ihel containing no more than 15 parts per million by weight of sulfur.
~ Some ammonia is released from the selective catalytic reduction equipment designed to reduce NOx emissions.

6ICE also identified sensitive receptor areas, but these were located outside the area of impact (i.e., ASIL was not
exceeded in these locations).
~‘ Ecology modeled cumulative emissions from existing data centers, railway, and highways. Results were provided
to ICE to include in their HIA.





Updated Second Tier Review Recommendation Page 7 of 8
Vantage Data Center
November 30, 2012

center’s emissions during a system-wide outage could potentially cause NO2 levels to be a health
concern. In a separate analysis, Ecology evaluated the short-tent NO2 impacts that could result
from emergency engine operation during a system-wide power outage. While NO2 levels could
indeed rise to levels of concern11 at various locations across town, the outage would have to
occur at a time when the dispersion conditions were optimal for concentrating NO2 at a given
location. Ecology found that the likelihood ofthis occurrence is relatively low throughout
Quincy.

4. Conclusions and Recommendation

The project review team has reviewed the HIA and detennined that:

a) The TAP emissions estimates presented by ICF represent a reasonable estimate of the
project’s thture emissions.

b) Emission controls for the new and modified emission units meet or exceed the tBACT
requirement.

c) The ambient impact of the emissions increase of each TAP that exceeds acceptable
source impact levels has been quantified using refined air dispersion modeling techniques
as approved in the HIA protocol.

d) The HIA submitted by ICF on behalf ofVantage adequately assesses project-related
indreased health risk attributable to TAP emissions.

The project rèiew team concludes that the HIA to represent an appropriate estimate of potential
increased health risks posed by Vantage’s TAP emissions. The risk manager may recommend
approval of the proposed project because project-related health risks are permissible under WAC
173-460-090 and the cumulative risk from DEEP emissions in Quincy is less than the cumulative
additional cancer risk threshold established by Ecology for permitting data centers in Quincy
(100 per million or 100 x l0’5.

The projeôt review team also recommends that Vantage be required to communicate any health
risks posed by their emissions to current residents near the Vantage Data Center, and potential
buyers ofundeveloped parcels adjacent to the data center, or to the local regulatory agency
responsible for zoning and development in the affected area. This recommendation is also stated
in Vantage’s HIA.

~ The level of concern in this case is 441 jig/rn3. This represents California OEHHA’s acute reference exposure

level of 470 Fig/rn3 minus an estimated regional background concentration of 29 pig/rn3.





STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
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MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC )
VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER

TO: JeffKane, Vice President
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC

2625 Walsh Ave

Santa Clara, CA 95051

EQUIPMENT

The listof equipment tjiat was evaluated for this order of approval consists of 17 MTU Model
20V4000 diesel engines used to power emergency electrical generators, Model MW 3000. The
seventeen 3.0 megawatt (MWe) generators will have a combined capacity of 51 MWe.
Following initial commissioning testing, build-out annual bperations and emissions will be
restricted to 167,205 gallons per year of fuel consumption and up to 82 hours per year of
operation per engine. Each primary engine will operate for approximately 72.5 hours per year
for required maintenance testing and outage operation and an additional 9.5 hours per year of no-
load idle cool down. The generators will be installed in up to four phases. Phase 1 will consist
of seven 3.0 MWe generators that will be installed upon approval. Phases 2,3, and 4 will consist
of a total often additional 3.0 MWe generators, which will be installed at the facility as
independent tenant companies contract for space at the Vantage-Quincy Data Center (hereafter
“Vantage’~. \

Table 1.1: 3.0 MWe Engine & Generator Serial Numbers

Project DC Unit ID Capacity Engine SN Generator SN Build date
Phase BLDG MWe

I DC1 DC1-1P 3.0
“ DC1 DC1-2P 3 0
“ DCI DC1-3P 3 0
“ DC1 DC1-4P 3.0
“ DC1 DCI-5P 3 0
“ DC1 DC1-6R 30
“ DC1 DCI-7R 3.0
2 DC2 DC2-lP 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-2P 3 0
“ DC2 DC2-3P 3 0
“ DC2 DC2-4R 3.0
3 DC3 DC3-1P 3.0
“ DC3 DC3-2P 3 0
“ DC3 DC3-3P. 3.0

4 ETC ETC-If 3.0

)
)

Preliminary Determination

a DC3 DC3-4R 3.0
Exhibit 24 _____________________________________________________ I
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I” IETC!ETC_2R1 3.01 I I I
The Vantage Data Center will utilize non-evaporative cooling units to dissipate heat from
electronic equipment at the facility, thus eliminating evaporative cooling tower emissions from
the project.

PRQJECT SUMMARY

The Vantage Data Center Phase 1 construction will consist of Building 1 with 5 primary engine-
generators and 2 reserve engines. Phases 2,3, and 4 construction will consist of Buildings 2,3,
and 4 (‘ETC’) with 10 additional engines total. The data center will be leased for occupancy by
companies that require a [lilly supported data storage and processing facility. Vantage will own
and operate the generators. Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage Data Center project
have been estimated based on build-out operation of the 17 emergency generator engines. Table
2a contains criteria pollutant potential- to- emit for the Vantage Data Center project excluding
emissions due to commissioning of each engine. Table 2b bontains toxic air pollutant potential-
to- emit for the Vantage-Quincy. Data Center project excluding emissions due to commissioning
of each engine.
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Table 2a: Criteria Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage Data Center
. Emission Factor EmissiOh Facility

Pollutant (Eli) Reference Factors Emissions

Criteria Pollutant Lb/hr tons/yr
2.1.1 NOx Total 5.83
2.1.la NOx 10% load MTU Guarantee 3.73 na
2.1.lb NOx 93.3%load MTU Guarantee 15.4 na
2.1.lc NOx 100% load MTU Guarantee 17.2 na
2.1.2 COTotal MTUGuararitee na 1.22
2.1.2a CO 10% load MTU Guarantee 1.41 na
2.1.2b CO 81%load MTUGuarantee 1.93 in

2.1.2c C& 933% load Mlii Guarantee 2.17 na
2.1.2d CO 100% load MTU Guarantee 2.39 in

2.1.3 SO2 MflJGuarantee in 0.02
2.1.4 PM2~/DEEP Total MTU Guarantee in 0.22
2.1.4a DEEP 10% load MTU Guarantee 0.400 - na
2.1.4b DEEP 81% load Mlii Guarantee 0.396 . . fl2

2,l.4c DEEP 93.3% load Mill Guarantee 0.47 in
2.1.4d DEEP 100% load Mlii Guarantee 0.512 in

2.1.5 VOC 10% Load Ml’U Guarantee 0.25 -- 0.25

Table 2b: Toxic Air Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage Data Center

AP-42 Section 3.4 El? Facility Emissions
Pollutant ‘

Organic Toxic Air Pollutants LbsfMMbtu tons/yr
2.1.6 Propylene 2.7913-03 6.813-03
2.1.7 Acrolein 7.8813-06 l.92E-05
2.1.8 Benzene - 7.7613-04 . 1.8913-03
2.1.9 Toluene 2.8113-04 6.85134
2.1.10 Xylenes 1.9313-04 4.71E-04
2.1.11 Napthalene. 1.3013-04 1.96E-03
2.1.11 1,3 Butadiene 1.9613-05 4.7713-05
2.1.12 Formaldehyde 7.8913-05 1.9213-04
2.1.13 Acetaldehyde 2.5213-05 6.1413-05.
.2.1.14 Benzo(a)Pyrene . 1.29E-07 2.9813-07
2.1.15 Benzo(a)anthracene 6.2213-07 1.4413-06
2.1.16 Chrysene . 1.53E-06 3.5513-06
2.1.17 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.1113-06 2.58E-06
2.1.18 Benzo(k)fluoranthene 1 .09E-07 2.53E-07
2.1.19 Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 1.7313-07 4.0213-07
2.1.20 Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 2.0713-07 4:8113-07
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2.1.21 PAR (no TEF) 3.8813-06 9.O1E-06
2.1.22 PAIl (apply TEF) 4.98E-07~ 1.1613-06
State Criteria Pollutant Air Toxics
2.1.23 DEEP/PM15 MTU Guarantee 0.19
2.1.24 Carbon monoxide MTU Guarantee 1.13
2.1.25 Sulfur dioxide MTtJ Guarantee 0.02
2.126 PrimaryNOi* 10%totalNOx 0.6

2.1.27 Ammonia 15 ppmv at 15%02 - 0.36

*A~]i~ to be equal to 10% of the total NOx emitted.

DETERM[NATIONS

In relation to this project, the State ofWashington Department ofEcology (Ecology), pursuant to
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 70.94.152, Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-
460-040, and WAC 173-400-110, makes the following determinations:

1. The project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will be in accordance with
applicable rules and regulations, as set forth in Chapter 173400 WAC, and Chapter 173460
WAC, and the operation thereof, at the location proposed, will not emit pollutants in
concentrations that will endanger public health.

2. The proposed project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will utilize best
available óontrol technology (BACT) as defined below:

Table 3: Best Available Control Technology Requirements

Pollutant(s) BACT Determination

Particulate matter (PM):, carbon monoxide a. Use ofEPA Tier 2 certified engines if the
and volatile organic compounds (VOC) engines are installed and operated as

emergency engines, as defined at 40
CFR~G0.4219; or applicable emission

~ standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112
Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
6 audi ifModel Year2Oll or later engines
are installed and operated as non

. emergency engines;
b. Compliance with the operation and

maintenance restrictions of40 CFR Part 60,
. Subpart 1111; and

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) a. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the
engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines, as defined at 40





CFR~6042l9; or applicable emission
. standards found in 40 CFRPart89.112

Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
. 6 and 7 ifModel Year 2011 or later engines

• are installed and operated as non
. emergency engines;

. b. Compliance with the operation and
maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111; and

Sullbr dioxide Use ofultra-low suiftir diesel fuel containing
~ no more than 15 parts per million by weight of

suiftir.

The proposed project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will utilize best
available control technology for toxic air pollutants (tBACEI) as defined below:

Table 4: Best Available Control Technology for Toxics Requfrements

Toxic Air Pollutant(s) tBACT Determination

Acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, acrolein, Compliance with the VOC, CO, PM BACT
benzene, benzo(a)pyrene, 1,3-butadiene, requirement
diesel engine exhaust particulate,
formaldehyde, propylene, toluene, total
PAils, xylenes -

Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BACT requirement.
Sulfur dio4de Compliance with the SO2 BACT requirement.

4. The modeled ambient concentration of one toxic air pollutant — diesel engine exhaust
particulate matter — exceeds the Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL) for that pollutant, as
defined in Chapter 173-460 WAC. Ecology has reviewed the health risks associated with
diesel engine exhaust particulate from the proposed project, in accordance with WAC 173-
460-090. Ecology has concluded that the health risks from the project are acceptable as
defined in WAC 173-460-090(7). A sunnuary of the technical analysis supporting this
determination is hereby incorporated into this Notice of Construction Approval Order.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the project as described in the Notice of Construction
application and more specifically detailed in plans, specifications, and other information
submitted to Ecology is approved for construction and operation, provided the following are met:

APPROVAL CONDITIONS

1. ADMINISTRATiVE coNDITIoN
1.1. The engine generators approved for operation by this order are to be used solely for-

those purposes described in application materials as further limited by the conditions of
this Order. There shall be no operation of this equipment to produce power for demand-
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response arrangements, peak shaving arrangements, nor to provide power as part ofa
financial arrangement with another entity, nor to supply power to the grid.

2. EQ’UIPMENT RESTRICTIONS

2.1. Any engine used to power the electrical generators shall be certified by the manufacturer
to meet 40 CFR 60 Tier II emission levels dr other specifications as required by the EPA
at the time the engines are installed. Each engine to be installed must be permanently
labeled by the manufacturer as an emergency engine in accordance with 40 CFR §
60.4210(f), and must be equipped with CO,VOC, PM, and NOX control equipment at
least as effective as that evaluated in this NOC approval. Each engine approved in this
Order must operate as an emergency engine as defined at 40 CFR 60, Subpart 1111 or 40
ca 63, Subpart ZZZZ.

2.2. The only engines and electrical generating units approved for operation at the Vantage
Data Center are those listed by serial number in Table 1 above.

2.3. Replacethent of failed engines with identical engines (same manufacturer and model)
requires notification prior to installation but will not require new source review unless
there is an increase in emission rates or community impacts.

~L4. The installation of any new engines after July 1,2014 will require notification to
Ecology that includes engine manufacturer’s specification sheets. Ecology will decide
whether new source review is required based on various factors including whether the
new engines will have either an increased emission rate or result in an emission
concentration that may increase impacts over those evaluated for this approval Order, or
if an update to the current BACT analysis is necessary.

2.5. The seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines exhaust stack heights shall be greater
-. than or equal to 41 feet above ground level for engines providing power to Buildings 1,2,

and 3t4 43.8 feet for engines serving Building ETC, and wifi be no more than 26
inches in diameter. All engines that may be used for this project shall be required to
verify that exhaust stack parameters such as diameter, height and exhaust rate and
velocity do not result in community emissions impacts greater than what was evaluated
for this project. . -

2:6. The manufacture and installation of the seventeen (17) engine/generator sets proposed
for Building 1, Building 2, Building 3, and ‘Building ETC of the project shall occur by
July 1, 2Q14. If the manufacture and installation of the engines has not been completed
by the above date, new source review may be required prior to additional installation,
and community impacts will be re-evaluated ifnew source review is required. Vantage
may request an extension of this time schedule, and Ecology may approve of an
extension without revision to this Order.

2.7. This Order only applies to the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines, each with
a rated fill standby capacity of4678 hp that were evaluated in the Notice of
Construction application and second tier review. New source review will not be
required for engines with a rated full standby capacity of less than 4678 hp that comply
with the engine certification requirements and control equipment requirements contained
in Approval Condition 2.1 unless there is an increase in community emission impacts.
On a case-by-case basis, Ecology may require additional ambient impacts analyses prior
to installation of smaller engines.
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3. OPERS11NG LIMITATIONS

3.1. Following commissioning/start-UP testing, the fuel consumption at the Vantage Data
Center facility at build-out (4 buildings with a total of 12 primary and 5 reserve engines)
shall be limited to a total of 167,205 gallons per year of diesel thel equivalent to on-road
specification No. 2 distillate fuel oil (less than 0.00150 weight percent sulfur). Total
annual fuel consumption by the facility may be averaged over a three (3) year period
using monthly rolling totals.

3.2. Except as provided in Approval Condition 3.5, the seventeen (17) Vantage Data Center
engines are limited to the following average hours of operation, and averaging periods:

3.2.1. Each primary engine serving Building I shall not exceg8jiours of operation (at
any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year average.

3.2.2. Each reserve engine serving Building I shall not exce ~}ours of operation (at
any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly T3Iear average.

3.2.3. Following start-up and commissioning, the.engines serving Building I shall not
exceed an annual fuel consumption of 65,907 gallons, averaged over a 3 year period
using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.4. tion of the two Building 1. reserve engines shall not exceed 10% load except
f r 8.5 ours at 100% load for corr ii~maintenance and step te~iingJhe reserve
en e may also provide outage (8 hour ) or storm avoidance ([~ hours) power in
the event of the failure of a p~ ngine. These hours may be av&i~ed over a
thrçe (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.5. Operation of ye primary engines serving Building I shall not exceed 10%
load except f 8.5 urs per year at 100% load for step testing and corrective
maintenance, an 41 ours per year at 81.3% load for building transformer
inaintenanqe, storm avoidance, and power outages. These hours may be averaged
over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.6. Each primary engine serving Building 2,3 and ETC shall not excee4’~)iours of
operation (at any 1 for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly’3~rear
average. A total o 16 ours per year of ‘stoñn avoidance’ operation may be added
to the above total out amendment of this approval upon satisfactory
demonstration to Ecology that these hours are a necessity for the tenants of these
buildings.

3.2.7. Operation of each of the Building 2 and Building 3 and ETC Buil~ing~resewe
engines (one at each building) shall not exceed 10% load except fQE8~jiours at
100% load for corredtive maintenance and step testing. The reserve engmes may
also provide outage power in the event of the failure of a primary engine. These
hours thay be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.
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3.18. Operation of the six primary engipë~bçving Building 2(3) and Building 3 (3)
shall not exceed 10% load except 8.5 ours at 100% load for corrective
maintenance and step testing, an 2 per year at 90% load for building
transformer maintenance and po outages. These hours may be averaged over a
three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.9. Operati the primary engine serving Building ETC shall not exceed 10% load
e t fo 8.5 ours at 100% load for corrective maintenance, and step testing, and
25 urs per year at 93% load for building transformer maintenance and power

ges. These hours may be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly
rolling totals.

3.3. A load bank will be used for electrical energy dissipation whenever preseheduled
monthly maintenance testing, corrective testing or annual load bank testing occurs above
idle.

3.4. The seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines at the-Vantage Data Center require
periodic scheduled operation. To mitigate engine emission impacts, Vantage Data
Center will perform all scheduled engine maintenance testing, bypass operations, and
load testing during daylight hours. The Vantage Data Center shall develop an operating
schedule that shall be available for review by Ecology upon request. Changes to the
operating schedule will not trigger revision or amendment of this Order if approved in
advance by Ecology.

3.5. Initial stai?t-up (commissioning) testing for the seventeen (17) M1}J44odel 20V4000
engines at the Vantage Data Center shall not exceed an average 40 ours per
gener4or and 8,692 gallons of thel per generator, averaged over enerators installed
during any consecutive 3 year period.

3.5.1. Except during she integration testing as specified below, only one engine shall
be operated at any one time during start-up testing.

3.5.2. During a site integration test, no more than seven (7) generator engines may
operate concurrently for no more than four continuous hours.

3.5.3. All startup and commissioning testing shall be conducted during daylight hours.

3.5.4. Fuel use limits contained in Approval Conditions 3.1 and emission limits
contained in Approval Conditions 5, are not applicable to initial commissioning
testing of each engine.

3.5.5. Following start-up and conditioning testing, the number ofhours each engine
has run, the fuel consumed during the testing, and the date shall be recorded. These
data shall be provided to Ecology on request.
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4. GENERAL TESTING AIID MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1. The Vantage Data Center will follow engine-manufacturer’s recommended diagnostic
testing and maintenance procedures to ensure that each engine ‘will conform to the
emission limits in ConditionS of this approval throughout the life of each engine.

4.2. Within 12 months of the first engine installation and every 36 months thereafter, the
Vantage Data Center shall measure emissions ofparticulate mailer (PM), Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC), nitric oxide ($0), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon
monoxide (CO), Ammonia (Nm), and oxygen (02) from at least one representative
engine’s exhaust stack in accordance with Approval Condition 4.3. This testing will
serve to demonstrate compliatice with the emission limits contained in SectionS, and as
an indicator ofproper operation of the engines. The selection of the engine(s) to be
tested shall be subject to prior apprOval by Ecology and shall be defined in the source
test protocol submitted to Ecology no less than 30 days in advance of any compliance-
related stack sampling conducted by Vantage.

4.3. The following procedure àhall be used for each test for the engines as required by
Approval Condition 4.2 unless an alternate method is proposed by the Vantage Data
Center and approved in writing by Ecology prior to the test:

4.3.1. Periodic emissions testing should be combined with other pre-scheduled
maintenance testing and annual load bank engine testing. Additional operation of
the engines for the purpose of emissions testing beyond the operating hours allowed
in this Order must be approved by Ecology in writing.

4.3.2. PM including the condensible fraction, NO, NO2, VOC, CO and ammonia
emissions measurement shall be conducted for each engine tested at the proposed
maximum engine load that corresponds to scheduled engine operating scenarios in
Approval Conditions 3.2.

4.3.3. EPA Reference Methods from 40 CFR 60,40 CFR 51, BAAQMD ST-lB (for
ammonia) and/or 40 CFR 89 as appropriate for each pollutant shall be used for at
least one (representative) engine at this data center. A test plan will be submitted for
Ecology approval at least 30 days before any testing is conducted and must include
the criteria used to select the engine for testing, as well as any modifications to the
standard test procedures contained in the above references.

4.3.4. The F-factor method, as described in EPA Method 19, may be used to calculate
exhaust flow rate through the exhaust stack. The fuel meter data, as measured
according to Approval Condition 4.5, shall be included in the test report, along with
the emissions calculations.

4.4. Each engine shall be equipped with a properly installed and maintained non-resettable
meter that records total operating hours.

4.5. Each engine shall be connected to a properly installed and maintained fuel flow
monitoring system that records the amount of fuel consumed by that engine during
operation.
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5. EMISSION LIMITS

5.1. The seventeen (17) engines shall meet the emission rate limitations contained in this
section. The limits are for an engine operating in a steady-state mode (warm) and do not
include emission rates during initial commissioning testing of the engines. The annual
limits may be avefaged over a rolling monthly three year period. Unless otherwise
approved by Ecology in writing, compliance with emission limits for those pollutants
that are required to be tested under Approval Conditions 4.2 and 4.3 shall be based on
emissionstest data determined according to those approval conditions.

5.2. If required to demonstrate compliance with the g/kW-hr EPA Tier N average emission
limits through stack testing, the Vantage Data Center shall conduct exhaust stack testing
and average emission rates for 5 individual operating loads (10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and
100%) according to 40 CFR §89.410, Table 2 ofAppendix B, 40 CFR Part 89, Subpart
E, and/or 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111, or any other applicable EPA requirement in
effect at the time the engines are installed.

5.3. Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:

Table 5.3: Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit per

Load — engine in lb/hr
5.3.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 10.3
5.3.2 Coffective 100% 10.3

~ Maintenance
5.3.3 Building I Outage, 81% — 7.58

Storm Avoidance 10% — 2.6
5.3.4 Buildings2and3 90% 8.83

Outage
5.3.5 Building ETC 93% 9.3

Outage

5.4. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model
20V4000 engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in
application materials:
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Table 5.4: Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

. Load — perengineinlb/hr
5.4.1 AunnaiStepTesting 100% — 1.50
5.4.2 Corrective 100% . 1.50

. Maintenance —

5.4.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.40
Stonn Avoidance 10% 1.50

5.4.4. Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 0.40
Outage 10% — 1.50

5.4.5 Building ETC 93%. 0.40
Outage 10% — 1.50

5.5. Carbon monoxide emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:

Table 5.5: Carbon monoxide (CO) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Load Emissions Limit per

~ — engine in lb/hr

5.5.1 AnnualStepTesting 100% — 1.35
5.5.2 Corrective 100% 1.35

Maintenance
5.5.3 . Building 1 Outage, 81% — 1.05

Storm Avoidance 10% 0.60
5.5.4 Buildings2.and3 90% — 1.19

“ Outage 10% — 0.60
5.5.5 Building ETC 93% 1.24

Outage lOW I 0.60

5.6. Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emissions (Total PM after control on these
engines) from each ofthe seventeen (17) MTIJ Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678
brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at the stated loads,
based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:
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Table 5.6: Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emission rate
limits

Operating Scenario Operating — Emissions Limit
• Load — per engine in lb/hr

5.6.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 0.484
5.6.2 Corrective 100% . 0.484

Maintenance —

5.6.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.374
• Storm Avoidance 10% — 0.4Q~_

5.6.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 0.425
Outage 10% — 0.400

5.6.5 Building ETC 93% 0A44
Outage 10% — 0.400

5.7. Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTJJ
Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in
application materials:

Table 5.7: Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

. Load — per engineinlb/hr
5.7.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 0.22
5.7.2 Corrective 100% 0.22

Maintenance —

5.7.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.22
‘ tStorm Avoidance 10% — 0.25

5.7.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 0.22
Outage 10% — 0.25

5.7.5 Building ETC 93% 0.22
Outage 10% — 0.25

5.8. Total Particulate Matter (PM) emi~sions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed
0.22 tons/yr (440 lbs/yr). All PM emissions shall be considered diesel engine exhaust
particulate (DEEP) and PM2.5 emissions.

5.9. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 18.1
lbs/hr and 0.6 tons/yr.

5.10. Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not
exceed 0.37 tonsfyr (740 lbs/yr).

5.11. Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 1.22
tons per year (2440 lbsfyr).
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5.12. Ammonia emissions from any of the 17 engines at the Vantage Center shall not exceed
15 ppmvd at 15%02, nor 0.64 pounds per hour.

5.13. Sulthr dioxide emissions from afl 17 engines combined shall not exceed 0.020 tons/yr
(40 lbsfyr).

5.14. Visual emissions from each diesel electric generator exhaust stack shall be no more
than 5 percent with the exception of a two (2) minute period afterunit start-up. Visual
emissions shall be measured by using the procedures contained in 40 CFR 60, Appendix
A, Method 9.

6. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

6.1. A site-specific O&M manual for the Vantage Data Center facility equipment shall be
developed and followed. Manufacturers’ operating instructions and design
specifications for the engines, generators, and associated equipment shall be included in
the manual. The 08cM manual shall be updated to reflect any modifications of the
equipment or its operating procedures. Emissions that result from failure to follow the
operating procedures contained in the 08cM manual or manufhcture?s operating
instructions may be-considered proofthat the equipment was not properly installed,
operated, and/or maintained. The 08cM manual for the diesel engines and associated
equipment shall at a minimum include:

6.1.1. Manufacturer’s testing and maintenance procedures that will ensure that each
individual engine will conform to the EPA Tier Emission Standards appropriate for
that engine throughout the life oflhe engine.

6~l.2. Normal operating parameters and design specifications.
6.1.3. Operating and maintenance schedules.

7. S1JBMITTALS -

All notifications, teports, and other submittals shall be sent to:

Washington State Department of Ecology
Air Quality Program
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

8. RECORDKEEPING
- 8.1. AU records, Operations and Maintenance Manual, and procedures developed under this

Order shall be organized in a readily accessible manner and cover a minimum of the
most recent 60-month period. Any records required to be kept under the provisions of
this Order shall be provided within 30 days to Ecology upon request. The following
records are required to be collected and maintained:

8.1.1. Fuel receipts with amount of diesel and sulfur content for each delivery to the
facility.

8.1.2. Monthly and annual horns of operation for eaCh diesel engine.
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8.1.3. Purpose, electrical load and duration of runtime for each diesel engine during any
periods of operation.

8.1.4. Annual gross power generated by or for each independent tenant at the facility
and total annual gross power for the facility.

8.1.5. Upset condition log for each engine and generator that includes date, time,
duration ofupset, cause, and corrective action.

8.1.6. Any recordkeeping required by 40 CER Part 60 Subpart JIll.

8,1.7. Air quality complaints received from the public or other entity, and the affected
emissions units.

9. REPORTING

9.1. Within 10 business days after entering into a binding agreement with a new tenant,
Vantage shall notify Ecology of such agreement. The serial number, manufacturer make
and model, standby capacity, and date of manufacture of engines proposed will be
submitted prior to installation of engines in the Building 2,3, and ETC phases of this
project.

9.2. The following information will be submitted to the AQP at the address in Condition 7
above by January 31 of each calendar year. This information may be submitted with
annual emissions information requested by the AQP.

9.2.1. Monthly rolling annual total summary of air contaminant emissions,
9.2.2. Monthly rolling horns of operation with annual total,
9.2.3. Monthly rolling gross power generation with annual total as specified in Approval

Condition 8.1.4,
9.2.4. A log ofeach start-up of each diesel engine that shows the purpose, fuel usage,

aild duration of each period of operation.

9.3. Any air quality complaints resulting from operation of the emissions units or activities
shall be promptly assessed and addressed. Vantage shall maintain a record of the action
taken to investigate the validity of the complaint and what, if any, corrective action was
taken in respohse to the complaint. Ecology shall be notified within three (3) days of
receipt of any such complaint.

9.4. Vantage shall notify Ecology by e-mail or in writing within 24 hours of any engine
operation of greater than 60 minutes if such engine operation occurs as the result of a
power outage or other unscheduled operation. This notification does not alleviate
Vantage from annual reporting of operations contained in any section of Approval
Condition 9.

10. GENERAL COND~ONS
10.1. CommencinglDiscontinuing Construction andior Operations: This approval

shall become void if construction of the facility is not begun within 18 months ofpermit
issuance or if facility operation is discontinued for a period of eighteen (18) months or
more. In accordance with WAC 173-400-111 (7)(c), each phase must commence
construction within 18 months of the projected afid approved construction dates in this
Order.
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/
10.2. / Compliance Assurance Access: Access to the source by representatives of

Ecology or the EPA shall be permitted upon request. Failure to allow such access is
grounds for enforcement action under the federal Clean Air Act or the Washington State
Clean Air Act and may result in revocation of this Approval Order.

10.3. Availability of Order and O&M Manual: Legible copies of this Order and the
08cM manual shall be available to employees in direct operation ofthe diesel electric
generation station, and be available for review upon request by Ecology.

10.4. Equipment Oóeration: Operation of,~the 17 MTU Model 2OV400ddiesel engines
used to power emergency electrical~be conducted
in compliance with all data and specifications submitted as part of the NOC application
and in accordance with the 08cM manual, unless otherwise approved in writing by
Ecology.

10.5. Modifications: Any modification to the generators or engines and their related
equipment’s operating or maintenance procedures, contrary to information in the NOC
application, shall be reported to Ecology at least 60 days before such modification. Such
modification may require a new or amended NOC Approval Order.

10.6. - Activities Inconsistent with the NOC Application and this Approval Order:
Any activity undertaken by the permittee or others, in a manner that is inconsistent with
the NOC application and this determination, shall be subject to Ecology enforcement
under applicable regulations.

10.7: Qbligations under Other Laws or Regulations: Nothing in this Approval Order
shall be construed to relieve the permittee of its obligations under any local, state or
federal laws or regulations.

All plans, specifications, and other information submitted to the Department of Ecology relative
to this project and fhrther documents and any authorizations or approvals or denials in relation
thereto shall be kept at the Eastern Regional Office of the Department ofEcology in the “Air
Quality Controlled Sources” files, and by such action shall be incorporated herein and made a
part thereof.

Nothing in this approval shall be construed as obviating compliance with any requirement of law
other than those imposed pursuant to the Washington ciean Air Act and rules and regulations
thereunder.

Authorization may be modified, suspended or revoked in whole or part for cause including, but
not limited to the following:

a. Violation of any terms or conditions of this authorization;

b. Obtaining this authorization by misrepresentation or failure to disclose filly all relevant
thct.
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The provisions of this authorization are severable and, if any provision of this authorization, or
application of any provision to any circumstance is held invalid, the application of such
provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this authorization, shall not be affected
thereby.

You have a right to appeal this Approval Order to the Pollution Control Hearing Board (PCHB)
within 30 days of the date of receipt of this Approval Order. The appeal process is governed by
Chapter 43.21B RCW and Chapter 371-08 WAC. “Date of receipt’ is defined in RCW
43.21B.001(2).

To appeal you must do the following within 30 days ofthe date of receipt of this Approval
Order:

o File your appeal and a copy of this Approval Order with the PCHB (see addresses
below). Filing means actual receipt by the PCHB during regular business hours.

o Serve a copy of your appeal and this Approval Order on Ecology in paper form - by thail
or in person. (See addresses below.) E-mail is not accepted.

You must also comply with other applicable requirements in Chapter 43.21 B RCW and Chapter
371-08 WAC.

Street Addresses Mo~in~ AddréSscs.

Department of Ecology Department of Ecology
Ann: Appeals Processing Desk Attn: Appeals Processing Desk
300 Deámond Drive SE P0 Box 47608
Lacey, WA 98503 Olythpia, WA 98504-7608

- Pollution Control Hearings Board Pollution Control Hearings Board
llllIsraelRDSW POBox4O9O3
STE 301 Olympia, WA 98504-0903
Tumwater,WA 98501

For additional information visit the Environmental Hearings Office Website:
http://www. ehawazov

Tofind laws and agency rules visit the Washington State Legislature Website:
http://wwwl. leg.wagov/CodeReviser
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DATED this ththy ofDecembe; 2012, at Spokane, Washingtoit

Prepared By: Approved By:

Robert Koster, P.13. Karen K. Wood, Section Supervisor
Eastern Regional Office Eastern Regional Office
Department of Ecology Department ofEcology
State of Washington State ofWashington





TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT (TSD)
NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION APPROVAL ORDER

VANTAGE DATA CENTERS MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC
VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER

DECEMBER AMENDMENT TO MAY, 2012 TSD

On October 22, 2012, Vantage resubmitted application materials to correct errors in its low load
emission rates. Emission limits presented previously for the operating condition of ‘idle to 10%
load’ were lower than those determined from emission testing conducted following the original
submittal and original preliminary determination Ecology made available to the public. This
amendment describes the OctQber 22,2012 submittal and Ecology’s review of those materials.
The unmodified May 2012 TSD follows this amendment.

The determination that emission r$es were higher than proposed at low loads resulted in
modfflcatibns to the Vantage proposal including reducing allowable hours of operation at low
load, and removing some of the ‘safety factor’ in emission limits and run times for high loads.
The application materials were incompletely revised, retaining or generating a number of
inconsistencies as follows:

Page 3, Paragraph 4, ~ 4th and 5th sentences: “The proposed generators will use EPA
Tier 4 certified equipment Each generator will be equipped with MrU’s AirClarity
emission control system that includes a’catalyzed diesel particulate filter (DPF) for
particulate matter control and destruction of CO and unburned hydrocarbons, and a
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalyst with urea injection for control ofNOx. This
combination of controls represents the highest level of available control equipment, and
thereby satisfies BACT as summarized in Section 4.”

These sentences are misleading. There is no analysis in the application demonstrating
EPA Ti6r~4 emission levels will be satisfied. The last sentence suggests some connection
of the proposed control equipment to BACT. Vantage has insisted that Tier 2 engines (no
add-on control) are the highest level of control Ecology can require as BACT. The
references to Tier 4 and BACT should be removed from this paragraph.

Page 7,6th bullet: “Vantage will not install any other diesel engines larger than 500
horsepower for use as fire pumps or for building safety generators.”

The 500 horsepower New Source Review (NSR) exemption alluded to by this statement
is not applicable to this project. Only the MTU 3,000 kWe engines have been reviewed
and approved (preliminarily). Project equipment not identified in this application must
be approved by Ecology prior to installation. Additional diesel engines of any size
supporting this project are subject to NSR.

o Page 8, ‘Compliance Emission Testing’, Paragraph 2: “Vantage requests that the run-
time required for Ecology-required compliance emission testing should (sic) not be
counted against the facility’s allowable run-time limits for routine operations.”

Ecology has limited all run-time hours in the preliminary determination. Compliance
emission testing will be accomplished without additional run-time hours.

Exhibit 25
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Pages 11 and 12, Table 3-1: These run-time hours are not consistent with Table AA2.
Table A.A2, apparently used as modeling inputs, has been used to establish nm-time
limits in the current preliminary determination.

o Page 14, Table 3-2: This Table is not consistent with Table BB2 and Table BB2 is not
consistent with Table AA2. Again, Table Afl was used to establish run-time limits in
the current preliminary determination.

• Consistent with the first bullet above, Page 20,21: “Vendor-guaranteed removal
efficiencies are as follows:

• NOx>90%
CO>90%

o. VOC>90%
o PM>87%”

Vantage has provided no documentation of these control efficiencies. It is misleading to
include them in this document. Actual control levels are closer to an average of 60%.

The pre~ent preliminary determination includes run-times and emission limits using the lowest of
those presented where there are inconsistencies. Other determinations remain as outlined in the
original TSD as follows:

1. BACKGROUND

Starting in 2006, internet technology companies became interested in the City of Quincy in Grant
County as a good place to build data centers. Data centers house the servers that provide e-mail,
manage instantmessages, and run applications for our computers. Grant County has a low-cost,
dependable power supply and an area wide fiber opticsystem. During 2007 and 2008, the
Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) issued approval orders to Microsoft Corporation, Sabey
Intergate Inc., and Intuit Inc. that allowed them to construct and operate data centers.

In 2010, the Washington State Legislature approved a temporary sales tax exemption for data
centers building in Grant County and other rural areas. To qualiI~’ for the tax exemption, the data
center must have at least 20,000 square feet dedicated to servers and start construction before
July 1,2011. The AQP has received permit applications from Microsoft Corporation and Sabey
Intergate Inc. for expansion of theft existing data centers in Quincy. Dell Marketing, LP and
Sabey Intergate Quincy, LLC have also submitted applications for new data centers in Quincy
that have been approved for construction and operation.

To build or expand, a data center company must first apply to the Washington Department of
Ecology (Ecology) for a permit called a “notice of construction approval order” (NOC). Its
purpose is to protect air quality. The NOC is needed because data centers use large, diesel-
powered backup generators to supply electricity to the servers during power failures. Diesel
engine exhaust contains both criteria and toxic air pollutants. As part of the permit review
process, Ecology carefhlly evaluates whether the diesel exhaust from a data center’s backup
generators cause health problems.

2. EXECUTWE SUMMARY
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Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC submitted a Notice of Construction (NOC)
application received by Ecology on February 10,2012, for the phased installation of the
Vantage-Quincy Data Center, to be sited North West of the junction of Road 11 NW and Road 0
NW, Quincy, in Grant County. A legal description of the parcel is the SE 1/16 of Section 4 and
the SW 1/16 of Section 3, Township 20 North, Range 24 East, Willamette Meridian. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased to independent tenants. The primary air contaminant
sources at the facility consist of 17-3000 kilowatt (kWe) electric generators powered by diesel
engines. The generators will have a power capacity of up to 51 MWe, and will provide
emergency backup power to the facility during infrequent disruption of Graj~t County PUt)
electrical power service. The project construction will be phased (up to 4 phases, phase 1 with 7
generators) over several years depending on customer demand.

Revie* of the February 10,2012 NOC application began on February 11,2012, and a
notification that more information was necessary was issued on February 22,2012 by the
Department of Ecology under the supervision of the Eastern Regional Office Section Manager
(Wood). Partial response to the request for additional information was received by Ecology on
March 19, 2012. The NOC application was considered complete as of May 1, 2012. The final
draft Preliminary Determination (i.e., Proposed Decision) was forwarded to Ecology HQ for
review and to facilit4te completion of the second tier review. Public notice of the availability of
the Preliminary Determination was published on June 27,2012 in the Columbia Basin Herald,
Vantage and its consultant, ICF, found that the emission limits resulting from use of the BACT
analyses in the application submittals (the stack test emission limits in ConditionS of the
Preliminary Determination) would be difficult to achieve, and submitted a supplemental BACT
analysis received by Ecology on July 16, 2012. Ecology’s evaluation of this BACT submittal
follows at the end of this TSD. Public review began on approximately, and ended on.

3. PROJECT ñESCRIPTION

The Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) received a Notice of Construction (NOC) application
for the Vantage-Quincy Data Center on February 10,2012. The Vantage-Quincy Data Center,
hereafler referred to as Vantage, consists ofphased construction of 4 data center buildings, 3
smaller sthadtures housing generators, and a future substation. Construction will occur in phases
with the first phase to be construction of a center with 5 primary generators and 2 described as
‘reserve’. The timing of Phases 2-4 depends on customer demand and is not yet determined.
Phase 1 is expected to be operational around the end of 2012 and includes the 5 primary and 2
reserve generators all ofwhich are to be MTU 3000, three 3.0 Megawatt (MWe) electric
generators powered by 4678 brake horse power MTU Model 20V4000 diesel engines. Phase 2,
3, and 4 construction are identified as Data Center 2 (phase 2- 3 primary engine generators, plus
1 reserve), Data Center 3 (phase 3 - 3 primary engipe generators, plus 1 reserve), and a Building
described as ‘ETC’ (phase 4- 1 prithaiy engine generator plus 1 reseñre). The sequence of
expected construction was not described. The Vantage-Quincy generators will have a total
combined capacity of approximately 51 MWe upon final build out of the four Phases. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased for occupancy by independent tenant companies that
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require fully supported data storage and processing space although all engine/generators are
expected to be owned and operated by Vantage.

Vantage has requested operational limitations on the Vantage-Quincy facility to reduce
emissions below major source thresholds and to minimize air contaminant impacts to the
community. Vantage has indicated that diesel fuel usage at Vantage-Quincy wifi be less than
169,500 gallons ofultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. Individual engine operating limits of 85 hours per
year for the engines serving Building 1 are also implied in the application materials.

Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project have been calculated
based entirely on operation of the emergency generators. Table 1 a contaifls criteria pollutant
potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project. It should be noted
that some of the emissions included in Tables la and lb are not approved by this preliminary
determination: the preliminary determination requires that stack testing be included in with other
approved run-times, and that ‘storm avoidance’ hours be approved prior to each of phases 2-4 of
this project Table lb contains toxic air pollutant potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage
Quincy Data Center project.

Table la: Criteria Pollutant Maximum Year Potential to Emit for Vantage-Quincy
Data Center (including commissioning and stack testing as modeled by applicant)

Pollutant Emission Factor (El?) Reference Facility
. Emissions

Criteria Pollutant tons/yr
2.1.1 NOx Total EngineNTEt +PC** Vendor Guarantee 7.58
2.1.2 CO . Engine NTE* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 1.46
2.1.3 SO2 Engine NTE* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 0.023
2.1.4 PM2.5/DEEP Engine NTh* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 0.280

2.1.5 VOC . Engine NTE* +PC** Vendor Guarantee . 0.40

2.1.6 Primary NO2 Assumed 10% ofNOx 0.76

Table ib: Toxic Air Pollutant Maximum Year Potential to Emit for Vantage-Quiney
Data Center

Pollutant AP-42 Section 3.4 EF Facifity Emissions
Organic Toxic Air Pollutants LbsfMMbtu tons/yr

2.1.7 Propylene 2.79E-03 8.6E-03

2.1.8 Acrolein 7.88E-06 2.l2E-04

2.1.9 Beuzene 776E~~04 2.09E-03

2.1.10 Toluene 2.81E-04 7.58E-04

2.1.11 Xylenes l.93E-04 I 5.2lE-04





2.1.12 Napthalene 1.30E-04 4.O1E-04

2.1.13 1,3 Butadiene . 1.96E-05 5.28E-05

2.1.14 Formaldehyde 7.89E-05 2.12E-04

2.1.15 Acetaldehyde 2.528-05 6.79E-05

Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAR)

2.1.16 Benzo(a)Pyreñe i.~~-o’~ 3.77E-07

2.1.17 Benzo(a)anthracene 6.22E-07 1.828-06

2.1.18 Chrysene 1.53E-06 4.49E-05

2.1.19 Benzb(b)fluoranthene . 1.nE-o6 3.26E-06

2.1.20 Benzo(k)fiuoranthene 1.09E-07 3.20E-07

2.1.21 Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 1.73E-07 5.09E-07

2.1.22 Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 2.07E-07 6.09E-07

2.1.23 PAN (no ThF) 388E~~06 1.14E-05

2.1.24 PAN (apply TEF) 498E~~07 1.47E-06

State Criteria Pollutant Air Toxics

2.1.25 DEEPIPMj3 Nit + PC Guarantee 0.280

2.1.26 Carbon monoxide Nit + PC Guarantee 1.46

2.1.27 Sulfur dioxide Nit + PC Guarantee 0.023

2.128 PrimaryNO2*** 10%totalNOx 0.76

2.1.29Ammopia Maximum 10 ppmv 0.36

* Engine Manufacturer ‘Not To Exceed’
** Pollution Control Equipment Vendor Guarantee
* **Assumed to be equal to 10% of the total NOx emitted.

The Vantage Center will rely on cooling systems to dissipate heat from electronic equipment at
the facility. Cooling systems will be limited by conditions of approval to those emitting no air
contaminants (non-evaporative).

4. APPLICABLE REQUIHEMENTS

The proposal by Vantage Data Center: qualifies as a new source of air contaminants as defined in
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-110 and WAC 173-460-040, and requires
Ecology approval. The installation and operation of the Vantage-Quincy Data Center is
regulated by the requirements specified in:

4.1 Chapter 70.94 Revised Code of Washington (RCW), Washington Clean Air Act,

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC
Vantage-Quincy Data Center NOC Technical Support Document

June, 2012
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4.2 Chapter 173-400 Washington Administrative Code (WAC), General Regulations for
Air Pollution Sources,.

4.3 Chapter 173460 WAC, Controls for New Sources of Toxic Air Pollutants, and
4.4 Title 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 1111

All state ai3d federal laws, statutes, and regulations cited in this approval shall be the versions
that are current on the date the final approval order is signed and issued.

5 BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Best Available Control Technology (BACT) is defined’ as “an emission limitation based on the
maximum degree ofreductionfor each air pollutant subject to regulation under chapter 70.94
RCW emittedfrom or which resultsfrom any new or modWed stationaiy source, which the
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy~ environmental, and
economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievablefor such source or modjfication
through application ofproduction processes and available methods, systems, and techniques,
includingfuel cleaning cleanfuels, or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniquesfor
control ofeach such pollutant In no event shall application ofthe “best available control
technology” result in emissions ofany pollutants which will exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61....”

For this project, Vantage proposed installation of engines with diesel particulate filters (DEEP
Control) treated to also serve as oxidation catalysts (VOC and CO control) and selective catalytic
reduction (NOx Control). With these proposed controls, Vantage avoided the formal process of a
“top-down” approach for determining BACT for the proposed diesel engines. Vantage also
established a control cost criteria for future data center diesel engines at a budget-level estimate
of $47,714 per~ton of combined pollutants controlled.

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to
BACT review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), particulate matter (PM, PM,0 and PM2.5) and sulfur dioxide.

5.1 BACT ANALYSIS FOR NOx

5.1.1 Selective Catalytic Reduction. The SCR system functions by injecting a liquid reducing
agent such as urea, through a catalyst into the exhaust stream of the diesel engine. The
urea reacts with the exhaust stream converting nitrogen oxides into nitrogen and water.
The use ofultra-low sulfur (10-15 ppmw S}fiiel is required to achieve good NOx
destruction efficiencies. 5CR can reduàe NOx emissions by up to 90-95 percent.

For SCR systems to function effectively, exhaust temperatures must be high enough
(about 200 to 500°C) to enable catalyst activation. For this reason, 5CR control
efficiencies are expected tobe relatively low during the first 20 to 30 minutes after
engine start up, especially during maintenance, and testing loads. There are also
complications ofmanaging and controlling the excess ammonia (ammonia slip) from
SCR use.

1 RCW 70.94.030(7) and WAC 173400-030(12)
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5.1.6 BACT determination for NOx
Ecology determines that BACT for NOx is:

a. Use of urea-based SCR with ammonia slip no greater than 15 ppmv at 15% 02;
b. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines, pre-control, if the engines are installed and

operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.4219; or applicable
emission standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
Tables 6 and 7 ifModel Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines; and

c. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR. Part 60,
Subpart TilL

5.2 BACT ANALYSIS FOR PARTICULATE MATTER, CARBON MONOXIDE
• AND VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

5.2.1 Dieselparticulatefilters (DPFs). These add-on devices include passive and active
DPFs, depending on the method used to clean the filters (i.e., regeneration). Passive
filters rely on a catalyst while active filters typically use continuous heating with a fuel
burner to clean the filters. The use of DPFs to control diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions has been demonstrated in multiple engine installations worldwide. Particulate
matter reductions of up to 85% or more have been reported. Therefore, this technology

• was identified as the top case control option for diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions from, the proposed engines.

Vantage initially proposed installation and operation of DPFs on each of the proposed
diesel engines as BACT. The July 16, 2012 supplemental analysis of BACT retracted
this propbsal, and instead proposed that Tier 2 engines should be considered BACT for
these engines. Ecology accepts this option as BACT for these engines.

5.2.2 Diesel oxidation catalysts. This method utilizes metal catalysts to oxidize carbon
monoxide, particulate matter, and hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust. Diesel oxidation
catalysts (DOCs) are commercially available and reliable for controlling particulate
matter, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines. Wbile the
primary pollutant controlled by DOCs is carbon monoxide (approximately 90%
reduction), DOCs have also been demonstrated to reduce up to 30% of diesel engine
exhaust particulate emissions, and more than 50% ofhydrocarbon emissions.

5.2.4 BACt Determination for Particulate Matter. Carbon Monoxide and Volatile
Organic Compounds
Ecology determines BACT for particulate matter, carbon monoxide and volatile organic
compounds is:

a. Use ofEPA Tier 2 certified engines pre-control if the engines are installed and
operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.42l9; or applicable
emission standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
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Tables 6 and 7 ifModel Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines; an4

b. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart Iffi.

5.3 BACT ANALYSIS FOR SULFUR DIOXIDE

5.3.1 Vantage/ICF did not find any add-on control options commercially available and feasible
for controlling sulfur dioxide emissions from diesel engines. Vantage Quincy’s proposed
BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (maximum of 15 ppm
by weight of sulfbr). Using this control measure, sulfur dioxide emissions would be
limited to 0.020 tons per year.

5.3.2 BACT Determination for SuIfutDioxide
Ecology determines that BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use ofultra-low sulfur diesel fuel
containing no more than 15 parts per million by weight of sulfur.

5.4 BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECITNOLOGYFOR TOXICS

Best Available Control Technology for Toxics (tBACT) means BACT, as applied to toxic air
pollutants? The procedure for determining tBACT follows the same procedure used above for
determining BACT. Under state rules, tBACT is required for all toxic air pollutants for which
the increase in emissions ‘will exceed de mininils emission values as found in WAC 173-460-
150.

For the proposed project, tBACT must be determined for each of the toxic air pollutants listed in
Table 2~below. As indicated in Table 2,Ecology has determined that compliance with BACT, as
determined abo’ve, satisfies the tBACT requirement.

Table 2. tBACT Determination _______________________________
Toxic Air Pollutant tBACT
Acetaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Acrolein Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzo(a)pyrene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
1,3-Butadiene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Carbcrn monoxide Compliance with the CO BACT requirement
Diesel engine exhaust particulate Compliance with the PM BACT requirement
Formaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BACT requirement
Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 502 BACT requirement
Toluene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Total PAHs Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Xylenes . Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement

June, 2012
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6. AMBIENT IMPACTS ANALYSTS

Vantage obtained the services of ICF Consultants to conduct air dispersion modeling for Vantage
Data Center’s generators to demonstrate compliance with ambient air quality standards and
acceptable source impact levels. Each generator was modeled as a point source. ICF used EPA’s
AERMOD dispersion model to determine ambient air quality impacts caused by emissions from
the proposed generators at the property line and beyond, and at the rooftops of the proposed data
center buildings to be occupied by tenants. The ambient impacts analysis indicates that no
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are likely to be exceeded.

6.1 AERMOD Dispersion Modeling Methodology

AERMOD is an EPA “preferred” model (40 CFR Part 51, Appendix W, Guideline on Air
Quality Models) for simulating local-scale dispersion of pollutants from low-level or elevated
sources in simple or complex terrain.

The following data and assumptions were used in the application ofAERMOD:

/ o Input data for for the AERMET meteorological processor included five years of sequentialhourly surface meteorological data (2004—2008) from Moses Lake, WA and twice-daily
upper air data from Spokane.

a Digital topographical data for the vicinity were obtained from the Micropath Corporation.

o AU 17 generator stacks at Building 1, Building 2 and building 3 were set at a height of 41
feet above l9cal finished grade. The generator stacks on the ETC building were set at a height
of 43.8 feet above local finished grade.

• The planned data center buildings were included to account for building downwash. EPA’s
PRIME algorithm was used for simulating building downwash.

• ~For purposes of modeling compliance with the NAAQS, it was assumed the entire data
o center would experience a total 24 hours of power outage or storm avoidance per year
o (nominally 8 hours ofpower outage and 16 hours of storm avoidance) and that this would be

spread over 5 calendar days per year, during which time all backup engines wete assumed to
operate for their assigned times and at their assigned loads for power outage conditions.

o 1-hour N02 concentrations were modeled using the Plume Volume Molar Reaction Model
• (PVMR.M) module, with the following default concentrations: 40 parts per billion (ppb) of

ozone, and a NO2INOX ambient ratio of 90%. For purposes ofmodeling N02 impacts, the
primary NOX emissions were assumed to be 10% N02 and 90% nitric oxide (NO) by mass.

a Emissions from commissioning testing and stack emission testing are equal to 27% of the
emissions from füll-buildout routine testing plus power outages. The wor~t-year annual-
average impacts were estimated by manually scaling the previous annual-average AERMOD
results by a factor of 1.27.
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• For the Health Impacts Assessment modeling conducted for DPM, the emissions from all
modes of operation other than power outages were assumed to occur between 7 am to 7 pm.

o A Cartesian, rectangular receptor grid whose density diminished with distance, was used to
model the property line and beyond for all AI3RMOD applications. In addition, fenceline
receptors (10-meter spacing) and discrete receptors where rooftop air intakes are located,
were also used. The receptor categories and number of receptors for each category are as
follows:

Fenceline receptors in 10 meter (m) spacing 237
Receptors in 10 m spacing out to 350 m from the sources 6,765
Receptors in 25 m spacing out to 800 m from the sources 4,176
Receptors in 50 m spacing out to 2000 m from the sources 5,952
Rooftop receptors 25
Total number of the receptors 17,155

6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations
Background concentrations for all species were provided by Ecology (Bowman, 2010). These
are:

PM1O (24-hour a*rage) 60 jig/rn3
PM2.5 (98th percentile 24-hour average) 21 p.g/m3
N02 (98th percentile 1-hour value) 29 jig/rn3
DEEP (annual average) 0.103 j.tg/m3

These regional, values do not include “local background” caused by industrial facilities near the
proposed vantage data center, namely the existing Sabey, Yahoo, and Intuit data centers
and the Celite manufacturing plant. The local background impacts were modeled separately,
assuming a mixture ofpermit limits, a ihil area-wide power outage or maximum emitting test
modes. Their combined contributions at the receptor.that is maximally impacted by Vantage-
only emissions are:

PM1O (24-hour average) 0.002 jig/rn3
PM2.5 (24-hour average) 0.08 p.g/m3
N02 (1-hour average) 0.02 jig/rn3

Table 3 provides a summary of the modes of operation of the diesel engines proposed by
Vantage. Table 4 is a summary of annual emissions after fbll buildout of the Vantage project. It
should be noted that not all of these hours or emis~ions have been approved. Stack testing is
required to be performed during periods when the engines are run for other testing unless
approved by Ecology. Storm avoidance run-time is not pre-approved for any but the phase I
generators. When each engine is installed, a commissioning test sequence occurs, described in
TableS. The impacts of the emissions anticipated from this project were modeled using worst
case scheduling of these activities. The results of the modeling and a comparison to the NAAQS
are shown in Table 6 for criteria pollutants. Table 7 provides the impacts modeled for ToxicAir
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Pollutants (TAPs) whose emission rates exceeded the Small Quantity Emission Rate (SQER) in
WAC 173-460. TAPs with emission rates that exceed the SQER must be evaluated further and
frigger a Tier 2 Health Impact Assessment ifmodeling shows the emission rates fesult in impacts
above the ASIL.





Table 3. Summary of Diesel Generator Operating Modes

Sen Bldg % Load Hr’s/test Hrs/yr % Load Hrs/ test Hr’s/yr % Load irs/test Hr’s/yr % Load Hr’s/test Hr’s/yr % LoadSen II

- Outage and Storm

Genator~ On hlyThstlfl~ QuarteriyThstIn~/ Annual I~$ Annual Step Unschedc Maintç~~~~e

1Q9~!~!&- —— ,__,,J_. — I_____ ,, Corrective Storm
~ .._.,...~_ ~ 1 — Generator Transformer Avoid- ,,

— ~cn~fl!c!ifl!e~~._..__. ance
Hrsitest irs/yr % Load Hr’s/yr % Load Hr’s/vt % Load Hr’s/yr Hrs/yr

DC1-1P Dcl 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-2P DOt 10 0_s 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 103 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-3P DC1 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-4P DCI 10 0,5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-5P Dcl to 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0,75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0,5 103 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-6RDCI 10 0_s 20 10 1 6 10 0.75 3 10 6 6 103 o.s 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8
DC1’iRDCl 10 0_s 20 10 1,6 10 0.75 3 10 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 10 8 10’ 16 8

DC2-1P002 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 103 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC2-2P0C2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90’ 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC2-3PDC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0,75 3 90 6 6 100 0,5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
D02-4RDC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 10 0.75 3 10 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100810 8 10 16 8

D03-1PDC3 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3-2PDC3 10 0.5 20 10 1 6- 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3-3PDC3 10 0,5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 103 0,5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3-4RDC3 10 0.5 20 10 1 6’ 10 0.75 3 10 6 6 103 0,5 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8

~ . I___’__ I —

ETC-1P ETC 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 93,3 0.5 3 93.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 103 8 93.3 8 93.3 16 8
ETO.2RIETC to 0,5 20 10 1 6 10 0.5 3 10 6’ 6 too o,s 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8
Cool Down at 10% Load, Each Eneine, Primary and Reserve: 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 ‘ 0.5 4 1
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Table 4. Summary of Facility-Wide Emission Rates for Full Buildout Scenario

Storm
Weekly, Avoidance
Monthly, Annual & De-energized
Quarterly Facility- Unplanned Building and
Testing & wide and Outage (24 Transformer and Total

• Cool Down Step Tests hrs/yr) CorrectiveTesting Emissions
Pollutant (tonfyr) (ton/yr) (toufyr) (tonlyr) (tonlyr)
PM2.5 (DPM)
Normal Year 0.07 0.021 0.07 0.025 0.19

NOX 1.2 031 2.17 1.89 7
CO 0.36 0_i 038 029 1.13
VOC 0.19 0.02 0.1 0.06 0.37
S02 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 0.02
Primarj
Nitrogen
Dioxide (N02) 0.12 0.07 0.22 0.189 0.6

TableS. Runtime Scenario for Initial Startup and Commissioning Tests

No. of

Day of . Typical Average
Test Test Description Hours Lnad

~ Manufacturer Tests

Day 1 8 hours at full load, 1 generator any given day 8 100%
Day 2 12 hours at 75%, 1 generator any given day 12

Functional Performance Tests

20 hours, Full (100%) Load, 1 generator any given
Day3 day 20 100%

Summary of Per-Engine Startup_Quantities

Calendar Days of Testing (Each Generator) 3-4
Runtime Hours Each Generator 40
kWm-hrs During Testing (Each Generator) 111,000
Fuel Usage During Testing (Each Generator- gals) 8,692
NOx Emissions Each Generator . 614 lbs

! DPM Emftsions During Testing (Each Generator) 18.6 lbs
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Table6:
Modeled Concentrations of Criteria Pollutants (with background) and comparison to
Ambient Air Quality Standards

Pollutant and Time Background plus National Ambient Percent of Standard
Frame Modeled Air Quality Standard

Concentration — - ug/m3
ug/m3

PM10 24 Hour 82.2 150 55%
PM10 Annual 0.056 50 0.1%
PM23 24 Hour 26.1 35 74%
PM23 Annual 0.056, 15 0.4%
NO2 1- Hour 166 188 88.3%
CO 1-Hour 203 40,000 0.5%
Co 8-~Hour 113 10,000 .1.1%
5O~ 1-Hour 3.6 319 1.1%
502 3-Hour 2.9 1300 0.2%
502 24 Hour 1.5 365 0.4%
502 Annual 2.3E-8 80 3E-8%

Table 7~ Modeled Concentrations of Toxic Air Pollutants and Comparison to Acceptable
Source Impact Levels (ASILs)
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Pollutant and Time Modeled Acceptable Source Comparison of
Frame Concentration — Impact Level — ASh Modeled to ASh

ug/m3 ug/m3

DEEP Annual 0.0335 0.0033 1015%
NO2 1-Hour 3345 470 71.2%

Acrolein 24 Hour 0.0016 0.06 3%
Ammonia 24 Hour 23 - 70.8 32% I

As is indicated in Tables 6 and 7, only Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) exceeded the
regulatory trigger level (the ASIL) for that pollutant. At this concentration, DEEP is required to
be further evaluated in a Second Tier Toxics Review in accordance with WAC 173-460-90.

7. STORM AVOIDANCE HOURS

As indicated in Table 3, there are 16 hours per year assigned for operating the engine generators
in ‘stonn avoidance’ mode. This is a mode of operation not allowed for the four data centers
already approved in the Quincy area. Vantage has proposed to demonstrate the necessity of these
hours for its first of four buildings (first seven engine-generators). This demonstration will be
required for each new tenant at the data center facility. The approval order allows these hours for
the first building, but eliminates them for the following phases of the project without
demonstration satisfactory to Ecology that these run-time hours are a necessity.

8. SECOND TIER REVIEW FOR DIESEL ENGINE EXHAUST PARTICULATE
EMISSIONS

Proposed emissions of diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) from the seventeen (17)
Vantage enginàexceed the regulatory trigger level for toxic air pollutants (also called an
Acceptable Source Impact Level, (ASIL)). A second tier review is required for DEEP in
accordance with WAC 173-460-090.

Large diesel-powered backup engines emit DEEP, which is a high priority toxic air pollutant in
the state of Washington: In light of the potential rapid development of other data centers in the Quincy
area, and recognizing the potency ofDEEP emissions, Ecology decided to evaluate Vantage’s
proposal on a community-wide basis. The community-wide evaluation approach considers the
cumulative impacts ofDEEP emissions resulting from Vantage’s project and includes
consideration ofprevaffingbackground emissions from existing permitted data centers and other
DEEP sources in Quincy. This evaluation was conducted under the second tier review
requircments of WAC 173-460-090.

Under WAC 173-460-090, Vantage was required to prepare a health impact assessment. The
EllA presents an evaluation of both non-cancer hazards and increased cancer risk attributable to
Vantage’s increased emissions of DEEP. Vantage also reported the cumulative risks associated
with Vantage and prevailing sources in their lilA document. This cumulative DEEP related risk
estimate was based on the latest cumulative air dispersion modeling work performed by Ecology.
The Vantage EllA document along with a brief summary ofEcology’s review will be available
on Ecology’s website.

15
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9. CONCLUSION

Based on the above analysis, Ecology concludes that operation of the seventeen (17) generators
at Vantage will not have an adverse impact on local air quality. Ecology finds that Vantage has
satisfied all requirements for NOC approval.

****EJ.413 OF VANTAGE JUNE TSD****

In Federal guidance regarding the process of determining BACT-level control, the applicant is
assigned responsibility for presenting and defending a preferred control system (see, for instance,
BNA Policy and Practice Series, Air Pollution Control, 10-91, Page 181:152). When Ecology
indicated to Vantage and ICF that the BACT proposal in the application materials submitted on
February 10, 2012, was incomplete, Vantage/ICF forwarded a cost-effectiveness summary for
the catalysed DPF and SCR systems they propose to use. The application materials also indicated
that those systems were guaranteed to reduce uncontrolled engine emissions of PM by 87%, and
NOx, VOC, and CO by 90%. Ecology accepted this proposal as BACT for the Vantage project
engines, and then calculated emission limits using uncontrolled engine emission data provided in
the application, and using the above emission reduction percentages. These limits were
significantly lower than those proposed by Vantage/ICF, for reasons that the applicant has not
explained.~~~ead; VantageflCF forwarded a more comprehensive BACT analysis proposing that
Tier 2 engines be considered BACT, and that the not-to-exceed (NTE~values they were
proposing as emission limits be considered voluntary limits not connected to the BACT
determination. This is acceptable to EcolOgy. The preceding section on BACT in this technical
support document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental submittal received July
16,2012.

****END oF~yArfrAGE JULY TSD ~
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
P0 Box 47600 • Olympia, WA 98504-7600 • 360-407-6000

71i Ibr Washington Relay Service • Persons with a speedr disability can call 8fl-833-6341

November30, 2012

Ms. Karen Wood
Air Quality Program
Eastern Regional Office
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

RE: Second Tier Petition by Vantagc Data Centers Management Company, LLC (Quincy)

Dear Ms. Wood: -

The Washington State Department ofEcology’~s Air Quality Program (Ecology) has coh~pleted
their review of health ri~ks from diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) emissions from the
proposed Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC. (Vantage) Data Center in Quincy,
Wathington.

Ecology’s review indicates that the proposed project could result in an increased cancer risk of
up to nine in one million (9 x 1 0~) at the maximally impacted residential location, which occurs
along the residential property boundary immediately to the southwest ofVantage. A lower risk
of about five in one million was estimated at the location of an existing structure on the same
property. Ecology’s review of non-cancer hazards indicates that the chronic non-cancer hazard
quotient attributable to Vantage’s DEEP emissions is much lower than unity (1) meaning that
chronic non-cancer adverse health effects are unlikely. Because the increase in cancer risk
attributable to the new data center alone is less than the maximum risk allowed by a second tier
review of 10 in one million, and the non-cancer hazard is acceptable, the project is approvable
under WAC 173460-090.

As part ofthe community-wide approach in Quincy, Ecology also considered the cumulative
impacts of DEEP emissions in the area. Emissions from Vantage and other local sources of
DEEP could result in lifetime increased cancer risk of up to approximately 30 in one million (30
x 1 0~) at a location directly to the southwest of Vantage. The cumulative non-cancer hazard
quotient at this location is much lower than unity (1) meaning that non-cancer adverse health
effects are unlikely.

Ecology recommends approval of the proposed project because project related health risks are
permissible under WAC 173460-090 and the cumulative risk from diesel engine exhaust

Exhibit 26
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particulate emissions in Quincy is less than the cumulative maximum risk threshold established
by Ecology for permitting data centers in Quincy (100 per million or 100 x ioj. Ecology
recommends that Vantage be required to communicate health risks posed by their emissions to
current residents near Vantage and potential new homeowners at undeveloped parcels adjacent to
Vantage or to the local regulatory agency responsible for zoning and development in the. affected
area. -

Although Vantage was not required to evaluate short-term impacts ofnitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
lilA provided a brief evaluation of acute non-canceF hazards. Generally, Vantage’s emissions by

~ V U’~’ themselves are not expected to result in acute non-cancer hazards, but cumulative emissions of
multiple emergency engines at other data centers could combine to create short-term NO2 levels
of concern. Ecology’s evaluation of simultaneous emergency engine emissions in Quincy

\( indicate that elevated NO2 levels could occur, but the likelihood of a system-wide outage/ coidciding with unfavorable meteorology is very low.

This project has satisfied all requirements of a second tier analysis. Ecology recommends that
you incorporate our findings as part ofyour ambient air impacts analysis and you may begin the
public comment period when you are ready to do so.

If you would like to discuss this project further, please contact Gary Palcisko at (360) 407-7338
or gary.palcisko~ecy.wa.gov.

-. Sincerely, - -

Jeff Johnston, Ph.D.
Science and Engineering Section Manager
Air Quality Program

jj/te

Enclosure

cc: Erika Brithey, ICF International
Sharon Douglas, ICF International
Mike Dufl~’, Vantage
Greg Flibbert, Ecology
Robert Koster, Ecology
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1. SUMMARY MI]) PURPOSE

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC (Vantage) proposes to install and operate 17
diesel-powered generators, each rated at 3,000 kWe electricity output) to provide backup power
to their servers. The proposed engines emit diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) at an
estimated rate that cause ambient impacts in excess of a regulatory trigger level called an
acceptable source impact level (ASIL). Vantage was therefore required to submit a second tier
petition under WAC 173460-090. A second tier petition requires Vantage to prepare a health
impact assessment (HIA) quantif~ing the health risks posed by their emissions of DEEP.

Vantage hired ICF International (ICF) to prepare a HIA (ICF, 2012a). In this assessment, ICF
estimated lifetime increased cancer risks attributable to Vantage’s DEEP emissions and found
them to be approximately seven in one million at the maximally impacted residential receptor to
the southeast of Vantage’s property. This risk was quantified at the location where the
residential parcel shares it property boundary with Vantage. A lower risk of about four in one
million was estimated at the location of an existing structure on the same property. Chronic and
acute non-cancer hazards attributable to Vantage’s DEEP and NO2 emissions respectively were
lower than unity (one) indicating that Vantage’s emissions by themselves were not likely to
result in adverse non-cancer health effects.

ICF also assessed the cumulative health risk by adding estimated concentrations attributable to
Vantage’s emissions to an estimated background DEEP concentration. The cumulative risk of
residents living in the vicinity of Vantage was approximately 19 and 28 in one million for the
residents living immediately to the southeast and southwest of Vantage, respectively. Chronic
non-ç~ncer hazard quotients were much lower than one indicating that long-term exposure to
DEEP in the’area is not likely to result in non-cancer health effects.2 These DEEP-related health
risks in the vicinity of Vantage are generally much lower than those estimated in urban areas of
Washington.

Because the increase in cancer risk attributable to the new data center alone is less than the
maximum risk allowed by a second tier review, which is 10 in one million, and the non-cancer
hazard is acceptable, the project could be approvable under WAC 173-460-090. Furthermore,
the cumulative risks to residents living near Vantage are below the cumulative risk threshold
established by Ecology for permitting data centers in Quincy (100 per million or 100 x 10.6).

This summary document presents Ecology’s review of the proposed Vantage Data Center’s hA
and other requirements under WAC 173-460.

‘MTU engine specifications maximum power of 3,490 kWm or 4,678 bhp.
2 Previous analyses demonstrated that NO2 levels could reach or exceed a level of concern in many areas of Quincy

during a system-wide outage, although this likelihood is very low. The addition of Vantage’s emissions is not
expected to change that conclusion. However, Ecology is updating cumulative NO2 emissions from all data centers
to help inform communications with local government and Quincy residents regarding potential acute risks in the
event of a system-wide outage.
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2. SECOND TIER REVIEW PROCESSING AND APPROVAL CRITERIA

2.1. Second Tier Review Processing Requirements

In order for Ecology to review the second tier petition4 each of the following regulatory
requirements under Chapter 173-460-090 must be satisfied:

(a) The permitting authority has determined that other conditions for processing the NOC
Order of Approval (NOC) have been met, and has issued a preliminary approval order.

(b) Emission controls contained in the preliminary NOC approval order represent at least
tBACT.

(c) The applicant has developed a HIA protocol that has been approved by Ecology.

(d) The ambient impact of the emissions increase of each TAP that exceed ASILs has been
quantified using refined air dispersion modeling techniques as approved in the HIA
protocol.

(e) The second tier review petition contains a HIA conducted in accordance with the
approved HIA protocol.

Ecology provided comments to ICF’s HIA protocol (item (c)) on November 22, 2011. These
comments were addressed as part of the submittal of the draft and final health impact
assessrnpnts (item (e)) received by Ecology on March 20,2012, May 22,2012, and May 25,
2012. Ecology~s air dispersion modeler found the refined modeling conducted by Vantage to be
acceptable.

Acting as the “permitting authority” for this project, Ecology’s Eastern Regional Office (ERO)
satisfied items (a) and (b) above on June 15, 2012, and April 30, 2012, respectively. The
applicant has therefore satisfied all of the five requirements above.

2.2. Second Tier Review Approval Criteria

As specified in WAC 173-460-090(7), Ecology may recommend approval of a project that is
likely to cause an exceedance of ASILs for one or more TAPs only if it:

(a) Determines that the emission controls for the new and modified emission units represent
tBACT.

(b) The applicant demonstrates that the increase in emissions of TAPs is not likely to result
in an increased cancer risk of more than one in one hundred thousand.

(c) Ecology determines that the non-cancer hazard is acceptable.
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2.2.1. tBACT Determination

Ecology’s ERO engineer determined that Vantage’s proposed pollution control equipment (i.e.,
Tier 4 engines equipped with diesel particulate filters, diesel oxidation catalysts, and selective
catalytic reduction) satisfies the BACT and t-BACT requirement for diesel engines powering
backup generators at Vantage.

2.2.2. mA Review

As described above, the applicant is responsible for preparing the HIA under WAC 173-460-090.
Ecology’s project team consisting of an engineer, a toxicologist, and a modeler review the HIA
to determine if the methods and assumptions are appropriate for assessing and quanti~ing
sulTounding community’s risk from a new project. ICF modeled TAP emissions from Vantage’s
proposed data center.

ICF used a combination of EPA emission factors, manufacturer emission guarantees, and
manufacturer test data to estimate emission rates of TAPs from Vantage’s diesel-powered
generators (ICF, 201 2b). Ecology determined that these derived emission rates represent a
reasonable estimate of the project’s future emissions.3 The air quality analysis was determined
to be appropriate as comments were addressed as part of the submittal of the final NOC
document (ICF, 2012b) and HIA (item (e)) received on May 25, 20l2.~

The HIA focused mainly on health risks attributable to DEEP exposure as this was the only TAP
with a modeled concentration in ambient air that exceeded an ASIL. ICF briefly described
emissions and exposure to other TAPs (nitrogen dioxide, ammonia,5 and acrolein) because these
pollutants exceeded a small quantity emission rate (SQER), and Ecology requested that acute
health hazards from exposure to these pollutants be quantified.

While Vantage is located in an industrially zoned area, air dispersion modeling indicated that
Vantage’s DEEP emissions resulted in concentrations in excess of the ASIL at approximately
three residences. Two residences, one located to the southwest and the other to the southeast, are
located very near the Vantage facility. Another residential parce! is located about ~4 mile south
near the BNSF railroad tracks, but ICF reports that the site is occupied by a company, and
therefore, the site could be considered commercial. Regardless, estimated Vantage-related
DEEP concentrations at this location are much lower than the other two properties adjacent to
Vantage. Other nearby land use includes other data centers (Intuit and Sabey) and agricultural
properties.

For the purposes of assessing increased cancer risk and non-cancer hazards, ICF identified
receptor locations where the highest exposure to project-related air pollutants could occur: at the

Robert Koster, “Vantage Data Centers status,” e-mail message, addressed to Gary Palcisko, April 30, 2012.
Ranil Dhammapala, “RE: Vantage-Quincy: Itemized responses to Ecology Comments Dated May 2-3, 2012,” e

mail message, addressed to Gary Palcisko, June 1,2012.
Some ammonia is released from the selective catalytic reduction equipment designed to reduce NOx emissions.
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project boundary, nearby residences, and on-site and off-site commercial areas.6 ICF calculated
both non-cancer hazards and cancer risks for each of these receptors, and they also estimated
long-term cumulative risks attributable to and other known sources of DEEP.7 Vantage’s risk
assessment also evaluated the combined cancer risk caused by numerous other carcinogens
known to be emitted from diesel generators, and their analysis concluded that the vast majority
of the cancer risk was caused by DEEP.

Ecology’s review of the HIP, found that ICF identified appropriate receptors to capture the
highest exposures for residential, commercial, and fence line receptors. ICF also identified other
potential sensitive receptor areas, but these areas were well outside the area impacted at levels
above the ASIL, so Ecology did not require risks to be quantified at these locations.

Ecology’s review also found that ICF used appropriate exposure assumptions and toxicity values
to quantif~’ and characterize non-cancer hazards and cancer risks. ICF also identified key areas
of uncertainty regarding exposure assumptions, emissions estimates, modeling, and the chronic
toxicity of DEEP. These uncertainties combined may result in an over—or under—estimate of
actual health risk. For the purpose ofprotecting public health while making decisions,
overestimates of risk are preferred over underestimates. Generally, the assumptions used in the
HIA probably overestimate risk more than underestimate risk. One exception is that the non-
cancer hazards of DEEP may be underestimated primarily due to the uncertainty surrounding the
non-cancer toxicity of DEEP for sensitive individuals.

2.2.3. Increased Cancer Risk

Table 4-10 below, copied from the HIA, shows the estimated Vantage-specific and cumulative
cancer risk per’million at each of the receptors evaluated. The highest increase in risks
attributable to Vantage’s emissions of DEEP is 6.6 per million and occurs at the southwest
residential property boundary. This property is directly adjacent to Vantage’s southwest
property boundary. The land use at that location consists of commercial farm outbuildings. The
property is currently planned as industrial zoning, so it is unlikely that a residential structure’will
be built at this location in the future. Therefore, the risk reported for a residential receptor at this
location represents a conservatively high estimate of risk. The estimated risk at the current house
on the same parcel is approximately 3.5 per million. For non-residential exposure scenarios,
tenants of the Vantage Data Center may have increased risks of about 1.3 per million and
workers at the nearby Sabey Data Center may have increased risks of about 0.8 per million.
Increased cancer risks to potential bystanders exposed near the point of maximum impact (i.e.,
fence line receptor) may be about 0.2 per million.

The cumulative risk of all known sources of DEEP emissions in the vicinity of Vantage (listed in
Table 4-10) is highest for the two nearby residences. The cumulative DEEP risk at these two

6JCF also identified sensitive receptor areas, but these were located outside the area of impact (i.e., ASIL was not
exceeded in these locations).

Ecology modeled cumulative emissions from existing data centers, railway, and highways. Results were provided
to ICF to include in their HIA.
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hazard indices for all receptors’ exposures were below one indicating that acute adverse effects
are not likely to be caused solely by Vantage’s emissions during a power outage.’°

3. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

3.1. Cumulative Short-Term NO2 Hazard

While Vantage’s emissions by themselves were not likely to result in adverse non-cancer health
effects, Ecology recognizes that it is possible that the cumulative impacts of multiple data
center’s emissions during a system-wide outage could potentially cause NO2 levels to be a health
concern. As part of previous data center permit applications in Quincy, Ecology evaluated the
short-term NO2 impacts that could result from emergency engine operation during a system-wide
power outage. While NO2 levels could indeed rise to levels of concern11 at various locations
across town, the outage would have to be system-wide and it would have to occur at a time when
the dispersion conditions were optimal for concentrating NO2 at a given location. Ecology found
that the likelihood of this occurrence is relatively low throughout Quincy.

Vantage’s generators will use EPA Tier-4 emission controls, including selective catalytic
reduction for NO~ control. Therefore, relative to other data centers in Quincy, the highest 1-hour
NOx emission rate from Vantage during a power outage is much lower than that of any of the
other five existing data centers. Assuming all Quincy data centers required maximum permitted
loads during a system-wide outage, Vantage’s 1-hour NOx emission rate would represent less
than five percent of all Quincy data centers’ combined 1-hour NOx emission rate. Vantage’s
emissions are therefore not likely to significantly alter previous conclusions. That said, it is not
clear how many more data centers (if any) are planned for Quincy, and if the use of diesel-
powered emergency engines will increase. Ecology staff are currently refining this model to
include finer grid spacing to help inform our potential discussions with the city and port of
Quincy regarding future data center development and the need to consider the potential short-
term impacts of data center’s emergency outages. Ecology should continue to update this
analysis to inform emergency planning considerations and/or communications in Quincy during
a possible system-wide outage.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

The project review team has reviewed the HIA and determined that:

(a) The TAP emissions estimates present~d by ICF represent a reasonable estimate of the
project’s future emissions.

(b) Emission controls for the new and modified emission units represent tBACT.

‘°The highest acute hazard quotient of 0.7 occurred at the fence line receptor location (i.e., maximum impacted
boundary receptor).

The level of concern in this case is 441 gg/m3. This represents California OEHHA’s acute reference exposure
level of 470 ~.tg/m3 minus an estimated regional background concentration of 29 gg/m3.
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(c) The ambient impact of the emissions increase of each TAP that exceeds acceptable
source impact levels has been quantified using refined air dispersion modeling techniques
as approved in the HIA protocol.

(d) The HIA submitted by ICF on behalf of Vantage adequately assesses project-related
increased health risk attributable to TAP emissions.

The project review team concludes that the HIA to represent an appropriate estimate of potential
increased health risks posed by Vantage’s TAP emissions. The risk manager may recommend
approval of the proposed project because project-related health risks are permissible under WAC
173-460-090 and the cumulative risk from DEEP emissions in Quincy is less than the cumulative
additional cancer risk threshold established by Ecology for permitting data centers in Quincy
(100 per million or lOOx 10.6).

The project review team also recommends that Vantage be required to communicate any health
risks posed by their emissions to current residents near the Vantage Data Center, and potential
buyers of undeveloped parcels adjacent to the data center, or to the local regulatory agency
responsible for zoning and development in the affected area. This recommendation is also stated
in Vantage’s HIA.

Finally, Ecology should evaluate the pending results of updated hourly cumulative 1-hour NO2
modeling to help inform communications with local government and Quincy residents regarding
potential acute risks in the event of a system-wide outage.
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Figure 3. Estimated annual average off-site DEEP concentrations attributable to proposed
Microsoft emissions (expansion project only).
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Ecology Response:
As the map of cumulative impacts in Figure 1 demonstrates, the main portion of the diesel
engine exhaust from Microsoft’s Columbia Data Center does not intersect with the diesel
engine exhaust from other data centers. Because the diesel engine exhaust particulate is
evaluated as an annual average, its plume is composed of many individual plumes (more
than 8000--one for each hour of the year) produced by the annual distribution of wind
directions and wind speeds. This temporal averaging spreads the pattern out as shown.

Figure 1.
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The concentration pattern for one-hour average NO2 will consist of relatively narrow
plumes that move around from hour to hour according to the wind direction. Although the
plumes will be widened by the affects of air flowing over and around the buildings, the
range of directions that are required for Microsoft emissions to interact with plumes from
the other data centers is limited. The relevant metrics are the 98th percentile of the daily
maximum (for the NAAQS) and the maximum 1-hour concentration in each year (toxics).
As such, each hour’s concentration field is evaluated independently and the concentrations
of the preceding and following hours have little influence on the evaluation at a specific
location.
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Memorandum

ICF
INTERNATIONAL

Date: July 11,2012

To: Greg Flibbert and Robert Koster, Dept. of Ecology Eastern Regional Office

cc: Mike Duff\j, Vantage Data Centers

From: Jim Wilder, P.E.

Subject: Top-Down BACT Assessment
Vantage-Quincy Data Center, Quincy, WA

Introduction

This top-down Best Available Control Technology (BACT) assessment for the Vantage-Quincy Data
Center was conducted at the request of Department of Ecology, to supplement the BACT calculations
that were submitted with the May 29, 2012 Notice of Construction permit application package. The
BACT calculations in the permit application package were limited to evaluating only Vantage’s
proposed AirClarity emission control system that includes a catalyzed diesel particulate filter (DPF)
and a urea-based selective catalytic reduction system (5CR). Ecology requested the supplemental top-
down BACT assessment to evaluate the full range of commercially available control technologies.
Note, Vantage~s proposed AirClarity emission control system is more efficient than any other emission
control technology that has been considered for use on data centers in Washington state.

Summary and Conclusion

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to BACT
review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
particulate matter (PM, PM10 and PM25) and sulfhr dioxide.

Generators equipped with EPA Tier-2 certified engines were considered the base case for the BACT
assessment. The following add-on technologies were considered for the top-down BACT assessment:

• AirClarity Systpm (Catalyzed DPF and 5CR) proposed by Vantage

o Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter

o Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction

• Three-Way Catalyst
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. Diesel Oxidation Catalyst

All of the add-on technologies are technically feasible. They are commercially available, and offer
substantial pollutant removal efficiencies. None of them would pose unreasonable operational
difficulties.

However, all of the add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criteria, for the individual
pollutants and for the multi-pollutant reasonableness test. The cost-effectiveness values for each
technology are listed in Table I.

Table 1. Comparison of Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations
Cost-Effectiveness (S/ton)

Combined

Control Device NOX Total PM CO VOC Pollutants
MTU AirClarity
System (Catalyzed
DPF + SCR) proposed
by Vantage $81,000 $700,000 $434,000 $1,645,000 $60,000
Catalyzed DPF Alone Ineffective $252,000 $152,000 $578,000 $81,000

5CR Alone $40,300 $1,519,000 $216,000 $820,000 $32,000

3-Way Catalyst $37,500 $125,000 $71,000 $296,000 $19,200
Diesel Oxidation
Catalyst Ineffective $310,000 $55,000 $314,000 $41,000
Ecology Cos~’
Effectiveness
Criterion $10,000 $23,200 $5,000 $10,000 N/A

Because all of the add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criterion, ICF recommends that
none of them should be defined as BACT. Instead, ICF recommends that BACT for each pollutant
should be defined as use of EPA Tier-2 certified engines, with diligent annual operation and
maintenance requirements required under New Source Performance Standards Subpart 1111.

Methodology

Emission Estimation Methods (Nominal-Controlled Emission Rates)

The AERMOD modeling used for NAAQS compliance and risk assessments for Vantage’s permit
application used the vendor-guaranteed, “not-to-exceed” (NTE) load-specific controlled emission rates
as the starting point for the emission calculations. Vantage’s equipment contractor is ELM Energy,
LLC. ELM’s vendor guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates apply to each individual engine at each
load.
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Most of the control devices considered for this BACT assessment use a metal catalyst to destroy the
pollutants. After a cold start, these catalysts temporarily remain inactive until the hot flue gas heats the
catalyst up to its minimum operating temperature. To account for this temporary cold-start delay, an
additional cold-start catalyst delay factor was applied to each control device. The cold-start catalyst
delay factors for each control device are calculated in Attachments B-F.

After the load-specific, cold-start “nominal-controlled” emission rates were calculated for each control
device, the facility-wide “nominal-uncontrolled” and “nominal-controlled” emission rates were
calculated by applying the hourly emission rates to the runtime hours presented in Vantage’s permit
application. The runtime hours considered for the BACT assessment included scheduled testing,
corrective maintenance, storm avoidance, and unplanned power outages. The annual-average runtime
hours for initial commissioning tests and for periodic stack emission testing were not included in the
BACT assessment. The facility-wide “nominal-uncontrolled” emission rates are calculated in
Attachment A. The facility-wide “nominal-controlled” emission rates for each control device are
calculated in Attachments B-F.

Cost Estimating Methods

Cost spreadsheets for each category of control device considered for this BACT assessment are
provided in Attachments B-F. The methods used to calculate the total capital investment (TCI) for eacb
type of control device were as follows:

• For each control device other than DOCs, the purchase puce listed as “Freight on Board (FOB”
at the manufacturer’s facility was provided. For DOCs, the Department of Information Services
(DIS) provided a tally of the total installed cost at their Olympia data center.

• In some cases ICF used FOB purchase price information for control devices designed for either
2,000 kWe or 2,500 kWe generators at other data centers, rather than the 3,000 kWe generators
at the Vantage Data Center. In those cases, ICF adjusted the FOB purchase price upward using
the “0.6 rule”.

o Cost factors for indirect installation costs (shipping, installation, design fees, etc.) were derived
from EPA’s guidance manual EPA Pollution Control Cost Manual. January 2002. The cost
factors from Section 4.2 Chapter 1, Selective Catalytic Reduction, were used.

• Annual capital recovery cost was based on an assumed 25-year equipment life, with a
conservatively low discount rate of 4%.

o Indirect annual costs (overhead, insurance, and taxes) were calculated by cost factors from
EPA’s control cost guidance manual listed above.
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• For this screening-level analysis it was assumed that none of the control devices would incur
annual costs for operation and maintenance. This results in a conservatively low estimate of the
control device capital cost, annual cost, and cost-effectiveness.

o The Total Annual Cost for each control device was calculated by summing the estimate annual
costs for capital recovery, direct operation and maintenance, and indirect annual costs.

Cost-Effectiveness Criteria for Individual Pollutants

For the individual pollutants, the individual pollutant cost-effectiveness was calculated by dividing the
total annual cost (S/year) by the tons of facility-wide pollutant removed by the control device. The
derived cost-effectiveness was then compared to the following cost-effectiveness criteria values, which
were developed by Ecology for the Sabey-Intergate-Quincy data center’s air quality permit:

NOX: $1 0,000/ton
Total PM (FH+BH): $23,200/ton
CC: $5,000/ton
VOC: no value listed. Assumed to be $10,000/ton (same as NOx)

Reasonableness Cost Effectiveness for Multi-Pollutant Analyses

All of the control devices considered for this BACT assessment are at least marginally effective at
controlling the entire range ofpollutants. The manufacturer-provided removal efficiencies range from
a low of 25% for PM removed by DOCs, to as high as 99.9% for CO removed by 3-Way Catalysts.

To account for the variable reduction efficiencies for the various pollutants, for each control device the
multi-pollutant cost effectiveness was evaluated by comparing two facility-wide cost parameters: the
actual total annual cost to own and operate the control device being considered; and the “reasonable
annual control cost for. combined pollutants”. The evaluation is done using a three-step process:

• The “reasonable annual cost” for each individual pollutant is calculated by multiplying the
annual tons/year of that pollutant removed by the control device times the Ecology cost-
effectiveness criterion for that pollutant.

• The facility-wide “total reasonable annual cost” is calculated by summing the calculated values
for each individual pollutant.

o The “total reasonable annual cost” is then compared to the actual total annual cost. If the actual
annual cost is less than the “total reasonable annual cost” then the cost for multi-pollutant
treatment is considered “reasonable” and the control device satisfies the BACT cost-
effectiveness criterion. However, if the actual annual cost exceeds the “total reasonable annual
cost” then the cost for multi-pollutant treatment is considered “non-reasonable” and the control
device fails the BACT cost-effectiveness criterion.
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Identification of Technically Feasible Control Technologies

Since 2007 Ecology and other Washington state agencies have issued air quality permits for the
following data centers that use large diesel emergency generators: Sabey-Intergate-Quincy; Dell
Quincy; Yahoo-Quincy; Microsofi-Quincy; Intuit-Quincy; Titan-Moses Lake; Dept of Information
Services (DIS) Data Center —Olympia; Sabey-Intergate-Wenatchee; and T-Mobile-Wenatchee. ICF
reviewed Ecology’s BACT determinations for these existing data centers, and developed the following
list of technically feasible emission controls applicable for diesel generators:

o EPA Tier-2 certified engines with combustion controls including timing retard, exhaust gas
cooling, exhaust gas recirculation, and turbocharging. This technology is considered the base
case for the BACT assessment.

• Vantage’s proposed AirClarity system (catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter plus Urea-based
Selective Catalytic Reduction). Technical information, emission estimates, cost data, and cost-
effectiveness calculations are provided in Attachment B.

• Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter by itself (technical information in Attachment C).

• Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction by itself (technical information in Attachment D).

Three-Way Catalyst (also known as Two-Stage Catalyst). Technical information is provided in
Attachment E.

o Diesel bxidation Catalyst (see Attachment F).

BACT Analysis for NOx

Vantage’s Proposed AirCiarity System (Urea-Based 5CR Plus Catalyzed DPF)

ELM energy has contracted with Vantage to install MTU’s AirClarity emission control system on each
generator. Technical information is provided in Attachment B. The AirClarity system consists of a
modular system including a catalyzed DPF and a urea-based 5CR.

The ~CR system evaluated for this analysis is the Clean Air Systems package. Technical information
is provided in Attachment C. The SCR system functions by injecting a liquid reducing agent, such as
urea, through a catalyst into the exhaust stream of the diesel engine. The urea reacts with the exhaust
stream converting nitrogen oxides into nitrogen and water. The use of a lean ultralow sulfur fhel is
required to achieve good NOx destruction efficiencies. SCR can reduce NOx emissions by up to 90-95
percent while simultaneously reducing hydrocarbon (VOC), CO and PM emissions.

For SCR systems to function effectively, exhaust temperatures must be high enough (about 200 to 500
degrees C) to enable catalyst activation. For this reason, SCR control efficiencies are expected to be
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• Letter February 18, 2005, M.A. Wilson to R.J. Schepens, Approval ofNon-Radioactive Air
emissions Notice of Construction (NOC) for Operation of New Ventilation Systems in AN and
AW Tank Farms, Approval Order DE05NWP-00 1.

The maximum previous plateau tBACT value was $5,700/ton and the maximum ceiling value
was $10,500/ton. The additional tBACT factors used in the previous tBACT evaluations were
based upon two options. These options took into account the toxicity and carcinogenicity of the
various TAPs to scale the tBACT cost factors to reflect the hazards of these pollutants based
upon either the classification of each TAP (Class A or B) or the ASIL associated with each TAP.

Option 1: The first option used in the previous tBACT evaluations refers to the Class A and
Class B TAP classification defined in the previous (prior to June 20, 2009) WAC 173—460
regulation. For Class A TAPs, the “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values were multiplied by a factor of
10. For Class B TAPs, the “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values were multiplied by a factor of 5.

As of June 20, 2009, the revised WAC 173-460-150 no longer uses the Class A and Class B
designations for identification of TAPs to use this method, however, it was noted that the
previous Class A TAPs had, for the most part, annual averaging periods and Class B TAPs had
24-hour averaging periods. The current version of the regulations use annual, 24-hour, and
hourly averaging periods and no longer designate Class A and B. None of the TAPs with hourly
averaging periods were above the de minimis.

The “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values used for all current TAPs with annual averaging periods
were multiplied by a factor of 10. Table 2-1 takes the highest “Plateau” of $5,700 and the
“Ceiling” of $10,500 values from the previous tBACTs and multiplies these by the factors of 5
andlO to demonstrate this tBACT adjustment described above.

Table 2—I. lB i(T Cost Factors
Cost Effectiveness Threshold (S/ton)

Method Cost Factor Iateau Ceiling -

Toxic Air Pollutants AP Classification .≥. - - ~‘ ~‘

Annual Avers ià~ TAP 10 $57,000 $105,000
244IiourA4’era TAP4 3J$Z~.’ . ~-~ ~ ~

Option 2: The second option used in the previous tBACT evaluations for assessing tBACT cost
effectiveness was based on individual pollutant ASILs and involves calculating a pollutant-
specific cost factor using the following:

Cost Factor = logio(27,000 ÷ ASIL)

The cost effectiveness thresholds for tBACT “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values were then
determined for each pollutant by multiplying the maximum pollutant “Plateau” and “Ceiling”
values by the pollutant-specific cost factor. Table 2-2 demonstrates these cost factors for all
pollutants determined to be above the de minimis for purposes of this tBACT evaluation.

Designated Methodology: All of the tBACT cost factors from Option 2 were under a factor of
10, except for dimethyl mercury. A multiplier of 10 was determined to be the upper limit for
adjustment of the previously used tBACT “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values. The upper and
bounding “Plateau” and “Ceiling” values used for this tBACT evaluation were then $57,000/ton
and $105,000/ton respectively.





Reference materials submitted by Ecology Staff

Reference for Ecology response to Comment 5:

PREUMINAKY DETERMINATION Vage-Qmncy Data Cater
Novemba,2012 Pagel4ofl7

8.1.3. Purpose, electrical load and duratron ofrmd~Tn. for each diesel engine during any
periods of operation.

8.1.4. Annual gro~ power generated by or for each independent tenant at the facility
and total m..m~I gross power for the facility

Lii. Upset condition log for each engine and generator that includes date, time,
duration ofupset cause, and corrective action.

8.1.6. Any recordkeeping required by 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart ilL
8.1.7. Air quality complaints received from the public or other entity; and the affected

eriñssioim units.

9. REPORTING

9.1. Within 10 business days after mAn..g into a binding agreaneutwith a new tenant
Vantage shall notify Ecology ofsuch agreement The serial m’mber ~..~nL.chun make
and model, standby capacity, and date ofmanufacture ofn,~in.q proposed will be
submitted prior to installation ofengines in the Building 2,3, and ETC phases of this
pr4ect

9.2. The following inibunation will be submitted to the AQP at the address in Condition 7
above by January31 of each r.I.ndr year. This information may be submitted with
mimi’ emissions information requested by the AQP.

9.2.1. Mouthlyrollingnminltotaisummaryofairr.ini.n...r’temusions,
9.22. Monthly rolling hours ofoperation with arimni total,
9.2.3. Monthly rolling gross power generationwith .nmnl total as specified in Approval

Condition 8.14,
92.4. A log of each start-up of each diesel engine that shows the purpose, foel unge,

and duration ofeach period of operation.

93. Any air quality complaints resulting from operation of the emissions units or activities
shall be jnuuiptly assessed and addressed. Vantage shall ..—..‘-‘. a record of the actron
taken to investigate the validity ofthe complaint and what, if any, corrective action was
taken in response to the n—,plsint. Ecology shall be notified within three (3) days of— ofany such complaint

9.4. Vantage shall notify Ecology by e-mail or in writing within 24 horns ofany engine
operation ofgreater than 60 minutes if such engine operation occurs as the result of a
power outage or other unscheduled operation. This notification does not alleviate
Vantage fromni reporting of operations contained in any section of Approval
Condition 9.

10. GENERAL COND~ONS
10.1. Commendnglflisconthning Construction and(or Operations: This approval

shall become void ifconstruction of the facility is not begunwt 18 months ofpemut
issuance orif facility operation is thscontinnrd for a period of eighteen (18) months or
more. InacconlancewithWAC 173~40O~l11(7Xckeachphasemustcn.nm.nre
con~uction within 18 months offit projected and approved construction dates in this
Onia.
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PRELIMINARY DErEtMU4ATION Vanta~-Qumcy Data Center
November,2012 Pa~9of17

4. GENERAL TESWIG AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1. The Vantage Data Canter will follow engine-manufacturer’s 1wnnn..nd.”l diagnostic
testing and mi.inwnmn procedures to ensure that each engine will conform to the
emission limits in Condition 5 of this approval throughout the life of each engine.

4.2. Within 12 months of the first engine instillation and every 36 months thereafler, the
Vantage Data Canter shall m~ne emissions ofparticulate matter (PM), Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOQ, nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO,), carbon
monoxide (CD), Ammonia (NH3), and oxygen (0,) fiom at least one representative
engine’s exhaust stack in accordance with Approval Condition 4.3. This testing will
save to dnn~ncfrate compliance with the anission limits contained in SectionS, and as
an indiitr ofproper operation of the ni~in~ The selection of the engine(s) to be
tested shall be subject to prior approval by Ecology and shall be defined in the source
test protocol submitted to Ecology no less than 30 days in advance of any compliance-
related stack ~mpling conducted by Vantage.

4.3. The following procedure shall be used for each test for the n.vw.c as required by
Approval Condition 4.2 unless an alternate method is proposed by the Vantage Data
Center and approvedm writing by Ecology prior to the test

43.1. Periodic emissions testing should be combined with other pie-scheduled
m.~ntpn,mr. testing and snmal load bank engine testing. .AMitim’.~ operation of
the .ngi’wc for the purpose ofemissions testing beyond the operating hours allowed
in this Order must be approved by Ecology in writing.

43.2. PM iii rluding the cnn~l~..ible fiaction, NO, NO,, VOC, CO and ammonia
emissions measurement shall be conducted for each engine tested at the proposed
mninrnm engine load that corresponds to scheduled engine operating scenarios in
Approval Conditions 3.2.

4.33. EPA Reference Methods flour 40 Ca 60,40 ca Si, BAA.QMD fl-lB (for
ammonia) andfor 40 CFR 89 as appropriate for each pollutant shall be used for at
least one (representative) engine at this data center. A test plan will be submitted flit
Ecology approval at least 30 days before any testing is conducted and must include
the criteria used to select the engine for testing as well as any modifications to the
standard test procedures cnnt.i.’~l in the above references.

43.4. The F-factor method, as described m EPA Method 19, may be used to calculate
exhaust flow rate though the nh~mct stack. The fuel meter data, as measured
according to Approval Condition 4.5, shall be inrhwt,l in the test report along with
the emissions calculations.

4.4. Each engine shall be equipped with a properly installed and .~aiot2i,w.w1 non~resettable
a that records toW operating han

4.5. Each engine shall be connected to a properly installed and im...I-..d fret flow
monitoring systnn that records the amount of fuel consuinedby that engine —
operation.
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166 PLANT DESIGN AND EcoNoMics FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

ties of equipment are presented in Chaps. 13 through 15. A convenient reference
to these various cost figures is given in the Table of Contents and in the subject
index.

Estimating Equipment Costs by Scaling

It is often necessary to estimate the cost of a piece of equipment when no cost
data are available for the particular size of operational capacity involved. Good
results can be obtained by using the logarithmic relationship known as the six-
tenths-factor rule, if the new piece of equipment is similar to one of another
capacity for which cost data are available. According to this rule, if the cost of a
given unit at one capacity is known, the cost of a similar unit with X times the
capacity of the first is approximately (X)°6 times the cost of the initial unit.

Cost of equip. a = cost of equip. b (E~f!~ equip. a
~capac. equip. b) (1)

The preceding equation indicates that a log-log plot of capacity versus
equipment cost for a given type of equipment should be a straight line with a
slope equal to 0.6. Figure 5-5 presents a plot of this sort for shell-and-tube heat
exchangers. However, the application of the 0.6 rule of thumb for most
purchased equipment is an oversimplification of a valuable cost concept since
the actual values of the cost capacity factor vary from less than 0.2 to greater
than 1.0 as shown in Table 5. Because of this, the 0.6 factor should only be used
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Figure 5-5 Application of “six-tenth-factor” rule to costs for shell-and-tube heat exchangers.
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Reference for Ecology response to Comment 33:

I edera_ enforccncr,t action by the Efl tantil and unlesE the
schedule iz~ subn~tted and adopted as a~ ameidment to the state
implcntentat- On p.an.

(3) Penalties for delayed compliance. Sources on a
comp_lance schedu s but not meeting emissions standards may be
nLhject cc penalties as provided in the Federal C ean Mr ~ct.

St9tntnry ?.uthority: Chapter ~ RCI9. fl—cS—064 (Order
90—OE) , ~ 173—400—la, filed 2/19/91, effective 3/22/91.

WAC 173—400-171 Public notice. The p~rpose of this
section is to specIfy the requrements for notifying the
publIc abcut air quality permit actions and to provide
oppo~tunities for the oublic to participate r tnose ~ermi:
ac..icns.

() Prevention of iiqnificant deterioration, and
relocation of portable sources.

This section does not apply to:
(a) A notice •rt construdtion application designated for

in ~qraed review with actions regulated by WAC 173—400—721;.
In such cases, com~hance with the public notification

equ ements of LcAC 173—400—740 i~ required,
(bi Portable source relocation notices as regulated by

WAC 1)3 ‘100-036, rolocation of nortablu sourccc.
(2) Internet notice of application.
(a) For those applications and actions not subject to a

mandatory public cot~nent period per subsectIon (3) of this
section, the Dernttiflg authority must post an announcement of
the receipt of notice of construction applications and other
psoocsed art~ns nfl ‘he permitting authority’s Internet web
site.

Ce) The intenet posting must remain on the permitting
autr.cr ty’s web ~lLr Lu~ a uLzasIzLnL of fifLewL cozuseuuLive
days.

(C) The internet posCnq must include a notice o tie
rec-Dipt :f the applicaton, the type of proposed action, .rid
statement that the public nay request a public conunent period
on the prc:po~ed anPinn.

(d) Reques s for a pub it conunent period must be
subritittvi to the permitting authority in writing via lette
fax, or ele~.t on ,.. mail dui n~ the £11 _teii day iuLexsv~L
posting por_od.

(e) ~ pubic tomment period must be proviced Icr any
application or prooosed action that receives such a request.
Any app ication or proposed actIon for whIch a public comment
period _s fiat requested n~y be processed without further
pubLic ‘univerrent at the end of _he fifteen—day internet
posting period.

3) Actions subject to a mandatory public ccsruuent period.
The permItting authorIty mus_ provide pub_ic notice a~d a

92 -



pm’ic cc,xsnent period before approving or denying arty of the
...(2_...ULY_fl~ types of applications or other actiors:

(a) Any application, order, or proposed action ror which
a pubi c conment period is requested in compliance with
subsection (2) of this section.

(bi ~ny nct:ce of construction application ~or a new or
medi~ierI snurce, including the initial application for
cperat_on of a portable source, if there is an increase in
enissions of ~riy air pollutant at a rate above the emission
Lin~utto.Li rate (defined in WAC 173—400—020) or any increase in
aniastons of a. toKic air pollutant above the acceptable source
inpact l~ve_s as regulated under chapter 113—flU WAC; or

(c} Any use of a modified or substituted air quality
modal, other than a guideline model in AppendiR Ti of 40 CFR
Part &. (in effect on July 1. 2010) as part of review unde.r
WAC 173—400—110, 173—400—113, 173—400—117, or 173—400—72O~ or

(d} ~ny order to determine reasonably availablo control
Lechrio_ogy, RACT, or

(e) An order to establish a compliance schedule issued
under WAD 1’3—400—lhl, or a -sariance issued unde’- WAC 1I~—4OO—
180; or

~dL. M,mJI,k,y~o*c ~ a It.qiind 6~ ~imc~~da, ~uzd imdaWAC I73-45O4~D

(f) An orcer to demonstrate the creditab a heiqht of a
stack which aceeds the good eaqineering practice, GEP,
icinula height and sixty five meters, by means of a fluid
model or a fto d s tidy, for titc purpoucs of c~.,L.b .~hng an
ejussion _aritat~an; or

(g) ~r order to authorize a bubble; or
(It) Any act_on to discount toe value at an emisaLon

redt,cton credit, ERC, issued to a source per WAC 173-400—136;
or

() Any regulatory order to establish best available
a.rcfi technclogy, BART, for an existinq stationary

facil’;y; or
(‘) Any nc•t’c~ of construction application or regulatory

Drcler used to establish a creditab...o emission reduction; or
Ut) An’j order issued under WAC 17J—4LIU—U91 Lhatt

esL~itl shes limitations on a source’s potential to emit; or
(.) The origina’ issuance and the ~ssuance of alL

revis~ons to a gon~ral order of approval issued under WAC 173-
400—560 ~this toes not include coverage orders); or

(ci) Any oxtonolon of the deadlnc to hegir actuaL
consLruct.ion of a “major stationary Source” or “major
modificat on” in a nonatta1uRi~z.L aid; ci

(a) Any application or other action for which the
permitting authority determines that there is significant
public interest,

(4) Advertising the mandatory public conent period.
Pun in not ce ci all applications, orders, or actions listed
in subsection (3: of this soot en must be p’ahlished in a
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newspaper of ;eneral eirculaj.cnL in the area where the source
Ci’ Ocurcus are or wil_ be located. This public notice can be
publish~ ~ on y after all of -he lufunnativn rejui:ed by the
permitting auLliority has been submitted and after the
applicable nrelinin~ry determinations, if any, have been made.
The notiec nLSL be published before any of the applications or
other actions listed in subsection (3) of this section are
apprcved Cr denied. ThR applicant Dr nther initiator of rtie
ac_icn must pay the publishing cost of providirg public
notice.

(~) Information available for public review, The
infznnaticn submItted by the applicant, and any applicable
prelin:nazy determinations, including analyses ot the effects
on ~i qual:t~, nust be available for public ltspectlon in at
least one locntior neat the proposed project. Exemptions from
this requirement include information protected front diselns:xe
under ax~y app_icab_e aw, including, but not Limited to, RCt4
70S4.205 and chapter 173—03 WAC.

(6) Published notice conaponents.
(a) The octice must include:
(~) The name and address of the owner or operato.~ and the

facility;
(ii) A brief description of the croposal and the type of

fanility, Inc ,idnj a description of the facility’s p~ocesses
subject tc tI e penaL;

(iii) A description of the air contaminant em ssio’~t
includ- ng the Lype o pollu_aLL~ and quacLliy of tI.L.hiSIOL.~

that woula n~reesa under he proposal;
ev) The location where those documents made available

for public nspect’on may be reviewed;
(v} A thirty—day period for submitting written connierit to

the permil-tvr; aue ority;
(vi) A st tern n t at a public hearing will be held if

Lhe pcntitt~n; authority determines that there is significant
public inteiest;

(vii) Th~ t me, cia .e and locaton of the public bearing
tot those eco_egy znly actions listed in WAC 173—40C—171112);

(vii!) The nate, address, and telephone number and e—mail
address of a ~erson at the permitting authority from whom
int•nresteri persnns -nay obtain additional infnrrnatior,
inclutn; copies of the permit draft, the application, all
relcyaat 3uptDrt.n~ materia_s, including any compliance plan,
penit, and ntoflitv ing and compliance zeitification Cepoi L,
and alL uLlLeL icateria s dvailable to the uecniittiny authority
that are ~eevant to tI-a permit decision~ unle!s the
informatic•n is exempt from disclosure;

(b) For projects subject to special protection
requirements tcr tedera C ass I areas. public notice must
izLclLlde qn exnlanat-inn of he perm’tring aii-hnrity’s draft
decision Cr s_ate that an explanation of the dra±t decision
appzor5 in 1-a support document for the proposed orde~ of
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~EPrOV~; and
(c) ~or a redesignation of an area under ~AC 173—4CC—its,

the notice must state that an explanatIon of the reasons for
he pronosed redesignation is available tot review at the

pub_ic lcat~on.
(7) Length of the public comment period.
(a) rh~ nuh eomment period mus: he at least th”ty

days long.
(h) U a pubS c heating is held, the p~’b~ in comment

pexlcd tuusL exLesLd LhrouqtL the lLeilrsILy date.
(c) The final decision canno: be issued un t the public

coanent per_on has ended and any comments received during the
public comment period have been considered.

(~) Requesting a public hearing. The applicant, any
interester~ go~re—nmnntal entity, any grnnp, nr Rny person may
requost a public hearing within thG thirty—day puWic Co moir
pericd. A hearing requesta must he submitted to the
~en tticty authoLl y in w.titizty via leLter, faN, or elect onic.
nail. A request must i,dicate the interest or the entity
f:ling it and ‘*hv a hearing is warranted.

9) Setting the hearing date and providing hearing
notice. If thc permitting aithority determines that
sign f car._ pub ic interest exists, then it will hold a public
hearing. The permitting autiority will detenine the
Iocatloct, thtu, and tlnse cii Llae pablit Leariny.

(10) Notice of public bearing.
(a) At least thirty days prior to the iearng the

permittirLc authority will provide notice of the hearing as
follows:

Ci) Pubiish the notice o~ public ~tea tcj in a newspaper
of general circulation in the a ca who c the source or ~~ourcee
are or will be located; and

(ii) Mail the notice of publIc hearing to the aopLca~t
arid to any penon who submitted wri Len comments on the
application or requested a pabl~c hearing.

(b) Thi~ rctoe mist ‘rtlude he date, tine and location
o~ the public hearing and the information described in
subsection (6) c± this sectDn.

(c) The appl c~nt must ~ay all publishing costs
associated with meeting the requirements of this subsection.

(F) Noufying the Sn. The pemitt~n3 authority niust
send a copy of the not~e for all actions subject to the
nmndatory pus ic cornert per’cd to the FP~ Region 10 regirna
adnlr.istr.,Lor.

(1 ) Special requiremento for ecology only actions.
(a) Ecolooy must ooicp.y with the requirements of 40 CFR

6l.1C2, in effect on July 1, 2Q10, on the following ecology
only actions:

(i) A Washington staL:e reconunertdation te EPA that will be
subnitted by the director of ecology for approvaL o a SP
rev_.~ion ‘ncluding pians for attainment, nainten n a, nd
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v:sJ±JLity prDtectzcn;
(:i) A Wachlng on state recmninendation to EPA for

designatica, redesignation, or a change of bourdaries of an
attatnnent area, or nonattainxnent area, or ~n Lilciassifiabte
area;

(ii) 1% Washington state reco.ttiendation to ~PA to
redesignate Cass -s - , or III areas under WAC 173 400 110.

(b) The nc_:c~≥ znus_ c mply with stbseetior. (10) of thtx
seion,

(3) Other requirements of law. Whenever pzxxxdurcs
penitted or mandated by law will accomplish the objectivea oa
puu_!c nuLice and opportunity for corimient, those procedures
-nay te used in lisa ot _he provisions ot this ~ecLon.

Lstatutory AutborILy: Chapter 70.94 RUW. 11—C6-06C (Orde—
09—01), ~ i~3—400—171, filed 3/11:1, effective 4/1/il.
Staflitory Ait~ct ty: R~Y 70.94.3~ and 70.?4.331. O7—_1—O2~
(order 06—03), 5 L?3 ‘LOG 17_, fa ed 5/5/07, effect’ve 6/€/07.
Statutory Authority; ROW 70.94.132. OS—03—032 (Order 03—07),
5 J73—400—171, filed 1/10/05, effective 2/10105. Statutory
Authcrty; Chapter 70.94 I&C~I, RCPI 70.94.141, [70.94.j154
[~0.94.)33i, (70.94,1510 and 43.21A.080. 01—17—062 (Order 99—
06), ~ l73—402—1~i, fIled 8/15/01, effective 9/15/01.
Statutory Autncr4ty: Chapter 70.94 RCW. 9a—07—126 (Order 93—
4fl), S ?R—400—1’i. filed 3/22/95, eff~cLive 4/22/95; 93—18—
007 (Orthr 92—03), 5 112—400—171, filed S/20/~3, effect’ve
9/20/93; 01 05 064 (Order 90 06), & 173 400 171, fIled
2/19/91, efleuLive 3/22/Si.)

WIC 173—400-175 Public information. All information,
except information preLected from ni~cloNILre under any
applicable aw, inrluding, but no; limited to, ROW 70.94.205,
it ava~1ftlc for public inopoction at :hc ianuing açcncy.
This incudea copies of notice of coiisttuction app~ icat OflS,
orders, ~nd atiplications to modify orders.

LSt3tutory Authority: R~W 70.94.152. 05-03—033 (Order 03—
§ .73—400—1~5, filed a/l0/05. effective 2/i010t~J

WAC 173—400-180 Varianco. Any porson who owno or is in
cortto .iL a plesuL, baI_.cjjip~, ~LrucLuie, es..db1iS~LCieiit,
pru~su, cr equipment may apply to ecology for a variance from
provisions 01 th~ chap_er governing the ouallty, nature,
duration, or extent of discharges of air contaminants in
accordanDe with the provisions of RCW 70.94.181.

11) Jurisdiction. Sources in any area over which a local
air pollution control authority has ~ur1sdiotior~ shall rake
eppie.nticn t~ that authority rather than ecology. Variances
to state ru’es shall require ecoloyy1s appioval ps.lc’L Lu btI:Lç
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Reference for Ecology response to Comment 34:

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC June, 201!
Vantage-Quincv Data Center NOC Technical Support Document Page 2

• Pages 11 and 12, Table 3-1: These nm-time hours are not consistent with Table AA2.
Table AM, app~1ly used as modeling inputs has been used to establish nm-time
limits in the cuirait prelinñnary determination.

• Page 14~ Table 3-2: This Table i≤ not consistent with Table BB2 and Table BB2 is not
consistent with Table AA2. Again, Table AA2 was used to establish nm-tine limits in
the current preliminary dd~n.n.ti.m

• Consistent with the first bullet above, Page 20,21: “Vendor-ginranteedranoval
effin.,.d.c axe as follows:

• WOx>90%
• CO 90%
• VOC>90%
• PM’87%”

Vantage has provided no documentation of these control efficiencies. It is misleading to
include them in this document Actual control levels are closer to an average of 60%.

The presaitpxelimiimxy determination includes nm-times and emission limits using the lowest of
those presented wl~e thee axe inconsistencies. Other determinations remain as outlined in the
original TSD as follows:

1. BACKGROUND

Starting in 2006, intend technology cn..ifanis became interested in the City ofQuincy in Grant
County as a good place to build data centers. Data centers house the servers that provide e-mail,
manage instant messages, and urn applications for our computers. Grant County has a low-cost,
dependable power supply and an area wide fiber optic system. During 2007 and 2008, the
Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) issued approval orders to Microsoft Corporation, Sabey
Intergate Inc., and Intuit Inc. that allowed them to construct and operate data centers.

Tn 2010, the Washington State Legislature approved a temporary sales tax exemption for data
centers building in Grant County and other rural areas. To çialif~‘ for the tax exemption, the data
corder must have at least 20,000 square feet dedicated to savors and start construction before
July 1,2011. The AQP has received permit applications from Microsoft Corporation and Sabey
Intergate Inc. for expansion of their existing data carters in Qunicy. Dell Marketing, U’ and
Sabey Intergate Quincy, Lit have also submitted applications for new data centers in Quincy
that have been approved for construction and operation.

To build or expand~ a data carter company — first apply to the Washington Depaxtnait of
Ecology (Ecology) for a permit called a “notice ofconstruction wow.l order” (NOC,) Its
purpose is to protect air quality. The NOC is needed because data centers use large, diesel-
powered backup generators to supply electricity to the saves during power failures. Diesel
engine exhaust contains both criteria and toxic air pollntr. As part of the permit review
process, Ecology carefully evaluates whether the diesel exhaust torn a data center’s backup
genm~s cause h~th problems.

2. EXECtJTIVE SIJ!iThIARY



Reference for Ecology response to Comment 41:

PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION Vantage-Qinncy Data Caita
Noveniber,2012 Page lOaf 17

5. EMISSION LIMITS
5.1. The seventeen (17) n’ein.c shall meet the niiitdnn rate limitations contained intlñs

section. The bulls are for an engine operating in a steady-state mode (warm) and do not
frwhwf. emission rates dining initial tv’ ~dnning testing of the engines. The ..wm~1

limits may be avenged ova a rolling mrmfhly three year period. Unless otherwise
approved by Ecology in writing, rnnipli.nr. with emission limits for those pollutants
that are required to be tested under Approval Conditions 4.2 and 4.3 shall be based on
emissions test data dde.m;n.a to those awroval conditions.

5.2. If required to demonstrate cnml4ine with the g/kW-hr EPA Tier IV average emission
limits through stack testing, the Vantage Data Cater shall conduct nhai4 stack testing
and average emission rates furS individual operating loads (10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and
10w.) according to 40 ~FR §89.410, Table 2 ofAppendix B, 40 tNt Part 89, Subpart
E~ and!or 40 CFR Part 60. Subpart Jill, or any other applicable EPA requirement in
effect at tire time the engines are installed.

5.3. NItrogen oxide (NOx) emissions than each of the seventeen (17) ).ffU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake hoist power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads. based on not-to-exceed nnirsinii rates stated in application materials:

Table 5.3: Nitrogen oxide (NOt) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating - Emissions Limit per

Load - aighieitilb/br
53.1 Annual Siqi Testing 100% 10.3
53.2 Corrective 100% — 103

Maa
533 BuildinglOulage, 81% - 758

Storm Avoidance 10% - 2.6
53.4 Buildings? and3 90% 8.83

Outage
53.5 Bnil&ngErC 93% 9.3

Outage

5.4. NItrogen dioxide (NOi) nniedrmc from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model
20V4000 engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in

application materials:



PRflJMINARY DMERMINATION Vanlap-Qwncy Data Center
Nowmber, 2012 Page 11 of 17

Table 5.4: Mtrogen dioxide (NO,) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating — Emissions limit

Load - per a~ne in lb/hr
14.1 AnmmlStqiTesting 100% 150
5.4.2 Corrective 100% — 1.50

Ma~
5.4.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.40

StAvoidance 10% 1.50
5.4.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 0.40

Outage 10% — 1.50
5.4.5 BuildingtTC 93% 0.40

Outage 10% — 1.50

55. Carbon monoxide emissions from each oldie seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads~ based on not-toaceed emission rates stated in application materials:

Table 53’ Carbon monoxide tcrn emission nte limits

5.6. Diesel Pngin. Exhaust Particulate (DEE~ emissions (Total PM after control on these
engines) from each of the sevateei (17) M’~U Model 20V4000 eigin.~ rated at 4678
brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at the stated loads,
based on not-to-exceed nnkcinn rates stated in application materials:

Operating Scenario Operating Load — Fniknons Limit per
eighieinlb/hr

55.1 .AnnimlStq,Testing 100% - 135
5.5.2 Conective 100% — 135

Mthitenance
5.5.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% — 1.05

StAvoidance 10% 0.60
5.5.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 1.19

Outage 10% — 0.60
5.5.5 Building ETC 93% 1.24

Outage 10% — 0.60



PREUMINA2IY DErEEMNATION Vanta~.Qinncy Data Center
November, 2012 Pagel2ofl7

Table 5.6: Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate WEEP) emission rate
thults

Operating &entho Operating - Emissioris Lhnil
Load - pa engine in lb/hr

16.1 Annual Step Testing 100% 0.484
5.62 Conective 100% - 0.484

Malace
16.3 BuildinglOutage, 81% — 0.374

Storm Avoidance 10% 0.400
5.6.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 0.425

Outage 10% - 0.400
5.6.5 ThilIdine ETC 93% 0.444

Outage 10% — 0.400

5.7. Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions from each oldie severite~i (17) MTh
Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678 frake horse power shall not exceed the followuig
emission rates at die stated 1oads~ based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in
çpbaffonmat~als:

Table 5.7~ Volatile Organic Comnoun fY00 emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating — Prniecinnc limit

Load - per engine in lb/hr
5.7.1 AnmialStqiTesting 100% 022
5.7.2 Corrective 100% — 022

Mala
5.7.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.22

Storm Avoidance 10% 0.25
5.74 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 022

Outage 10% - 0.25
5.7.5 Building ETC 93% 0.22

Outage 10% — 0.25

5.8. Total Particulate Matter (PM) emissions from all 17 .mgin~ combined shall not exceed
0.22 tons~ (440 lbs/yr) All PM emissions shall be nmciA-ed diesel engine exhaust
particulate (DEEP) and PM,~, emissions.

19. NItrogen dioxide (NO,) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 18.1
lbs/hr and 0.6 tons/yr.

5.10. Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not
exceed 0.37 tons/yr (140 lbs/yr).

5.11. Carbon Monoxide (CO) omissions from all ‘7—e~~ combined shall not exceed 1.22
tons per year (2440 Ibs/yr).



PRflJMINAIY DEFERMINATION Vantage-Qumey Data Cain
November, 2012 Page 13 of 17

512.ft .-~. emissions from any of the 17 engines at the Vantage Center shall not exceed
15 ppmvd at 15%OZ, nor 0.64 pounds per bout

5.13. Sulflr dioxide emissions horn all 17 egia.c combined shall not exceed 0.020 tonslyr
(40 lhs~ir).

5.14. Visual emissions from each diesel electric generator exhaust stack shall be no more
than 5 percal with the exception of. two (2) .ode period after unit start-up. Visual
emissions shall be measiued by ming the procedures contained in 40 CFR 60, Açpendix
A, Method 9.

6. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MAI1UALS
6.1. A site-specific O&M lmmnl fbi the Vantage Data Center Thcllity equipment shall be

developed and followed. Maimfaduras’ operating instructions and design
specifications fir the engines, generators, and associated .qnip~nn.t shall be mrhNbA in
the nnmnl The O&M ...-‘...-‘ shall be updated to reflect any modifications of the
_____or its operating procedures. Emissions that result from faihire to kflow the
operating procedures contained in the O&Mmnmsl ormanufacturets operating
instructions maybe considered proof that the equipment t~as not properly installed,
operated, andfor .1....,b.;..a The O&14 —‘ for the diesel n.gin. and associated
equipment shEll at a ..‘....-

6.1.1. Manufacturer’s testing and maintenarre procedures that will ensure that each
individual ngin will conflurmto the EPA Tier Emission Standards appropriate for
that— throughout the life ofthe engine.

6.12. Normal operating parameters and design specifications.
6.13. Operating and maintenance schedules.

7. SUBMLTTAIS

All notifications, reports, and other submitlals shall be sent to:

Washington State Department ofEcology
Afr Quali~ Program
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokaue~ WA 99205-1295

S. RECORDKEEPING

8.1. AU records, Operations and Maintenance Mnm’tI, and procedures developed under this
Order shailbe organized in a readily accessiblemmm.r and cott~ a .n~ ii of the
most recent 60~mtmI). period. Any records required to be kept under the provisions of
this Order shall be provided within 30 days to Ecology upon request The following
reereapiredtobecollectedand..-~’.’-.--t

8.1.1. Fuel receipts with amount ofdiesel and sulfur content for each delivery to the
facility.

8.12. Monthly and annn,1 hours ofoperation for each diesel aigin.
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~CF
INTERNATIONAl

July 12, 2012

Greg Flibbert and Robert Koster
Washington State Department of Ecology, Eastern Regional Office
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA, 99205
509/329-3400

Subject: Summary Response for BACT vs. Vendor-Guaranteed Not To Exceed
Emission Rates
Vantage Data Center, Quincy, WA

Dear Greg and Robert:

On behalf of Vantage Data Centers, ICF is pleased to submit this summary response to the
supplemental information requested by Ecology on July 5,2012. This summary response is
divided into five parts:

• Signed certification form (see Attachment A)

o Submit comments to the public-review Draft PD (see Attachment B)

o Provide a supplemental Top-Down BACT assessment, using “Nominal-Uncontrolled”
and “Nominal-Controlled” emission rates.

• Explain why Vantage proposes emission controls that go beyond BACT.

• Explain why Ecology should revise Vantage’s emission limits to match the vendor-
guaranteed NTE

We trust this response letter provides the information Ecology needs to revise the Draft Proposed
Determination to reflect Vantage’s requests. Please do not hesitate to call either Mike Duffy of
Vantage Data Centers at 206/406-9148 or me at 206/801-2832 if you have any questions about
this letter.

Sincerely,

James Wilder
Managing Consultant



VANTAGE RESPONSES TO ECOLOGY’S SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
REQUEST

VANTAGE DATA CENTER, QUINCY, WA
RESPONSES PREPARED JULY 11,2012

PROVIDE A SUPPLEMENTAL TOP-DOWN BACT ASSESSMENT

A thorough supplemental Top-Down BACT assessment, including detailed information and cost
calculations, is enclosed with this response letter. A brief summary is provided below. As
requested by Ecology, this supplemental top-down BACT assessment used “Nominal-
Uncontrolled” and “Nominal-Controlled” emission rates, which are substantially lower than the
“Not-to-Exceed (NTE) Vendor-Guaranteed Emission Rates” that ICF used for our original
BACT assessment, AERMOD modeling, and risk assessment used for our permit application
package.

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to
BACT review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOC5), particulate matter (PM, PM1O and PM2.5) and sulfur dioxide.

Generators equipped with EPA Tier-2 certified engines were considered the base case for the
BACT assessment. The following add-on technologies were considered for the top-down BACT
assessment:

• AirClarity System (Catalyzed DPF and SCR) proposed by Vantage

• Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter

• Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction

o Three-Way Catalyst

• Diesel Oxidation Catalyst

All of the add-on technologies are technically feasible. They are commercially available, and
offer substantial pollutant removal efficiencies. None of them would pose unreasonable
operational difficulties.

However, all of the add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criteria by a wide margin,
for the individual pollutants and for the multi-pollutant reasonableness test. The forecast cost
effectiveness values for each technology are listed in Table 1 below.

Because all of the feasible add-on technologies failed the cost-effectiveness criterion, ICF
recommends that none of them (not even the AirClarity system proposed by Vantage) should be
defined as BACT. Instead, ICF recommends that BACT for each pollutant should be defined as
use of EPA Tier-2 certified engines, with diligent annual operation and maintenance
requirements required under New Source Performance Standards Subpart 1111.



Greg Flibbert and Robert Koster
July 12, 2012
Page 2

Table 1. Comparison of BAa Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations for Feasible Control Technologies

Cost-Effectiveness_($/ton)

Combined
Control Device NOX Total PM CO VOC Pollutants

MTU AtrClarity System
(Catalyzed DPF + 5CR)
proposed by Vantage $81,000 $700,000 $434,000 $1,645,000 $60,000

Catalyzed DPF Alone Ineffective $252,000 $152,000 $578,000 $81,000

5CR Alone $40,300 $1,519,000 $216,000 $820,000 $32,000

3-Way Catalyst $37,500 $125,000 $71,000 $296,000 $19,200

Diesel Oxidation Catalyst Ineffective $310,000 $55,000 $314,000 $41,000

Ecology Cost-Effectiveness
Criterion $10,000 $23,200 $5,000 $10,000 N/A

EXPLAIN WHY VANTAGE HAS ALWAYS PROPOSED TO VOLUNTARILY
INSTALLTHE AIRCLARITY EMISSION CONTROL SYTEM, WHICH GOES
BEYOND THE RECOMMENDED BACT REQUIREMENT

As described in the previous section, ICF concludes that none of the identified add-an control
technologies satisfy BACT because they all fail the cost-effectiveness criterion by a wide
margin. Regardless, ever since the inception of this project Vantage has proposed installing the
AirClarity emission control system on all of the generators at the Vantage-Quincy data center.
The AirClarity system is a modular system designed for the MTU generators, that includes a
catalyzed DPF and a urea-based SCR. The reasons Vantage has voluntarily elected to
voluntarily install expensive add-on controls are as follows:

SEPA Checklist. For the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Checklist, which was
submitted to the City of Quincy in August 2011, Vantage committed that every diesel generator
installed at the facility will comply with EPA Tier-4 emission standards. Vantage did this to
reflect its corporate commitment to install environmental controls at all of its corporate-wide
facilities that go beyond all minimum regulatory requirements.
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NAAOS Compliance. Vantage recognized that background air quality in the northeastern
industrial area of Quincy has already been affected by permitted emissions from the existing (or
permitted) emergency generators at the Yahoo Data Center, Intuit Data Center, and Sabey
Intergate Data center. In order to comply with the federal National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter and N02, Vantage recognized its generators would
have to be equipped with emission controls that are more efficient than the EPA Tier-2
controlled engines that have been installed at every other data center in Quincy. For the Notice of
Construction air quality application package, Vantage used the AERMOD dispersion model to
include the “vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rates” provided by ELM Energy LLC, Vantage’s
supplier for the generators and the AirClarity system. Based on the vendor-guaranteed NTE
emission rates, Vantage demonstrated the controlled emissions comply with the NAAQS for all
pollutants, even after using Ecology’s mandated screening-level modeling requirements.

ASIL for N02. Vantage recognized that emissions of toxic air pollutants are a valid concern for
local citizens. To demonstrate compliance with Ecology’s Acceptable Source Impact Levels
(ASIL5) for all pollutants including N02 (but not including DEEP), Vantage used the AERMOD
model to account for the vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rate for N02. By doing so, Vantage
demonstrated the controlled worst-case N02 impact caused solely by the facility’s emissions
achieved the ASIL by a comfortable margin.

Second-Tier Cancer Risk for DEEP. Vantage recognized that DEEP emissions are a valid
concern for local citizens. Vantage modeled carcinogenic DEEP emissions as being identical to
ELM’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates for total particulate (front-half plus
back-half). Even with the vendor-guaranteed controlled emission rate the modeled DEEP impact
at the maximum boundary receptor exceeded the ASIL, so Vantage was required to comply with
Ecology’s Second Tier risk assessment standard for DEEP. By accounting for ELM Energy’s
vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates for DEEP, Vantage was able to demonstrate
that the DEEP cancer risks at all receptor locations (at onsite tenant space and at all offsite
locations) achieved Ecology’s Second-Tier standard of 10-per-million by a comfortable margin.

EXPLAIN WHY VANTAGE REOUESTS THAT ALL HOURLY EMISSION LIMITS BE
SET EOUAL TO ELM’S VENDOR-GUARANTEED NTE CONTROLLED EMISSION
RATES

As described above, all of Vantage’s AERMOD dispersion modeling used for NAAQS
compliance, ASIL compliance, and Second-Tier DEEP risk assessment used Elm Energy’s
conservatively high vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled emission rates at each generator load.
Vantage’s air quality permit application package clearly indicated that process, and clearly
requested that the Ecology permit should specify hourly emission rates for all pollutants and all
generator loads equal to Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE emission rates.

However, the Preliminary Determination air quality permit, which has been distributed by
Ecology for public review and comment, sets Vantage’s load-specific hourly emission rates to
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values that are substantially lower than Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled rates.
Instead of specifying the vendor-guaranteed rate for each generator load, Ecology staff did their
own manual calculations to specify lower emission limits based on Elm Energy’s “nominal-
uncontrolled” rates. Those reduced allowable emission limits are listed in Section 5 of the
Preliminary Determination.

Vantage requests that Ecology should revise the emission limits set in Section 5 of the PD to
match Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE controlled rates that were requested in Vantage’s
permit application package. A marked-up copy of Section 5 of the PD is attached, showing the
requested corrections. Vantage’s reasons for requesting this change are listed below.

Vantage Presented the Vendor-Guaranteed NTE Rates in Its AERMOD Modeling and
Second-Tier Risk Assessment. Vantage worked closely with Ecology’s modelers and risk
assessment specialists to conduct the AERMOD modeling used for the NAAQS compliance
demonstration and the Second Tier risk assessment. We all agreed to use the conservatively high
emission rates set by Elm’s vendor-guaranteed NTE limits. That conservatively high AERMOD
modeling showed compliance with the NAAQS and the Second-Tier cancer risk limit (10-per-
million) with a comfortable safety margin. Therefore, Vantage believes it is reasonable to set the
permitted hourly emission limits to the same values that were used for the AERMOD modeling
(i.e., Elm Energy’s vendor-guaranteed NTE rates).

There is a Reasonable Likelihood Of Future Stack Testing Requirement. Given the current
litigious climate for air quality permitting in Quincy, Vantage believes it is prudent to assume
they will eventually be required to conduct multi-load stack testing on many, if not all, of their
installed generators. Therefore, it is crucial that Vantage’s load-specific emission limits be set at
Elm’s vendor-guaranteed NTE rates.

Ecology’s Reduced Limits Are Unacceptably Close To (Or Even Below) Elm Energy’s
Measured Stack-Tested Values. Vantage’s permit application package presented Elm Energy’s
stack test data for the AirClarity system installed on a similar MTU diesel generator. In at least
one case Ecology’s reduced emission limit is actually less than the stack-tested value. On June
21, 2011 ICF submitted an email to Ecology staff identifying at least one “fatal flaw” condition
whereby Ecology’s permit limit was actually less than Elm Energy’s stack-test value:

Requested NTE NOx rate at 10% load: 1.9 lbs/hr
Elm’s stack-tested value (NOx, 10% load): 1.7 lbs/hr
Ecology limit (NOx, 10% load): 0.57 lbs/hr

Ecology’s reduced emission limits for Total PM are higher than Elm’s stack-tested values, but
their reduced PM limit unacceptably reduces the “safety-factor” that Elm originally applied when
they developed the vendor-guaranteed NTE rates. For example, the values for PM at 100% load
are as follows:
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Elm’s stack-tested value (PM, 100% load): 0.36 lbs/hr
Requested NTE for PM rate at 100% load: 0.484 lbs/hr (34% safety factor)
Ecology limit (PM, 100% load): 0.42 lbs/hr (safety factor reduced to 17%)

Given the variability in the stack-tested PM rates that were recently measured by Microsoft on
their generators, Vantage questions the rationale for Ecology choosing to reduce Vantage’s
safety factor for PM.

“Nominal-Uncontrolled” Rates Used By Ecology Are Not Vendor-Guaranteed, and Do Not
Apply to Individual Generators. Elm Energy’s NTE rates are vendor-guaranteed for each
individual generator, and at each individual engine load. Therefore, if Ecology’s required stack
testing indicates an exceedance of Elm’s NTE rate for any engine or any generator load, then
Elm Energy and Vantage will have the contractual flexibility to promptly undertake corrective
measures. However, Ecology’s reduced emission limits relied on Elm Energy’s “Nominal
Uncontrolled” rates. Those “nominal” values are Elm’s engineering judgment about the “typical,
average” performance for MTU’s entire engine family. Those “nominal-uncontrolled” rates are
not vendor-guaranteed, and they do not apply to any individual generator, nor to any individual
engine load. Therefore, we question Ecology’s use of those “Nominal-Uncontrolled” rates to
derive load-specific emission limits that will apply to the stack tests for every individual
generator.

Ecology’s Reduced Emission Limits Put Vanta2e At Unacceptable Business Risk. For all of
the reasons stated above, Ecology’s specification of permit limits lower than Elm Energy’s
vendor-guaranteed NTE rates will put Vantage at an unacceptable business risk. If Ecology’s
required stack testing shows tested emissions for any individual generator and load that exceed
Ecology’s limit but are less than Elm’s vendor-guaranteed rate, then Ecology will be required to
issue a Notice of Violation to require Vantage to correct the violation. However, in that case the
measured emissions would satisfy Elm Energy’s vendor guarantee, so Vantage would have no
contractual ability to require Elm to correct the problem. That constitutes a severe business risk
to Vantage, that is unacceptable to Vantage’s senior management.

Ecology’s Reduced Emission Limits Are Inconsistent With Ecology’s Recent Precedents for
Permitting Vantage’s Business Competitors. In 2011 Ecology issued air quality permits to
other computer data centers in Quincy, some of which are Vantage’s business competitors.
Those other data centers requested load-specific emission limits that were at least as high as their
suppliers’ vendor-guaranteed rates, and for some pollutants considerably higher than their
vendor-guaranteed rates. In those recent cases Ecology granted their request. Therefore,
Vantage questions Ecology’s decision to change its recent precedents, and to impose arbitrarily
low reduced emission limits, but only for the Vantage Data Center.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION APPLICATION

DECLARING INTENT TO CONSTRUCT, INSTALL OR ESTABLISH
OR

REPLACEMENT OR SUBSTANTIAL ALTERATION OF
EMISSION CONTROL TECHOLOGY ON AN EXISTING STATIONARY SOURCE

I. PERMITTING AUTHORITY (Send Completed Application to this address)

II. COMPANY INFORMATION
1. Legal Name of Company

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC
2. Company Mailing Address (street, city, state, zip)

2625 Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051
3. Company Responsible Official

Jeff Kane, Senior Vice President

4. Company Phone 5. Company Fax:
(408) 215-7300 (408) 716-2529

XII. OTHER DATA See NOC Tech Support Document and Second Tier Risk Reports for DPM
1. Site Plan and Equipment Layout for the site attached? XXYES CNO
2. MSDS Sheets for Chemicals or Materials related to this proposal attached? LJYES XXNO
3. Vendor’s and/or Manufacturer’s information attached? )OCYES CNO
4. Modeling Information attached? XXYES ENO
5. Fugitive Dust Control Plan attached? DYES XXNO Not applicable

6, All Enclosures for your Specific Proposal attached? XXYES DNO

7. Name and Title of Person Filling out this Form: James Wilder, ICF International
Telephone: 206/801-2832
Email: jwilder@icfi.com
Date: 5-14-2012

aut~

8. Signature of Responsible Official Name: Jeffrey P. Kane, Senior Vice President

4çe$~~-
Date: July11, 2012

Department of Ecology Department of Ecology Department of Ecology
Headquarters I Industrial Section Central Region Eastern Region

P0 Box 47600 15 East Yakima Avenue, Suite 200 North 4601 Monroe
Olympia WA 98504-7600 Yakima WA 98902-3452 Spokane WA 98205-1295

360-407-6000 509-575-2490 (509) 329-3400
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STATE OF WAS’HINGTON

DEPARTIvfflNT OF ECOLOGY

IN THE MATrER OF APPROVII1G A NEW)
AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE FOR
VANTAGE DATA CENTERS
MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC )
VANTAGE-QflNCY DATA CENTER

TO: Jeff Kane, Vice President
Vantage Data Centers Management Company,
2625 Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95051

EQVIPMENT

The list of equipment that was evaluated for this order of approval consists of 17 M’l’U Model
20V4000 diesel engines used to power emergency electrical generators, Model Mill 3000. The
seventeen 3.0 megawatt (MWe) generators will have a combined capacity of 51 MWe. Annual
operations and emissions will be restricted to 169,500 gallons per year of fuel consumption and
57.5 hours per year of operation. Each engine will operate for approximately 75.5 hours per year
for required maintenance testing and outage operation and an additional 9.5 hours per year of no-
load idle cool down. The generators will be installed in four phases. Phase 1 will consist of
seven 3.0 MWe generators that will be installed upon approval. Phases 2, 3, and 4 will consist of
a total often additional 3.0 MWe generators, which will be installed at the facility as
independent tenant companies contract for space at the Vantage-Quincy Data Center (hereafter
“Vantage”).

Table 1.1: 3.0 MV/c Engine & Generator Serial Numbers
Project DC Unit ID J Capacity Engine SN Generator SN Build date
Phase BLDG MWe

I DC1 DC1-1P 3.0
“ DCI DC1-2P 30
“ DCI DCI-3P 30
“ DC1 DCI-4P 3.0
“ DCI DC1-5P 3.0
“ DC1 DC1-6R 3.0
“ DC1 DC1-7R 3.0
2 DC2 DC2-1P 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-2P 3.0
“ 0C2 DC2-3P 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-4R 3.0
3 DC3 DC3-1P 3.0
“ DC3 DC3-2P 3.0

“ DC3 DC3-3P 3.0
“ DC3 DC3-4R 3.0
4 ETC ETC-1P 3.0
“ ETC EtC-2R 3.0

t40 ~dM~e& 4~’M~
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Preliminary Determination

VANTAGE DATA CENTER’S
COMMENTS AND REQUESTED

LLC CHANGES TO PUBLIC-DRAFT
PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION,
COMMENTS DATED 7-11-2012
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The Vantage Data Center will utilize non-evaporative cooling units to dissipate heat from
electronic equipment at the facility, thus eliminating evaporative cooling tower emissions from
the project.

PROJECT SUMMARY

The Vantage Data Center Phase 1 construction will consist ofBuilding 1 with S primary engine-
generators and 2 reserve. Phases 2, 3, and 4 construction will consist of Buildings 2, 3, and 4
with 10 additional engines total. The data center will be leased for occupancy by companies that
require a fully supported data storage and processing facility. Vantage will own and operate the
generators. Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage Data Center project have been
estimated based on build-out operation of the 17 emergency generator engines.. Table 2a
contains criteria pollutant potential- to- emit for the Vantage Data Center project excluding
emissions due to commissioning of each engine. Table 2b contains toxic air pollutant potential-
to- emit for the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project excluding emissions due to commissioning
of each engine. •

~
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Table 2a: Criteria Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage Data Center
Emission Factor Emission FacffityPollutant
(El?) Reference Factors Exrnssrnns

Criteria Pollutant Lb/br tons/yr
2.1.1 NOxTotaJ . 5.83
2.1.la NOx 10% load MTU Guarantee 3.12 na
2.1.Ib NOx 93.3%load MTUGuarantee 15.4 na
2.1.Ic NOx 100% load MTIJ Guarantee 17.2 na
2.1.2 CO Total MW Guarantee na 1.22
2.1.2a CO 10%load MTUGuarantee 1.41 na
2.1.2b CO 81%load MTUGuarantee 1.93 na
2.1.2o CO 93.3% load MW Guarantee 2.17
2.1.2d CO 100% load MTU Guarantee 2.39 na
2.1.3 SO2 MTtJ Guarantee na 0.02
2.1.4 PM2.5IDEEP Total MW Guarantee na 0.22
2.1.4a DEEP 10% load MTU Guarantee 0.205 na
2.1.4b DEEP 81% load MTU Guarantee 0.396 na
2.l.4c DEEP 93.3% load MTU Guarantee 0.47 na
2.1.4d DEEP 100%load MTUGuarantee 0.512 na
2.1.5 VOC 10% Load MTU Guarantee 0.39 0.36

Table 2b: Toxic Air Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage Data Center

Pollutant AP-42 Section 3.4 El? Facility Emissions
Organic Toxic Air Pollutants LbsiM~vIbtu tons/yr
2.1.6 Propylene 2.79)3-03 6.8E-03
2.1.7 Acrolein 7.88E-06 1.92E-05
2.1.8 Beazene 7.76)3-04 1.89E-03
2.1.9 Toluene 2.S1E-04 . 6.85E-4
2.1.10 Xylenes 1.93E-04 4.71)3-04
2.1.11 Napthalene I .30)3-04 1.96)3-03
2.1.11 1,3 Butadiene 1.96)3-05 4.77E-05
2.1.12 Fonnaldehyde 7.89)3-05 1 .92W04
2.1.13 Acetaldehyde 2.52E-05 6. 14E-05
2.1.14 Benzo(a)Pyrene 1.29)3-07 2.98)3-07
2.1.15 Benzo(a)anthracene 6.22E-07 1.44E-06
2.1.16 Chrysene 1.53)3-06 3.55)3-06
2.1.17 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.1 IE-06 2.58)3-06
2.1.18 Benzo(k)fluoranthene I .09E-07 2.53)3-07
2.1.19 Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 1 .73E-07 4.02E-07
2.1.20 Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 2.07)3-07 4.81)3-07

Nc, ~ ?d1~
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2.1.21 PAH(no TEF) 3.88E-06 9.OIE-06
2.1.22 PAR (apply TEF) 4.98E-07 l.16E-06
State Criteria Pollutant Air Tories
2.1.23 DEEP/PM2.5 MTU Guarantee 0.19
2.1.24 Carbon monoxide MTU Guarantee 1.13
2.1.25 Sulibr dioxide MTU Guarantee 0.02
2.1.26 Primary N02* 10% totaiNOx . 0.6

2.1.27 Ammonia 15 ppmv at 15%02 0.36

tMsumed to be equal to 10% of the total NOx emitted.

DETE1UYIJNATIONS

In relation to this project, the State ofWashington Department ofEcology (Ecology), pursuant to
Revised Code of Washington (ROW) 70.94.152, Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-
460-040, and WAC 173-400-110, makes the following determinations:

1. The project; if constructed and operated as herein required, will be in accordance with
applicable mica and regulations, as set forth in Chapter 173-400 WAC, and Chapter 173-460
WAC, and the operation thereof; at the location proposed, will not emit pollutants in
concentrations that will endanger public health.

_2~—The-proposed-project,-if-consflcte&andtperatedaShere~req13i~drW1ll utilize best— -— —- —

available control technology (BACT) as defined below:

Table 3: Best Available Control Technology Rcquiren~ents

Pollutant(s) BACT Determination
Particulate mater (PM), carbon monoxide a. Use of a catalyzed diesel particulate filter;
and volatile organic compounds (VOC) b. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the

engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines, as defined at 40

. CFR*60 .4219; or applicable emission
. standardsfoundin400FRPart89.l12

Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines
ar~ installed and operated as non-
emergency engines;

c. Compliance with the operation and
maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,

. . Subpartffll; and
d. Emission levels reflecting 90% control of

uncontrolled engine enii~sions ofVOC and
. CO,87%ofPM



a. Use of urea-based SCR with no more than
15 ppmv ammonia slip;

b. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the
engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines, as defined at 40
CFR~60.4219; or applicable emission
standards found in40 CFR Part 89.112
Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines
are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines;

c. Compliance with the operation and
maintenance restrictions of40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111; and

d.• Emission levels reflecting 90% control of
uncontrolled engine emissions ofNOx

4. The modeled ambient concentration of one toxic air pollutant— diesel engine exhaust
particulate matter — exceeds the Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL) for that pollutant, as
defined in Chapter 173-460 WAC. Ecology has reviewed the health risks associated with
diesel engine exhaust particulate from the proposed project, in accordance with WAC 173-
460-090. Ecology has concluded that the health risks from the project are acceptable as
defined in WAC 173-460-090(7). A summary of the technical analysis supporting this
detennination is hereby incorporated into this Notice of Construction Approval Order.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the project as described in the Notice of Construction
application and more specifically detailed in plans, specifications, and other information
submitted to Ecology is approved for construction and operation, provided the following are met:

PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION Vantage-Quincy Data Center
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Nitrogen oxides (fOx)
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3.

Sulfur dioxide Use ofultra-low sulluir diesel fuel containing
no more than 15 parts per million by weight of
sulfur.

The proposed project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will utilize best
available control technology for toxic air pollutants (tBACT) as defflied below:

Table 4: Best Available Control Technology for Toxics Requirements

Toxic Air Pollu±ant(s) tBACT Determination

Acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, acrolein, Compliance with the VOC, CO, PM BACT
benzene, benzo(a)pyrene, I ,3-butadiene, requirement.
diesel engine exhaust particulate,
formaldehyde, propylene, toluene, total
PANs, xylenes
Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BACT requirement.
Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 502 BACT requirement.
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APPROVAL CONDITIONS

1. ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITION

1.1. The engine generators approved for operation by this order are to be used solely for
those purposes described in application materials as further limited by the conditions of
this Order. There shall be no operation of this equipment to produce power for demand-
response arrangements, peak shaving arrangements, nor to provide power as part of a
financial arrAngement with another entity, nor to supply power to the gild.

2. EQUIPMENT RESTRICTIONS

2.1. Any engine used to power the electrical generators shall be certified by the manufacturer
to meet 40 CER 89 Tier IV emission levels or other specifications as required by the
EPA at the time the engines are installed. Each engine to be installed must be
permanently labeled by the manufacturer as a emergency engine in accordance with 40
CFR § 60.4210(0, and must be equipped with CO,VOC, PM, and NOX control
equipment at least as effective as that evaluated in this NOC approval. Each engine
approved in this Order must operate as an emergency engine as defined at $0 CFR 60,
Subpart 1111 or 40 CFR 63, Subpart ZZZZ.

22. The only engines and electrical generating units approved for operation at the Vantage
Data Center axe those listed b~ serial number in Table 1 above.

2.3. Replacement of failed engines with identical engines (same manufacturer and model)
requires notification prior to installation but will not require new source review unless
there is an increase in emission rates or community impacts.

2.4. The installation of any new engines after July 1, 2014 will require notificationto
Ecology that includes engine manufacturer’s speciflcatibn sheets. Ecology will decide
~
new engines will have either an increased emission rate or result in an emission
concentration that may increase impacts over those evaluated for this approval Order, or
if an update to the current BACT analysis is necessary.

2.5. The seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines exhaust stack heights shall be greater
than or equal to 41 feet above ground level for engines providing power to Buildings 1,2,
and 3, and 43.8 feet for engines serving Building ETC, and will be no more than 26
inches in diameter. All engines that may be used for this project shall be required to
verify that exhaust stack parameters such as diameter, height, and e~chaust rate and
velocity do not result in commp.nity emissions impacts greater than what was evaluated
forts project.

2.6. The manufacture and installation of the seventeen (173 engine/generator sets proposed
for Building 1, Building 2, Building 3, and Building ETC of the project shall occur by
July 1, 2015. If the manufacture and installation of the engines has not been completed
by the above date, new source review may be required prior to installation, and
community impacts will be re-evaluated ifnew source review is requited: Vantage may
request an extension of this time schedule, and Ecology may approve of an extension
without revision to this Order.

2.7. This Order only applies to the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines, each with.
a rated full standby capacity of 4678 hp that were evaluated in the Notice of
Construction application and second tier review. New source review will not b~

140 C~tO4A~ ~
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required for engines with a rated full standby capacity of less than 4678 hp that comply
with the engine certification requirements and control equipment requirements contained
in Approval Condition 2,1 unless there is an increase in community emission impacts.
On a case-by-case basis, Ecology may require additional ambient impacts analyses prior
to installationbf smaller engines.

3. OPERATING LIMITATIONS

3.1. Excluding commissioning/start-up testing, the fuel consumption at the Vantage Data
Center facility shall be limited to a total of 169,500 gallons per year of diesel fuel
equivalent to on-road specification No. 2 distillate fuel oil (less than 0.00150 weigiit
percent sulfur). Total annual fuel consumption by the facility may be averaged over a
three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2. Except as provided in Approval Condition 3.5, the seventeen (17) Vantage Data Center
engines are limited to the following average hours of operation, and averaging periods:

3.2.1. Each engine serving Building 1 shall not exceed 85 hours of operation (at any
load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year average.

3.2.2. Operation of the two Building 1 reserve engines shall not exceed 10% load except
for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing. The reserve
engines may also provide outage (8 hours) or storm avoidance (16 hours) power in
the event of the failure of a primary engine. These hours may be averaged over a
three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals. 1.

1~ ccarnDIP~
3.2.3. Operation of t~ five primary engines serving Bu)lding I shall not exceed 10%

load except forQ~hours per year at 100% load foi4step testing,.~d-&-liei~s-at..
1.DO%Jea4.fer corrective maintenance, and 41 hours per year at 81.3% load for
building transformer maintenance, storm avoidance, and power outages. These
hours may be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.4. Each engine serving Building 2,3 and ETC shall not exceed 69 hours of operation
(at any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year average. A total
of 16 hours per year of ‘storm avoidance’ operation may be added to the above total
without amendment of this approval upon satisfactory demonstration to Ecology
that these hours are a necessity for the tenants of these buildings.

3.2.5. Operation of each of the Building 2 and Building 3 and ETC Building reserve
engines (one at each building) shall not exceed 10% load except for 8.5 hours at
100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing The reserve engines may
also provide outage power in the event of the failure of a primary engine. These
hours may be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.6. Operation of the six primary engines serving Building 2 (3) and Buildthg 3 (3)
shall not exceed 10% load except for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective
maintenance and step testing, and 25 hours per year at 90% load for building
transformer maintenance and power outages. These hours may be averaged over a
three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.
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S .2.7. Operation of the primary engine serving Building ETC shall not exceed 10% load
except for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing, and
25 hours per year at 93% load for building transformer maintenance and power
outages. These hours may be averaged over a three{3) year period using monthly
rolling totals.

3.3. A load bank will be used for electrical energy dissipation whenever prescheduled
monthly maintenance testing, corrective testing or annual load bank testing occurs above
idle.

3.4. The sev&nteen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines at the Vantage Data Center require
periodic scheduled operation. To mitigate engine emission impacts, Vantage Data
Center wifi perform all scheduled agine maintenance testing, bypass operations, and
load testing during daylight hours. The Vantage Data Center shall develop an operating
schedule That shall be available for review by Ecology upon request Changes to the
operating schedule will not trigger revision or amendment of this Order if approved in
advance by Ecology.

3.5. Initial start-up (commissioning) testing for the seventeen ~l7) MTU Model 20V4000
engines at the Vantage Data Center is restricted to an average of 40 hours per generator
and 8,692 gallons of fuel per generator, averaged over all generators installed during any
consecutive 3 year period.

3.5.1. Except during site integration testing as specified below, only one engine shall
be operated at any one time during start-up testing. _____ _____

3.5.2. During a site integration test, no more than seven (7) generator engines may
operate concurrently for up to four continuous hours.

3.5.3. All startup and commissioning testing shall be conducted during daylight hours.

3.5.4. Fuel use limits contained in Approval Conditions 3.1 and emission limits
contained in Approval Conditions 5, are not applicable to initial commissioning
testing of each engine.

4. GENERAL TESTING AN]) MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1. The Vantage Data Center will follow engine-manufacturer’s recommended diagnostic
testing and maintenance procedures to ensure that each engine will conform to the
emission limits in Condition 5 of this approval throughout the life of each engine.

4.2. Within 12 months of the first engine installation and every 36 months thereafter, the
Vantage Data Center shall measure emissions ofparticulate matter (PM), Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon
monoxide (CO), Ammonia (NH3), and oxygen (02) from at least one representative
engine’s exhaust stack in accordance with Approval Condition 4.3. This testing will
serve to demonstrate compliance with the emission limits cQntained in SectionS, and as
an indicator ofproper operation ofthe engines. The selection of the engine(s) to be

~t0
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tested shall be subject to prior approval by Ecology and shall be defined in the source
test protocol submitted to Ecology no less than 30 days in advance of any compliance-
related stack sampling conducted by Vantage.

4.3. The following procedure shall be used for each test for the engines as required by
Approval Condition 4.2 unless an alternate method is proposed by the Vantage Data
Center and approved in writing by Ecology prior to the test:

4.3.1. Periodic emissions testing should be combined with other pre-scheduled
maintenance testing and annual load bank engine testing. Additional operation of
the engines for the purpose of emissions testing beyond the operating hours allowed
in this Order must be approved by Ecology in writing.

4.3.1 PM including the condensible fraction, NO, NO2, VOC, CO and ammonia
emissions measurement shall be conducted for each engine tested at the proposed
maximum engine load that corresponds to scheduled engine operating scenarios in
Approval Conditions 3.2.

4.3.3. EPA Reference Methods from 40 CFR 60,40 CFR 51, BAAQMD ST-lB (for
anunoriia) and/or 40 CFR 89 as appropriate for each pollutant shall be used for at
least one (representative) engine at this data center. A test plan will be submitted for
Ecology approval at least 30 days before any testing is conducted and must include
the &iteria used to &elect the engine for testing, as well as any ñiodifications to the
standard test procedures contained in the above references.

4.3.4. The F-factor method, as described in EPA Method 19, may be used to calculate
exhaust flow rate through the exhaust stack. The fuel meter data, as measured
according to Approval Condition 4.6, shall be included in the test report, along with
the emissions calculations.

4.4. Each engine shall be equipped with a properly installed and maintained non-resettable
meter that records total operating hours.

4.5. Each engine shall be connected to a properly installed and maintained fuel flow
monitoring system that records the amount of fuel consumed by that engine during
operation.

5. EMISSION LIMITS

5.1. The seventeen (17) engines shall meet the emission rate limitations contained in this
section. The limits are for an engine operating in a steady-state mode (warm) and do not
include emission rates during initial commissioning testing of the engines. The annual
limits may be avenged over a rolling monthly three year period. Unless otherwise
approved by Ecology in writing, compliance with emission limits for those pollutants
that are required to be tested under Approval Conditions 4.2 and 4.3 shall be based on
emissions test data as determined according to those approval conditions.

5.2. If required to demonstrate compliance with the glkW-hr EPA Tier IV average emission
limits through stack testing, the Vantage Data Center shall conduct exhaust stack testing

rb c t~Y~aS past
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and average emission rates for 5 individu?l operating loads (10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and
100%) according to 40 CFR §89,410, Table 2 of Appendix B, 40 QFR Part 89, Subpart
E, andlor 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111, or any other applicable EPA requirement in
effect at the time the engines are installed.

5.3. Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on uncontrolled engine emission factors provided by the engine
manufacturer and on control effectiveness guaranteeE included in the NOC application
documents: -

Table 5.3: Nitrogen oxide (NOr) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit per

Load — engine in lb/br’
5.3.1 AnnualStepTesting 100% — io3 5.17
5.3.2 Corrective 100% LaS 5.17

Maintenance
5.3.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% — 3M3 3.72

StormAvoidance 10% 0.57 j.33
5.3.4 Buildings2and3 90% — 7.51 4.36

Outage
5.3.5 Building ETC 93% •-~3cS5 4.61

Outage

~kn~iqfl

1 .IJncontrolled Engine Emissions Less The Fractional Control Guarantee in NO~~

ocuments . ,

5.4. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model
20V4000 engines rated at 2937 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on uncontrolled engine emission factors
provided by the engine manufacturer and on control effectivene~s guarantees included in
the NOC application documents:

Table 5.4: Nitrogen dioxide (NOz) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

Load — per engine in lb/br’
5.4.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — /.c’3 0.52
5.4.2 Coirective 100% ,.aJ 0.52

Maintenance
5.4.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% — oW 0.37

StonnAvoidance 10% 0.07 -p ‘0
5.4.4 Buildings2and3 90% ~,% o..~w

Outage 10% 0.07 O~O~
5.4.5 Building ETC 93% 043 0.46

Outage 10% — 0.07 0.0

N0Z

(‘.tOX

7

110% of total NOx emission limits
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5.5. Carbon monoxide emissions from each ofthe seventeen (17) MW Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on uncontrolled engine emission factors provided by the engine
manufacturer and on control effectiveness guarantees included in the NOC application
documents:

Table 5.5: Carbon monoxide (CO) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Load Emissions Limit per

engine in lb/hr
5.5.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 135 0.68
5.5.2 Corrective 100% ,c35 0..68

Maintenance —

5.5.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% j.°5 0.53
StormAvoidance 10% — 0.28 O.Gt

5.5.4 Buildings 2 and3 90% !,i~1 0.60
Outage . 10% 0.28 ~

5.5.5 Building ETC 93% — 142+0.63
Outage . 10% 0.28 chO

Table 5.6: Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emission rate
linilts

Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit
Load — per engine in lblhr’

5.6.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — U .‘-fS 0.42
5.6.2 Corrective 100% ~ .tj~ 0.42

Maintenance —

5.6.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.32
Storm Avoidance 10% —

5.6.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% ) .4Z5 0.37
Outage 10% 0.17

5.6.5 Building ETC 93% ~14M’l 0.38
Outage 10% 0.17 oa~

5.7. Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions from each ofthe seventeen (17) MW
Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on uncontrolled engine emission factors

‘MTU UncontTolled Engine Emissions Less The Fractional Control Guarantee in NOC
Documents

Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emissions (Total PM after control on these
engines) from each of the seventeen (17) MW Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678
brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at the stated loads,
based on uncontrolled engine emission factors provided by the engine manufacturer and
on control effectiveness guarantees included in the NOC application documents:

~Im h44’f _____

‘MW Uncontrolled Engine

7 L.Documents

Emissions Less The Fractional Control G~antee in NOC~
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provided by the engine manufacturer and on control effectiveness guarantees included in
the NOC application documents:

Table 5.7: Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

Load per engine in lb/hr’
£7.1 AnnualStepTesting 100% o.ZZ 0.11
5.72 Conective 100% o~.zZ 0.11

Maintenance
5.7.3 BuildinglOutage, 81% Ott 011

Storm Avoidance 10% 0.12 o~2c
5.7.4 Buildings2and3 90% — 0~ZZ OiL

Outage 10% 0.12 o
BuildingETC 93% ~2 0.11
Outage 10% — 0.12 piZLi

5.7.5 -

TMTU Uncontrolled Engine Emissions Less
LD cuments

-ra~ezA

5.8. tal Particulate Matter (PM) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed
0.1 ons/yr (380 ibs/yr). All PM emissions shall be considered diesel engine exhaust

~parLiculate (DEEP) and PM2.5 emissions.
F

5.9. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not excee 29.24
lbsthr and 0.6 tons/yr.

5.10. Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not
exceed 0.37 tons/yr (740 Ibs/yr).

5.11. Carbon Monoxide ((DO) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 1.
tOns per year (2440 Ibs/yr).

5.12. Ammonia emissions torn any of the 17 engines at the Vantage Center shall not exceed
15 ppmvd at 15%02, nor 0.64 pounds per hour.

5.13. SuLLbr dioxide emissions from all 17 engihes combined shall not exceed 0.020 tons/yr
(40 lbs/yr).

5.14. Visual emissions from each diesel electric generator exhaust stack shall be no more
than 5 percent, witji the exception of a two (2) minute period after unit start-up. Visual
emissions shall be measured by using the procedures contained in 40 CFR 60, Appendix
A, Method 9.

6. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

6.1. A site-specific O&M manual for the Vantage Data Center facility equipment shall be
developed and followed. Manufacturers’ operating instructions and design
specifications for the engines, generators, and associated equipment shall be included in

The Fractional Control Guarantee in NO?~

ICE calculates
181 lbs/hr NOx
and 18.1 lbs/hr
N02
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the manual. The O&M manual shall be updated to reflect any modifications of the
equipment or its operating procedures. Emissions that result from failure to follow the
operating procedures contained in the O&M manual or manufacturers operating
insfructions may be considered proof that the equipment was not properly installed,
operated, and/or maintained. The O&M manual for the diesel engines and associated
equipment shall at a minimum include:

6.1.1. Manufacturer’s testing and maintenance procedures that will ensure that each
individual engine will conform to the EPA Tier Emission Standards appropriate for
that engine throughout the life of the engine.

6.1.2. Normal operating parameters and desigi~ specifications.
6.1.3. Operating and maintenance schedules.

7. SUBMITTALS

All notifications, reports, and other submittals shall be sent to:

Washington State Department of Ecology
Air Quality Program
4601 N. Monroe Sfreet
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

8. RECORDKEEPTNG

8.1. All records, Operations and Maintenance Manual, and procedures developed under this
Order shall be organized in a readily accessible manner and cover a min.imum of the
most recent 60-month period. Any records required to be kept under the provisions of
this Order shall be provided within 30 days to Ecology upon request. The following
records are required to be collected and maintained:

8.1.1. Fuel receipts with amount of diesel and sulfur content for each delivery to the
facility.

8.1.2. Monthly and annual hours of operation for each diesel engine.

8.1.3. Purpose, electrical load and duration of runtime for each diesel engine period of
operation.

8.1.4. Annual gross power generated by each independent tenant at the facility and total
annual gross power for the facility.

8.1.5. Upset condition log for each engine and generator that includes date, time,
duration of upset, cause, and corrective action.

8.1.6. Any recordkeeping required by 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 1111.

8.1.7. Air quality complaints received from the public or other entity, and the affected
emissions units.

9. REPORTiNG

9.1. Within 10 business days after entering into a binding agreement with an independent
tenant, Vantage shall provide Ecology with the company name and contact information
of the company representative. The serial number, manufacturer make and model,

No
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standby capacity, and date ofmanufacture will be submitted prior to installation of
engines in the Building 2, 3, and ETC phases of this project.

9.2: The following information will be submitted to the AQP at the address in Condition 7
above by January 31 of each calendar year. This infonuation may be submitted with
annual emissions information requested by the AQP.

9.2.1. Monthly rolling annual total summary of air contaminant emissions,
9.2.2. Monthly rolling hours of operation with annual total,.
9.2.3. Monthly rolling gross power generation with annual total as specified in Approval

Condition 8.1.4,
9.2.4. A log of each start-up of each diesel engine that shows the purpose, fuel usage,

and duration of each period of operation.

9.3. Any air quality complaints resulting from operation of the emissions units or activities
shall be promptly assessed and addressed. A record shall be maintained by each tenant
of the action taken to investigate the validity of the complaint and what, if any,
corrective action was taken in response to the complaint. Ecology shall be notified
within three (3) days of receipt of any such complaint.

9.4. Each tenant shall notify Ecology by e-mail or in writing within 24 hours of any engine
operation of greater than 60 minutes if such engine operation occurs as the result of a
power outage or other unscheduled operation. This notification does not alleviate the
tenant from annual reporting of operations contained in any section of Approval
Condition 9.

10. GENERAL CO1NDflIONS

— 10.1. Commencing/Discontinuing Construction andlor Operations: This approval
shall become void if construction of the facility is not begun within 18 months of permit
issuance or if facility operation is discontinued for a period of eighteen (18) months or
more. In accordance with WAC 173-400-11 l(7)(c), eachphase must commence
construction within 18 months of the projected and approved construction dates in this
Order.

10.2. Compliance Assurance Access; Access to the source by representatives of
Ecology or the EPA shall be permitted upon request Failure to allow such access is
grounds for enforcement action under the federal Clean Air Act or the Washington State
Clean Air Act, and may result in~revocation of this Approval Order.

10.3. Availabifity of Order and O&M Manual: Legible copies of this Order and the
O&M manual shall be available to employees in direct operation of the diesel electric
generation station, and be available for review upon request by Ecology.

10.4. Equipment Operation; Operation of the 17 MTU Model 20V4000 diesel engines
used to power emergency electrical generators and related equipment shall be conducted
in compliance with all data and specifications submitted as part of the NOC application
and in accordance with the O&M manual, unless otherwise approved in writing by
Ecology. . . ,~ t\(snM€~s. ~ ~€
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10.5. Modifications: Any modification to the generators or engines and their related
equipment’s operating or maintenance procedures, contrary to information in the NOC
application, shall be reported to Ecology at least 60 days before such modification. Such
modification may require a new or amended NOC Approval Order.

10.6. Activities Inconsistent with the NOC Application and this Approval Order;
Any activity undertaken by the permittee or others, in a manner that is inconsistent with
the NOC application and this determination, shall be subject to Ecology enforcement
under applicable regulations.

10.7. Obligations under Other Laws or Regulations; Nothing in this Approval Order
shall be construed to relieve the permittee of its obligations under any local, state or
federal laws or regulations.

All plans, specifications, and other information submitted to the Department of Ecology relative
to this project and frrther documents and any authorizations or approvals or denials in relation
thereto shall be kept at the Eastern Regional Office of the Department ofEcology in the ‘Air
Quality Controlled Sources” files, and by such action shall be incorporated herein and made a•
part thereof

Nothing in this approval shall be construed as obviating compliance with any requirement of law
other than those imposed pursuant to the Washington Clean Air Act and rules and regulations
thereunder.

Authorization may be modified, suspended or re~eoked in whole or part for cause including, but
not limited to the following:

a. Violation of any terms or conditions of this authorization;

b. Obtaining this authorization by misrepresentation or failure to disclose filly all relevant
fact.

The provisions of this authorization are severable and, if any provision of this authorization, or
application of any provision to any circumstance is held invalid, the application of such
provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this authorization, shall not be affected
thereby.

You have a right to appeal this Approval Order to the Pollution Control Hearing Board (PCHB)
within 30 days of the date of receipt of this Approval Order. The appeal process is governed by
Chapter 43.2113 RCW and Chapter 371-08 WAC. “Date of receipt” is defined in RCW
43.21B.00l(2).

To appeal you must do the following within 30 days of the date of receipt of this Approval
Order:

o File your appeal and a copy of this Approval Order with the PCHB (see addresses
below). Filing means actual receipt by the PCHB during regular business hours.

trus paye
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o Serve a copy of your appeal and this Approval Order on Ecology in paper form - by mail
or in person. (See addresses below.) E-mail is not accepted.

You must also comply with other applicable requirements in Chapter 43 .21B RCW and Chapter
371-08 WAC.

St+eet Ad*e~se~ fr~fl ______________________________

For additional information visit
http://www.eho.wa.gov

Tofind laws aiid agency rules visit the Washington State Legislature Website:
http.Wwww1.lezwa.gav/CodeReviser___~ _.______ ._ -

DATED this ~~thy ofAugust, 2012, at Spokane, Washington.

Prepared Dy:. Approved By:

Robert Koster, P.E.
Eastern Regional Office
Department ofEcology
State of Washington

Karen K. Wood, Section Supervisor
Eastern Regional Office
Department of Ecology
State ofWashington

Department of Ecology Department of Ecology
Attn: Appeals Processing Desk Attu: Appeals Processing Desk
300 Desmond Drive SE P0 Box 47608
Laeey,WA 98503 Olympia, WA 98504-7608

Pollution Control Hearings Board Pollution Control Hearings Board
1111 IsraelRDSW POBox4O9O3
STE 301 Olympia, WA 98504-0903
Tumwater, WA 98501

the Environmental Hearings Office Website:
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT (TSD)
NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION APPROVAL ORDER NO. 12AQ-E450

VANTAGE DATA CENTERS MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC
VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER

MARCH 18, 2013

This TSD and the Approval Order and application(s) have been made available for public review
during two 30 da~ public comment periods. Between the two periods, the documents were the
subject of a public hearing conducted in Quincy. Many comments were received during this
extended public participation process. Ecology has responded to the comments and compiled the
responses and comments in a Document No. 13-02-001 which can be accessed by its link:
https://fortress.wa.~ov/ecy/yublications/5ummarypages/l 302001 .html The comments did not
result in revisions to the preliminary determination of approval, thus Ecology is issuing the
Approval No. 12AQ-E450 on this date: March 18, 2013.

On October 22, 2012, Vantage resubmitted application materials to correct errors in its low load
emission rates. Emission limits presented previously for the operating condition of ‘idle to 10%
load’ were lower than those determined from emission testing conducted following the original
submittal and original preliminary determination Ecology made available to the public. This
amendment describes the October 22, 2012 submittal and Ecology’s review of those materials.
The unmodified May-June-July 2012 TSD follows this amendment.

The determination that emission rates were higher than proposed at low loads resulted in
modifications to the Vantage proposal including reducing allowable hours of operation at low
load, and removing some of the ‘safety factor’ in emission limits and run times for high loads.
The application materials were incompletely revised, retaining or generating a number of
inconsistencies as follows:

Page 3, Paragraph 4 3rd 4th and 5th sentences: “The proposed generators will use EPA
Tier 4 certified equipment. Each generator will be equipped with MTU’s AirClarity
emission control system that includes a catalyzed diesel particulate filter (DPF) for
particulate matter control and destruction of CO and unburned hydrocarbons, and a
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalyst with urea injection for control of NOx. This
combination of controls represents the highest level of available control equipment, and
thereby satisfies BACT as summarized in Section 4.”

These sentences are misleading. There is no analysis in the application demonstrating
EPA Tier 4 emission levels will be satisfied. The last sentence suggests some connection
of the proposed control equipment to BACT. Vantage has insisted that Tier 2 engines (no
add-on control) are the highest level of control Ecology can require as BACT. The
references to Tier 4 and BACT should be removed from this paragraph.

• Page 7, 6th bullet: “Vantage will not install any other diesel engines larger than 500
horsepower for use as fire pumps or for building safety generators.”

The 500 horsepower New Source Review (NSR) exemption alluded to by this statement
is not applicable to this project. Only the MTU 3,000 kWe engines have been reviewed
and approved (preliminarily). Project equipment not identified in this application must
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be approved by Ecology prior to installation. Additional diesel engines of any size
supporting this project are subject to NSR.

Page 8, ‘Compliance Emission Testing’, Paragraph 2: “Vantage requests that the run-
time required for Ecology-required compliance emission testing should (sic) not be
counted against the facility’s allowable run-time limits for routine operations.”

Ecology has limited all run-time hours in the preliminary determination. Compliance
emission testing will be accomplished without additional mn-time hours.

o Pages 11 and 12, Table 3-1: These run-time hours are not consistent with Table AA2.
• Table AA2, apparently used as modeling inputs, has been used to establish run-time

limits in the current preliminary determination.

o Page 14, Table 3-2: This Table is not consistent with Table BB2 and Table BB2 is not
consistent with Table AA2. Again, Table AA2 was used to establish run-time limits in
the current preliminary determination.

o Consistent with the first bullet above, Page 20, 21: “Vendor-guaranteed removal
efficiencies are as follows:

o NOx>90%
• CO>90%
o VOC>90%
o PM> 87%”

Vantage has provided no documentation of these control efficiencies. It is misleading to
include them in this document. Actual control levels are closer to an average of 60%.

The present preliminary determination includes run-times and emission limits using the lowest of
those presented where there are inconsistencies. Other determinations remain as outlined in the
original TSD as follows:

1. BACKGROUND

Starting in 2006, internet technology companies became interested in the City of Quincy in Grant
County as a good place to build data centers. Data centers house the servers that provide e-mail,
manage instant messages, and run applications for our computers. Grant County has a low-cost,
dependable power supply and an area wide fiber optic system. During 2007 and 201)8, the
Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) issued approval orders to Microsoft Corporation, Sabey
Intergate Inc., and Intuit Inc. that allowed them to construct and operate data centers.

In 2010, the Washington State Legislature approved a temporary sales tax exemption for data
centers building in Grant County and other rural areas. To quali~’ for the tax exemption, the data
center must have at least 20,000 square feet dedicated to servers and start construction before
July 1, 2011. The AQP has received permit applications from Microsoft Corporation and Sabey
Intergate Inc. for expansion of their existing data centers in Quincy. Dell Marketing, LP and
Sabey Intergate Quincy, LLC have also submitted applications for new data centers in Quincy
that have been approved for construction and operation.
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To build or expand, a data center company must first apply to the Washington Department of
Ecology (Ecology) for a permit called a “notice of construction approval order” (NOC). Its
purpose is to protect air quality. The NOC is needed because data centers use large, diesel-
powered backup generators to supply electricity to the servers during power failures. Diesel
engine exhaust contains both criteria and toxic air pollutants. As part of the permit review
process, Ecology carefully evaluates whether the diesel exhaust from a data center’s backup
generators cause health problems.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC submitted a Notice of Construction (NOC)
application received by Ecology on February 10, 2012, for the phased installation of the
Vantage-Quincy Data Center, to be sited North West of the junction of Road 11 NW and Road 0
NW, Quincy, in Grant County. A legal description of the parcel is the SE 1/16 of Section 4 and
the SW 1/16 of Section 3, Township 20 North, Range 24 East, Willamette Meridian. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased to independent tenants. The primary air contaminant
sources at the facility consist of 17-3000 kilowatt (kWe) electric generators powered by diesel
engines. The generators will have a power capacity of up to 51 MWe, and will provide
emergency backup power to the facility during infrequent disruption of Grant County PUD
electrical power service. The project construction will be phased (up to 4 phases, phase 1 with 7
generators) over several years depending on customer demand.

Review of the February 10, 2012 NOC application began on February 11, 2012, and a
notification that more information was necessary was issued on February 22, 2012 by the
Department of Ecology under the supervision of the Eastern Regional Office Section Manager
(Wood). Partial response to the request for additional information was received by Ecology on
March 19, 2012. The NOC application was considered complete as of May 1, 2012. The final
draft Preliminary Determination (i.e., Proposed I5ecision) was forwarded to Ecology HQ for
review and to facilitate completion of the second tier review. Public notice of the availability of
the Preliminary Determination was published on June 27, 2012 in the Columbia Basin Herald.
Vantage and its consultant, ICF, found that the emission limits resulting from use of the BACT
analyses in the application submittals (the stack test emission limits in Condition 5 of the
Preliminary Determination) would be difficult to achieve, and submitted a supplemental BACT
analysis received by Ecology on July 16, 2012. Ecology’s evaluation of this BACT submittal
follows at the end of this TSD. Public review began on approximately, and ended on.

3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Ecology Air Quality Program (AQP) received a Notice of Construction (NOC) application
for the Vantage-Quincy Data Center on February 10, 2012. The Vantage-Quincy Data Center,
hereafter referred to as Vantage, consists of phased construction of 4 data center buildings, 3
smaller structures housing generators, and a future substation. Construction will occur in phases
with the first phase to be construction of a center with 5 primary generators and 2 described as
‘reserve’. The timing of Phases 2-4 depends on customer demand and is not yet determined.
Phase 1 is expected to be operational around the end of 2012 and includes the 5 primary and 2
reserve generators all of which are to be MTU 3000, three 3.0 Megawatt (MWe) electric
generators powered by 4678 brake horse power MTU Model 20V4000 diesel engines. Phase 2,
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3, and 4 construction are identified as Data Center 2 (phase 2 - 3 primary engine generators, plus
1 reserve), Data Center 3 (phase 3 - 3 primary engine generators, plus 1 reserve), and a Building
described as ‘ETC’ (phase 4 - 1 primary engine generator plus 1 reserve). The sequence of
expected construction was not described. The Vantage-Quincy generators will have a total
combined capacity of approximately 51 MWe upon final build out of the four Phases. The
Vantage-Quincy Data Center will be leased for occupancy by independent tenant companies that
require fully supported data storage and processing space although all engine/generators are
expected to be owned and operated by Vantage.

Vantage has requested operational limitations on the Vantage-Quincy facility to reduce
emissions below major source thresholds and to minimize air contaminant impacts to the
community. Vantage has indicated that diesel fuel usage at Vantage-Quincy will be less than
169,500 gallons of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. Individual engine operating liniits of 85 hours per
year for the engines serving Building 1 are also implied in the application materials.

Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project have been calculated
based entirely on operation of the emergency generators. Table 1 a contains criteria pollutant
potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage-Quincy Data Center project. It should be noted
that some of the emissions included in Tables la and lb are not approved by this preliminary
determination: the preliminary detern’iination requires that stack testing be included in with other
approved run-times, and that ‘storm avoidance’ horns be approved prior to each of phases 2-4 of
this project. Table lb contains toxic air pollutant potential to emit for all phases of the Vantage
Quincy Data Center project.

Table la: Criteria Pollutant Maximum Year Potential to Emit for Yantage-Quincy
Data Center (including commissioning and stack testing as modeled by applicant)

Pollutant Emission Factor (EF) Reference Facility
Emissions

Criteria Pollutant tons/yr
2.1.1 NOx Total Engine NTE* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 7.58
2.1.2 CO Engine NTE* + PC* * Vendor Guarantee 1.46
2.1.3 SO2 Engine NTE* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 0.023
2.1.4 PM2.5/DEEP Engine NTE* + PC** Vendor Guarantee 0.280

2.1.5 VOC Engine NTE* +PC** Vendor Guarantee 0.40

2.1.6 Primary NO2 Assumed 10% of NOx 0.76

Table ib: Toxic Air Pollutant Maximum Year Potential to Emit for Vantage-Quincy
Data Center

Pollutant AP-42 Section 3.4 EF Facility Emissions
Organic Toxic Air Pollutants Lbs/MMbtu tons/yr

2.1.7 Propylene 2.79E-03 8.6E-03
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** Pollution Control Equipment Vendor Guarantee
***Ass~ed to be equal to 10% of the total NOx emitted.

The Vantage Center will rely on cooling systems to dissipate heat from electronic equipment at
the facility. Cooling systems will be limited by conditions of approval to those emitting no air
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2.1.8 Acrolein I 7.88E-06 2.12E-04

2.1.9 Benzene 776E~~04 2.09E-03

2.1.10 Toluene 2.81E-04 7.58E-04

2.1.11 Xylenes 1.93E-04 5.21E-04

2.1.12 Napthalene 1.30E-04 4.O1E-04

2.1.13 1,3 Butadiene l.96E-05 5.28E-05

2.1.14 Formaldehyde 7.89E-05 2.12E-04

2.1.15 Acetaldehyde 2.52E-05 6.79E-05

Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAR)

2.1.16 Benzo(a)Pyrene 1.29E-07 3.77E-07

2.1.17 Benzo(a)anthracene 6.22E-07 1 .82E-06

2.1.18 Chrysene 1.53E-06 4.49E-05

2.1.19 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.1 1E-06 3.26E-06

2.1.20 Benzo(k)fluoranthene 1 .09E-07 3 .20E-07

2.1.21 Dibenz(a,h)anthracene i .73E-07 5.09E-07

2.1.22 Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 2.07E-07 6.09E-07

2.1.23 PAIl (no TEF) 3.88E-06 1.14E-05

2.1.24 PAH (apply TEF) 498E.07 1.47E-06

State Criteria Pollutant Air Toxics

2.1.25 DEEP/PM25 NTE + PC Guarantee 0.280

2.1.26 Carbon monoxide NTE + PC Guarantee 1.46

2.1.27 Sulfur dioxide NTE + PC Guarantee 0.023

2.1.28 PrimaryNO2*** 10%totalNOx 0.76

2.1.29 Ammonia Maximum 10 ppmv 0.36

* Engine Manufacturer ‘Not To Exceed’

contaminants (non-evaporative).
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4. APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS

The proposal by Vantage Data Center qualifies as a new source of air contaminants as defined in
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-110 and WAC 173-460-040, and requires
Ecology approval. The installation and operation of the Vantage-Quincy Data Center is
regulated by the requirements specified in:

4.1 Chapter 70.94 Revised Code of Washington (RCW), Washington Clean Air Act,
4.2 Chapter 173-400 Washington Administrative Code (WAC), General Regulations for

Air Pollution Sources,
4.3 Chapter 173-460 WAC, Controls for New Sources of Toxic Air Pollutants, and
4.4 Title 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 1111

All state and federal laws, statutes, and regulations cited in this approval shall be the versions
that are current on the date the final approval order is signed and issued.

5. BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Best Available Control Technology (BACT) is defmed’ as “an emission limitation based on the
maximum degree ofreduction for each air pollutant subject to regulation under chapter 70.94
RCW emittedfrom or which results from any new or mocfi,fIed stationaty source, which the
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and
economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such source or mocflfication
through application ofproduction processes and available methods, systems, and techniques,
includingfuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or innovativefuel combustion techniques for
control ofeach such pollutant. In no event shall application ofthe “best available control
technology” result in emissions ofany pollutants which will exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61....”

For this project, Vantage proposed installation of engines with diesel particulate filters (DEEP
Control) treated to also serve as oxidation catalysts (VOC and CO control) and selective catalytic
reduction (NOx Control). With these proposed controls, Vantage avoided the formal process of a
“top-down” approach for determining BACT for the proposed diesel engines. Vantage also
established a control cost criteria for future data center diesel engines at a budget-level estimate
of $47,714 per ton of combined pollutants controlled.

The proposed diesel engines will emit the following regulated pollutants which are subject to
BACT review: nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), particulate matter (PM, PM10 and PM25) and sulfur dioxide.

5.1 BACT ANALYSIS FOR NOx

5.1.1 Selective Catalytic Reduction. The SCR system functions by injecting a liquid reducing
agent, such as urea, through a catalyst into the exhaust stream of the diesel engine. The
urea reacts with the exhaust stream converting nitrogen oxides into nitrogen and water.

‘RCW 70.94.030(7) and WAC 173-400-030(12)
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The use of ultra-low sulfhr (10-15 ppmw 5) fuel is required to achieve good NOx
destruction efficiencies. 5CR can reduce NOx emissions by up to 90-95 percent.

For 5CR systems to function effectively, exhaust temperatures must be high enough
(about 200 to 500°C) to enable catalyst activation. For this reason, SCR control
efficiencies are expected to be relatively low during the first 20 to 30 minutes after
engine start up, especially during maintenance, and testing loads. There are also
complications of managing and controlling the excess ammonia (ammonia slip) from
5CR use.

5.1.6 BACT determination for NOx
Ecology determines that BACT for NOx is:

a. Use of urea-based 5CR with ammonia slip no greater than 15 ppmv at 15% 02;
b. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines, pre-control, if the engines are installed and

operated as emergency engines, as defmed at 40 CFR~60.4219; or applicable
emission standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
Tables 6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines; and

c. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111.

5.2 BACT ANALYSIS FOR PARTICULATE MATTER, CARBON MONOXIDE
AND VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

5.2.1 Dieselparticulatefilters (DPFs). These add-on devices include passive and active
DPFs, depending on the method used to clean the filters (i.e., regeneration). Passive
filters rely on a catalyst while active filters typically use continuous heating with a fuel
burner to clean the filters. The use of DPFs to control diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions has been demonstrated in multiple engine installations worldwide. Particulate
matter reductions of up to 85% or more have been reported. Therefore, this technology
was identified as the top case control option for diesel engine exhaust particulate
emissions from the proposed engines.

Vantage initially proposed installation and operation of DPFs on each of the proposed
diesel engines as BACT. The July 16, 2012 supplemental analysis of BACT retracted
this proposal, and instead proposed that Tier 2 engines should be considered BACT for
these engines. Ecology accepts this option as BACT for these engines.

5.2.2 Diesel oxidation catalysts. This method utilizes metal catalysts to oxidize carbon
monoxide, particulate matter, and hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust. Diesel oxidation
catalysts (DOCs) are commercially available and reliable for controlling particulate
matter, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines. While the
primary pollutant controlled by DOCs is carbon monoxide (approximately 90%
reduction), DOCs have also been demonstrated to reduce up to 30% of diesel engine
exhaust particulate emissions, and more than 50% of hydrocarbon emissions.
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5.2.4 BACT Determination for Particulate Matter, Carbon Monoxide and Volatile
Organic Compounds
Ecology determines BACT for particulate matter, carbon monoxide and volatile organic
compounds is:

a. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines pre-control if the engines are installed and
operated as emergency engines, as defined at 40 CFR~60.4219; or applicable
emission standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112 Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102
Tables 6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines; and

b. Compliance with the operation and maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart Jill.

5.3 BACT ANALYSIS FOR SULFUR DIOXIDE

5.3.1 Vantage/ICF did not find any add-on control options commercially available and feasible
for controlling sulfur dioxide emissions from diesel engines. Vantage Quincy’s proposed
BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel (maximum of 15 ppm
by weight of sulfur). Using this control measure, sulfur dioxide emissions would be
limited to 0.020 tons per year.

5.3.2 BACT Determination for Sulfur Dioxide
Ecology determines that BACT for sulfur dioxide is the use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel
containing no more than 15 parts per million by weight of sulfur.

5.4 BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY FOR TOXICS

Best Available Control Technology for Toxics (tBACT) means BACT, as applied to toxic air
pollutants.2 The procedure for determining tBACT follows the same procedure used above for
detennining BACT. Under state rules, tBACT is required for all toxic air pollutants for which
the increase in emissions will exceed de minimis emission values as found in WAC 173-460-
150.

For the proposed project, tBACT must be determined for each of the toxic air pollutants listed in
Table 2 below. As indicated in Table 2, Ecology has determined that compliance with BACT, as
determined above, satisfies the tBACT requirement.

Table 2. tBACT Determination
Toxic Air Pollutant tBACT
Acetaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Acrolein Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Benzo(a)pyrene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
1,3-Butadiene Compliance with the VOC BA~T requirement
Carbon monoxide Compliance with the CO BACT requirement

2 WAC 173-460-020
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Diesel engine exhaust particulate Compliance with the PM BACT requirement
Formaldehyde Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BACT requirement
Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 802 BACT requirement
Toluene Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Total PAHs Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement
Xylenes Compliance with the VOC BACT requirement

6. AMBIENT IMPACTS ANALYSIS

Vantage obtained the services of ICF Consultants to conduct air dispersion modeling for Vantage
Data Center’s generators to demonstrate compliance with ambient air quality standards and
acceptable source impact levels. Each generator was modeled as a point source. ICF used EPA’s
AERMOD dispersion model to determine ambient air quality impacts caused by emissions from
the proposed generators at the property line and beyond, and at the rooflops of the proposed data
center buildings to be occupied by tenants. The ambient impacts analysis indicates that no
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are likely to be exceeded.

6.1 AERMOD Dispersion Modeling Methodology

AERMOD is an EPA “preferred” model (40 CFR Part 51, Appendix W, Guideline on Air
Quality Models) for simulating local-scale dispersion of pollutants from low-level or elevated
sources in simple or complex terrain.

The following data and assumptions were used in the application of AERMOD:

o Input data for for the AERIvIET meteorological processor included five years of sequential
hourly surface meteorological data (2004—2008) from Moses Lake, WA and twice-daily
upper air data from Spokane.

o Digital topographical data for the vicinity were obtained from the Micropath Corporation.

o All 17 generator stacks at Building I, Building 2 and building 3 were set at a height of 41
feet above local finished grade. The generator stacks on the ETC building were set at a height
of 43.8 feet above local finished grade.

• The planned data center buildings were included to account for building downwash. EPA’s
PRIME algorithm was used for simulating building downwash.

o For purposes of modeling compliance with the NAAQS, it was assumed the entire data
o center would experience a total 24 hours of power outage or storm avoidance per year
o (nominally 8 hours ofpower outage and 16 hours of storm avoidance) and that this would be

spread over 5 calendar days per year, during which time all backup engines were assumed to
operate for their assigned times and at their assigned loads for power outage conditions.
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o 1 -hour N02 concentrations were modeled using the Plume Volume Molar Reaction Model
(PVMRM) module, with the following default concentrations: 40 parts per billion (ppb) of
ozone, and a N02/NOX ambient ratio of 90%. For purposes of modeling N02 impacts, the
primary NOX emissions were assumed to be 10% N02 and 90% nitric oxide (NO) by mass.

• Emissions from commissioning testing and stack emission testing are equal to 27% of the
emissions from fiall-buildout routine testing plus power outages. The worst-year annual-
average impacts were estimated by manually scaling the previous annual-average AERMOD
results by a factor of 1.27.

o For the Health Impacts Assessment modeling conducted for DPM, the emissions from all
modes of operation other than power outages were assumed to occur between 7 am to 7 pm.

o A Cartesian, rectangular receptor grid whose density diminished with distance, was used to
model the property line and beyond for all AERMOD applications. In addition, fenceline
receptors (10-meter spacing) and discrete receptors where rooftop air intakes are located,
were also used. The receptor categories and number of receptors for each category are as
follows:

Fenceline receptors in 10 meter (m) spacing 237
Receptors in 10 m spacing out to 350 m from the sources 6,765
Receptors in 25 m spacing out to 800 m from the sources 4,176
Receptors in 50 m spacing out to 2000 m from the sources 5,952
Rooftop receptors 25
Total number of the receptors 17,155

6.2 Assumed Background Concentrations
Background concentrations for all species were provided by Ecology (Bowman, 2010). These
are:

PM1 0 (24-hour average) 60 jig/m3
PM2.5 (98th percentile 24-hour average) 21 ~.tg/m3
NO2 (98th percentile 1-hour value) 29 jig/m3
DEEP (annual average) 0.103 j.tg/m3

These regional values do not include “local background” caused by industrial facilities near the
proposed Vantage data center, namely the existing Sabey, Yahoo, and Intuit data centers
and the Celite manufacturing plant. The local background impacts weie modeled separately,
assuming a mixture of permit limits, a full area-wide power outage or maximum emitting test
modes. Their combined contributions at the receptor that is maximally impacted by Vantage-
only emissions are:

PM1O (24-hour average) 0.002 ~g/m3
PM2.5 (24-hour average) 0.08 jag/m3
N02 (1-hour average) 0.02 ~.ig/m3
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Table 3 provides a summary of the modes of operation of the diesel engines proposed by
Vantage. Table 4 is a summary of aimual emissions after full buildout of the Vantage project. It
should be noted that not all of these hours or emissions have been approved. Stack testing is
required to be performed during per ods when the engines are run for other testing unless
approved by Ecology. Storm avoidance run-time is not pre-approved for any but the phase 1
generators. When each engine is installed, a commissioning test sequence occurs, described in
Table 5. The impacts of the emissions anticipated from this project were modeled using worst
case scheduling of these activities. The results of the modeling and a comparison to the NAAQS
are shown in Table 6 for criteria pollutants. Table 7 provides the impacts modeled for Toxic Air
Pollutants (TAPs) whose emission rates exceeded the Small Quantity Emission Rate (SQER) in
WAC 173-460. TAPs with emission rates that exceed the SQER must be evaluated further and
trigger a Tier 2 Health Impact Assessment ifmodeling shows the emission rates result in impacts
above the ASIL.



Table 3. Summary of Diesel Generator Operating Modes

Sen U Sen Bldg % Load His/test

Outage and Storm
Generator WeeklyTesting MonthlyTesting Quarterly Testing Annual Full Building - Annual Step Unscheduled Maintenance -- Avoidance

3000 lcWe MTU Corrective Storm

- . I Generator Transformer - - - Avoid
~ - Maintenenace Maintenance ance Outage

His/yr % Load His/test His/yr % Load Hrs/test His/yr 56 Load His/test His/yr %Load His/test His/yr 96 Load Hrs/yr 96 Load Hrs/vr 96 Load His/yr Hrs/yr
DCI-1PDC1 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100881.3 B 81.3 16 B
DC1-2P Dcl 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
OC1-3P DOl 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 B 81.3 16 8
DC1-IP DC1 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81.3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-5P 001 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 81,3 0.75 3 81.3 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 81.3 8 81.3 16 8
DC1-6R0C1 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 10 0.75 3 10 -6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8
DC1-780C1 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 10 0,75 3 10 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8

DC2-1PDC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 1030.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
0C2-2PDC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 103 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
0C2-3PDC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
0C2-4R DC2 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 10 0.75 3 10 6 - 6 100 0.5 o.s 100 8 10 8 10 16 8

DC3-IPDC3 io as 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3-2PDC3 io as 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 90 6 6 100 as o.s 103 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3.3PDC3 io as 20 10 1 6 90 0.75 3 943 6 6 100 as o.s 100 8 90 8 90 16 8
DC3-4RDC3 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 10 0.75 3 10 6 6 100 0.5 0.5 100 8 10 8 10 16 8

ETC-1PETC 10 0.5 20 10 1 6 93.3 0.5 3 93.3 6 6 103 0.5 0.5 100 8 93.3 8 93.3 16 8
ETc-2RETC 10 as 20 10 1 6 10 0.5 3 10 6 6 100 as o.s 100 8 10 8 10 16 8
Cool Down atlO% Load, Each Engine, Primaryand Reserve: — 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 4 1
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Table 4. Summary of Facility-Wide Emission Rates for Full Buildout Scenario

Storm
Weekly, Avoidance
Monthly, Annual & De-energized
Quarterly Facility- Unplanned Building and
Testing & wide and Outage (24 Transformer and Total
Cool Down Step Tests hrs/yr) CorrectiveTesting Emissions

Pollutant (ton/yr) (ton/yr) (ton/yr) (ton/yr)
PM2.5 (DPM)
Normal Year 0.07 0.021 0.07 0.025 0.19

NOX 1.2 0.71 2.17 1.89 5.97
CO 0.36 0.1 0.38 0.29 1.13
VOc 0.19 0.02 0.1 0.06 0.37
802 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.02
Primary
Nifrogen
Dioxide (N02) 0.12 0.07 0.22 0.189 0.6

Table 5. Runtime Scenario for Initial Startup and Commissioning Tests

~ No.of
Day of Typical Average
Test Test Description - Hours Load

Manufacturer Tests
Day 1 8 hours at full load, 1 generator any given day 8 100%
Day 2 12 hours at 75%, 1 generator any given day 12 75

Functional Performance_Tests

20 hours, Full (100%) Load, 1 generator any given
Day3 day 20 100%

Summary of Per-Engine_Startup_Quantities
Calendar Days of Testing (Each Generator) 3-4
Runtime Hours Each Generator 40
kWm-hrs During Testing (Each Generator) ni,ooo
Fuel Usage During Testing (Each Generator- gals) 8,692
NOx Emissions Each Generator 614 lbs
DPM Emissions During Testing (Each Generator) 18.6 lbs
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Table 6:
Modeled Concentrations of Criteria Pollutants (with background) and comparison to
Ambient Air Quality Standards

Pollutant and Time Background plus National Ambient Percent of Standard
Frame Modeled Air Quality Standard

Concentration — - ug/m3
ug/m3

PM10 24 Hour 82.2 150 55%
PM10 Annual 0.056 50 0.1%
PM25 24 Hour 26.1 35 74%
PM25 Annual 0.056 15 0.4%
NO2 1- Hour 166 188 88.3%
CO 1-Hour 203 40,000 0.5%
CO 8-Hour 113 10,000 1.1%
S°2 1-Hour 3.6 319 1.1%
502 3-Hour 2.9 1300 0.2%
502 24 Hour 1.5 365 0.4%
502 Annual 2.3E-8 80 3E-8%

Table 7: Modeled Concentrations of Toxic Air Pollutants and Comparison to Acceptable
Source Impact Levels (ASILs)
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Pollutant and Time Modeled Acceptable Source Comparison of
Frame Concentration— Impact Level—ASIL Modeled to ASIL

ug/m3 ug/m3
DEEP Annual 0.0335 0.0033 1015%
NO2 1-Hour 334.5 470 71.2%

Acrolein 24 Hour 0.0016 0.06 3%
Ammonia 24 Hour 23 [ 70.8 32%

As is indicated in Tables 6 and 7, only Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) exceeded the
regulatory trigger level (the ASIL) for that pollutant. At this concentration, DEEP is required to
be fhrther evaluated in a Second Tier Toxics Review in accordance with WAC 173-460-90.

7. STORM AVOIDANCE HOURS

As indicated in Table 3, there are 16 horns per year assigned for operating the engine generators
in ‘storm avoidance’ mode. This is a mode of operation not allowed for the four data centers
already approved in the Quincy area. Vantage has proposed to demonstrate the necessity of these
hours for its first of four buildings (first seven engine-generators). This demonstration will be
required for each new tenant or phase of engine installation at the data center facility. The
approval order allows these horns for the first building, but eliminates them for the following
phases of the project without demonstration satisfactory to Ecology that these run-time hours are
a necessity.

8. SECOND TIER REVIEW FOR DIESEL ENGINE EXHAUST PARTICULATE
EMISSIONS

Proposed emissions of diesel engine exhaust particulate (DEEP) from the seventeen (17)
Vantage engines exceed the regulatory trigger level for toxic air pollutants (also called an
Acceptable Source Impact Level, (ASIL)). A second tier review is required for DEEP in
accordance with WAC 173-460-090.

Large diesel-powered backup engines emit DEEP, which is a high priority toxic alr pollutant in
the state of Washington. In light of the potential rapid development of other data centers in the Quincy
area, and recognizing the potency of DEEP emissions, Ecology decided to evaluate Vantage’s
proposal on a community-wide basis. The conununity-wide evaluation approach considers the
cumulative impacts of DEEP emissions resulting from Vantage’s project, and includes
consideration of prevailing background emissions from existing permitted data centers and other
DEEP sources in Quincy. This evaluation was conducted under the second tier review
requirements of WAC 173-460-090. -

Under WAC 173-460-090, Vantage was required to prepare a health impact assessment. The
HIA presents an evaluation of both non-cancer hazards and increased cancer risk’attributable to
Vantage’s increased emissions of DEEP. Vantage also reported the cumulative risks associated
with Vantage and prevailing sources in theft HIA document. This cumulative DEEP related risk
estimate was based on the latest cumulative air dispersion modeling work performed by Ecology.
The Vantage HIA document along with a brief summary of Ecology’s review will be available
on Ecology’s website.

15
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9. CONCLUSION

Based on the above analysis, Ecology concludes that operation of the seventeen (17) generators
at Vantage will not have an adverse impact on local air quality. Ecology finds that Vantage has
satisfied all requirements for NOC approval.

****EN]) OF VANTAGE JULY TSD ~

In Federal guidance regarding the process of determining BACT-level control, the applicant is
assigned responsibility for presenting and defending a preferred control system (see, for instance,
BNA Policy and Practice Series, Air Pollution Control, 10-91, Page 181:152). When Ecology
indicated to Vantage and ICF that the BACT proposal in the application materials submitted on
February 10, 2012, was incomplete, Vantage/ICF forwarded a cost-effectiveness summary for
the catalysed DPF and 8CR systems they propose to use. The application materials also indicated
that those systems were guaranteed to reduce uncontrolled engine emissions of PM by 87%, and
NOx, VOC, and CO by 90%. Ecology accepted this proposal as BACT for the Vantage project
engines, and then calculated emission limits using uncontrolled engine emission data provided in
the application, and using the above emission reduction percentages. These limits were
significantly lower than those proposed by Vantage/ICF, for reasons that the applicant has not
explained. Instead, Vantage/ICF forwarded a more comprehensive BACT analysis proposing that
Tier 2 engines be considered BACT, and that the not-to-exceed (NTE) values they were
proposing as emission limits be considered voluntary limits not connected to the BACT
determination. This is acceptable to Ecology. The preceding section on BACT in this technical
support document has been modified to reflect the BACT supplemental submittal received July
16, 2012.

****END OF VANTAGE JULY TSD ~
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

Copy
March 18, 2013

4601 N Monroe Street • Spokane, Washington 99205-1295 • (509)329-3400

Mr. Jeff Kane, Vice President
Vantage Data Centers Management Company, LLC
2625 Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Re: Approval Order No. 12AQ-E450

Dear Mr. Kane:

The Department of Ecology Air Quality Program has determined that the Vantage Data Centers Quincy Project
will satisfS’ all of the requirements of Washington New Source Review. The public participation period required
per Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-171, has been completed. No public comments were
received that resulted in changes to the latest preliminary determination made available to the public. Enclosed
is APPROVAL ORDER No. I2AQ-E450, and the associated Technical Support Document (TSD).

Ecology is committed to streamlining our permitting procedures and to maintaining a high level of staff
responsiveness and assistance to permit applicants. If you would like to provide Ecology with feedback, please
complete the short survey at http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/yermit register/Permitting Feedback.htm
to help us provide better service to you and our other clients.

All correspondence relating to this document should be directed to me at the Department of Ecology,
Regional Air Quality Section, 4601 N. Monroe, Spokane, Washington 99205-1295. If you have any
questions concerning the content of the document, please contact me at rkos46 1 ~ecy.wa.gov. or
(509) 329-3493.

Sincerely,

F
Robert Koster, P.E.
Commercial/Industrial Unit
Regional Air Quality Program

RK:lc

Certified Mail #7011 3500 0001 8626 1531

Enclosures: Approval Order 12AQ-E450, Technical Support Document
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

IN THE MATTER OF APPROVING A NEW )
AIR CONTAMINANT SOURCE FOR ) Approval Order No. 12AQ-E450
VANTAGE DATA CENTERS )
MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC )
VANTAGE-QUINCY DATA CENTER )

TO: Jeff Kane, Vice President
Vantage Data Centers Managethent Company, LLC
2625 Walsh Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95051

EQUIPMENT

The list of equipment that was evaluated for this order of approval consists of 17 MTU Model
20V4000 diesel engines used to power emergency electrical generators, Model MTU 3000. The
seventeen 3.0 megawatt (MWe) generators will have a combined capacity of 51 MWe. Following
initial conntissioning testing, build-out annual operations and emissions will be restricted to -

167,205 gallons per year of fuel consumption and up to 82 hours per year of operation per engine.
Each primary engine will operate for approximately 72.5 horns per year for required maintenance
testing and outage operation and an additional 9.5 hours per year of no-load idle cool down. The
generators will be installed in up to four phases. Phase 1 will consist of seven 3.0 MWe generators
that will be installed upon approval. Phases 2, 3, and 4 will consist of a total often additional 3.0
MWe generators, which will be installed at the facility as independent tenant companies contract for
space at the Vantage-Quincy Data Center (hereafter “Vantage”).

Table 1.1: 3.0 MWe Engine & Generator Serial Numbers
Project DC Unit ID Capacity Engine SN Generator SN Build date
Phase BLDG MWe

1 DC1 DC1-1P 3.0
“ DCI DC1-2P 3 0
“ DC1 DC1-3P 3 0
“ DC1 DC1-4P 3.0
“ DCI DC1-5P 3 0
“ DC1 DC1-6R 30
“ DC1 DC1-7R 3.0
2 DC2 DC2-1P 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-2P 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-3P 3.0
“ DC2 DC2-4R 3.0
3 DC3 DC3-1P 3.0
“ DC3 DC3-2P 3 0
“ DC3 DC3-3P 3.0
“ DC3 DC3-4R 3.0
4 ETC ETC-1P 3.0
“ ETC ETC-2R 3.0
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The Vantage Data Center will utilize non-evaporative cooling units to dissipate heat from electronic
equipment at the facility, thus eliminating evaporative cooling tower emissions from the project.

PROJECT SUMMARY

The Vantage Data Center Phase I construction will consist of Building 1 with 5 primary engine-
generators and 2 reserve engines. Phases 2, 3, and 4 construction will consist of Buildings 2, 3, and
4 (‘ETC’) with 10 additional engines total. The data center will be leased for occupancy by
companies that require a fully supported data storage and processing facility. Vantage will own and
operate the generators. Air contaminant emissions from the Vantage Data Center project have been
estimated based on build-out operation of the 17 emergency generator engines. Table 2a contains
criteria pollutant potential- to- emit for the Vantage Data Center project excluding emissions due to
commissioning of each engine. Table 2b contains toxic air pollutant potential- to- emit for the
Vantage-Quincy Data Center project excluding emissions due to commissioning of each engine.

Table 2a: Criteria Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage_Data_Center
Emission Factor Emission FacilityPollutant
(EF) Reference Factors Emissions

Criteria Pollutant Lb/hr tons/yr
2.1.1 NOx Total 5.83
2.l.la NOx 10% load MTU Guarantee 3.73 na
2.l.lb NOx 93.3% load MTU Guarantee 15.4 na
2.l.lc NOx 100% load MTU Guarantee 17.2 na
2.1.2 CO Total MTU Guarantee na 1.22
2.1.2a CO 10% load MTU Guarantee 1.41 na
2.l.2b CO 81% load MTU Guarantee 1.93 na
2.l.2c CO 93.3% load MTU Guarantee 2.17 na
2.l.2d CO 100% load MTU Guarantee 2.39 na
2.1.3 SO2 MTU Guarantee ~na 0.02
2.1.4 PM2 5/DEEP Total MTU Guarantee na 0.22
2.1.4a DEEP 10% load MTU Guarantee 0.400 na
2.1.4b DEEP 81% load MTU Guarantee 0.396 na
2.l.4c DEEP 93.3% load MTU Guarantee 0.47 na
2.1.4d DEEP 100% load MTU Guarantee 0.512 na
2.1.5 VOC 10% Load [ MTU Guarantee 0.25 0.25
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Table 2b: Toxic Air Pollutant Potential to Emit for Vantage Data Center

Pollutant AP-42 Section 3.4 EF Facility Emissions
Organic Toxic Air Pollutants Lbs/MMbtu tons/yr
2.1.6 Propylene 2.79E-03 6.8E-03
2.1.7 Acrolein 7.88E-06 1.92E-05
2.1.8 Benzene 7.76E-04 1.89E-03
2.1.9 Toluene 2.81E-04 6.85E-4
2.1.10 Xylenes 1.93E-04 4.71E-04
2.1.11 Napthalene 1.30E-04 1.96E-03
2.1.11 1,3 Butadiene 1.96E-05 4.77E-05
2.1.12 Formaldehyde 7.89E-05 1.92E-04
2.1.13 Acetaldehyde 2.52E-05 6. 14E-05
2.1.14 Benzo(a)Pyrene 1 .29E-07 2.98E-07
2.1.15 Benzo(a)anthracene 6.22E-07 1 .44E-06
2.1.16 Chrysene 1.53E-06 3.55E-06
2.1.17 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.1 1E-06 2.58E-06
2.1.18 Benzo(k)fluoranthene 1 .09E-07 2.53E-07
2.1.19 Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 1.73E-07 4.02E-07
2.1.20 Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 2.07E-07 4.8lE-07
2.1.21 PAR (no TEF) 3.88E-06 9.OlE-06
2.1.22 PAR (apply TEF) 4.98E-07 1.l6E-06
State Criteria Pollutant Air Toxics
2.1.23 DEEP/PM25 MTU Guarantee 0.19
2.1.24 Carbon monoxide MTU Guarantee 1.13
2.1.25 Sulfur dioxide MTU Guarantee 0.02
2.1.26 PrimaryNO2* 10%totalNOx 0.6

2.1.27 Ammonia 15 ppmv at 15%O2 0.36

*Assmned to be equal to 10% of the total NOx emitted.

DETERMINATIONS

In relation to this project, the State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology), pursuant to
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 70.94.152, Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-
460-040, and WAC 173-400-110, makes the following determinations:

1. The project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will be in accordance with
applicable rules and regulations, as set forth in Chapter 173-400 WAC, and Chapter 173-460
WAC, and the operation thereof at the location proposed, will not emit pollutants in
concentrations that will endanger public health.
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2. The proposed project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will utilize best available
control technology (BACT) as defined below:

Table 3: Best Available Control Technology Requirements

Pollutant(s) BACT Determination

Particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide a. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the
and volatile organic compounds (VOC) engines are installed and operated as

emergency engines, as defined at 40
CFR~60.4219; or applicable emission
standards found in 40 CFR Part 89.112
Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines
are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines;

b. Compliance with the operation and
maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111; and

Nitrogen oxides (NO~) a. Use of EPA Tier 2 certified engines if the
engines are installed and operated as
emergency engines, as defined at 40
CFR~60.4219; or applicable emission
standards found in4O CFR Part 89.112
Table 1 and 40 CFR Part 1039.102 Tables
6 and 7 if Model Year 2011 or later engines
are installed and operated as non-
emergency engines;

b. Compliance with the operation and
maintenance restrictions of 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart 1111; and

Sulfur dioxide Use of ultra-low sulffir diesel fuel containing
no more than 15 parts per million by weightof
sulfur.
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3. The proposed project, if constructed and operated as herein required, will utilize best available
control technology for toxic air pollutants (tBACT) as defined below:

Table 4: Best Available Control Technology for Toxics Requirements

Toxic Air Pollutant(s) tBACT Determination

Acetaldehyde, carbon monoxide, acrolein, Compliance with the VOC, CO, PM BACT
benzene, benzo(a)pyrene, 1,3 -butadiene, requirement.
diesel engine exhaust particulate,
formaldehyde, propylene, toluene, total
PARs, xylenes
Nitrogen dioxide Compliance with the NOx BACT requirement.
Sulfur dioxide Compliance with the 502 BACT requirement.

4. The modeled ambient concentration of one toxic air pollutant — diesel engine exhaust particulate
matter — exceeds the Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL) for that pollutant, as defined in
Chapter 173-460 WAC. Ecology has reviewed the health risks associated with diesel engine
exhaust particulate from the proposed project, in accordance with WAC 173-460-090. Ecology
has concluded that the health risks from the project are acceptable as defined in WAC 173-460-
090(7). A summary of the technical analysis supporting this determination is hereby
incorporated into this Notice of Construction Approval Order.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the project as described in the Notice of Construction
application and more specifically detailed in plans, specifications, and other information submitted
to Ecology is approved for construction and operation, provided the following are met:

APPROVAL CONDITIONS

1. ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITION

1.1. The engine generators approved for operation by this order are to be used solely for those
purposes described in application materials as further limited by the conditions of this
Order. There shall be no operation of this equipment to produce power for demand-
response arrangements, pealc shaving arrangements, nor to provide power as part of a
financial arrangement with another entity, nor to supply power to the grid.

2. EQUIPMENT RESTRICTIONS

2.1. Any engine used to power the electrical generators shall be certified by the manufacturer
to meet 40 CFR 60 Tier II emission levels or other specifications as required by the EPA
at the time the engines are installed. Each engine to be installed must be permanently
labeled by the manufacturer as an emergency engine in accordance with 40 CFR §
60.4210(t), and must be equipped with CO,VOC, PM, and NOX control equipment at least
as effective as that evaluated in this NOC approval. Each engine approved in this Order
must operate as an emergency engine as defined at 40 CFR 60, Subpart 1111 or 40 CFR 63,
Subpart ZZZZ.
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2.2. The only engines and electrical generating units approved for operation at the Vantage
Data Center are those listed by serial number in Table 1 above.

2.3. Replacement of failed engines with identical engines (same manufacturer and model)
requires notification prior to installation but will not require new source review unless
there is an increase in emission rates or conununity impacts.

2.4. The installation of any new engines after July 1, 2014 will require notification to Ecology
that includes engine manufacturer’s specification sheets. Ecology will decide whether
new source review is required based on various factors including whether the new engines
will have either an increased emission rate or result in an emission concentration that may
increase impacts over those evaluated for this approval Order, or if an update to the current
BACT analysis is necessary.

2.5. The seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines exhaust stack heights shall be greater
than or equal to 41 feet above ground level for engines providing power to Buildings 1,2,
and 3, and 43.8 feet for engines serving Building ETC, and will be no more than 26
inches in diameter. All engines that may be used for this project shall be required to verii~’
that exhaust stack parameters such as diameter, height, and exhaust rate and velocity do
not result in community emissions impacts greater than what was evaluated for this
project.

2.6. The manufacture and installation of the seventeen (17) engine/generator sets proposed for
Building 1, Building 2, Building 3, and Building ETC of the project shall occur by July 1,
2014. If the manufacture and installation of the engines has not been completed by the
above date, new source review may be required prior to additional installation, and
conimunity impacts will be re-evaluated if new source review is required. Vantage may
request an extension of this time schedule, and Ecology may approve of an extension
without revision to this Order.

2.7. This Order only applies to the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines, each with a
rated full standby capacity of 4678 hp that were evaluated in the Notice of Construction
application and second tier review. New source review will not be required for engines
with a rated full standby capacity of less than 4678 hp that comply with the engine
certification requirements and control equipment requirements contained in Approval
Condition 2.1 unless there is an increase in community emission impacts. On a case-by-
case basis, Ecology may require additional ambient impacts analyses prior to installation
of smaller engines.

3. OPERATING LIMITATIONS

3.1 Following commissioning/start-up testing, the fuel consumption at the Vantage Data
Center facility at build-out (4 buildings with a total of 12 primary and 5 reserve engines)
shall be limited to a total of 167,205 gallons per year of diesel fuel equivalent to on-road
specification No. 2 distillate fuel oil (less than 0.00150 weight percent sulfur). Total
annual fuel consumption by the facility may be averaged over a three (3) year period
using monthly rolling totals.

3.2 Except as provided in Approval Condition 3.5, the seventeen (17) Vantage Data Center
engines are limited to the following average hours of operation, and averaging periods:
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3.2.1 Each primary engine serving Building I shall not exceed 82 hours of operation (at
any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year average.

3.2.2 Each reserve engine serving Building 1 shall not exceed 62 hours of operation (at
any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year average.

3.2.3 Following start-up and commissioning, the engines serving Building I shall not
exceed an annual fuel consumption of 65,907 gallons, averaged over a 3 year period
using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.4 Operation of the two Building I reserve engines shall not exceed 10% load except
for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing. The reserve
engines may also provide outage (8 hours) or storm avoidance (16 hours) power in
the event of the failure of a primary engine. These hours may be averaged over a
three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.5 Operation of the five primary engines serving Building 1 shall not exceed 10% load
except for 8.5 hours per year at 100% load for step testing and corrective
maintenance, and 41 hours per year at 81.3% load for building transformer
maintenance, storm avoidance, and power outages. These hours may be averaged
over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.6 Each primary engine serving Building 2, 3 and ETC shall not exceed 66 hours of
operation (at any load, for any purpose) per year, on a rolling monthly 3-year
average. A total of 16 hours per year of ‘storm avoidance’ operation may be added to
the above total without amendment of this approval upon satisfactory demonstration
to Ecology that these hours are a necessity for the tenants of these buildings.

3.2.7 Operation of each of the Building 2 and Building 3 and ETC Building reserve
engines (one at each building) shall not exceed 10% load except for 8.5 hours at
100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing. The reserve engines may also
provide outage power in the event of the failure of a primary engine. These hours
may be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.8 Operation of the six primary engines serving Building 2 (3) and Building 3 (3) shall
not exceed 10% load except for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective maintenance
and step testing, and 25 hours per year at 90% load for building transformer
maintenance and power outages. These hours may be averaged over a three (3) year
period using monthly rolling totals.

3.2.9 Operation of the primary engine serving Building ETC shall not exceed 10% load
except for 8.5 hours at 100% load for corrective maintenance and step testing, and 25
hours per year at 93% load for building transformer maintenance and power outages.
These hours may be averaged over a three (3) year period using monthly rolling
totals.
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3.3 A load bank will be used for electrical energy dissipation whenever prescheduled
monthly maintenance testing, corrective testing or annual load bank testing occurs above
idle.

3.4 The seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines at the Vantage Data Center require
periodic scheduled operation. To mitigate engine emission impacts, Vantage Data Center
will perform all scheduled engine maintenance testing, bypass operations, and load
testing during daylight hours. The Vantage Data Center shall develop an operating
schedule that shall be available for review by Ecology upon request. Changes to the
operating schedule will not trigger revision or amendment of this Order if approved in
advance by Ecology.

3.5 Initial start-up (commissioning) testing for the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines at the Vantage Data Center shall not exceed an average of 40 hours per generator
and 8,692 gallons of fuel per generator, averaged over all generators installed during any
consecutive 3 year period.

3.5.1 Except during site integration testing as specified below, only one engine shall be
operated at any one time during start-up testing.

3.5.2 During a site integration test, no more than seven (7) generator engines may
operate concurrently for no more than four continuous hours.

3.5.3 All startup and commissioning testing shall be conducted during daylight horns.

3.5.4 Fuel use limits contained in Approval Conditions 3.1 and emission limits
contained in Approval Conditions 5, are not applicable to initial commissioning
testing of each engine.

3.5.5 Following start-up and conditioning testing, the number of hours each engine has
run, the fuel consumed during the testing, and the date shall be recorded. These
data shall be provided to Ecology on request.

4. GENERAL TESTING AN]) MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1. The Vantage Data Center will follow engine-manufacturer’s recommended diagnostic
testing and maintenance procedures to ensure that each engine will conform to the
emission limits in Condition 5 of this approval throughout the life of each engine.

4.2. Within 12 months of the first engine installation and every 36 months thereafler, the
Vantage Data Center shall measure emissions of particulate matter (PM), Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
Ammonia (NH3), and oxygen (02) from at least one representative primary and one
representative reserve engine’s exhaust stack in accordance with Approval Condition 4.3.
This testing will serve to demonstrate compliance with the emission limits contained in
Section 5, and as an indicator of proper operation of the engines. The selection of the
engine(s) to be tested shall be subject to prior approval by Ecology and shall be defined in
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the source test protocol submitted to Ecology no less than 30 days in advance of any
compliance- related stack sampling conducted by Vantage.

4.3. The following procedure shall be used for each test for the engines as required by
Approval Condition 4.2 unless an alternate method is proposed by the Vantage Data
Center and approved in writing by Ecology prior to the test:

4.3.1. Periodic emissions testing should be combined with other pre-scheduled
maintenance testing and annual load bank engine testing. Additional operation of
the engines for the purpose of emissions testing beyond the operating hours
allowed in this Order must be approved by Ecology in writing.

4.3.2. PM including the condensible fraction, NO, NO2, VOC, CO and ammonia
emissions measurement shall be conducted for each engine tested at the
proposed maximum engine load that corresponds to scheduled engine operating
scenarios in Approval Conditions 3.2.

4.3.3. EPA Reference Methods from 40 CFR 60,40 CFR 51, BAAQMD ST-lB (for
ammonia) and/or 40 CFR 89 as appropriate for each pollutant shall be used for at
least one (representative) engine at this data center. A test plan will be submitted
for Ecology approval at least 30 days before any testing is conducted and must
include the criteria used to select the engine for testing, as well as any
modifications to the standard test procedures contained in the above references.

4.3.4. The F-factor method, as described in EPA Method 19, may be used to calculate
exhaust flow rate through the exhaust stack. The fuel meter data, as measured
according to Approval Condition 4.5, shall be included in the test report, along
with the emissions calculations.

4.4. Each engine shall be equipped with a properly installed and maintained non-resettable
meter that records total operating hours.

4.5. Each engine shall be connected to a properly installed and maintained fuel flow
monitoring system that records the amount of fuel consumed by that engine during
operation.

5. EMISSION LIMITS

5.1 The seventeen (17) engines shall meet the emission rate limitations contained in this
section. The limits are for an engine operating in a steady-state mode (warm) and do not
include emission rates during initial commissioning testing of the engines. The annual
limits may be averaged over a rolling monthly three year period. Unless otherwise
approved by Ecology in writing, compliance with emission limits for those pollutants that
are required to be tested under Approval Conditions 4.2 and 4.3 shall be based on
emissions test data determined according to those approval conditions.

5.2 If required to demonstrate compliance with the g/kW-hr EPA Tier IV average emission
limits through stack testing, the Vantage Data Center shall conduct exhaust stack testing
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and average emission rates for 5 individual operating loads (10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and
100%) according to 40 CFR §89.410, Table 2 of Appendix B, 40 CFR Part 89, Subpart B,
and/or 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 1111, or any other applicable EPA requirement in effect at
the time the engines are installed.

5.3 Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:

Table 5.3: Nitrogen oxide (NOx) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit per

. Load — engine in lb/hr
5.3.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 10.3
5.3.2 Corrective 100% 10.3

Maintenance —

5.3.3 Building I Outage, 81% 7.58
Storm Avoidance 10% 2.6

5.3.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 8.83
Outage

5.3.5 Building ETC 93% 9.3
Outage

5.4 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in applicatioh materials:

Table 5.4: Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

Load — per engine in lb/hr
5.4.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 1.50
5.4.2 Corrective 100% 1.50

Maintenance —

5.4.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.40
Storm Avoidance 10% — 1.50

5.4.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 0.40
Outage 10% — 1.50

5.4.5 Building ETC 93% 0.40
Outage 10% — 1.50

5.5 Carbon monoxide emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000
engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at
the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:
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Table 5.5: Carbon monoxide (CO) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Load Emissions Limit per

engine_in lb/hr
5.5.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 1.35
5.5.2 Corrective 100% 1.35

Maintenance —

5.5.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 1.05
. Storm Avoidance 10% — 0.60
5.5.4 Buildings2and3 90% 1.19

Outage 10% — 0.60
5.5.5 Building ETC 93% 1.24

Outage 10% — 0.60

5.6 Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emissions (Total PM after control, on these
engines) from each of the seventeen (17) MTU Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678
brake horse power shall not exceed the following emission rates at the stated loads, based
on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in application materials:

Table 5.6: Diesel Engine Exhaust Particulate (DEEP) emission rate
limits

Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit
__________________ Load — per engine in lb/hr

5.6.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 0.484
5.6.2 Corrective 100% 0.484

Maintenance —

5.6.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.374
Storm Avoidance 10% 0.400

5.6.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% — 0.425
Outage 10% — 0.400

5.6.5 Building ETC 93% 0.444
Outage 10% — 0.400

5.7 Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions from each of the seventeen (17) MTU
Model 20V4000 engines rated at 4678 brake horse power shall not exceed the following
emission rates at the stated loads, based on not-to-exceed emission rates stated in
application materials:
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Table 5.7: Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emission rate limits
Operating Scenario Operating Emissions Limit

Load — per engine in lb/hr
5.7.1 Annual Step Testing 100% — 0.22
5.7.2 Corrective 100% 0.22

Maintenance —

5.7.3 Building 1 Outage, 81% 0.22
Storm Avoidance 10% — 0.25

5.7.4 Buildings 2 and 3 90% 0.22
Outage 10% — 0.25

5.7.5 Building ETC 93% 0.22
Outage 10% 0.25

5.8 Total Particulate Matter (PM) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed
0.22 tons/yr (440 lbs/yr). All PM emissions shall be considered diesel engine exhaust
particulate (DEEP) and PM2.5 emissions.

5.9 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 18.1
lbs/hr and 0.6 tons/yr.

5.10 Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not
exceed 0.37 tons/yr (740 lbs/yr).

5.11 Carbon Monokide (CO) emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed i.22
tons per year (2440 lbs/yr).

5.12 Ammonia emissions from any of the 17 engines at the Vantage Center shall not exceed 15
ppmvd at 1 5%02, nor 0.64 pounds per hour.

5.13 Sulfur dioxide emissions from all 17 engines combined shall not exceed 0.020 tons/yr (40
lbs/yr).

5.14 Visual emissions from each diesel electric generator exhaust stack shall be no more than
5 percent, with the exception of a two (2) minute period after unit start-up. Visual
emissions shall be measured by using the procedures contained in 40 CFR 60, Appendix
A, Method 9.

6. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

6.1 A site-specific O&M manual for the Vantage Data Center facility equipment shall be
developed and followed. Manufacturers’ operating instructions and design specifications for
the engines, generators, and associated equipment shall be included in the manual. The
08cM manual shall be updated to reflect any modifications of the equipment or its operating
procedures. Emissions that result from failure to follow the operating procedures contained
in the O&M manual or manufacturer’s operating instructions may be considered proof that
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the equipment was not properly installed, operated, and/or maintained. The O&M manual
for the diesel engines and associated equipment shall at a minimum include:

6.1.1. Manufacturer’s testing and maintenance procedures that will ensure that each
individual engine will confonn to the EPA Tier Emission Standards appropriate for
that engine throughout the life of the engine.

6.1.2. Normal operating parameters and design specifications.

6.1.3. Operating and maintenance schedules.

7. SUBMITTALS

All notifications, reports, and other submittals shall be sent to:

Washington State Department of Ecology
Air Quality Program
4601 N. Monroe Street
Spokane, WA 99205-1295

8. RECORDKEEPING

8.1 All records, Operations and Maintenance Manual, and procedures developed under this
Order shall be organized in a readily accessible manner and cover a minimum of the most
recent 60-month period. Any records required to be kept under the provisions of this
Order shall be provided within 30 daysto Ecology upon request. The following records
are required to be collected and maintained:

8.1.1. Fuel receipts with amount of diesel and sulfbr content for each delivery to the
facility.

8.1.2. Monthly and annual hours of operation for each diesel engine.

8.1.3. Purpose, electrical load and duration of runtime for each diesel engine during any
periods of operation.

8.1.4. Annual gross power generated by or for each independent tenant at the facility
and total annual gross power for the facility.

8.1.5. Upset condition log for each engine and generator that includes date, time,
duration of upset, cause, and corrective action.

8.1.6. Any recordkeeping required by 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart 1111.

8.1.7. Air quality complaints received from the public or other entity, and the affected
en~ssions units.

9. REPORTING

9.1 Within 10 business days after entering into a binding agreement with a new tenant,
Vantage shall notif~’ Ecology of such agreement. The serial number, manufacturer make
and model, standby capacity, and date of manufacture of engines proposed will be
submitted prior to installation of engines in the Building 2, 3, and ETC phases of this
project.
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9.2 The following information will be submitted to the AQP at the address in Condition 7
above by January 31 of each calendar year. This information may be submitted with
annual emissions information requested by the AQP.

9.2.1 Monthly rolling annual total summary of air contaminant emissions,

9.2.2 Monthly rolling hours of operation with annual total,

9.2.3 Monthly rolling gross power generation with annual total as specified in Approval
Condition 8.1.4,

9.2.4 A log of each start-up of each diesel engine that shows the puxpose, fuel usage, and
duration of each period of operation.

9.3 Any air quality complaints resulting from operation of the emissions units or activities
shall be promptly assessed and addressed. Vantage shall maintain a record of the action
taken to investigate the validity of the complaint and what, if any, corrective action was
taken in response to the complaint. Ecology shall be notified within three (3) days of
receipt of any such complaint.

9.4 Vantage shall notify Ecology by e-mail or in writing within 24 hours of any engine
operation of greater than 60 minutes if such engine operation occurs as the result of a
power outage or other unscheduled operation. This notification does not alleviate
Vantage from annual reporting of operations contained in any section of Approval
Condition 9.

10. GENERAL CONDITIONS

10.1 Commencing/Discontinuing Construction and/or Operations: This approval shall
become void if construction of the facility is not begun within 18 months of permit
issuance or if facility operation is discontinued for a period of eighteen (18) months or
more. In accordance with WAC 173-400-11 1(7)(c), each phase must commence
construction within 18 months of the projected and approved construction dates in
this Order.

10.2 Compliance Assurance Access: Access to the source by representatives of Ecology or
the EPA shall be permitted upon request. Failure to allow such access is grounds for
enforcement action under the federal Clean Air Act or the Washington State Clean Air
Act, and may result in revocation of this Approval Order.

10.3 Availability of Order and O&M Manual: Legible copies of this Order and the
0 & M manual shall be available to employees in direct operation of the diesel electric
generation station, and be available for review upon request by Ecology.

10.4 Equipment Operation: Operation of the 17 MTU Model 20V4000 diesel engines used
to power emergency electrical generators and related equipment shall beconducted in
compliance with all data and specifications submitted as part of the NOC application and
in accordance with the 0&M manual, unless otherwise approved in writing by Ecology.
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10.5 Modifications: Any modification to the generators or engines and their related
equipment’s operating or maintenance procedures, contrary to information in the NOC
application, shall be reported to Ecology at least 60 days before such modification. Such
modification may require a new or amended NOC Approval Order.

10.6 Activities Inconsistent with the NOC Application and this Approval Order: Any
activity undertaken by the permittee or others, in a manner that is inconsistent with the
NOC application and this determination, shall be subject to Ecology enforcement under
applicable regulations.

10.7 Obligations under Other Laws or Regulations: Nothing in this Approval Order shall
be construed to relieve the permittee of its obligations under any local, state or federal
laws or regulations.

All plans, specifications, and other information submitted to the Department of Ecology relative to
this project and further documents and any authorizations or approvals or denials in relation thereto
shall be kept at the Eastern Regional Office of the Department of Ecology in the “Air Quality
Controlled Sources” files, and by such action shall be incorporated herein and made a part thereof.

Nothing in this approval shall be construed as obviating compliance with any requirement of law
other than those imposed pursuant to the Washington Clean Air Act and rules and regulations
thereunder.

Authorization may be modified, suspended or revoked in whole or part for cause including, but not
limited to the following:

a. Violation of any terms or conditions of this authorization;

b. Obtaining this authorization by misrepresentation or failure to disclose fully all relevant fact.

The provisions of this authorization are severable and, if any provision of this authorization, or
application of any provision to any circumstance is held invalid, the application of such provision to
other circumstances, and the remainder of this authorization, shall not be affected thereby.

YOURRIGHT TO APPEAL _________

You have a right to appeal this Approval Order to the Pollution Control Hearing Board (PCHB)
within 30 days of the date of receipt of this Approval Order. The appeal process is governed by
Chapter 43.2lB RCW and Chapter 371-08 WAC. “Date of receipt” is defined in RCW
43.21B.OOl(2).

To appeal you must do the following within 30 days of the date of receipt of this Approval Order:

• File your appeal and a copy of this Approval Order with the PCHB (see addresses below).
Filing means actual receipt by the PCHB during regular business hours.

o Serve a copy of your appeal and this Approval Order on Ecology in paper form - by mail or
in person. (See addresses below.) E-mail is not accepted.
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You must also comply with other applicable requirements in Chapter 43.2 lB RCW and Chapter
371-08 WAC.

ADDRESS AND LOCATION INFORMATION

For additional information visit
http: www. eho. Wa. gov

the Environmental Hearings Office Website:

To find laws and agency rules visit the Washington State Legislature Website:
http://www]. lez wa. ~ov/CodeReviser

DATED this 18th day of March, 2013 at Spokane, Washington.

Apyroved By:

Karen K. Wood, Section
Eastern Regional Office
Department of Ecology
State of Washington

Supervisor

Street Addresses Mailing Addresses

Department of Ecology
Attn: Appeals Processing Desk
300 Desmond Drive SE
Lacey, WA 98503

Pollution Control Hearings Board
1111 Israel RD SW
STE 301
Tumwater, WA 98501

Department of Ecology
Attn: Appeals Processing Desk
P0 Box 47608
Olympia, WA 98504-7608

Pollution Control Hearings Board
P0 Box 40903
Olympia, WA 98504-0903
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